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This dissertation examines Spanish/English bilingual patterns in a Northeast 

Georgia community (Habersham, Banks, and Stephens Counties) of Hispanics 

recently immigrated from Mexico, South and Central America, and the Caribbean. 

Data from naturally-occurring conversations by 56 children and adults of both sexes 

are analyzed within Myers-Scotton’s Matrix Language Frame model. Eight language 

patterns are identified, including monolingual Spanish and English turns, 

codeswitched turns, and turns showing convergence (morphemes from one language 

with abstract grammatical structure from the other).  

Tokens of each type (per sentence or short conversational turn) were counted 

per informant.  Analysis revealed that percentages of monolingual and codeswitched 

utterances pattern in relation to percentages of utterances showing convergence, 

indicating that informants’ Spanish does not begin to converge toward English until 
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fewer than 75% of their utterances are monolingual Spanish and that both 

codeswitching and convergence are mechanisms of language shift from dominance in 

one language to another. 

Children of either gender and females of both age groups report higher 

English use and Spanish influenced by English than older or male informants in 

general. Spanish utterances converging toward English are more frequent for those 

who speak English over those who speak Spanish mostly with friends. Non-Mexican 

Hispanics’ more frequent use of English with friends may be related to their higher 

convergence rates as compared to Mexicans. Higher preference for English among 

Mexicans may be related to their more frequent use of codeswitching.  

Weaknesses of the models used are identified.  Myers-Scotton’s Matrix 

Language Frame model overemphasizes identification of the matrix language (ML) at 

the intrasentential level, evidenced from data that cannot be characterized within the 

model.  Myers-Scotton’s Markedness model does not emphasize the crucial relation 

between the ML and the embedded language (EL) at the discourse and community 

levels.  In response, this study analyzes the data in terms of the ML/EL dichotomy at 

the intrasentential, interpersonal, and community levels.  Examples from the data 

illustrate how the ML/EL dichotomy can be extended to the inter-turn or 

conversational level.  The resulting application of the ML/EL distinction shows the 

important relation between the ML and the EL at micro to macro levels. 
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Chapter 1:  Introduction to the Study and to Myers-Scotton’s Social 

and Structural Models of Codeswitching 

1.0  Introduction  

The study of  bilingualism offers insight not available in the study of 

monolingualism alone as to how the human mind and society construct and use 

language.  Bilingual speech highlights the interaction of social and grammatical 

categories due to the greater contrast between the phonological, morpho-syntactic, 

and lexical features of two languages as compared to those of one language.  Varying 

combinations of elements from the two languages result when speakers of different 

languages come into contact by living and working together over a period of time.  

This dissertation is a study of Spanish and English in bilingual contact.   

1.1  Language contact 

Language contact over time leads to language change. This change involves 

the contact of different lexical and grammatical systems as well as varying social 

patterns in the community.  This study is an attempt to see how Spanish and English 

in contact are related grammatically and socially in one speech community with the 

larger goal of a better understanding of language contact phenomena, language 

change, and language structure in general.  

Unlike most other language contact studies in the literature that either 

examine well established contact situations (see, for example, Thomason and 

Kaufman 1988) or languages that have been in contact at least several decades (e.g., 
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Silva-Corvalán’s (1994) Los Angeles study), our research treats a very new language 

contact situation, which is a recently established Hispanic speech community in 

Northeast Georgia, approximately only ten years old.  Established in the late 1980's in 

Habersham County, Georgia, and parts of two bordering counties (Banks and 

Stephens), this community has flourished and is a perfect site to observe early 

language contact phenomena between English and Spanish.  Few studies have 

examined these phenomena at the early stages of language contact as this study does. 

1.2  Codeswitching and Convergence  

Codeswitching (CS), the alternation between two different varieties of the 

same language or two different languages, is a frequent phenomenon of language 

contact and may in turn lead to language change.  This study focuses on the relation 

of CS to monolingual speech, bilingual speech, and convergence in this particular 

community. It examines occurrences of CS, as well as grammatical convergence in 

the community, with the goal of assessing and predicting the language contact 

influence of English on the Spanish spoken there. When two language groups live, 

work, and attend schools in the same community, processes begin to bear on almost 

inevitable language change. The process of change due to contact involves CS and 

borrowing (BR).  Possible outcomes of contact include language maintenance or 

change from shift, convergence, or attrition of one of the languages. There have been 

few community-wide or cross-generational CS studies.  This investigation will 

examine CS across the community, generations, and social categories. 
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 CS is typically viewed by researchers from either linguistic or extralinguistic 

perspectives.  By ‘linguistic’ we refer to the structure of sentences and discourse, 

realized in the phonology, morphology, and syntax.  This study focuses on 

morphology and syntax, referred to as the ‘grammatical factors’ of CS.  Regarding 

these grammatical factors, this study is concerned with the points at which switches 

are made within and between sentences and words. Social meaning can also be 

encoded in the use of each language or variety, and in the very fact itself that CS is 

taking place.  The term ‘extralinguistic’ refers mainly to the social meanings 

conveyed by CS and the ‘social factors’ of CS.  The linguistic and extralinguistic 

perspectives in the CS literature by several researchers are examined.   

The investigation is based on the models of Myers-Scotton on CS regarding 

both the linguistic and extralinguistic perspectives because her models seem to be the 

strongest and most comprehensive approaches among those that attempt to account 

for CS.  First, Myers-Scotton’s (1993c) approach to the extralinguistic or social 

factors of CS in her Markedness model is examined, followed by the linguistic or 

structural factors of CS in Myers-Scotton’s (1993b) Matrix Language-Frame (MLF) 

model.  Walters (1995:2) considers both the Markedness and MLF models to be 

robust, an opinion shared by Boussofara-Omar (1999: 50, 261). 

Myers-Scotton (1996; 1999) and others (Myers-Scotton and Jake 2000; 

Schmitt 2000; Longxing Wei 2000; Fuller 2000; Gross 2000; Bolonyai 2000) have 

included within the MLF model a growing list of research since 1993 accounting for 
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linguistic outcomes of language contact beyond CS only. 1  These include grammatical 

convergence, second language acquisition, creole formation, language shift, and 

language death.  Myers-Scotton (1996: 2) goes so far as to suggest “that the same 

processes figure in all forms of bilingual speech.”  The focus of this study is on CS 

and grammatical convergence with implications for other types of language contact 

phenomena.    

1.3  The Markedness model of CS  

 Based on Grice’s  (1975: 45) ‘Co-operative Principle,’ Myers-Scotton’s 

(1993c: 113) Markedness model emanates from her ‘negotiation principle’: 

Choose the form of your conversation contribution such that it indexes the set 
of rights and obligations which you wish to be in force between speaker and 
addressee for the current exchange. 

 

The language of “unmarked choice” is associated with the social “norms” sometimes 

called a “rights-and-obligations” set.  Choosing the “marked” language constitutes a 

speaker’s “negotiation” for another rights-and-obligations set different from the social 

norm or the status-quo.  Myers-Scotton lists four types of CS under her Markedness 

model: (1) “CS as a sequence of unmarked choices,” in which each language used is 

the unmarked choice due to changing social or other conversational context 

requirements; (2) “CS itself as the unmarked choice,” which may occur, for example, 

between bilingual interlocutors who are peers; (3) “CS as a marked choice,” in which 

an interlocutor switches codes in order to not comply with an expected social or 

                                                 
1 Myers-Scotton (1993b) also includes an extensive discussion of  BR along with CS. 
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contextual norm; and (4) “CS as an exploratory choice,” or CS to ‘explore’ or 

‘negotiate’ the unmarked choice between interlocutors when the choice of code is not 

clearly apparent, given the situation (Myers-Scotton 1993c: 7, 84, 113-114, 119, 131, 

142-143; 1993a: 478-480, 492-493).  In a conversation the unmarked language is 

frequently the matrix language (ML), and the marked language is frequently the 

embedded (EL).  The ML is the most frequently used language, and the EL is the less 

frequently used in a conversation or utterance. 

 Examples [1.1] to [1.4], from our data, are representative of Myers-Scotton’s 

four types of CS under the Markedness model.  Example [1.1] illustrates type (1) “CS 

as a sequence of unmarked choices,” in which each language used is the unmarked 

choice due to changing social or other conversational context requirements (1993c: 

114).  The first part of the conversation is exclusively in English due to the presence 

of the English monolingual speaker, AP.  The latter half of the conversation is mostly 

in Spanish because Spanish is the dominant language of JM, who is more comfortable 

conversing in Spanish with DS because he knows that DS is fluent in Spanish.  

Therefore, English is unmarked for the first half of the conversation and Spanish is 

unmarked for the second half of the conversation. 

[1.1]  Myers-Scotton’s type (1): “CS as a sequence of unmarked choices” (1993c: 
114).  DS=0,2 Anglo adult male bilingual; JM=17, Hispanic adult male bilingual; 
AP=70, Anglo female English monolingual child; they are in the home of DS; AP is 

                                                 
2 Each informant was assigned a unique identification number because some informants had identical 
initials.  These numbers are used throughout the dissertation to refer to informants.  None of the 
example excerpts, however, have two informants with the same initials in the same conversation.  
Informant identification numbers may also be used to reference social factors and language type 
percent for each informant in Appendix E. 
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the niece of DS; JM is a friend of DS but only introduced to JM at the beginning of 
the conversation; JM is seeking help with college- level English mechanics from DS 
(unsorted transcript,3  pp. 21-22). 
 
DS:  (directed to AP)  This is (JM’s name). 
JM: Hey. Nice to meet you. 
AP: Nice to meet you. 
DS: He graduated from high school last year.  He works at Mount Vernon Mills.  Is your mother 

here? 
AP: No. (*E)4 
DS: Oh, here she is, (AP’s name). Ok. Entonces, uh, let's see.  Bueno, es lo que sé yo.5  Ok, you 

want me to talk to you in English or in Spanish?   
JM: Um? Es 
DS: Los dos. 
JM: Los dos. Lo que sea. 
DS: Ok.  Like they got , uuh, el , uuh, like you have an introduction? 
JM: Um, Um. 
DS: Do you know?  You have a paragraph introduction, then you have like the para una 

 composición de, de, de, de, cuatro párrafos? 
JM: Eh, no, es diferente. 
DS: No, de cinco párrafos. 
JM: Es diferente.  Ellos tienen como un tema, sin, sin, ¿cómo se llaman para uh los paragraph, 

 cómo, paragrafos, parafos? 
DS: paragraphs 
JM: Uh, (*S) no tienen pa párrafos, sino que es todo junto.  Entonces, tienen una como decir, ¿no 

 tiene un libro usted? 
DS: ¿De qué?  
  

Example [1.2] is representative of (2) “CS itself as the unmarked choice,” 

which may occur, for example, between bilingual interlocutors who are peers (Myers-

Scotton 1993c: 114, 119).  DP, BP, and BV are bilingual peers.  There seems to be 

little if any socio-pragmatic motivation to use one language over the other.  The norm 

                                                 
3 In this and following references to the data, 'unsorted transcript' or 'unsorted' is the transcript 
before sorting by informant, and 'sorted transcript' or 'sorted' is the transcript sorted by informant. 
4 In this conversation and in following data excerpts, (*E) = unintelligible English; (*S) = 
unintelligible Spanish; (*) = unintelligible and impossible to determine which language was used. 
5 Untranslated Spanish portions of conversations used in examples throughout the dissertation are 
translated into English in Appendix A. 
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here seems to be a mixture of the two languages; thus, it represents “CS itself as the 

unmarked choice.” 

 
[1.2]  Myers-Scotton’s type (2): “CS itself as the unmarked choice” (1993c: 114).   
 DP=28, male child; BP=26, male child (BP and DP are brothers.); BV=56, female 
child; ER=38, adult female; all three children are proficient in both English and 
Spanish; ER is limited English proficient; conversation in the home of DP and BP; 
ER is a friend of the parents of DP and BP;  all interlocutors are Peruvian (unsorted 
transcript, pp. 57-58). 
DP: El mío es marzo, uh, 
BV: [6¿Y tú? 
DP: [Marzo, el ocho. 
BV: [I knew it. 
ER: [el ocho ya, [ y también marzo. 
BP:   [(el?) mío, mío, mío,  [  [(repeats 'mío' several times) 
DP:      [You have eight,  [you're eight years old 
BV:  [(*) nine   
BP:  [(continues repeating 'mío' over and over) [mío(the last 'mío') 
BV:       [I am nine years old!, OK!?  
DP: [Did you fail a grade? 
ER: [El tuyo es diciembre. 
BV: What? 
DP: Did  [you fail a grade? 
ER:  [Su cumpleaños de Benjamin es en diciembre,  [igual que tu mamá. 
BV:        [December what?  In 
  Christmas? 
ER: [No, antes.  Creo que es  [el nueve, dieciocho. 
DP: [Yes,    [uh, 
DP: Es dieciocho. 
ER: El dieciocho de diciembre.  De tu mami,¿ cuándo es?  
DP: Uhhhh. 
ER: igual también es en diciembre. 
DP: Hey/Who? 
ER: Una semana después, creo  [que 
DP:     [No but, el de, el de mi abuelo también es en  
 [diciembre también. 
BP: [I just can't wait to get this Christmas,  
DP: Y el mío es [marzo. 
BP:   [because I wanna get (buy?) everything  [that I want. 
DP:        [Last year, el, uh, pró-
 [ximo, uh   
BP: [(*)want 
DP: semestre, uh,  [(they say/dice?)que,que,  [voy a entrar a a jugar fútbol,uh,para(*)niños,   

                                                 
6 '[' in this and following conversations indicates turn overlap with the following turn. 
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BP:   [uhh, (*)   [It didn't happen (*E) wish. (*). 
DP: niños, fútbol. 
 
 Example [1.3] is representative of  (3) “CS as a marked choice” in which an 

interlocutor switches codes in order to not comply with an expected social or 

contextual norm (Myers-Scotton 1993c: 114, 131).  All interlocutors are natively 

profic ient in Spanish and much less proficient in English.  English is very much a part 

of their daily lives as they come into contact with it at work and in other situations.  

Spanish is clearly the ML and the ‘unmarked’ language.   

  
[1.3] Myers-Scotton’s type (3): “CS as a marked choice” (1993c: 114). 
All Hispanic adults, all limited proficiency in English; at least they use it only in 
limited circumstances, for example at work; ER=38, female; MT=47,male; PT=48, 
male; JP=25, male; MT and PT are brothers; talking at the home of MT, PT, and JP; 
MT and PT are brothers from Mexico; JP is from El Salvador; ER is Peruvian; all 
interlocutors are acquaintances at church (unsorted transcript, p. 43). 
 
ER: Ah,  dice (MT's name).  (*) record.   Ah, consumidor, seguro, gente, estricto (*S)  (*) 
MT: You don't know?  
ER: (*,*S) consumidor (*,*S) insurance, seguro de la  casa, (*S) mil ciento cuarenta dólares el 

contrato del, um,  se dio bajo el día de agosto diez y ocho de este año. Um, dice que esto si 
está bien para , para  (*) 

(*) 
MT or PT:  (*) carta! 
(*) 
ER: Que es para que tú pases (*S) la agencia de seguro  (*) del banco, del banco, no, éste es del 

banco, que te está diciendo que si está asegurado7 la casa por esta cantidad de dólares, está 
bien o no, tú chequéalo, y el contrato dado es del día diez y ocho. 

MT: O sea que, que lo, que mire si, si es esto. 
ER: ¡Ah, jah! 
MT: Que hable al banco, ¿no? 
ER: Sí, si no, si está bien, éste no necesitas ir, pero si hay un error dice, dice que lo llames a éste 
  teléfono. 
MT: Ok. 
PT: [¿Diez y ocho? 
ER: [(*S) seguro. 
PT: Aseguranza para la casa. 

                                                 
7 ‘asegurado’ was heard instead of the standard Spanish ‘asegurada’ and may have been a slip of the 
tongue. 

Norman Rubin
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ER: ¿Esto también es del seguro? (*S) 
JP: (*S) no me hable, ahorita estoy bravo. 
ER: (*) 
PT: El conejo  
JP: Ensalada, ensalada con pollo. 
PT: Un taco con mucho pollo 
MT: (*E?) 
ER: No sé que es efe, a , e, eme, a . 
MT: ¿Dónde, ah? 
ER: (*S) esto.  Es una agencia.  (*S) Te está hablando de, creo que del agua, (*S) agua (*,*S) I 

don't know.   Ay no estoy segura de esto.  No entiendo mucho.  Aquí han puesto para que 
firmen y la fecha.  Se8 supongo que algo relacionado a la, al seguro de la, de la tierra, de la 
casa.  (*) es de la misma? 

 
In this conversation in [1.3], in which there is no need to use English, English usage 

‘marks’ items (‘record,’ and ‘insurance’) that are closely connected to the 

surrounding English-speaking culture.  These items could have been said in Spanish 

and in this conversation ‘insurance’ is repeated as ‘seguro.’  The expressions ‘You 

don’t know?’ and ‘I don’t know’ also serve to mark their respective speakers as 

participants in the larger English-speaking community, because the norm would 

dictate that they be said in Spanish, given that the vast majority of the conversation is 

in Spanish.  We cannot say exactly what motivated these English expressions in an 

otherwise overwhelmingly ‘unmarked’ Spanish conversation, but the choice of 

English over Spanish is conspicuous and can hardly be unnoticed or deemed 

meaningless.  In other words, exactly why they are ‘marked’ by English is unknown, 

but they are, nonetheless, ‘marked’ as a consequence of these speakers’ contact with 

English in the wider Anglo culture in which they participate.  The speech ‘marked’ by 

English in this conversation may ‘mark’ or signal to interlocutors that the speakers 

                                                 
8 ‘Se supongo’ was heard instead of the standard Spanish ‘me supongo’ and may have been a slip of 
the tongue.   
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recognize the importance the English of the larger community around them has in 

their lives, as if to indicate to each other that they are ‘in tune with’ the world and not 

relegated to their own little corner.  

 Example [1.4] is representative of  (4) “CS as an exploratory choice” or CS to 

‘explore’ or ‘negotiate’ the unmarked choice between interlocutors when the choice 

of code is not clearly apparent, given the situation (Myers-Scotton 1993c: 114, 142-

143).  AR and DS are both proficient in both Spanish and English and can 

communicate with ease in either of the two languages.  This conversation represents 

indecision between the two speakers as to which language to use as the principle 

means of communication, that is, the ML or ‘unmarked’ language.  It is almost a 

‘duel’ of sorts, because AR insists on continuing the conversation in English while 

DS insists on keeping his turns in Spanish before finally relinquishing to AR’s use of 

English by the end of the conversation when all turns by both speakers are in English.  

English dominated in this case probably because it was easier for DS to submit to 

AR’s English usage since the school assignment discussed was taught and written in 

English.  The conversation began, however,  as a negotiation between Spanish and 

English use because DS usually talked to Hispanics in the community in Spanish and 

it was also the expected norm for him in this conversation. 
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[1.4] Myers-Scotton’s type (4): “CS as an exploratory choice” (1993c: 114). 
AR=37, Hispanic adult female; DS=0, Anglo adult male; both AR and DS are 
bilingual; DS is helping AR with a college assignment which is taught in English and 
for which the written materials are all in English; AR is Ecuadorian and is a friend of 
DS’s brother and sister- in- law and an acquaintance of DS at a Hispanic church 
(unsorted transcript, pp. 20-21). 
AR: You're gonna waste your time. 
DS: Hum? 
AR: You're gonna waste your time. 
DS: Bueno, yo te ayudo y tú me ayudas. 
AR: um, hum 
DS: a la vez 
AR: Yeah, that's the reason.  Bueno, en ser (clears throat). 
DS: (laughing) Está bien. 
AR: (laughing)  Do, do you have other idea for this? 
DS: Uhh, let's see. 
AR: (laughing) 
DS: (reading English from a text) Oh, that's, the, tui we're on the "intuition,” right? 
AR: What did you put that? 
………………….. (break in the conversation due to changing tape sides) 
DS: Yeah. 
AR: And I have to do it. 
DS: Well, well I know but, I mean  if you got that many, if you got that many questions to do and 

you 
  gotta type all of that, you think you can do it? 
AR: Until Monday, no? 
DS: Hum? 
AR:  I can't. 
DS: It's a lot. 

 

Other CS researchers such as Auer (1998: 8-13) and Meeuwis and Blommaert 

(1998: 77-80) have found Myers-Scotton’s Markedness model too simplistic because 

of its reliance on identifying languages with fixed sets of social information.  Other 

approaches to the social factors involved in CS are examined in Chapter 2.   

Entirely apart from her Markedness model, Myers-Scotton’s MLF model 

(1993b) attempts to account for the structural factors in CS.   
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1.4  The MLF model of CS 

 In Myers-Scotton’s (1993a: 485, 486) MLF model, embedded language (EL) 

islands are embedded into the matrix language (ML).  In CS, according to the MLF 

model, the ML is the language that establishes the morpho-syntax and thus the 

structure for an utterance.  At the same time the ML is also the language of the 

majority of the morphemes in an utterance of at least two sentences in length (pp. 

486-487).9   

 Myers-Scotton’s (1993b, 1995, 1997b) MLF Model is based on two major 

hierarchies, “the Matrix Language vs Embedded Language hierarchy,” and “the 

system vs content morpheme hierarchy” (1995: 235).  The first hierarchy assumes 

that every utterance has a matrix language grammatical frame into which morphemes 

may be inserted, whether they derive from one or more than one language.  The 

matrix language frame is from one language or is a composite of more than one 

language, but there is never more than one matrix language frame for any given 

utterance.  The matrix language frame dictates word order; system morphemes come 

from the ML. 

 The second hierarchy assumes that all morphemes are either content or system 

morphemes and that content morphemes assign and receive thematic roles10 while 

                                                
9 We extend this two-sentence minimum to entire conversations and even beyond to the entire 
community speech patterns, taking into account social factors along with morpho-syntactic factors. 
10 ‘Thematic roles’ or ‘theta-roles’ are the roles of people or entities in a sentence.  For example, in the 
sentence, ‘Bob hit Bill,’ ‘Bob’ fills the thematic role of ‘agent,’ and ‘Bill’ fills the thematic role of 
‘patient’ (see Radford 1988: 372-392 for a more complete explanation of ‘thematic roles’ and ‘theta-
theory’). 
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system morphemes do not.  Common category names such as ‘pronouns’ may be 

content morphemes in one language and system morphemes in another.  Content 

morphemes usually include nouns, verb stems, and descriptive adjectives, while 

system morphemes usually include inflections and determiners.  Single morphemes 

embedded into the ML will be only content morphemes (see example [1.5]) because 

all system morphemes come from the ML.   

[1.5]  (English content morpheme EL insertion into a Spanish ML) 
  todo, el, el, del paseo de kindergarten estaban apagada las luces, y… 
  ‘all, the, the, of the kindergarten hall, the lights were off, and…’ 
  (49:62 unsorted) 11 
 

This hierarchy is crucial to the MLF model because system morphemes, 

which come exclusively from the ML, constitute the essential elements in the ‘frame-

building’ apparatus of the ML in the formation of sentences.  Content morphemes, 

whether from the ML or the EL, may subsequently be ‘inserted’ into their ‘pre-

framed’ slots for the sentence to take on its speaker’s intended ‘content’ (Myers-

Scotton 1995: 235). 

 Therefore, any change in word order or BR of system morphemes indicates 

any or all of the following: “ML turnover,” a “composite ML” frame, or structural 

“convergence” of one language toward the other (Myers-Scotton 1997b: 12, 13).  

“ML turnover” is the replacement of one language as the ML with the other in a 

bilingual context.  This may be in the speech of one individual or of an entire 

                                                
11 For this and following short examples, the first number in ( ) is the identification number of the 
informant, and the second number is the page number of the transcript (type of transcript indicated by 
“sorted” and “unsorted”; see footnotes 2 and 3 in this chapter). 
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community.  A “composite ML” is the structure of an utterance which takes 

grammatical elements from more than one language (Myers-Scotton 1997a: 213-214, 

220, 258).  “Convergence” is the result of a composite ML, the use of grammatical 

structure from at least two languages in the same utterance even in cases in which all 

the morphemes are from only one of the languages (Myers-Scotton 1997a: 257-258; 

1996: 3-4).  A well-formed multi-morphemic constituent of one language embedded 

into an ML frame of the other language is termed an embedded language (EL) island 

and is not evidence of ML turnover, composite MLF, or convergence.  Myers-Scotton 

(1993b; 1997b) and colleagues (e.g., Jake 1996;
12

 Fuller 1996; Bolonyai 1996) 

discuss “deep [grammatical] borrowing” (structural convergence) as a possible 

consequence of certain patterns/sequences of CS, leading to a composite ML, an ML 

turnover, and convergence (Myers-Scotton 1993b: 208, 212; 1997b: 12, 13).
13

  

Structural convergence is a possible consequence as well in the community 

we investigate.   Some of our data show evidence of what is sometimes referred to in 

the literature as ‘transfer’ or ‘interference’ as in example [1.6], and can be explained 

in terms of composite ML and convergence by Myers-Scotton and colleagues.14  

                                                
12 Jake (1996) discusses the relationship between the first and second languages learned by an 
individual in the ‘interlanguage’ of language acquisition and relates it to bilingual CS and composite 
ML, convergence, etc.  Since she, along with Myers-Scotton, claims that second language acquisition 
is one type of language contact, we propose to view natural, non-academic language acquisition and 
contact patterns as she does within the same framework.  Therefore, we do not attempt to separate 
language acquisition patterns from language contact patterns. 
13 For example, Bolonyai (1996) did a one-child longitudinal study of Hungarian/English contact and 
found patterns in correlations between CS, ML turnover, and English/Hungarian grammatical 
convergence.  
14 ‘Convergence’ is used by some researchers to indicate an established grammatical change 
throughout a community in one language by influence from contact with another language.  The 
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Also, we attempt to explain any apparent violations of MLF model principles by 

extensions of the model.   

 [1.6]  Yo he gané.15  (64:90 sorted) 
  ‘I have won.’ 
  (standard Spanish, ‘Yo he ganado.’) 
    
 

Myers-Scotton, in an addition to her original MLF model (1997b: 6-7),  

hypothesizes “subsystems of complex lexical structure” consisting of three levels: (1) 

the “lexical-conceptual” level (semantic/pragmatic content), also known as the 

“conceptual level”; (2) the “predicate-argument” level (verbs and prepositions with 

their arguments), also called the “functional level”; and (3) the “morphological 

realization” level (surface morpho-syntactic patterns), also referred to as the 

“positional level” (also see Myers-Scotton and Jake 1995: 986-987; Schmitt 2000: 

11-12).  This conception of lexical structure is not fully explained or exemplified here 

because the discrete levels are not the focus of this study.   They are briefly presented 

as follows, however, in an effort to provide some background of the concepts behind 

                                                                                                                                      
community of this study is recent and ‘convergence’ in the speech of some individuals has not had 
sufficient time to diffuse throughout the entire community.  ‘Convergence’ in this dissertation refers to 
the speech patterns of individuals.  Whether or not or how far these changes progress throughout the 
community only time will tell. 
15 One could argue that ‘yo he gané’ is not convergence of Spanish and English grammar, but merely 
an example of ‘child language.’  We contend, however, that this example illustrates Spanish/English 
grammatical convergence because of the following.  The informant, age 8, who said the utterance, also 
said several similar utterances; his older brother and two other brothers (not of the same national origin 
or family and not in the data corpus proper), 9-10 years old, also said similar utterances.  All four of 
these children were more relatively isolated from the Hispanic community at large than any of the 
other informants in our study.  All four exhibited very similar language patterns, showing disregard for 
morpho-syntactic distinctions between English and Spanish (e.g., English ‘won’= Spanish ‘gané / 
ganado’).  These patterns were very different from those of all other children informants, ages 8 and 
younger, who demonstrated utterances that conformed more closely to standard Spanish morpho-
syntactic patterns. 
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Myers-Scotton’s (1997a, b; 2000) most recent efforts to account for the production of 

utterances involving material from more than one language.  

At the lexical-conceptual level, speakers conceive the semantic content and 

socio-pragmatic information they intend to communicate, including whether to 

codeswitch and which language is to be the ML.  Mental lexical entries are selected 

that best match these semantic and socio-pragmatic intentions.  A lexical entry’s core 

is its semantic content and corresponding content morpheme, but a content morpheme 

has structural accompaniments within the lexical entry that result in system 

morphemes at the surface.  

 At the predicate-argument level, the lexical entries structure the sentence(s) 

according to each entry’s argument and morpho-syntactic requirements.  Relations 

between lexical entries within a Complementizer phrase (CP)16 may require 

additional ML system morphology exterior to the internal structure of any one lexical 

entry.  EL entries are examined against ML counterpart entries for argument and 

morpho-syntactic congruence and thus their insertion compatibilities.  

The morphological realization level is the level at which structure produced at 

the predicate-argument level is adjusted according to surface ML syntactic 

                                                
16 CP stands for “Complementizer phrase” or “projection of Complementizer” and is used in much of 
the syntactic literature, as well as in this study, as an abbreviation for either a main or subordinate 
clause with an overt or non-overt complementizer. An example of a complementizer is ‘that’ in ‘I wish 
that he would come’.  ‘I wish that he would come’ is a sentence CP containing a subordinate CP, ‘that 
he would come’. 
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requirements (e.g., wh-movement17) and realized in speech performance (Myers-

Scotton and Jake 1995, 2000; Schmitt 2000: 11-13).  A composite ML is the result of 

EL structural insertion into empty slots in imperfectly accessed ML structure at any 

of the three levels of lexical structure (Myers-Scotton 1999: 18-19; Myers-Scotton 

and Jake 2000: 2; Bolonyai 1998, 2000: 86). 

1.5  Combining the Markedness and MLF models 

Myers-Scotton’s Markedness model of extralinguistic factors for CS may be 

seen as underlying the first level of the MLF model, the “lexical-conceptual 

structure,” where she claims that “semantic-pragmatic” decisions or ‘choices’ are 

made by the speaker (Myers-Scotton and Jake 1995: 987).  Myers-Scotton, however, 

does not systematically investigate a connection between the Markedness (1993c) and 

MLF (1993b) models.  

Bentahila and Davies (1992, 1998), and Boussofara-Omar (1999), for 

example, point out that the structural and social aspects of CS should be studied 

together in order to understand how the two relate.  Treffers-Daller (1991: 249), near 

the beginning of the last decade of the twentieth century, states this topic as a 

“challenge for code-switching research in the nineties.”  Boussofara-Omar (1999), 

toward the end of the decade, claims that such research remains scarce (p. 49), and 

that the “shaping [of] code-switched configurations” by the social and structural 

factors together remains uninvestigated (p. 52).  The goal of our study is a better 

                                                
17 “wh-movement” is the syntactic repositioning, for example, of interrogatives and relatives (e.g., 
‘what’, ‘who’) from their original positions in deep structure for the formation of questions and relative 
clauses in surface structure (see Radford 1988: 462-521). 
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understanding of these code-switched configurations by both social and structural 

factors, not just by one of the two, as is the case in the two models of Myers-Scotton 

(1993b for the structural; 1993c for the social).   

Myers-Scotton (1993b: 232-238; 1993c: 119-120; 1995: 252) discusses a 

relationship between the social and structural factors of CS but does not present any 

systematic investigation, much less explain how social and structural factors operate 

together within one model or framework.  Boussofara-Omar (1999) states the 

relationship between the structural and the social as her “premise” (pp. 1-2, 52), but 

admits that a limitation to her study was the exclusion of social factors in CS (p. 266). 

This investigation attempts to view the Markedness and MLF models as two 

models subsumed under one rather than as two separate models, thus drawing 

connections between the two models based on evidence in our data.  In order to see 

connections, this study examines the data for social and linguistic patterns to see 

which social patterns relate to which linguistic patterns, to be discussed in greater 

detail in the following chapters.   

 In addition to extending universal theoretical models such as the MLF model, 

this study contributes to knowledge concerning the influence of English on Spanish, 

especially as spoken in the United States, including the effects that CS can have on 

grammatical structure.  For example, Silva-Corvalán’s (1994) study of 

Spanish/English contact and Spanish grammatical structure in Los Angeles, 

unfortunately, does not deal with CS.  Our work adds the CS factor to the study of 

Spanish grammatical structure in the United States. 
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1.6  Outline of the study 

 Chapter 1 has been an introduction to this study of Spanish/English language 

contact in a bilingual community of Northeast Georgia in the U.S., based on Myers-

Scotton’s Markedness model for the social factors of CS and her MLF model for the 

structural factors of CS.  One of our goals is to combine aspects of the two models 

into a more inclusive framework. 

 Chapter 2 is a review of other studies examining social or structural factors in 

CS.  Myers-Scotton’s models are contrasted with others’ approaches, pointing out 

strengths and weaknesses in the models.  Insights from other CS researchers are 

examined.  Chapter 2 concludes with research questions that are investigated in the 

following chapters. 

 Chapter 3 presents the methodology of this investigation along with the 

background of the entire speech community and the individuals from whom speech 

data were obtained. 

 Chapter 4 is a grammatical analysis of the speech data obtained.  Language 

types defined within Myers-Scotton’s MLF model are identified in the data, and 

numbers of tokens and percentages of each type are compared.  The analysis in 

Chapter 4 compares language types across the sample of informants from a wide 

range of social categories in the community. 

 Chapter 5 is an analysis of the language types identified in the data as 

correlated to the social factors of sex, age, national origin, and information from each 

informant regarding when, where, and with whom each language is used. 
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Chapter 6 addresses the social and language data examined in Chapters 4 and 

5 from a perspective inclusive of both Myers-Scotton’s Markedness and MLF models 

with additional insights obtained from other CS researchers, as well as from an 

analysis of the data from this study.  Both of Myers-Scotton’s models are examined 

against our data and that of other studies, and inconsistencies are pointed out with 

implications for a more inclusive framework.  Conclusions are presented along with 

the limitations of the study.  Chapter 6 also outlines some implications of the study, 

including bilingual education, as well as plans for further research in the same 

community. 
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Chapter 2:  Myers-Scotton’s Codeswitching Models Compared to 

Other Approaches 

2.0  Introduction 

 Chapter 1 discussed Myers-Scotton’s Markedness model (1993c) in terms of 

the social factors in CS and her MLF model (1993b) regarding the structural factors 

in CS.  This chapter adds to the social and structural considerations regarding CS 

from the perspectives of other researchers. 

 CS was earlier viewed as an aberration and even less as a topic worthy of 

research.  Weinreich (1953) denied that an “ideal bilingual” would even engage in 

CS:  

The ideal bilingual switches from one language to the other according to 
appropriate changes in the speech situation (interlocutors, topics, etc.), but not 
in an unchanged speech situation, and certainly not within a single sentence 
(p. 73). 

 

This negativism toward CS was later reiterated by others such as Labov (1972a: 189) 

when he counted CS among the “puzzling problems” of studying language change.   

2.1 The social factors of CS 

The social factors behind CS18 were the first to become prominent in the early 

CS research.  Ferguson’s (1959) ‘diglossia’, Brown and Gilman’s (1960) ‘tu/vous’ 

social distinctions in second person address, and Fishman’s (1968; 1972) ‘allocation’ 

of languages to social ‘domains’ in bilingual speech communities were influential in 

                                                 
18 See Myers-Scotton’s literature review (1993c) for more information on past studies of social factors 
in CS. 
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establishing the ‘allocation paradigm’ (Myers-Scotton 1993c: 49).  Within this 

paradigm, languages are ‘allocated’ to specific ‘domains’ and the choice between the 

use of one language or the other depends on the social situation.  But CS between 

languages with no change of situation was not the focus of study.   

Blom and Gumperz (1972), however, introduced CS within the same 

conversation as a major topic of study in the field of sociolinguistics, and in the 

twenty years that followed, Gumperz was the main voice in the study of CS in its 

social context (Myers-Scotton 1993c:46).  Blom and Gumperz analyze CS in the 

same conversation as being either ‘situational’ or ‘metaphorical’.  They explain that 

“situational switching involves change in participants and/or strategies,” and that 

“metaphorical switching involves only a change in topical emphasis” (1972: 409).  

Finding Blom and Gumperz unclear as to this explanation of the division of the 

functions of CS, Myers-Scotton (1993c:52) clarifies the situation by interpreting 

situational CS to be “motivated by changes in factors external to the participant’s own 

motivation (e.g., makeup of participants, setting, topic)” and metaphorical CS to be 

that which “is not really topic . . . so much as a ‘presentation of self’ in relation to the 

topic, or changes in relationship to other participants . . . .”  Beginning with Gumperz 

(Blom and Gumperz 1972), researchers studied CS data and language data in general, 

not only within the ‘allocation paradigm’ but also within what Myers-Scotton (1993c: 

55) terms the “ ‘interactional/interpretative’ model,” the framework provided by 

Gumperz (1982; Blom and Gumperz 1972).  Within the ‘interactional/interpretative’ 
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model, stud ies of natural conversations  consider social context and speakers’ use of 

language variations to convey meaning (Myers-Scotton 1993c: 55-56). 

2.1.1  Contributions to CS studies from other sociolinguistic approaches 

Hymes’ (1962; 1967) ‘ethnography of speaking’ advocated examining 

language variation within local social contexts with an emphasis on descriptive 

studies.  Hymes (1962; 1967; 1972a,b) and Gumperz (1982; Blom and Gumperz 

1972), according to Myers-Scotton (1993c: 56-59), provided the impetus for the study 

of CS at the micro- level, including conversation analysis and other methods based on 

“naturally occurring data in small-group interactions” (p. 56).  These studies are in 

contrast with macro- level studies, introduced by Labov (1972a,b).  The current study 

uses data from natural conversations in small groups. 

Labov (1972a,b) correlated monolingual linguistic variables with small groups 

of social variables such as age, gender, and socio-economic status.  He generally 

studied phonological variables, but his approach could be implemented in the study of 

morphological, syntactic, and CS data as well.   His studies, however, do not include 

the level of detail as in those of Gumperz (1982; Blom and Gumperz 1972) and 

Hymes (1962; 1967; 1972a,b).   In this study, however, different types of CS are 

correlated with age, sex, and other social variables, similar to Labov’s approach. In 

addition, this investigation utilizes a more detailed conversation analysis, similar to 

Gumperz and Hymes, in order to understand better how CS functions within the 

community under study. 
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Milroy (1987) used the concept of ‘social networks’ in her study of 

monolingual language variation and change, and applied this approach to CS (Milroy 

and Li Wei 1995).  Social networks are the language contacts individuals have with 

other people.  Milroy’s ‘social networks’ notion is included in modified form as part 

of our ‘Social Factors’ questionnaire (see Appendix B), used to correlate social 

factors to linguistic factors. 

Bell’s (1984) ‘audience design’ model for monolingual style shifting,  in 

which speakers change language style, register, or dialect to match their audience, is 

also applicable to switching between two or more languages.  Monolingual and 

bilingual shifting or switching within Bell’s model are easily subsumed under 

Gumperz’ ‘interactional/interpretative’ model and Myers-Scotton’s Markedness 

model.  

2.1.2  Recent studies of CS and social factors and comparisons to Myers -

Scotton’s (1993c) approach 

Gumperz (1982; Blom and Gumperz 1972) led the search for the ways CS can 

be understood as an interactional social ‘strategy.’  Several other researchers have 

continued this search to make sense of how code choice is used to carry meaning 

other than a referential one (Myers-Scotton 1993c: 74).  Many of them (e.g., Jacobson 

1982; Valdés 1982) studied CS according to the Gumperz ‘interactional / 

interpretative’ model.  Researchers such as Jacobson (1990) continued to operate 

more or less within the Labovian (1972a,b) social/linguistic variable framework.  

Others like Poplack and Sankoff (1988), while mostly interested in the grammatical 
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aspects of CS, gave some attention to its social context.  These studies are discussed 

in this section.   

Jacobson (1982), who provides instances of intrasentential CS (exclusive of 

single lexeme insertions that Myers-Scotton does include in her MLF model), 

attempts to characterize language switches as motivated by social categories 

including ‘emotion,’ ‘domain,’ ‘culture,’ ‘interpersonal relations,’ ‘topic,’ 

‘metaphor,’ and ‘preference.’ These roughly fall under either the ‘situational’ or 

‘metaphorical’ categories of switches of Blom and Gumperz (1972).  In example 

[2.1], according to Jacobson (1982: 195), the speaker switches to her dominant 

language, Spanish, to further convey the emotion of the statement.  He says that 

‘emotion’ “appears to be a valid subcategory to reveal one of the speakers’ inner cues 

that are capable of triggering the switch from the weaker to the stronger language.”    

 

[2.1]   I lose my temper porque a mi [sic] me da mucho coraje 
 ‘I lose my temper because it makes me so mad’ (1982: 195) 

 

Jacobson (1982: 196) says that occasionally switches cannot be attributed to an 

underlying motivation besides simply the desire to use the other language, as seen in 

example [2.2] in which the second interlocutor uses English in answer to the first 

interlocutor’s turn in Spanish.  
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 [2.2] (1=speaker 1; 2=speaker 2.) 

1 –  una cortina nada más 
   ‘only a curtain’ 
  2 –  What you need is the strip . . .  [italics changed] (p. 196) 
 
This ‘catch-all’ category, however, explains nothing.  Myers-Scotton (1993c) 

attempts to explain the social functions of all CS within the Markedness model under 

the unmarked/marked distinction, as discussed in Chapter 1.   

Jacobson (1982: 206) qualifies his conclusions: 

Regardless of the tentative findings . . ., it has become clear that some 
utterances produced by Mexican-American bilinguals reveal the resources of 
the two languages but can only be observed when the social situation is 
appropriate, that is, when the interlocutors share a high degree of rapport . . . .  
However, since this mixed dialect occurs only in certain social situations, it 
seems appropriate to define it as a social dialect used by those who not only 
share the same code but also similar ethnic, cultural and environment 
characteristics.  

 

Such a characterization of the social motivations of CS among Mexican-American 

Spanish/English bilinguals, though vague, may be true to a point, but it does not 

explain CS between Hispanics and Anglos19 in our data.  It also does not consider the 

regularity and naturalness of CS in the speech of both interlocutors in conversations 

between the bilingual investigator and bilingual Hispanics in the speech community 

of this study.  Valdés (1982) listed social motivations similar to those of Jacobson 

(1982) that also roughly correspond to Blom and Gumperz’ (1972) ‘situational’ and 

‘metaphorical’ categories of CS. 

                                                 
19 CS between Hispanics and Anglos in the community under study is not the focus of this dissertation, 
but it warrants further investigation in addition to its relationship linguistically and socially to CS 
between Hispanics. 
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Dabène and Moore (1995) noted different types of CS (based upon where the 

switches were made) and how they patterned throughout an immigrant community of 

speakers.  They observed differences in types of CS between first and second 

generation speakers, due to differences in proficiency between the generations in one 

of the languages, to the necessity of using both languages for communication, and to 

symbolize social identity.  Their study is a contribution to CS research, as it illustrates 

the need to observe how CS patterns across a speech community and across 

generations or ages. 

In a Spanish/English bilingual study, Jacobson (1990b) concluded that the 

socio-economic standing of informants was “insufficient” to account for CS patterns.  

He claimed that age and gender, in addition to socio-economic standing, showed 

clearer correlations in his CS data.  He still regards using only these three variables, 

however, as providing a tentative analysis that requires further examination and 

possible future revision (p. 125).  Our study attempts to examine these variables in 

greater detail. 

Gardner-Chloros (1995), along with viewing CS in a ‘continuum’ (p. 86) of 

language contact and language change phenomena including borrowing, interference, 

pidginization, and creolization, also points out the need to view the ‘macrolinguistic’ 

context in terms of the ‘microlinguistic’ (pp. 80, 82) and vice versa.  She implies the 

need to observe patterns of language behaviour, including CS, from the kind of 

macro- level social/linguistic correlations approach pioneered by Labov (1972a,b). 
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Pandharipande (1990) says that structural constraints on CS cannot be 

understood apart from their social functions.  She stresses the importance of the social 

functions because she believes it is “the function that determines the form” (p. 16).  

There continues to be a ‘gap’ between our knowledge of the structural and the social 

aspects of CS.  Arguing that Pandharipande overemphasizes the social functions of 

CS, Myers-Scotton (1993b: 235) contends the social functions operate within 

structural constraints.  These constraints are the “framework” of her MLF model, not 

her Markedness model that purports to explain the social functions of CS.  This 

example also shows the ‘disconnect’ or gap between the social and the structural 

characteristics of CS.  This study, however, is an attempt to suggest ways to shorten 

the gap. 

Our study attempts to analyze the relationship between the social and the 

structural characteristics of CS.  Myers-Scotton’s MLF model for the “structural 

consequences” of bilingual speech production includes at its base a “conceptual 

level” in which are determined the “[s]peaker’s intentions regarding referential 

information and pragmatic and socio-pragmatic messages” (1995: 236-237).  She also 

says that EL insertions (even single morpheme insertions) into an ML structure “must 

match ‘in terms of their discourse or pragmatic functions’” (1993b: 121; 1997b: 6).  

Yet she treats her MLF model separately from her Markedness model, so much so 

that a separate volume of her work on CS is devoted to each model (1993b for the 

MLF model and 1993c for the Markedness model).  We contend that in order to 

understand better the connection between the ‘socio-pragmatic’ and the ‘structural’ 
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aspects of CS, one must correlate types of CS to social factors, in addition to 

strategies of larger discourse analysis, in order to see which CS structural patterns 

correlate with particular socio-pragmatic patterns. 

Heller (1988: 265) closely relates CS structure to CS in its social context: 

The fact that code-switching is framed or unframed, inter- or intra-sentential, 
inter- or intra-turn is directly [emphasis mine] related to the degree of its 
conventionality and to the degree of breakdown of social boundaries. 
 

Poplack and Sankoff (1988) do not focus on the social or extralinguistic 

factors of CS, but they state that “the social role or function of language mixing” is a 

major factor determining bilingual speech (p. 1175).  They also speak of a 

“community identity” associated with Spanish/English ‘smooth CS’ (CS 

characterized by “smooth transitions” with no socio-pragmatic meaning conveyed by 

individual switches) among Puerto Ricans in New York City and imply that other 

social information is associated with the ‘flagged CS’ (CS characterized by an 

“interruption of the speech flow at the code-switch point” in order to mark the 

utterance socio-pragmatically)20 found in Ottawa and Hull, Canada among 

French/English bilinguals (pp. 1176-1177).  Their ‘smooth CS’ is similar to Myers-

Scotton’s (1993c: 113-114) “CS itself as the unmarked choice,” and their ‘flagged 

CS’ is similar to Myers-Scotton’s “CS as a marked choice.”  Myers-Scotton (1993c) 

accounts for more kinds of CS and in a more principled and general framework, 

however, with all types of CS based on various combinations of the marked and 

                                                 
20 Poplack and Sankoff (1988) do not give examples of either ‘smooth’ or ‘flagged’ CS.   
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unmarked oppositions, as discussed in Chapter 1.  Poplack and Sankoff (1988) 

recognize the necessity, however, of attempting to account for structural and social 

factors together, a goal also attempted in this study with greater detail than in their 

work.  

 Romaine (1989) extends discussion of Poplack’s study of Puerto Ricans in 

New York City and Ottawa-Hull.  She says that speakers’ “attitudes” about using two 

languages in relation to their identities may help shape the form of CS used.  She 

implies that these attitudes may be a reason for the very high use of smooth CS by 

Puerto Ricans in New York City and for the opposite in Ottawa-Hull, where one finds 

a very high use of flagged CS instead of smooth CS.  She claims this behavior 

occurred because the New York City Puerto Ricans have positive attitudes to 

bilingualism while speakers in Hull see English incursions into French as improper 

(pp. 153-154).  Attitudes toward using Spanish and English are among the social 

factors that are correlated with actual language usage in the community of the current 

study. 

Myers-Scotton (1993c) differs from the ‘taxonomies’ of social and discourse 

functions of most researchers within the ‘interactional/interpretive’ model pioneered 

by Gumperz.  She does not attempt to itemize ‘functions’ but instead uses only the 

concept of markedness as her chief organizing device (pp. 63, 113) along with the 

binary default concept of unmarkedness to subsume all the socio-pragmatic functions 

of CS noted in the studies of others.  The ‘marked/unmarked’ binary distinction is 

related to the binary distinction inherent in bilingual interaction in discourse.  In 
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bilingual CS, each language is assigned either the ‘marked’ or the ‘unmarked’ role, 

according to the social context of the interaction.  To the marked/unmarked roles of 

each language are also attached the socio-pragmatic implications, connotations, and 

discourse functions that each language carries, given the specific social context of the 

interaction (pp. 65, 74, 84-86). 

Within her Markedness model, however, Myers-Scotton (1993c) does not 

describe how CS patterns are distributed throughout a speech community.  Therefore, 

this study attempts to correlate CS patterns with social variables such as age and 

gender in order to see these distributions.  The Markedness model, as formulated by 

Myers-Scotton, interprets CS in discourse, given prior understanding (or assumption) 

of what kinds of CS or other language types are normally used by whom, when, and 

in what situations.  A more complete understand ing of the social context can be 

informed by Labovian (1972a) correlations of social variables with linguistic 

variations.  For this reason social/linguistic correlations are included in our study. 

2.1.3  CS and Conversation Analysis 

 Gumperz’ (1982; Blom and Gumperz 1972) ‘interactional/interpretative’ 

model and Hymes’ (1962; 1967; 1972a,b) ‘ethnography of speaking’ led to the study 

of CS via ‘Conversation Analysis’ (Myers-Scotton 1993c: 55-59).  Romaine (1995) 

and Auer (1988; 1998) use Goffman’s (1974; 1981) concept of ‘footing’ in a 

Conversation Analysis of CS.  Romaine (1995: 166, 172) describes “footing” as a 

socio-pragmatic “alignment” between interlocutors, for example to convey the 

relationships of “identity,” “power,” and “transaction” (Scotton and Ury 1977; 
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McConvell 1988).  Romaine explains that a realignment between interlocutors or a 

“change in footing,” recasts a speech event in a different socio-pragmatic “frame.” 

This change can be accomplished, for example, by monolingual style changes or 

bilingual CS.  An example is the use of Spanish between Hispanics to indicate shared 

identity and a switch to English (where English is the language of power and prestige) 

for business transactions.  Auer (1998: 17) indicates that a code-switch “introduces a 

new footing” as at least one of its functions.   Along this same line of thinking, Koike 

(1987: 153) notes in bilingual Chicano narratives that code switches pattern “along ... 

idea units or breaks in the discourse.”   

 Thakerar, Giles, and Chesire (1982); Bourhis, Giles, Leyens, and Tajfel 

(1979); and Genesee and Bourhis (1982, 1988) have treated CS to varying extents 

within ‘speech accommodation theory.’  They use the terms ‘accommodation’ or 

‘convergence’21 to describe changes or switches in a speaker’s language to 

accommodate to the interlocutor’s language and ‘divergence’ to change or switch 

away from the other’s language in order to distance oneself from the interlocutor. 

 Auer (1995) focuses on the sequential arrangement of alternating turns in 

conversation and the necessity of considering the meanings assigned to CS according 

to conversational context (p. 132).  In his “theory of code-alternation,” he notes 

                                                 
21 The term ‘convergence’ used by Thakerar, Giles, and Chesire (1982); Bourhis, Giles, Leyens, and 
Tajfel (1979); and Genesee and Bourhis (1982, 1988) should not be confused with grammatical 
‘convergence’, also discussed in this dissertation. 
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patterns of code convergence22 and divergence associated with changes, for example, 

in conversation topic or interlocutors.  His patterns also include those that serve to 

negotiate language choice between interlocutors and include insertions of one 

language into the other within turns.  He notes that a ‘base’ or ‘unmarked’ language 

may be determined in a given conversation but that interlocutors sometimes keep 

open the choice of which language to use.  In such cases, determination of which 

language is the ‘base language’ is not possible (pp. 124-126).  This problem is also 

present in Myers-Scotton’s MLF and Markedness models. 

We must also take into consideration the problems such discourse analysts as 

Auer (1995, 1998) and Li Wei (1998) find in Myers-Scotton’s Markedness model in 

that she attaches socio-pragmatic information to the marked/unmarked character of 

each language.  For example, in detailed conversation analysis, Auer (1995: 119-120) 

sees that a switch itself, regardless of to or from which language, is significant apart 

from the socio-pragmatic information that may be attached to a particular language.  

Example [2.3] is an instance from our data of switching from Spanish to English and 

from English to Spanish.   

[2.3]  MM=16 and KO=23, both females approximately 7-8 yrs. old; free activity 
time at a summer school of all Hispanic children (unsorted transcript, p. 7). 
1 MM: Dilo, dilo, dilo. (*S) Ay, here he comes! (as the child referred to as  
2  “he” approaches the video camera pretending to be a monster) 
3 KO: ¿Cómo se llama?  ¿Cómo se llama? ¡¿Cómo se llama?! 
4 MM: He’s doin’ that thing.  Ya se fue.   He’s gone now. 
 

                                                 
22 The term ‘convergence’ here is used again as in the preceding paragraph and should not be confused 
with grammatical ‘convergence’. 
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It is difficult to assign significance to the language used in line 4, in which the turn 

begins in English, then switches to Spanish, then back to English.  ‘He’s gone now’ 

serves to reiterate ‘Ya se fue,’ and the reiteration is emphasized or marked because it 

is in the language other than that of the original statement ‘Ya se fue.’  It is also 

difficult to surmise the function of the first switch in the same turn, from ‘He’s doin’ 

that thing’ to ‘Ya se fue.’  The fact that a switch has occurred may indicate, as Auer 

(1995: 119-120) claims, more than to or from which language the switch was made.    

In our data, however, Spanish is the ML or unmarked language for the majority of the 

conversations.  English, therefore, is inserted more as an EL or marked language than 

is Spanish.  In example [2.3] English is used to mark an exclamation in line 1 (‘here 

he comes!’) and to mark a reiteration in line 4.  Thus, English in these instances 

maintains the special insertional character of the EL as it is used to mark or 

emphasize.  Our study attempts to display the differences between the EL and the ML 

at multiple levels from the word and sentence, to the conversation, and to the 

community as a whole.  Therefore, along with Myers-Scotton (1993c), this study will 

argue that not only the switch itself but also the language of the inserted or switched 

elements is of significance. 

 Analysis of CS within the context of conversations is a necessary part of a 

complete understanding of CS where it occurs — in sentences, conversations, and the 

community as a whole.  In a given bilingual community, one language may be 

perceived as being the “base language” (Auer 1995: 124-126) or ML in one 

conversation, and in another conversation in the same community the other language 
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appears to be the ML.  In some conversations, neither language may be perceived to 

be the ML due to approximately equal quantities of utterances in each language.   

Therefore, our concept of what is the ML and what is the EL should be context 

sensitive.  In other words, a sentence may have an ML of one language but be 

embedded as an EL in a conversation consisting mostly of the other language.  In 

turn, this conversational ML may not be the main language or ML of the community 

as a whole.  From this perspective we may seek the goals of conversation analysts at 

the level of the conversation within frameworks such as speech accommodation 

theory or Auer’s sequence/alternation approach, the results of which may show more 

general patterns when several conversations from one community are studied 

together.  

2.2  The grammatical factors of CS 

 The grammatical factors of CS23 became prominent in the literature after an 

initial focus on social factors.  The grammatical issues centered around CS and BR, 

syntactic equivalence between two code-switched languages, intra-word CS, 

alternation versus insertion models of CS, government and binding (GB) constraints 

on CS, and lexical subcategorization constraints on CS.  

2.2.1  CS and BR 

Some researchers investigating CS, such as Reyes (1976; 1982) and Poplack 

(1981; 1982), distinguish and exclude BR forms from what they term CS.  Thus, they 

                                                 
23 See Myers-Scotton’s literature revie w (1993b) for a more detailed outline of past studies of the 
grammatical factors in CS. 
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largely exclude BR in a discussion of the structural constraints behind CS.  BR is, 

however, considered along with CS in the overall discussion of structural constraints 

but is excluded from CS proper because of the different terminology used for each.  

Sánchez (1982) considers CS along with other language phenomena that 

deviate from standard Spanish, including BR, interference from English, and 

Mexican-American variations in phonology, morphology, and syntax, whether 

influenced by English or not.  She does not view CS and BR together, however, in a 

continuum along with the other language contact or language change phenomena, as 

done in this study, along with others such as Myers-Scotton (1993b) and Gardner-

Chloros (1995). 

Poplack and Sankoff (1988) partially distinguish between CS and BR.  They 

characterize most borrowed items to be “at least morphologically and syntactically 

integrated into the host language” and in many cases “phonologically” as well (p. 

1177).  Poplack and Sankoff still leave room for possible confusion between CS and 

BR, however.  Hence, ‘nonce BR’ is distinguished from complete BR by its use only 

by bilinguals and not monolinguals of the host language (p. 1176). 

Myers-Scotton (1993b) suggests that BR forms may be a result of words 

introduced into a host language through CS after an indefinite period of time and 

frequency of use.  She claims that CS forms may be less integrated into the host 

language than are BR forms but that this is “a difference in degree [of integration], 

not in kind.” (pp. 182-183).  Since this study supports Myers-Scotton’s 

characterization of BR and its relation to CS, no attempt is made to distinguish BR 
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from CS, especially since our study is not concerned with the differences between 

them, but rather with how they may be related in a dynamic “continuum” (pp. 176, 

182) of language contact and change.    

Borrowing (BR) and codeswitching (CS) are not distinguished in this study 

for the following reasons: (1) in the speech of this community, verbs created from 

English were sometimes heard, but none were part of the transcribed data; (2) Myers-

Scotton (1993b) sees BR and CS as only different in degree, not in kind, because BR 

enters the language first as CS, including English verbs which take on Spanish 

endings; (3) the data had no cultural BR forms, that is, those forms that did not have 

substitutes in Spanish; (4) the community is new and any BR forms have only entered 

the language of the informants within the past 15 years at the most, either from 

English or from the Spanish of already partly assimilated Mexican-Americans. 

2.2.2  Syntactic equivalence constraints 

 Surface word-order constraint ‘solutions’ to CS attracted researchers such as 

Lipski (1977), Pfaff (1979), Poplack (1981; 1982), Poplack and Sankoff (1988), 

Sankoff and Poplack (1981), and Sridhar and Sridhar (1980).  According to Poplack 

and Sankoff (1988: 1175-1180), the “equivalence constraint” prevents or at least 

greatly inhibits ungrammatical utterances because of language differences in word 

order (e.g., adjective position with respect to the noun) or lexical subcategorization 

(e.g., English ‘listen’ subcategorizes for ‘to’ before a direct object and the Spanish 

equivalent ‘escuchar’ subcategorizes for ‘∅’ before a direct object.).  This pattern 
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leads to four types of codeswitching: “smooth code-switching,” “constituent 

insertion,” “flagged code-switching,” and “nonce borrowing.”  “Smooth code-

switching” obeys the “equivalence constraint” by switching exclusively at junctures 

where word orders or subcategorization properties are the same in both languages.  

“Constituent insertion” is an insertion of an entire constituent such as an NP (e.g. 

Determiner + Noun) from a guest language into a host language sentence (even if 

there is already a determiner in the other language immediately before the switch 

point);24 but a switch is made again to the host language immediately following the 

insertion.  Thus, the parenthetical nature of the other language is recognized, unlike 

with smooth switches where the language switched to may continue indefinitely 

because the equivalence constraint was fully in control at the point of the switch.  

“Flagged code-switching,” like “constituent insertion,” does not necessarily conform 

to the equivalence constraint either.  For this reason, it is characterized by disruptions 

to the “smooth” grammatical flow of an utterance with pausing or parenthetical 

asides, for example.  “Nonce borrowings” are single word insertions that are only 

used by bilingual speakers and not monolinguals.  Poplack and Sankoff predict that 

bilingual data from languages closer in typology will have more smooth CS.  

Likewise, data from languages dissimilar in typology will have more nonce BR and 

constituent insertions. 

                                                 
24 Poplack and Sankoff (1988: 1178-1179) do not give any specific examples of a ‘Determiner + 
Noun’ consituent insertion.  They say, however, that French ‘Determiner + Noun’ constituents are 
sometimes “inserted after an Arabic demonstrative or predeterminer wahed.”  There are no examples 
of this type of insertion in our data. 
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Myers-Scotton (1993b: 27-30) cites several “counter-examples to the 

equivalence constraint.”  These include Adangme/English data in Ghana (Nartey 

1982), Moroccan Arabic/French data (Bentahila and Davies 1983), Spanish/Hebrew 

data (Berk-Seligson 1986), and Swahili/English data (Myers-Scotton 1993b).  In 

example [2.4] the position of the English adjective in relation to the Swahili noun is 

not equivalent in both languages.   

 [2.4] Anaonekana kama ni mtu innocent. 
 person innocent 

  ‘He looks like [he] is an innocent person.’ 
  (Swahili/English; Myers-Scotton 1993b: 29) 
 
The equivalence constraint is deemed, therefore, inadequate to account for CS 

structure. 

2.2.3  Intra-word CS (morpheme constraints) 

In addition to the ‘equivalence constraint,’ Poplack’s (1982: 234, 245)) ‘free 

morpheme constraint’ makes the claim that switches may not occur after bound 

morphemes.  Poplack claims that ‘*eat-iendo, eating,’ for example, violates the free 

morpheme constraint and that instances of this type of intra-word switching are not 

found in known data, with the exception of morphemes that have undergone 

phonological integration in the host language.  But she also excludes “habitual” forms 

even if they are not phonologically integrated.  According to Myers-Scotton (1993b: 

30-31), Poplack manages thus to exclude any form such as ‘*eat-iendo’ by 

automatically excluding it as a BR, not a form of CS.  
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 In Mexican-American Spanish the use of verbs such as watch-ar, ‘to watch, 

look’ and quit- ear  ‘to quit’ are not uncommon.  These verbs are also used in the 

Hispanic community under study.  It may be argued that the English ‘watch’ and 

‘quit’ have been integrated phonologically because these BR forms, or instances of 

intra-word CS, have been in use for some time and conform to Spanish phonological 

patterns (watch-ar = Spanish ‘huachar,’ quit-ear = Spanish ‘cuitear’).  This 

argument, however, seems to be of less importance than Poplack (1982) and others 

make of it because many other longer word and even multi-word switches may be 

said to conform completely or almost completely to Spanish phonological patterns; 

for example, when English is pronounced with a very heavy Spanish ‘accent.’  Also, 

the pattern of creating a verb from an English stem with Spanish verb ending is a 

productive one, at least incipiently, in the Hispanic community of this study.  For 

example, send-er ‘to send’ was noted in natural conversation by a member of our 

community under study.  One of the informants uttered this morpheme in a sentence 

in discourse that was mostly Spanish. 25   She instantly laughed at herself for having 

used it, a reaction that indicates that she either rarely or had never used it before. But 

it occurred naturally and cannot be an isolated incident based upon the models of 

watch-ar, quit-ear, check-ear,26 and others.  This use of send-er indicates, therefore, 

at least an incipient productive strategy for forming new verbs from English and 

                                                 
25 This utterance is not included in the data corpus proper because it was used in an unrecorded 
telephone conversation with the investigator. 
26 check-ear is observed very frequently in the community under study;  ‘-ar’ and ‘-ear’ are actively 
affixed to English verb stems to create new verbs in Spanish/English contact situations, but ‘-er’ is 
much less attested, as in send-er, the only instance of ‘-er’ observed in this community. 
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Spanish forms.  The informant’s reaction at her use of send-er indicates that ‘send’ 

would hardly have had time to ‘assimilate’, according to Poplack (1982).  Poplack 

(1982: 245), as already indicated, excludes forms whether or not assimilated 

phonologically.  We conclude therefore, that send-er is a violation of the free 

morpheme constraint and that this constraint is inadequate to account for instances of 

intra-word CS that do occur.   

2.2.4  CS and GB theory 

 DiSciullo, Muysken, and Singh (1986) argued that there can be no CS inside 

maximal projections according to Government and Binding (GB) theory (Chomsky 

1981).  DiSciullo et al. say that this constraint prevents switching between verbs and 

their objects within the VP maximal projection.  This so-called constraint does not 

hold, however, as seen in examples [2.5] to [2.7], in which there is a switch between 

the verb and its object.    

[2.5]  I hate  esa casa. (28:38 sorted) 
  that house 
 ‘I hate that house.’ 
 

 [2.6]  …y resulta que me ofrecen   the peaches  me ofrecen y … 
and it turns out that they offer me   they offer me and 

  ‘…and it turns out that they offer me the peaches they offer me and…’ 
(12:22 sorted) 
 

 [2.7]  ya todos tienen  tape, ok. (27:37 sorted) 
  now all have 
  ‘now everyone has tape, ok’ 
 
 
 Pandit (1990: 52-53) also gives counter-examples to DiSciullo et al. (1986) 

from Hindi/English.  In one of Pandit’s counter-examples, shown here in [2.8], there 
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is a switch between the Hindi verb and its English object within the VP maximal 

projection. 

  
[2.8] mohan ko  dumb girls  pasand aatii  hain. 

  Mohan    like  are 
  ‘Mohan likes dumb girls.’ (Hindi/English; Pandit 1990: 52) 
 
 Another counter-example to the DiSciullo et al. constraint against CS within a 

maximal projection is Pandit’s (1990: 53) example [2.9] in which CS takes place 

within a PP maximal projection between the postposition and its object NP. 

  
[2.9] Of all the places John has hidden  kuch  books bathroom men. 

       some   in 
  ‘Of all the places John has hidden some books in the bathroom.’ 
  (Hindi/English; Pandit 1990: 53) 
 
 DiSciullo et al. also claim GB constraints on CS from their data in which 

conjunctions are not in a language different from the language of the conjoined 

constituent.  Our data, however, include a counter-example to this proposed constraint 

in example [2.10]. 

[2.10] Cuando yo me serví todo ellos dijo(standard Sp. dijeron),  but   
When  I myself served all they said 
¿dónde está el pescado?,  yo ya me lo comí todo. 
where is  the fish?  I already myself it ate all  
‘When I had already served myself everything they said, but where is 
the fish?  I already ate it all.’  (56:80 sorted) 

 

 Counter-examples from our data and from Pandit (1990) demonstrate that the 

GB constraints proposed by DiSciullo et al. (1986) are not sufficient to account for 

CS.    
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2.2.5  Alternational versus insertional CS 

 

He sees intersentential CS as clearly ‘alternation’ and single lexemes, whether 

borrowed or not, as clearly ‘insertions.’ 

27  He also claims that intrasententially, where 

insertion is not clearly indicated, “longer stretches of other-language material are 

more likely to be alternations” (p. 180).  He allows the equivalence constraint as only 

one possible explanation for possible intrasentential switch sites.  He also concedes 

that GB theory may explain other intrasentential alternations or insertions.  He 

includes Myers-Scotton’s MLF model as a possible insertional explanation of CS 

where insertions seem to be indicated.  Myers-Scotton (1993b) claims that her MLF 

model explains all intrasentential CS, including BR, single lexeme insertions, and 

multi-word EL strings.  Our study extends her model beyond the sentence level to 

include all Muysken’s (1995) alternations and insertions and all intra- and 

intersentential CS through the conversation and community levels, combining aspects 

from Myers-Scotton’s MLF 28 (1993b) and Markedness (1993c) models. 

2.2.6  The asymmetrical properties of CS and lexical subcategorization 

Myers-Scotton (1993b: 20, 35-36) recognizes Joshi (1981; 1985: 190-194, 

203) as the first to outline the ‘asymmetrical’ nature of two languages in bilingual 

                                                 
27 Muysken (1995: 180) considers BR to be “insertional” along with CS and “code-switching as 
something akin to borrowing,” claiming that what distinguishes CS and BR “would simply be the size 
and type of element inserted, e.g. noun in borrowing vs noun phrase in code-switching.”  The 
vagueness of this ‘distinction’ is partly accountable for Myers-Scotton’s (1993b) MLF model, which 
accommodates both BR and CS together without the necessity of distinguishing them, since the 
difference between them is more one of degree (of integration) than of kind (pp. 182-183).   
28 Myers-Scotton states that her MLF model accounts only for intrasentential CS (1993b: 5-6). 

Muysken (1995) sees some CS as ‘alternational’ and some as ‘insertional.’  
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discourse.  Joshi (1985), basing his ideas on Garrett’s (1975) speech errors study, 

proposed that ‘closed-class’ lexical items (e.g. determiners, prepositions, tense, and 

auxiliary verbs) are produced as ML and not EL items.  Myers-Scotton takes the 

usage of the terms ‘matrix language’ (ML) and ‘embedded language’ (EL) from 

Joshi.  Joshi credited Sridhar and Sridhar (1980) for recognition of the asymmetry 

between the ML and the EL.  He took the ML and EL distinction from Sridhar and 

Sridhar’s ‘host’ and ‘guest’ language distinction.  The host language was labeled the 

ML and the guest language, the EL.   

 Doron (1983) and Bentahila and Davies (1983) noted that lexical 

subcategorization may be important for patterns in CS.  A few years later, Muysken 

(1990; 1991) and Azuma (1991) also used subcategorization to help explain CS 

patterns that may be possible while others are not.  Azuma states that the main verb in 

a clause subcategorizes for and “provides a planning frame” into which “content word 

insertion[s] must be … within the specifications of the planning frame” (Azuma 

1991: 7). 

 The MLF model is based in the ML/EL asymmetry of two languages in 

contact and the asymmetry of the content/system morpheme distribution in sentences.  

Myers-Scotton posits “lexical subcategorization” structure at a deeper and more 

abstract level in the MLF model than do promoters of the equivalence constraint, or 

those like Bentahila and Davies (1983) who focused on surface and language-specific 

features of subcategorization.  Within the MLF model, lexical subcategorization of 

entries in the mental lexicon direct the structuring of sentences and explain the 
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content/system and ML/EL asymmetries, as discussed in Chapter 1 (Myers-Scotton 

1993b: 35-40, 120-122; Myers-Scotton and Jake 1995; 985-988).   

2.3  Summary of Myers-Scotton’s models compared to other approaches to CS 

In Myers-Scotton’s (1993a: 485, 492; 1993b: 32-35, 45) MLF model, CS 

begins early in the process of speech production, prior to particular constraints of any 

given language.  Insertion of EL material into ML sentence structures begins in the 

language faculty before the utterances surface in speech.  Thus, Myers-Scotton 

contrasts her deeper, more universal MLF model with surface CS models such as the 

equivalence constraint and the free-morpheme constraint.  These constraints 

concentrate on the position of the switch and are often dependent on the typologies of 

the languages in CS.  The MLF model also contrasts with GB constraints that were 

originally formulated for surface structures of monolingual utterances.  The MLF 

model assumes that bilingual sentences are constrained by deeper and more abstract 

phenomena in the “mental lexicon.”  

 Unlike many other researchers, Myers-Scotton (1993b: 163, 206) does not 

discount borrowed lexemes in her CS analyses.29  She places established BR and 

single lexeme CS or ‘nonce’ BR (Poplack and Sankoff 1988) at different places along 

the same continuum.  She notes differences, but within the MLF Model they are 

treated alike since they can both be accounted for equally in the ML vs EL  and 

system vs content morpheme hierarchies.  Therefore, single lexeme English BR, 

common among both children and adults, is incorporated in our CS data analysis.  
                                                
29 Myers-Scotton (1993b, Chapter 6) is a detailed discussion of the relation between CS and BR. 
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This analysis allows us to include and view single lexeme BR and more ‘classic CS’ 

(Jake, Myers-Scotton, and Okasha 1998) patterns within the same framework and 

thus view the continuum across a wider spectrum of the community.   

 Silva-Corvalán’s (1994) study of Spanish/English contact, in addition to not 

even considering CS, treats grammatical variation in Spanish as surface forms only 

and is very language-specific.  Studies of Spanish/English CS such as Pfaff (1979) 

and Poplack (1982) are also surface and language-specific accounts.  Myers-Scotton 

and colleagues treat the subject through a more universal approach, using data sets 

from numerous language contact situations.  Their levels of “complex lexical 

structure,” (1) the “lexical-conceptual” level, (2) the “predicate-argument” level, and 

(3) the “morphological realization” level (Myers-Scotton 1997b: 6-7), as discussed in 

Chapter 1, cast the MLF model as an explanation of the process of speech production 

from deep structures to surface forms (Myers-Scotton 1993b: 5-6). 

 The MLF Model offers a framework for understanding possible relationships 

between CS and convergence / ‘deep grammatical BR’ (Myers-Scotton 1993b: 208, 

212; 1997b: 12, 13), but Myers-Scotton does not present data or explanations as to 

how this CS and BR may occur cross-generationally or across an entire speech 

community.   

This study examines a recently-formed Hispanic community in the U.S. to 

determine what patterns relating CS, ML turnover, composite ML, and convergence 

are evident.  As noted in Chapter 1, the social and structural aspects of CS are 

accounted for in two separate models, the Markedness model for social factors and 
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the MLF model for structural factors.  In Chapter 1 and in this chapter, the need to 

study both sets of factors in something approaching a common framework was 

indicated.  Therefore, this investigation examines specific social factors for a range of 

informants, comparing social backgrounds and attitudes of informants to their actual 

language usage.  The interaction of social and structural patterns are viewed within 

the ML/EL and unmarked/marked frameworks30 for a more unified and coherent 

perspective of CS at the sentence, conversation, and community levels.   

2.4  Research questions and hypotheses 

 In light of the studies on CS and the issues they raise, as described in this 

chapter and in Chapter 1, this study addresses the following research questions: 

(1)  How do choice of Matrix Language (ML) / Embedded Language (EL), ML 

turnover, composite ML, and structural convergence relate to language shift, 

language maintenance, and long-term language change for this speech community? 

Hypothesis: Patterns between types of CS and convergence across a range of speakers 

in the community will allow us to predict patterns of language change for this 

community. 

(2)  What social factors relate to the first and second language acquisition, CS, and 

ML patterns of each age/gender/social group identified in the study? 

                                                
30 The ML/EL and unmarked/marked distinctions are similar, and while complete equivalence is not 
proposed, their similarities are defined in this study. 
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Hypothesis: Language types will pattern to an extent according to specific social 

factors and some of the language type and social factor correlations will be 

statistically significant. 

(3)  How can Myers-Scotton’s Matrix Language Frame (MLF) model for linguistic 

factors in CS and her Markedness model for social factors in CS be extended to 

include both grammatical factors at the sentence level and social factors at the 

community level under one model? 

Hypothesis: Similarities between the ML/EL and unmarked/marked dichotomies will 

show how the two languages pattern with respect to each other and thus how social 

and structural CS and convergence patterns in a community may be accounted for in a 

more unified way than heretofore. 

 The following chapters reveal data pertaining to the preceding three research 

questions by a group of informants in a bilingual community in light of Myers-

Scotton’s models and the other research perspectives noted in this chapter. 
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Chapter 3:  Methodology and Background of Informants  

3.0  Introduction 

 Data were collected to investigate CS and related language contact 

phenomena for this speech community, specifically for the research questions posed 

in Chapter 2.   A wide range of speaker informants were selected from the 

community.  A ‘Social Factors’ questionnaire (see Appendix B) was administered to 

each informant in order to gather social and language use and attitude information. 

To obtain a full picture of the language contact phenomena of this community, 

it was necessary to record, transcribe, and analyze natural language data from the 

informants.  Information from the Social Factors questionnaire was linked to the CS, 

ML, and convergence patterns observed in the community.  This linking was an effort 

to integrate as much as possible the macro/social and micro/mental (systemic or 

grammatical) influences and to encompass both intra- and intersentential CS and 

convergence under one model.  

 Information from the Social Factors questionnaire regarding age, gender, 

employment of parents and self, region of family origin, years spent in the U.S., years 

of school in the country of origin, years of school in the U. S., language use, and 

language attitudes are presented in this chapter.  The rest of the chapter discusses the 

methodology of the study. 
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3.1  Selection of informants 

To collect data from natural conversations with which to examine the research 

questions, speakers of both sexes and from two age groups were used, representing 

varying educational and socio-economic levels.  The only children who were included 

in the study were those who had started attending public school, due to the ease of 

access to children in the school setting over children only in the home setting and the 

fact that children who have not yet attended school come into contact with English 

less frequently.  By five or six years old, all children will eventually come into 

frequent contact with English in the educational setting.  

The children were contacted primarily through bilingual summer school 

programs in which the investigator was a teacher.  Contacts were made through class 

visits to English as a second language (ESL) classes in the public school during the 

academic year, and through the local Hispanic church functions. The adult subjects 

were students in the investigator’s ESL classes and contacts in church.  The 

investigator of this study was also a regular and active participant in the church 

functions such as music, Vacation Bible School, and Christmas plays, as well as in 

social activities after church with the Hispanic participants.  People of non-Hispanic 

families were excluded as informants in the study. 

3.2  Social Factors questionnaire: Social background of informants 

A questionnaire was administered to collect such social information as amount 

of time in the U.S. and schooling (see Appendix B).   The questionnaire was written 
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in both English and Spanish to compensate for any possible lack of understanding of 

one or the other language by participants in the study.  Some of the questionnaires 

were completed in classes with the consent and help of teachers while others were 

completed during home visits or telephone conversations by a field worker assistant 

who was a Peruvian female, 33 years old, and a member of the speech community 

under study.  The assistant’s identification as Hispanic in race and ethnic background, 

her native ability in Spanish, and her gender made it much easier for her to obtain the 

questionnaire information from many of the home and telephone visits, rather than for 

the investigator, a non-Hispanic male in a position of power as the adults’ teacher.   

No individual’s real name is used in this study in order to protect individual 

privacy.  Place of birth was requested to correlate any patterns in the linguistic data 

that could be associated with a particular region or country of origin.  The site of 

residence was also requested to reveal possible language patterns related to the area 

of Habersham County or outlying areas of surrounding counties.  Some areas of the 

county are much more densely populated by Hispanics than other areas or 

surrounding areas, which affects the number of Hispanics in particular schools.  

Therefore, a child from a school with few Spanish-speaking children will have fewer 

opportunities for peer interactions in Spanish. 

Sánchez (1982: 11-12) noted that “Occupation, salary, education, and years of 

residence are all interconnected factors affecting the language choices of Chicanos” 

in the U.S. Southwest. Occupational data are an important indicator of socio-

economic status and are also a good indicator of the language(s) in which a speaker or 
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a speaker’s parent interacts.  Therefore, occupation and place of employment were 

requested of each adult informant and of the parents of all informants. 

The number of years in the United States was requested because this factor, as 

noted by observations and in the data, often correlates closely with proficiency in 

English and with ability to CS frequently, especially among children who are exposed 

to English in school during a large part of their day.  An observation was made that 

children with greater proficiency in English were more likely to CS and that greater 

proficiency in English was linked to longer amounts of time spent in the U.S, 

especially from an early age.  Also solicited were the states and the number of years 

in each state a speaker had resided because it had been noted in preliminary 

observations that CS patterns from such states as Texas and California, which have 

longer English/Spanish contact histories, are generally different from CS patterns of 

Hispanics who have lived only in Georgia.  One goal of this study was to see if there 

were similarities between CS patterns of speakers from different states, basing this 

comparison on studies such as that of Sánchez (1982) that catalogs several Chicano 

forms. It was observed that many speakers who had resided only in Georgia and had 

spent only a few days at most in border states had borrowed “Chicano expressions” 

that are very common in the established Mexican-American communities in such 

border states as Texas and California.  The term “Chicano expression” is used here in 

reference to Spanish morphemes strings with lexical, morphological, or syntactic 

influence from contact with English (e.g., dámelo pa’ trás ‘give it back to me’ instead 

of the standard Spanish devolver ‘to return’).  It was of interest, therefore, to see if 
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social factors would reveal any patterns of influence on those subjects who had spent 

time in the states with longer English contact histories. 

Another objective of this study was to see if there were any links between 

number of years in U.S. schools, proficiency in English, and specific patterns of CS.  

The place and number of years of schooling were requested because level of 

education is usually another indicator of socio-economic status, which could then be 

correlated with the linguistic data.  The number of years in a U.S. school usually 

indicates proficiency in English, and higher proficiency in English gives the speaker a 

capacity for a wider range of CS types; however, more CS is not necessarily the 

outcome, given other social and individual factors.31 

Responses to most of the above questions from the questionnaire were used to 

present the social background of the informants in the following section.  The 

questions omitted were those deemed less useful to the study. 

3.3  Social background of the informants 

 Tables 3.1 to 3.8 indicate social factors obtained from the corresponding 

questionnaires for the informants in the study.  Table 3.1 illustrates that the majority 

of the informants were either born in Mexico or have Mexican family origins.  Other 

                                                 
31 Neither English proficiency nor use of large amounts of English ensures the use of one or more CS 
types, at least within a conversational turn (Intra-turn CS is the unit of analysis, except for 
considerations of CS at the level of the conversation and the community as a whole in Chapter 6.) or 
within a given conversation.  Higher levels of proficiency, however, give the speaker more ability to 
choose among the possible CS types; for example, speakers with the lowest levels of proficiency in 
English may choose at most to insert single English words occasionally into Spanish MLs because 
only speakers with higher levels of proficiency in English may choose to insert larger English 
constituents or complete English sentences, or insert single Spanish words into English MLs.  An 
important finding in this study (Chapter 4) is the relation between amount of English used by each 
informant in the data corpus and the range of CS types also used.   
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informants come from the Central American countries of Guatemala, Nicaragua, 

Honduras, and El Salvador, from the South American countries of Peru and Ecuador, 

and from the Caribbean islands of Puerto Rico and the Dominican Republic.    

The higher number of Mexican informants is analogous to the Mexican 

majority among Hispanics in the U.S. as a whole.  Caribbean Hispanics maintain a 

greater proportion within the total U.S. population, however, as compared to the 

Hispanic speech community in Habersham County, Georgia.  While Mexicans 

outnumber any other Hispanic group in the U.S. and in the speech community under 

study, Hispanics from Central and South America greatly outnumber Caribbean 

Hispanics in this speech community, unlike the U.S. population as a whole, in which 

Puerto Ricans and Cubans rank higher in numbers than natives of any of the Central 

or South American countries (U.S. Census, 1990).  

Table 3.1  Region of family origin of informants 
Country of Birth Number of 

Subjects 
Mexico 32 
Peru, Ecuador 14 
Guatemala   4 
Nicaragua, Honduras, El Salvador   4 
Puerto Rico, Dominican Republic   2 
Total 56 

 

 Table 3.2 indicates the number of informants according to gender and age 

group.  The numbers are almost equal for each gender/age group with only slightly 
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more M7-1332 and fewer M20-65, but there are exactly 28 females and 28 males in 

the study.  There are no 14-19 year-old informants in the study for two reasons.  First, 

it was difficult to obtain a sufficient quantity of natural recordings for a separate 

adolescent group due to the limited entrance of the investigator or his assistant into 

teenage peer interactions in the community.   Second, the 5-6 year gap between the 7-

13 and 20-65 year-old age groups became a definitive way to divide groups by age 

without including a separate adolescent group, since it was difficult to decide, for 

example, if 13 year-olds belonged in the children’s group or adolescent group or if 

17-18 year olds belonged in the adolescent group or adult group.  

Table 3.2  Age and gender of subjects 
Age Female Male 

7-13 yrs. 14 16 
20-65 yrs. 14 12 
 

Children and adults were asked to give their parents’ type of employment.  

Adults were asked to report their own employment as well as that of their parents.  

Tables 3.3 to 3.5 show that factory work, a chicken processing plant in particular, is 

the occupation of the majority of the subjects.  Others work in construction, 

gardening, restaurants, and stores, as indicated in these tables.  Some have positions 

as a teaching or medical assistant, teacher, economist, and pastor, which usually 

indicate higher educational levels than the occupations previously mentioned. 

                                                 
32 M=males; F=females; 7-13 and 20-65 refers to ages in years of informants (e.g., M7-13 refers to 
males 7-13 yrs. of age). 
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 The employment profile of this speech community is consistent with 

Sánchez’s (1982) description of the mostly Mexican-origin U.S. Hispanic community 

that, in the past few decades, has “been characterized by geographic and occupational 

mobility, which has taken it out of largely agricultural work into the factory and into 

service industries”(p. 104).  This employment profile also shows the entrance of small 

numbers of community members into public service such as jobs of a teacher, 

medical assistant, and pastor, away from factory and construction jobs.  

Table 3.3  Employment of father of all informants 
Employment of 

Father  
Female 

Informants 7-
13 yrs. old 

Male 
Informants 7-

13 yrs. old 

Female 
Informants 

20-65 yrs. old 

Male 
Informants 

20-65 yrs. old 

Total for each 
category of 
employment 

chicken 
processing plant 

5 6  1 12 

other factory 
work 

1    1 

construction 3    3 
yard work 1    1 
pastor of church  2 1  3 
restaurant 3    3 
store  1   1 
teacher   2  2 
retired from 
military 

  1  1 

self-employed  2  1 3 
company 
administrator 

  1  1 

unemployed  1    1 
no response  5 9 10 24 
Total 14 16 14 12 56 
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Table 3.4  Employment of mother of all informants 

Employment of 
Mother  

Female 
Informants 7-

13 yrs. old 

Male 
Informants 7-

13 yrs. old 

Female 
Informants 

20-65 yrs. old 

Male 
Informants 

20-65 yrs. old 

Total for each 
category of 
employment 

chicken 
processing plant 

3 6  1 10 

other factory 4  1  5 
restaurant 1    1 
teacher  2   2 
housewife 5 5 4 2 16 
no response 1 3 9 9 22 
Total 14 16 14 12 56 

 
 
Table 3.5  Self employment of adults 

Employment of self Female 
Informants 20-

65 yrs. old 

Male 
Informants 20-

65 yrs. old 

Total for each 
category of 
employment 

chicken processing plant 4 1 5 
other factory 1 6 7 
store 1 1 2 
yard work  1 1 
auto mechanic  1 1 
secretarial assistant 1  1 
teaching assistant 1  1 
teacher 2  2 
pastor  1 1 
economist (in Peru) 1  1 
full time student 1  1 
housewife 2  2 
retired  1 1 
Total 14 12 26 

 

Table 3.6 shows that over one third of all informants have been in the U.S. 

seven years or more, and that only 8 out of 56 have been in the U.S. no more than two 

years. 
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Table 3.6  Years in U.S.  
Gender/Age 

Category 
0--2 yrs in 

U.S. 
3--4 yrs 
in U.S. 

5--6 yrs 
in U.S. 

7--10 yrs 
in U.S. 

10+ yrs 
in U.S. 

Totals 

Females 7-13 yrs 1 6 2 5  14 
Females 20-65 yrs 3 3 4 2 2 14 
Males 7-13 yrs 2 3 3 6 2 16 
Males 20-65 yrs 2 4 2 1 3 12 
Totals 8 16 11 14 7 56 
 

 Table 3.7 reveals that most children have had no more than two years of 

schooling in their country of origin.  This finding is not surprising given the young 

age of most of the children and the number of years they have been in the U.S.  

Among adults, however, the females in the study have had more years of schooling in 

their country of origin than the males.  Nevertheless, this pattern is not characteristic 

of adult females throughout the community as a whole.  It was natural for this 

researcher, a male, to be able to interact with females from higher socio-economic 

levels with much greater ease than those from lower socio-economic levels because it 

seems to be a characteristic of less educated and especially married female adults in 

the community to be very timid and insecure.   This insecurity may arise from male 

domination; thus, these women are almost inaccessible to adult males outside their 

own families.  The female Hispanic research assistant, however, did make it possible 

to obtain data from some females from the lower socio-economic levels, but not to 

the extent that they are representative of the population as a whole.  In the interest of 

having as diverse a linguistic and social data base as possible, the higher-class 

females were included in the study even though they were not considered entirely 
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representative of this female adult population.  Thus, in examining social factors 

when correlated with linguistic factors, social factors other than gender need to be 

closely considered, especially for adult females.   

Table 3.7  Years of school in country of origin  
Gender/Age Category 0  

yrs 
0+--2 
yrs 

3--4  
yrs 

5--7 
yrs 

8--10 
yrs 

11+ 
yrs 

No 
response 

Totals 

Females  
7-13 yrs 

1 11 2     14 

Females  
20-65 yrs 

    3 11  14 

Males 
7-13 yrs 

5 9 1 1    16 

Males  
20-65 yrs 

1   2 6 1 2 12 

Totals 7 20 3 3 9 12 2 56 
 

 Table 3.8 shows that more children than adults have had more formal 

instruction in schools in the U.S.  Formal instruction includes full time attendance at 

public and private schools and full or part time matriculation in college, university, or 

technical schools.  ESL classes were not included as this kind of education.  All 

children have had some formal instruction in U.S. schools as opposed to over one half 

of all adult informants who have had no formal instruction in this country.  

Table 3.8  Years of school in U.S. 
Gender/Age 

Category 
0 

yrs 
0+--1 
yrs 

1+--2 
yrs 

2+--3 yrs 3+--4 yrs 4+--5 yrs 5+--6 yrs No 
response 

Totals 

Females  
7-13 yrs 

 1 2 5 2 3  1 14 

Females 
20-65 yrs 

7 4 1  1  1  14 

Males 
7-13 yrs 

 1 4 5 4 1 1  16 

Males  
20-65 yrs 

8  1 2  1   12 

Totals 15 6 8 12 7 5 2 1 56 
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3.4  Social Factors questionnaire: Language use and language attitudes of the 

informants 

Using the Social Factors questionnaire (see Appendix B), information was 

elicited on which language each informant speaks or speaks most in given contexts 

and with given interlocutors.  These contexts include language reportedly spoken at 

home, at mealtime, school/work, and school/work break.  Also elicited was 

information on how many English-speaking friends each person has and which 

language the informants speak with their friends.  In order to correlate attitudes 

toward each language and ethnic identity with the linguistic data, information 

regarding which language each subject reportedly prefers to speak and how each 

subject reportedly prefers to be identified in terms of ethnic group (Hispanic, Latino, 

Mexican, Guatemalan, American, etc.) was elicited as well. 

 Since some of the subjects are Guatemalan, the Q’anjob’al Maya language 

was also included on the questionnaire as a possible response because it is the native 

language of most Guatemalan subjects.33 No Q’anjob’al linguistic data, however, 

were included in the study.   Guatemalan children use Spanish and English 

exclusively at school and with each other, at least according to informal observations 

and in tape-recorded data, but their parents speak the indigenous language frequently 

at home.  It is interesting to note that all speakers in the study who were observed to 

speak nearly English only are Guatemalan children.  This observation is probably due 

                                                 
33 It was decided to include Q’anjob’al on the questionnaire as a possible response because some 
speakers in the community, including some Guatemalans, do not give Q’anjob’al the status of a “real 
language.”  
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to the fact that their Spanish is limited mostly to interactions with non-Guatemalan 

Hispanic peers, with little interaction in Spanish at home, and that Q’anjob’al is 

almost totally restricted to home use.   

Responses to most of the above questions from the questionnaire were used to 

present language use and language attitudinal information on the informants in the 

following section.  The questions omitted were those deemed less useful to the study. 

3.5  Reported language use and language attitudes of the informants 

 Tables 3.9 to 3.15 show language use of Spanish (S), English (E), and 

Q’anjob’al Maya (Q) in different language contexts correlated with gender and age.   

These language contexts include home and family mealtime, school or work, school 

recess or work break, and language used most with friends.  The language each 

subject prefers to speak in general is also included. 

Table 3.9 shows that both females (F)20-65 and males (M)7-13 report 

speaking less Spanish and more English at home than either F7-13 or M20-65.   Some 

of the F20-65 live in homes where English is spoken mostly because they are away 

from their families and live with English-speaking Americans, which explains why 

they report more English spoken at home than any other gender/age group.  The 

reason for a higher reporting of English spoken mostly at home by M7-13, however, 

as opposed to F7-13 is unclear.  M7-13 have the greatest variety of different 

languages and combinations of languages spoken at home because, in addition to 

more English spoken at home, of the four informants whose family background is 
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Q’anjob’al Maya, two are in the M7-13 group.34  One of those speakers reported 

speaking mostly Q’anjob’al Maya at home and the other reported mostly a 

combination of Spanish and English.  M20-65 and F7-13 report using Spanish at 

home the most frequently.  Spanish is the language spoken most often in the home by 

all groups.  Labov (1972b: 287) noted that women tend to use more of the prestige 

language variations than men, and Gal (1979) found that young women led their male 

peers in use of more German than Hungarian in a community in which German was 

the prestige language (cf. Romaine, 1995: 47, 49).  Likewise, in this community it 

was noted that  F20-65 use somewhat more English than M20-65.  

 

Table 3.9  Language(s) reportedly spoken mostly at home by number of 
informants (SF12)* 

 S E S,E Q Totals 
F 7-13 12  1 1 14 
F 20-65 10 4   14 
M 7-13 10 3 2 1 16 
M 20-65 11 1   12 
Totals 43 8 3 2 56 
Note: For this and following tables and figures with similar notation, F=Female; 
M=Male; 7-13 and 20-65 refer to age of informants in years; S=Spanish, E=English; 
Q=Q’anjob’al Maya; NA=not applicable; ?=no response 
* In this and in following tables, SF=social factor; 12 (and SF numbers in following 
tables)=question number from Social Factors questionnaire from which the 
information for the corresponding social factor was obtained for each informant. 

 

Table 3.10 shows that ten informants reported no other language sometimes 

spoken at home besides the language(s) mostly spoken at home.  The table reveals 

                                                 
34 Of the four informants in the study whose family background is Q’anjob’al Maya, two are in the 
M7-13 group, one is in the M20-65 group, and one is in the F7-13 group. 
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that two informants reported sometimes speaking French at home.  French, however, 

is not spoken to any significant degree at home by these informants and is probably 

only reported because the two informants learned French at school.  The investigator 

never heard any French at all in the community under study.  English is the language 

used most besides Spanish even when mostly Spanish is used. 

 
Table 3.10  Other language(s) reportedly sometimes spoken at home by number 
of informants (SF13)   

 S E Q S,Q E,French Totals 
F 7-13  13    13 
F 20-65 2 9    11 
M 7-13 3 7 1  2 13 
M 20-65  8  1  9 
Totals 5 37 1 1 2 46 

 

Table 3.11 shows that Spanish is the language reportedly spoken most often at 

meal times in all groups but that F20-65 again report slightly higher levels of English 

than the other groups.  As before, the fact that some F20-65 informants live with 

English-speaking families is the most probable reason for the higher English usage 

among  F20-65.   

Table 3.11  Language reportedly spoken at mealtime with family by number of 
informants (SF17) 

 S E S,E Q ? Totals 
F 7-13 13   1  14 
F 20-65 9 2 3   14 
M 7-13 13  2 1  16 
M 20-65 9  1 1 1 12 
Totals 44 2 6 3 1 56 
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 Table 3.12 reveals that age correlates strongly with reported language 

preference.  Both the F7-13 and M7-13 groups show a much greater preference for 

English than do adults of either sex.  The totals for all sex and age groups show that 

Spanish and English are equally preferred throughout the group of informants as a 

whole, with implications for the entire speech community under study.  This pattern 

illustrates the strong presence and status of English within the community, with the 

indication that English will have a great influence on the actual language use of the 

community in the future, especially since it is tied to upward social mobility. 

 

Table 3.12  Reported language of preference (SF20) 
 S E S,E Q Totals 

F 7-13 3 7 3 1 14 
F 20-65 9 1 4  14 
M 7-13 2 12 2  16 
M 20-65 7 1 4  12 
Totals 21 21 13 1 56 
 

 Table 3.13 shows that English is reportedly the primary school/work language 

for all groups, as contrasted with Spanish as the reported primary home language for 

all groups.  Table 3.13 also shows that English is used at school/work somewhat more 

among females of either age and among children of both sexes as compared to adult 

males.  Among children, all of whom attend school, English use is frequent because 

classes are taught almost exclusively in English.  Many work situations also require a 

great deal of English for adults.  F20-65 members use English somewhat more than 

M20-65, probably because they have higher levels of education and jobs that involve 
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more communication in English than adult males, on average.  This observation again 

corroborates Labov’s (1972) and Gal’s (1979, cf. Romaine 1995) findings for 

females. 

 
Table 3.13  Language reportedly spoken mostly at school/college or work (SF21) 

 S E S,E Q NA or ? Totals 
F 7-13 1 11 2   14 
F 20-65 1 10 1  2 14 
M 7-13 1 14   1 16 
M 20-65 3 6 2  1 12 
Totals 6 41 5  4 56 
 

 According to the data in Table 3.14, English is reportedly not used as 

frequently during breaks as at work or school in general, but it is still apparently used 

a great deal even during breaks due to the large number of English-dominant 

interlocutors, especially in schools.  Spanish is reportedly used almost as much as 

English during breaks at school or work.  Its usage is reported more as compared to 

the much lower usage of Spanish reported for all groups in Table 3.13 for general 

school/work situations.  Tables 3.13 and 3.14 therefore indicate the status of English 

to be the language of work and education and that Spanish and English compete on an 

almost equal basis in social situations at work and school.  English has become a 

language of leisure in addition to a medium of work and education, and is used with 

friends as well as Spanish.  CS  is likely to occur when both languages are used 

socially.   
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For school/work breaks, both F20-65 and M7-13 report lower levels of 

Spanish and higher levels of English than F7-13 or M20-65, a pattern similar to that 

in the home (see Tables 3.9 and 3.11).  It is probable that more F20-65 informants use 

English more in their jobs than do M20-65 informants because more of the F20-65 

informants have occupations that require English use (e.g., teacher, teaching assistant, 

secretarial assistant, full time student, as shown in Table 3.5).  Again, however, it is 

less clear why M7-13 report consistently higher levels of E in this context and the 

preceding ones than F7-13. 

 

Table 3.14  Language reportedly spoken mostly during breaks at school/college 
or work (SF22) 

 S E S,E Q NA or ? Totals 
F 7-13 7 5 2   14 
F 20-65 2 7 3  2 14 
M 7-13 4 11   1 16 
M 20-65 7 3 1  1 12 
Totals 20 26 6  4 56 
 

 Table 3.15 shows that children of both sexes report using less Spanish and 

more English with friends than do adults of either sex.  A similar pattern was found in 

language of preference (see Table 3.12).  Also of note, when all gender and age 

groups are totaled (Table 3.15), the number of those reporting Spanish usage with 

friends is closer to being equal to the number of those reporting English usage than 

for any of the other language usage categories (Tables 3.9-3.11, 3.13-3.15).  Only for 
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the language of preference are Spanish and English reported more equally (see Table 

3.12 in which Spanish and English have equivalent totals). 

 
Table 3.15  Language reportedly spoken mostly with friends by number of 
informants (SF24) 

 S E S,E Totals 
F 7-13 3 9 2 14 
F 20-65 5 1 8 14 
M 7-13 4 11 1 16 
M 20-65 7 2 3 12 
Totals 19 23 14 56 

 

In summary, children of both sexes and female adults report more use of 

English over Spanish than adult males.  Female adults have more years of formal 

instruction than male adults.  Among adult females, 11 out of 14, as compared to 1 

out of 12 adult males, report having had 11 or more years of school in their country of 

origin (see Table 3.7),  which may be a significant factor influencing their greater use 

of English as compared to adult males.   Milroy and Li Wei (1995: 136, 142-145) also 

show that younger speakers generally use more English (the overtly prestigious or 

dominant language) rather than Chinese (the typical home language) in a bilingual 

Chinese/English speech community in England.   Their findings, combined with those 

of Labov (1972b) and Gal (1979, cf. Romaine 1995) for females, may help to explain 

the findings from our data as well.   

Gender and age alone, however, are insufficient to account for these variations 

because of the equally important effect of such other variables as the education levels 

and occupations of the adult women in the present study and any exceptions to what 
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generalizations of sex and age may lead us to believe.  Milroy and Li Wei (1995: 145) 

point out that some older speakers in their study used more English than some 

younger speakers as an example of the need for social network analysis when 

language variation is not explained, in this case, by differences in age.  

Table 3.16 shows totals for all the language usage questions from Tables 3.9 

to 3.15, with the exception of  “other language(s) sometimes spoken at home”  (Table 

3.10).  The totals at the bottom of Table 3.16 show that Spanish is the language 

preferred by all gender and age groups combined, but that English is not far behind.  

This pattern indicates that, within the speech community as a whole, English has a 

very strong presence, at least psychologically, in the minds of the informants.   

Positive attitudes toward the language of the dominant culture are evidently strong, 

almost as strong as the attitudes toward the dominant language of the home, which is 

Spanish.  This finding is at least partly due to the strong value placed on English in 

schools and the economic advancement value connected to knowledge and use of 

English.  Very little value is placed upon knowledge of Spanish or literacy in Spanish 

in the schools without advanced knowledge of and literacy in English as well. 
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Table 3.16  Language usage questions with totals by number of informants  
SF question Sex/Age S E Q S/E NA or ? Totals 
SF12-Language spoken 
mostly at home 

      

 F 7-13 12  1 1  14 
 F 20-65 10 4   14 
 M 7-13 10 3 1 2  16 
 M 20-65 11 1   12 
 Totals 43 8 2 3  56 
SF17-Language spoken at 
mealtime with family  

      

 F 7-13 13  1  14 
 F 20-65 9 2  3  14 
 M 7-13 13  1 2  16 
 M 20-65 9  1 1 1 12 
 Totals 44 2 3 6 1 56 
SF20-Language preferred to 
speak 

      

 F 7-13 3 7 1 3  14 
 F 20-65 9 1  4  14 
 M 7-13 2 12  2  16 
 M 20-65 7 1  4  12 
 Totals 21 21 1 13  56 
SF21-Language spoken 
mostly at school 

      

 F 7-13 1 11  2  14 
 F 20-65 1 10  1 2 14 
 M 7-13 1 14  1 16 
 M 20-65 3 6  2 1 12 
 Totals 6 41  5 4 56 
SF22-Language spoken 
mostly at school/work break 

      

 F 7-13 7 5  2  14 
 F 20-65 2 7  3 2 14 
 M 7-13 4 11  1 16 
 M 20-65 7 3  1 1 12 
 Totals 20 26  6 4 56 
SF24-Language spoken 
mostly with friends 

      

 F 7-13 3 9  2  14 
 F 20-65 5 1  8  14 
 M 7-13 4 11  1  16 
 M 20-65 7 2  3  12 
 Totals 19 23  14  56 
TOTALS for all questions  153 121 6 47 9 336 
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3.6  Observed language patterns used by informants 

Observations were made of as many adults and children in the community as 

possible in mostly peer interactions. Then audio and video-audio recordings of 

conversations were made at random in these contexts, and several of these 

conversations were transcribed.  Thus the investigator obtained an approximate 

representation of the different language types as they occurred in the speech 

community. 35 Adults and children in the community were observed in natural 

conversations using very little if any CS and Spanish almost exclusively, frequent CS 

patterns, convergence patterns, and almost exclusive English with little or no CS.  

Little CS, as in example [3.1], is defined as those patterns in which only an 

occasional, usually single, morpheme from the other language (usually English) is 

inserted into the ML (usually Spanish) frame.36   

 
[3.1]  Little CS sample.  Peruvian adult (investigator’s assistant) female (E=38 ) 
talking with a Mexican adult female (R=21) whose American husband  is also present 
in the home of R; E and R are also acquaintances at a Hispanic church (unsorted 
transcript, pp. 76-77).  
E: (laughing) (*)  ¿Ah, eh eh fuistes a la escuela en México? 
R: Sí. 
E: Eh, ¿cuántos años?  
R: secundaria 
E: ¿Cuántos años es? 
R: uh, nueve. 
E: ¿nueve total? 
R: Sí. 
E: ¿Con (*S) y todo? 
                                                 
35 Transcriptions were made of some of the conversations, ensuring that an approximately equal 
number of informants from all four sex and age groups were represented and that examples of all 
language types observed in the community were also represented.  Beyond this, conversations 
transcribed were selected at random. 
36 All English and English with little CS (occasional Spanish morpheme insertions) are also 
represented  in the community and in the data but more rarely than Spanish with no or little CS.     
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 ¿Cuántos años asistes a la es, has ido a la escuela en Estados Unidos?  
R: Noo, ¿aquí?,  
E: [uh huh 
R: [no más ir a la,  [a (*S) 
E:   [esto se refiere, a la escuela,  [(pause) secundaria, o college. 
R:       [ah, no 
R: No. 
E: Ok.  Pero, ¿ a la escuela de inglés sí has ido no? 
 

Heavier CS patterns , as in example [3.2],  are those in which several 

instances of inter- or intra-sentential switching occur, involving more than occasional 

single morpheme insertions.   

[3.2]  Heavier CS pattern sample.  Several Hispanic children (unid=unidentified; all 
identified interlocutors are male except MM) are talking during free time at an all 
Hispanic summer school (unsorted transcript, p. 25). 
FQ: ¿El teradactyl? 
MM: Puede hacerlo lo que sea. 
RR or FQ: (*) tigers 
LG: Pueden, pueden. 
RR or FQ: Yoooo, al al ver que ya. 
RR: Umm, long neck. 
FQ: Yo, es a quien quiere compiar este, este, uh, este  
MM: [Hacer el yellow. 
unid: [(*) amarillo ?  
unid.: El amarillo. 
unid: El amarillo. 
FQ: El, el tú  [el amarillo.  
unid:  [(*) 
MM: I don't want those (nose?) como three horns. 
FQ: Stegasaurus. 
MM: Um, um. 
unid.: Yeah, stegasaurus. 
RR : I go lookin' for it. 
unid: (*) 
RR: It's (Es?)37 light blue. 
unid: Let 
FQ: I want to make the teradactyl. 
MM: Puedes hacer lo que sea. 
FQ: Long neck  este. 

                                                 
37 In this data excerpt and throughout the dissertation, a word or phrase in ( ___?) indicates possibly or 
probably what was said, but the transcriber/investigator could not be sure due to lack of clarity in the 
recording. 
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unid: Long neck  
FQ: ¡Lo voy a hacer bien panzón!  ¡Una víbora! Está más fácil. 
unid: ¿verdad? 
FQ: Yo tengo una película (*) de un monstruo, real fat. Se quita la (mal?) cara. 
 

Convergence, as in example [3.3],  is the pattern resulting from contact 

between English and Spanish so intense that morphological attachments and word 

order from one language are highly noticeable, even in morpheme strings mostly 

from the other language. Convergence is defined as one language influenced by the 

morpho-syntax of another language.  In this study, Spanish is influenced by English 

morpho-syntax38 (see Table 3.17).  In the following conversation, gender and number 

marking of the definite article, which are manifested in Spanish, are not expressed, as 

in English.  Likewise, person and number marking of the verb, which are indicated in 

Spanish, are not shown, as for most persons and numbers in English. 

[3.3] Convergence sample.  Two Peruvian brothers (children), J=64 and A=63, and 
the investigator, D=0, at the home of the two brothers discussing a game of marbles; 
D is acquainted with these boys from a Hispanic church (unsorted transcript, pp. 90-
91). 
Note: Underlined portions are cases of convergence. 
J: Andamos, uh, y, (*) saca los dos bolas, uh, uh, e- [ese, uh 
A:       [(*) 
J: S [í.  
A:  [(*S) gana 
D: ¿Y cómo ganastes, (A's name)? 
A: uh, ¿cómo gano? [uh,  n-  hay que comer la bolas 
D:   [yeah 
J: Unn [nn! 
A:  [(*)¿ya ves? 
D: ¿Hay que hacer qué?   
J: [(amer?) la bolas. 
A: [(amer?) 

                                                 
38 A speaker’s dominant language often morpho-syntactically influences utterances by the same 
speaker in the other language.  We do not claim, however, that only the dominant language influences 
the other and not vice versa in the utterances of a given speaker. 

Norman Rubin
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D: ¿comer la bola? 
J: Sí.    
A: ah. 
J: No comer. Hacer así.  Allí. 
A: (*) 
J: (*) 
J: No, tires. 
 No (*S) hablar. 
D: ¿Qué?   Dime otra vez. 
A: Uh, uh, uh (I can tell pue, puedo?) así.  [Y, y está muerto. 
J:      [Ohhh! 
J: El ganado porque, yo tengo más, uh,  piezas, uh, (no más?) piezas, yo no ganó. 
D: um, ¿ y esto se llama "balas"? 
A: Sí, bolas. 
 
 

These different patterns (little CS, heavier CS, and convergence) were those 

readily observed in the community, and all of the data can be roughly categorized as 

one of these three patterns.  Informants with these language patterns were observed 

and recorded.  Adults and children who spoke frequently in Spanish with little if any 

CS or convergence comprised the majority of the informants because the majority of 

verbal interactions observed throughout the community revealed little CS or 

convergence.  Especially among children, however, only English is frequently used, 

although not as much as only Spanish. 

 Four informants were chosen with family origins in Huehuetenango, 

Guatemala, where Q’anjob’al Maya is the normal home language.  These four 

informants indicated usage of Q’anjob’al in the home on some of their answers in the 

Social Factors questionnaire, but no interactions involving Q’anjob’al morphemes 

were included in the data since there were no conversations involving only Q’anjob’al 

proficient speakers.  Linguistic analysis of Q’anjob’al is beyond the scope of this 
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study but is worthy of future research since the Guatemalan community is a sizable 

minority within the larger Hispanic community in Northeast Georgia, the 

geographical area of this study.    

3.7  Language data gathering procedures 

 Audio and video/audio recorded data were collected over approximately two 

years from 26 adults in homes, in church, and in ESL classes, and from 30 children in 

school, home, church, and recreational settings.  A video/audio camera was used 

when possible but audio recorders were less conspicuous and easier to implement; 

therefore, most of the data were collected by audio recordings.  The recordings were 

made in natural conversational situations between informants and their interlocutors.  

Not all interlocutors served as informants in the study because it was not possible to 

administer Social Factors questionnaires for all interlocutors and also because some 

interlocutors were not considered members of the Hispanic speech community. 

The investigator of this study was present during some of the recording 

sessions and absent during others because he was an interlocutor only in some of the 

conversations recorded.  Even when he was present at recording sessions, his 

presence was ignored because he was no stranger to the interactants and they were 

very accustomed to him and his recording equipment.  Some of his Hispanic friends 

in the community (including the Peruvian female assistant) had better access than he 

to some of the subjects; therefore, they were given charge of the recording equipment 

in his absence.   Most of the data were collected in interactions between peers because 

the main focus of the study is on peer group interaction within the speech community.   
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According to Gardner-Chloros (1995: 82), based on conversation data sets, there will 

likely be more CS between peers than in non-peer interactions. 

Since the recorded data were naturally occurring for the most part, each 

subject was not recorded for a fixed amount of time but rather for the amount of time 

the conversation took place, ranging from approximately 10-20 minutes per 

conversation.  Some informants were engaged in more than one conversation at 

different times.  Linguistic factors were analyzed in utterance samples that were as 

extensive as possible.  Varying amounts of time for different informants were very 

common because the conversations were as informal and natural as possible. 

3.8  Data analysis 

Occurrences and patterns of CS, ML choice, composite ML, and ML 

turnover/convergence in each group were correlated with social factors. The syntactic 

and lexical configurations of more than one language (Spanish/English) in the same 

sentence, turns-at-talk, and entire conversations were examined.  We extend Myers-

Scotton’s intrasentential CS model beyond the sentence level to these discourse 

contexts to account for CS and convergence in the speech community as a whole, 

always examining linguistic elements in relation to social factors in order to analyze 

the language observed and to find patterns from which to draw conclusions.   

3.8.1  Grammatical analysis 

Patterns of linguistic CS and convergence in the transcribed data for each 

subject were distinguished.  The following language patterns were found in the data: 

Spanish with no CS; English with no CS; Spanish with single English lexeme 
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insertions; English with single Spanish lexeme insertions; intersentential 

English/Spanish CS; intrasentential English/Spanish CS; Spanish morpheme strings 

with a composite ML from Spanish and English; and English morpheme strings with 

a composite ML from Spanish and English.  Examples of each pattern are shown in 

Table 3.17.  Each turn in the transcripts was analyzed and categorized as one of the 

eight language types.  Turns of multi-sentence length were divided into sentence-

length segments and each segment was analyzed and categorized separately.

 Turns/segments of Spanish with no CS comprised the vast majority of the 

data.  The second largest type category was only English with no CS.  The numbers 

of tokens for each language type are presented and discussed in Chapter 4. 

 Spanish with single English lexeme insertions (E>Sinsert) is a turn or 

segment of only Spanish morphemes and grammatical structure, with the exception of 

one English word or morpheme inserted in a grammatical slot that would be occupied 

by a Spanish word or morpheme in an all Spanish (S) turn/segment.  Likewise, 

English with single Spanish lexeme insertions (S>Einsert) is a turn or segment of 

all English morphemes and grammatical structure with the exception of one Spanish 

word or morpheme inserted in a grammatical slot that would be occupied by an 

English word or morpheme in an all English (E) segment.  E>Sinsert and S>Einsert 

are both examples of CS, as opposed to convergence.   

The other two CS types are not exact opposites like E>Sinsert and S>Einsert, 

but are similar because both contain instances of multi-word “islands” (Myers-

Scotton, 1993b) of one language either embedded in or alternating with word strings 
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of the other language.  Intersentential English/Spanish CS (SEinter) is a switch at 

sentence boundaries.  Intrasentential English/Spanish CS (SEintra) is an instance 

of sentence- internal embedding of a multi-word string of one language into the other.  

SEintra could also be termed “sentence- internal code/language alternation,” because 

determining which language is the ML and which is the EL is sometimes problematic 

and a point to be discussed in connection with the unified model approach in Chapter 

6. 

The remaining two language types are types of convergence that are 

essentially opposites of each other.  A Spanish morpheme string with a composite 

ML from Spanish and English (S>Econv) is Spanish converging toward English.  

An English morpheme string with a composite ML from Spanish and English 

(E>Sconv) is English converging toward Spanish.  ‘Converging’ does not 

categorically mean that one language will eventually turn completely into the other 

but only that one language is influenced grammatically by the other. 
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Table 3.17  Language types identified in the data 
Language 
type name 

Other 
names/references 
used for 
language type 

Language type explanation Language type example 

S Spanish; all/only 
Spanish;  
non-English-
influenced 

Spanish morpheme strings with no 
CS and with Spanish morpho-
syntactic structure 

¿Y tenemos que colorear 
todo igualito y el palo y 
todo ese igualito del palo? 
‘And we have to color 
everything the same and 
the stick and all that the 
same as the stick?’ (16a-
chFb) 

E English; all/only 
English  

English morphemes strings with no 
CS and with English morpho-
syntactic structure 

He can even see him. (16-
chF) 

E>Sinsert CS; morpheme 
mixing; English-
influenced 

Spanish ML with single English 
lexeme insertion (excluding proper 
names) 

Estoy grabando al baby. 
‘I’m recording the baby.’ 
(38-adF) 

S>Einsert CS; morpheme 
mixing; English-
influenced 

English ML with single Spanish 
lexeme insertion (excluding proper 
names) 

thunder and truenos  
‘thunder and thunder’ (24-
chM) 

SEinter CS; morpheme 
mixing; English-
influenced 

Intersentential English/Spanish CS Nuh-uh, I haven't.  
Necesitamos todos, todos, 
todos. ‘We need all of 
them, all of them, all of 
them.’ (32-chF) 

SEintra CS; morpheme 
mixing; English-
influenced 

Intrasentential (more than one 
word insertions) 
English/Spanish CS 

No está aquí, está en 
Houston I think. ‘It isn’t 
here; it’s in Houston I 
think.’ (4-chM) 

S>Econv (grammatical) 
convergence; 
English-
influenced 

Spanish morpheme strings with 
composite ML (grammatical 
convergence) from Spanish and 
English (also possible influence 
from Q’anjob’al but only from 
Guatemalan informants [N=4]) 

… yo ir primero.  ‘… I go 
first.’ (63-chM) 

E>Sconv (grammatical) 
convergence; 
English-
influenced 

English morpheme strings with 
composite ML (grammatical 
convergence) from Spanish and 
English (also possible influence 
from Q’anjob’al but only from 
Guatemalan informants [N=4]) 

See, I put some dots red. 
‘See, I put some red dots.’ 
(Spanish: ‘círculos rojos’ 
[lit.: ‘dots red’]) (16-chF) 
I no can see. ‘I can’t see.’ 
(Spanish: ‘no puedo’ [lit.: 
‘no can’]) (23-chF) 
 

a numbers assigned to identify informants in the data transcript 

b ch=child, ad=adult, M=male, F=female     
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Each turn-at-talk was assigned a pattern type, and longer turns were 

subdivided into sentence lengths and analyzed separately.  Number of tokens along 

with percentages of each pattern type for the data corpus and for each informant were 

noted, as seen in examples [3.4] and [3.5], and compared with similar findings from 

other studies.   Example [3.4], turns from one informant, and example [3.5], turns 

from several informants, are illustrative of how turns in the data were analyzed for 

language type classification. 

 
 
[3.4] A sample of turns from informant DP=24 (a Mexican male child) categorized by 
language type (cf. Table 3.17) 
¡No sééé!  [S] 
 
Maestro, y a onde vamos a ir al swimmin’ [E>Sinsert] (pause) onde onde aquí en este lake 
[E>Sinsert] o él de allá?  
  
Yo. [S] 
 
Hórale. [S] 
 
Put it on your shirt.[E] 
 
¿Y por qué? [S] 
 
thunder and truenos [S>Einsert] 
 
I know. [SEinter] Ey, y si te pega la la (garbled Spanish one word) en la cabeza.  
 
We're gonna beat your team. [E] Uuuuu!  
 
No, allá, en en el team. [E>Sinsert] 

 
[3.5]  Turns from several informants (indicated by informant identification numbers) 
categorized by language type (cf. Table 3.17) 
16:  Los shells! 
(1 instance of E>Sinsert [‘shells’]) 
 
16:  I forgot her name. 
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(1 instance of E) 
 
24:  Oh, (name)!  You're gonna sit him. 
(1 instance of E>Sconv [underlined ‘sit him’]) 
 
26:  Es como, como, es como, uh chicken nuggets . 
(1 instance of SEintra) 
 
38: ¿Vamos a sentarnos allá?  ¡calor!  Is good your food?  
(1 instance of SEinter and one instance of E>Sconv [underlined]) 
 
42:   ¿Quién quiere a  trace dinosaurs?  ¿Quién quiere hacer trace dinosaurs? 
(2 instances of SEintra [insertions of ‘trace dinosaurs’] and 1 uncertain instance of S>Econv 
[underlined]) 
 
56:  ¡Estoy hablando! (laughing)  Cuando yo me serví todo ellos dijo, but ¿dónde está el 

 pescado?, yo ya me lo comí todo. 
(1 instance of S>Econv [underlined] and 1 instance of E>Sinsert [‘but’]) 
 
61:  That, que, que si , que si (*S) que no podía check one out. 
(1 instance of E>Sinsert [‘That’] and 1 instance of SEintra [‘check one out’]) 
 
7: Porque no traigo llave. 
(1 instance of S) 
 

3.8.2  The data and the MLF model 

Typical examples from each linguistic pattern were also analyzed 

grammatically using Myers-Scotton’s (1993b) MLF Model of CS.    Thus, the 

example for language type E>Sinsert in Table 3.17, “Estoy grabando al baby”  ‘I am 

recording the baby’, is a typical insertion of a single English lexeme/word “baby” into 

a Spanish ML.  Myers-Scotton’s MLF Model states that, in ‘classic’ CS that has not 

progressed into convergence, EL content morphemes may be inserted into ML 

frames, but  EL system morphemes may not likewise be inserted into ML frames.  

Content morphemes, according to the content/system morpheme distinction in Myers-

Scotton’s MLF model, are morphemes that are not quantifiers and that either assign 
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or receive a theta role.  All others are system morphemes.  The model assigns “baby” 

a content morpheme status because it is not a quantifier and because it is an argument 

in a theta role assignment, therefore permitting its insertion into the ML frame.  

A morpheme such as “the,” a determiner and also a quantifier, is a system 

morpheme and cannot be inserted as a single lexeme into an ML of another language.  

Thus, “Estoy grabando al baby” is acceptable while “Estoy grabando the bebé” is not 

acceptable as a possible utterance according to the MLF model of CS.  Problems with 

the model and possible adjustments to it are noted when data do not fit within the 

model.  A more unified model is proposed in Chapter 6. 

3.8.3  Correlations of social and grammatical factors  

The information from the Social Factors questionnaire was correlated with the 

percentages of each language type for each informant to search for patterns in the 

data.  For example, each gender and age group was correlated to all Spanish usage 

(Type S) to find which group had the highest percent usage of this type.  This 

approach was then applied to each language type in Table 3.17.  Information on each 

informant gathered from the Social Factors questionnaire was correlated to these 

language types to discover, for example, which language reportedly spoken mostly at 

home correlated most frequently to one of the eight language types.   Information 

from social and linguistic factors correlated in this manner is presented in Chapter 5.  

3.8.4  Combining the MLF and Markedness models 

The MLF model was proposed by Myers-Scotton (1993b) to address intra-

sentential CS.  The Markedness model was proposed by Myers-Scotton (1993c) to 
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account for influence of social factors on CS within and beyond the sentence level.  

The present study incorporates Auer’s (1995) sequential conversation analysis ideas 

to illustrate the need for a more detailed description of the data than is provided by 

the Markedness model.  In example [3.6], the alternation between English and 

Spanish serves to negotiate turns between these four young interlocutors, who are 

about eight years old.  The sequencing of the language of the turns is not based solely 

on the language associated with a given activity or by the social factors of given 

interlocutors and their proficiency in either language, but also on the language of 

preceding turns.   

 
[3.6]  A conversation during a board game at an all Hispanic summer school between 
boys approximately 8 years old, three of whom are Mexican (FQ=31, RR=42, and 
LG=10), and one (RM=18) Gua temalan (unsorted transcript, p. 11). 
1 FQ: Just let me play him.   
2 RM: Ok. 
3 RR: You're not playin' him. 
4 LG: Me play him. 
5 FQ: Ni tú.  
6 RR: Yo no.  
7 LG:  (*) 
8 RR:  Sólo yo y (LG's name).  A ver.  
9 RM: Come on, I can help you! 
10 LG:  Verdad que sí. (*) 
11 RM:  I can help you! 
12 RR: Let me see! 
13 RM: (*) 
14 FQ: T-Rex, king (*) 
15 RM.: He captured hisself! Dom!(= ‘dumb’?) Ha,ha,ha! He's (your?)T-Rex.  Hey.   
16  Hey.  Look.  He (*) 
17 FQ: Look!  We (can/can't?) jump  (*) 
18  RM: (It's your turn?) Ah. 
19 FQ or RM: Man, he got us. 
20 RM: He got a T-Rex. 
21 FQ: I don't care.  I'm comin' to get you!  

Norman Rubin
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Although the linguistic and social backgrounds of the speakers cannot be 

separated from the language of preceding turns, the language itself of any given turn 

is a lso a factor.  As seen in example [3.6], RR, who is not an ‘almost English only’ 

speaker like RM, spoke English (line 3) after FQ said, “Just let me play him” (line 1), 

and RM agreed (line 2).  Likewise, RR switched back to Spanish (line 6) after FQ 

said, “Ni tú ” ‘nor you’ (line 5).  English in one turn apparently promoted the use of 

English in a following turn and Spanish in a turn apparently promoted the use of 

Spanish in the following turn.  Therefore, even though the social or linguistic 

background of speakers may indeed prompt them to use a given language in the first 

place, the language chosen, regardless of the reason, also will sometimes affect 

subsequent turns of other interlocutors, regardless of their social or linguistic 

backgrounds.  Myers-Scotton’s Markedness model (1993c) fails to account for 

conversational factors such as these (see also Auer 1998; Meeuwis and Blommaert 

1998; Li Wei 1998).   

Chapter 6 proposes answers to how basic premises of the MLF and 

Markedness models may together account for a wider array of features in CS and 

convergence, including those identified in our analysis of the conversation in example 

[3.6].  For example, Milroy’s (1987) network analysis studies have shown that 

variables such as speech functions, context, and interlocutors relate closely to 
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linguistic variables. Therefore, in Chapter 6 a single model that unites grammatical, 

social, and conversation-specific factors is proposed. 
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Chapter 4:  Grammatical Analysis of the Language Data  

4.0  Introduction 

 This chapter establishes a profile of the eight language pattern types presented 

in Chapter 3 (see Table 3.17) as they appear in the data.  The distribution of each type 

is discussed quantitatively and more detailed descriptions of structural and lexical 

manifestations of each language pattern type are presented with representative 

samples from the data.  Some general social relations to these distributions are 

discussed.  Chapter 4 also addresses research question 1: How do choice of ML, EL, 

ML turnover, composite ML, and structural convergence relate to language shift, 

language maintenance, and long term language change for this speech community? 

4.1  A comparison of the eight language pattern types in the data 

 The entire data corpus is presented here by language type.  The total number 

of instances (tokens) of each of the eight language types outlined in Table 3.17 and 

the percentages of each in relation to the entire data corpus are discussed.   This 

presentation allows us to determine the frequency of Spanish, English, and each of 

the Spanish/English CS and convergence types in the data corpus as a sample of the 

same language types found in the speech community as a whole. 

Table 4.1 displays the total number of tokens of each pattern type in the 

corpus.  Figure 4.1 displays the same numbers in graph format for ease of 

comparison.  
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Table 4.1  Number of tokens by language type  
Language 

Type 
No. of 
tokens  

% 

S 2111 61.6 
S? 8 0.2 
E  623 18.2 
E? 16 0.5 

E>Sinsert 160 4.7 
E>Sinsert? 31 0.9 

SEinter 66 1.9 
SEinter? 19 0.6 
SEintra 82 2.4 
SEintra? 23 0.7 
S>Econv 76 2.2 
S>Econv? 104 3 
E>Sconv 63 1.8 
E>Sconv? 17 0.5 
S>Einsert 14 0.4 
S>Einsert? 12 0.4 

Total 3425 100 
Note: “?” after a language type name (in this and following tables and figures of type 
tokens) indicates possible but not certain type status.  The investigator was unable to 
determine language type status for those tokens, usually due to lack of clarity in some 
parts of the tapes transcribed.  
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Figure 4.1  Total number of instances of each language type  
 

 

Turns expressed only in Spanish (S), as in example [4.1], are the most frequent of all 

types (61.6%), showing that the majority of the data are Spanish with native Spanish 

morpho-syntactic patterns.   

 
[4.1]  Example of mostly all Spanish (S) turns excepting English proper names (e.g. 
‘Georgia’) which were excluded as examples of E>Sinsert.  ER=38, Peruvian adult 
female, and MV=53, Nicaraguan adult female, talking with each other during an ESL 
class in which they are both students (unsorted transcript, pp. 80-81).  
MV: ¿Pero no tienes un seguro? 
ER: Uh-uh (indicating 'no') (*) 
MV: ¿Y cómo sacaste la licencia sin un número de seguro? 
ER: No me pidieron. como yo tenía este pasaporte. (*S) ¿Cuántos años has estado en (*S) años 

has estado en los Estados Unidos? 
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MV: Cinco. 
ER: ¿Cinco? 
MV: Um hum.  ¿Estás grabando allí? 
ER: Sí.  ¿Cuántos años, en Georgia? 
MV: Tres. 
ER: ¿Y, en otro, qué estado estuvistes? 
MV: Miami dos años. 
ER: Florida (pronounced as in Spanish except with accent on first syllable instead of on next to 

last), dos años (clears throat) ¿Asistes a la escuela en, (*S) tú me dijistes en 
Nicaragua? 

MV: (*S) Guatemala en México. 
ER: Um, es que se le olvidó al senor (*S).  (*S) en Nicaragua.  estuvistes (eso?) ¿sí ya?  
MV: Sí. 
ER: ¿Cuántos anos? 
MV: Terminé todo. 
ER: ¿Cuántos hicistes allá  [(en Nicaragua?)?     
MV:    [Pues son seis de primaria,  
ER: ¿Y más?  [¿secundaria? 
MV:  [más cinco de secundaria,  
ER: Once. 
MV: Once.   
ER: Y, ¿hiciste nido o no? 
MV: ¿Qué es nido?39 
ER: Jardín. 
MV: (*) ¡Sí, claro!  
 

This language pattern is due to the fact that most of the informants were born in a 

country in Latin America in which the common and official language is Spanish.  

Those who were not born in a Latin American country have parents who were born 

there, and all have strong cultural and linguistic ties to their country of origin.  The 

single exception is an adult female who spent a great deal of her life in Peru and who 

                                                 
39 ER, a Peruvian, and MV, a Nicaraguan, differ to an extent in culture and vocabulary.  For example, 
‘nido’ for ‘kindergarten’ is not understood by MV because of vocabulary differences between their 
respective countries.  The community under study does not originate from one national background, 
even though Mexicans are the majority.  Both Peruvians and Nicaraguans are outsiders to the Mexican 
culture, but their common language, physical characteristics, and general Hispanic backgrounds unite 
them because they are more alike than different in comparison to members of the predominantly Anglo 
culture in Northeast Georgia. 
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is married to a Peruvian. 40  Even though her parents are from the U.S., she is 

considered in this study as an Hispanic due to her family and language ties to Peru 

and because her Spanish is more native-like than her English.  

All English utterances (E), as in example [4.2], are the second most frequent 

type (18.2%).  From the prevalence of S and E over all other types it is clear that the 

prevailing tendency is to keep the languages separate. These data indicate that, in this 

speech community, ML constituent structure within a sentence is resistant to 

incursions from the EL, at least to a certain degree.  This conclusion is drawn because 

even those informants with high levels of proficient English and Spanish usage show 

higher levels of either E or S than total mixed or convergence types (see Tables 4.3 

and 4.4 and Chapter 5 for language type percentages of individual informants).  The 

following is an example displaying all English utterances.   

 
[4.2] Example of all English (E) turns with an example (in boldface) of an occasional 
non-standard English pattern (E>Sconv). All children: JS=44, female;  RM=18, male; 
unid=unidentified child; PQ=32, female; conversation between children playing 
‘house’ during free time at an all Hispanic summer school (unsorted transcript, pp. 4-
5).  
JS: . . . He's gonna be the sister.   
RM: Two more 
JS: He's gonna be the sister!  Yes!  Yes! 
unid: I already been the sister. 
unid: Oh, man!, I can't believe what they have done. 
JS: (*) sister 
PQ: (*E) be the sister, go Juana. 
JS: Uh,Uh 
unid: She gonna pick another. 
RM:  Uh,Oh (*) 

(*E, two or three talking simultaneously) 
unid: You're gonna be the brother and I'm gonna be the sister. 

                                                 
40 This Peruvian informant is not the same person as the assistant of the investigator. 
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RM: No!No! One, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight, nine, ten! I got twelve! I got thirteen, 
man! 
Man, I need some more.  I need some more.  I need some more. 

unid: (*E) you're going to be the daddy! 
unid: (*E) 
RM: Thank you, but I know where's that one. Ha, Ha, Ha. 
JS: It's over here! 
RM: I know that. I already got it. 
 

Even when there are intrasentential incursions, they are mostly limited to 

single occurrences of EL lexemes (type E>Sinsert), as in example [4.3], or EL 

morpheme strings (type SEintra) according to EL well- formedness, as in example 

[4.4].    

[4.3] Example of single English lexeme insertion into a Spanish ML 
(E>Sinsert) 
¿Quién quiere ser el baby? (16:26 sorted) 

 ‘Who wants to be the baby?’ 
 

[4.4] Example of English EL morpheme string in a Spanish ML (SEintra) 
¿Quién quiere hacer trace dinosaurs? (42:66 sorted) 
‘Who wants to trace dinosaurs?’ 

 

This pattern is evident from this data corpus because tokens of types E>Sinsert and 

SEintra outnumber those of types S>Econv (example [4.5]) and E>Sconv (example 

[4.6]), the structural convergence types.   

[4.5] Example of Spanish morpheme string with possible influence from 
English (S>Econv) 
Yo me gusta esa casa mami . . . .  (28:38 sorted) 
‘I like that house, mommie . . . .’  
(standard Spanish: ‘Me gusta esa casa mami’ or ‘A mí me gusta esa casa 
mami’) 
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[4.6]  Example of English morpheme string with possible influence from 
Spanish (E>Sconv) 
Hey, leave the cats win. (18:28 sorted) 
(standard English: ‘Hey, let the cats win.’) 

 

This finding means that single EL lexical items and EL constituent morpheme strings 

are inserted into the ML of the other language (usually a Spanish ML) more 

frequently than any grammatical structural reconfigurations between the two 

languages. Thus the EL insertions themselves and the ML around them are left free of 

grammatical restructuring, which is not the case in the less frequent structural 

convergence types of S>Econv and E>Sconv.   

In addition, although type SEintra tokens outnumber type SEinter tokens 

(example [4.7] showing an instance of the conjunction of one English and one 

Spanish monolingual sentence) in the data, it is still the monolingual utterance type 

from Spanish or English, either type S or type E, that outnumbers all other types 

combined.  Therefore, the community under study is still mostly Spanish 

monolingual, but the data in this and the following chapters show the incursion 

patterns of English and future bilingualism. 

[4.7]  Example of CS between sentences (SEinter) 
I know. / Pero Miss Masey vino y, y, la abrazó. (49:62 unsorted) 

 ‘I know. / But Miss Masey came and, and, hugged her.’ 

Mixing and convergence within turns and sentences are less common than 

either all Spanish (S) or all English (E), but are still over 66% as frequent as E alone 

and almost one fourth as frequent as S alone, as is evident in the combination of all 
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types of mixing and convergence in Figure 4.2 and in a comparison of frequencies of 

S and E. 
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Figure 4.2  Total number of tokens of S, E, and all mixing/convergence types 
Note: type S,  N=2111; type E, N=623; total all other types (mixing and 
convergence), N=464 
 
 

Figure 4.3 allows us to compare each mixing/convergence type to the other 

mixing/convergence types in more detail.  Single lexeme English insertions into 

Spanish (E>Sinsert) are the most prevalent of all the types of mixing/convergence, 

which is explained by the fact that Spanish is the predominant ML, with or without 

EL insertions.  
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Figure 4.3  Total instances of all mixing and convergence types 
 

According to Myers-Scotton (1993c: 119), the single morpheme insertion CS type 

should require only a minimal amount of competence in a second language.  Based on 

this claim, this kind of CS is exactly the one that one would expect to be the most 

prevalent in a speech community in which Spanish is by far the dominant language.  

The fact that Spanish is the ML for the majority of the data also explains why English 

insertions into a Spanish ML (E>Sinsert) are much more frequent than Spanish 

insertions into an English ML (S>Einsert, example [4.8]).  Likewise, it probably 

explains why non-native Spanish patterns (S>Econv) outrank non-native English 

patterns (E>Sconv), since English on the whole as an ML is used much less than 

Spanish. 
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[4.8]  Example of a single Spanish lexeme inserted into an English ML 
(S>Einsert) 
I don’t entendo. (42:66 sorted) (‘entendo’ is also an example of non-standard 
Spanish.) 
‘I don’t understand.’ 
 

 The fact that intersentential (SEinter) CS is less frequent than both E>Sinsert 

and intrasentential (SEintra) CS supports the claim by Myers-Scotton (1993b: 71, 

footnote 6) that intersentential CS is the type that requires the greatest amount of 

proficiency in both languages.  This claim contradicts Poplack (1982), who states that 

intrasentential CS requires more fluency in both languages than intersentential CS.  

Poplack’s claim is based on her data and those of others that contain higher 

percentages of intersentential than intrasentential switches (p. 249) as compared to 

our data.41  Moreover, she claims that a higher “presumed degree of bilingual 

proficiency” is needed to produce intrasentential than intersentential switches (pp. 

252-253).  Evidence from our data lends more credibility to Myers-Scotton’s (1993b) 

position as well as to Weinreich’s (1953: 73) earlier characterization of intersentential 

CS as being more indicative of the “ideal bilingual.”  We also submit that E>Sinsert 

CS requires less skill than SEintra CS because E>Sinsert CS does not require well-

                                                 
41 Differences in language type classifications in this and in Poplack’s (1982) study make exact 
comparisons of numbers of language type tokens difficult.  This is an example of a problem often 
encountered when comparing almost any two CS studies from different researchers.  Two researchers 
will often classify the same instance of CS in different ways.  After an attempt was made to ‘untangle’ 
these differences by reclassifying Poplack’s and our data under a common classification system, our 
data continue to show larger amounts of intrasentential as compared to intersentential CS than in 
Poplack’s data.  Poplack also explicitly states that what she calls “extrasentential”  as opposed to 
intrasentential CS  “require[s] less knowledge of two grammars” (p. 249). 
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formed EL islands.  This claim is supported by Myers-Scotton’s (1993b: 9-16) data,42 

in which were found 374 instances of single lexeme insertions 43 (corresponding to 

our E>Sinsert), compared to 121 multi-word insertions (corresponding to our SEintra) 

and 44 instances of intersentential switching (corresponding to our SEinter).  This 

claim is additionally supported by our data since E>Sinsert ranks the highest in 

frequency of all the types of CS/convergence in the data. 

Table 4.2 displays the number of tokens of each language pattern type by 

matrix language.  SEinter, as shown in example [4.9], has two matrix languages, one 

of which is English, so it is grouped with the other English ML types for comparative 

purposes.  Table 4.2 also shows how Spanish turns and CS/convergence types with 

Spanish MLs 44 are categorically more prevalent than English turns and 

CS/convergence types with English MLs. 

[4.9]  SEinter with two MLs, Spanish and English 
My snake eat rats.  My snake li, lives on the grass.  /  ¡Sí, ‘ta bonito!  ¿Verdad 
que ‘ta bonito?  (13:23 sorted) 
‘My snake eats rats.  My snake li, lives on the grass. / Yes, it’s pretty?  Isn’t it 
pretty?’ 

 

                                                 
42 These data are from Myers-Scotton’s main Nairobi, Kenya corpus of Swahili/English CS, presented 
in her Duelling Languages (1993b). 
43 This number would be even higher but for the following: in Myers-Scotton’s analysis of her main 
Nairobi data corpus, any single lexeme insertion occurring in more than two conversations was 
excluded as a CS form and classified instead as a BR form.  This exclusion, even though not necessary 
for the claims of the MLF model, was made to allay criticism that the MLF model attempts to account 
for not only CS but also BR, which some researchers see outside the purview of  CS studies (Myers-
Scotton 1993b: 15). 
44 Matrix language (ML) is used in reference to individual sentences, conversations, and the 
community as a whole.  One conversation may contain sentences with an English ML and other 
sentences with a Spanish ML.  There is also an ML for each conversation and a community ML.  
There are multiple MLs and thus we sometimes refer to ML in the plural (MLs).  This multi-level 
designation of ML/EL is a concept further developed in Chapter 6.  
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Table 4.2  Language pattern types by ML 
 Spanish 

ML 
English 

ML 
 

S 2111   
E>Sinsert 160  CS type 
SEintra 82  CS type 

S>Econv 76  convergence type 
E  623  

S>Einsert  14 CS type 
SEinter  66 CS type 

E>Sconv  63 convergence type 
 

Figure 4.4 shows the data from Table 4.2 in graphic form. The first four types 

presented on the left side of Figure 4.4  are related to the more prevalent Spanish and 

Spanish as a ML.  The last four types on the right side of Figure 4.4 are related to the 

less prevalent English and English as a ML.  From these relationships between 

CS/convergence types and ML types in the data, it is clear that there are more 

occurrences of types E>Sinsert, SEintra, and S>Econv and fewer of types S>Einsert, 

SEinter, and E>Sconv because of the stronger presence and higher instances of turns 

with Spanish as the ML over English.   
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Figure 4.4  Total number of tokens of each language type grouped by ML 
 

The fewest tokens are Spanish insertions into an English ML (S>Einsert), 

which do not correspond in number of tokens to E>Sinsert.  E>Sinsert ranks as the 

highest occurrence of the Spanish ML types of CS and S>Einsert ranks as the lowest 

of the English ML types of CS.  Therefore, we conclude the possibility that English, 

even when it is the ML, does not play the same role that Spanish plays when it is the 

ML in this community. When English is used as ML45 in a CS type, it is used more 

frequently in multi-morphemic units such as complete turns in English (E), English 

morpheme ML strings along with Spanish (SEinter or SEintra), or all English 

                                                 
45 What counts as an ML and an EL and how to distinguish them is a major point of discussion in 
Chapter 6 and will not be addressed in this  chapter. 
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morpheme strings with influence from Spanish morpho-syntax (E>Sconv), than as the 

ML for isolated single Spanish morpheme insertions (S>Einsert).  An example of E, 

SEinter, and SEintra is seen in [4.10], and E>Sconv is found in example [4.11].  The 

S>Einsert type is seen in example [4.12]. 

[4.10] Example of complete turns in English (E) or English morpheme strings along 
with Spanish (SEinter or SEintra). BV=56, female child; ER=38, female adult; 
DP=28, male child; BP=26, male child (unsorted transcript, p. 58). 
BV: Mi mamá se vino   [caminando para comer. 
ER:     [¡Huh!, ¡o sí!? 
DP: Wow!, What's wrong  [with that? 
ER:    [¿Y por qué, nadie,  [nadie llamó?  
DP:       [It's just like, (laughing)  [two miles 

away. 
BV:          [Walking! 
DP: Two miles away.  What? 
BV: It was like, Uhhh!,  she was so sweaty. 
DP: I don't care.   
BV: (*E) talking to you!   [Who said?!  No I wasn't(*) (laughing) 
DP:    [Yes you was.  Yes you was.   Crazy. 
BV: (continues laughing)  [(*) ¿Para qué tienes esa (*)? 
ER:    [tiene parlante bien poderosa. 
BV: (*) ¿para qué tienes esa  (*) en tu (*S)? 
ER: Ah, ese es una cosa que me (ofrecieron?) 
DP: Que que par, you don't know what  [(that's?) for?! (laughing) ¡No sabes para qué 

son! 
BV:      [(*)(laughing) 
ER: [¿Qué cosa? 
BV: [(What?) 
BP: Look at this  [(*) 
DP:   [No sabes. 
BV: ¡Yo sé, yo sé! 
 
 
[4.11] Example of all English morpheme strings with influence from Spanish 
morpho-syntax (E>Sconv).  Boldface print indicates E>Sconv usage; B=26 (a 
younger male), J=29 (B’s grandfather) and E=38 (an older female friend of B’s and 
J’s family) are conversing in the family home of B and J; all interlocutors are 
Peruvian (unsorted transcript, p.66). 
J: Ya estás hablando ya. 
B: Ready,  [set,    [go. (humming a melody) 
E:  [(laughing) (*S)  [algo hablo. 
J: (*) speak English! 
E: (laughing) 
B: (continues humming) 
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J: (*) English. I don't know espeak English. 
B: No sabe como se [habla así. 
J:    [(I?) no understand. 
B: mmmm [mmmmmmmm(making the [m] sound over and over) 
E:  [(*S) [ sabe hablar inglés. 
J:   [(*) I catch, I can't,  espeak. 
 
 
[4.12] Example of English ML with isolated single Spanish morpheme insertion 
(S>Einsert). LM=13, younger female, reading aloud in class (all Hispanic summer 
school) from her own writing about her favorite animal (unsorted transcript,  p. 14). 
LM:  My favorito i, is a snake.  My snake eat rats. My snake li (as in "like")lives  on the grass.  ¡Sí, 

'tá bonito!  ¿Verdad que 'tá bonito? 
(one complete turn in a conversation) 

 

The opposite is the case in Spanish ML CS types, of which single morpheme 

English insertions are the most frequent and multi-morphemic units are less prevalent.  

Gal (1979) found a similar pattern in Hungarian/German bilingualism in which 

German, the language of greater prestige, was freely inserted, one lexeme at a time, 

into Hungarian MLs, but Hungarian lexemes were not found in similar proportions in 

German MLs.  Gal’s finding as well as ours indicate different incursion patterns 

depending on which language is the ML, whether it be the language of the dominant 

culture or that of the non-dominant culture.  Our findings may be due to the social 

status that Spanish has as a home language and thus matrix or ‘mother’ form.  English 

has not achieved such a status of frequency in the community.  When it is used, it is 

less associated with the home culture and not perceived as a ‘fit’ base or matrix for 

sentences.  Therefore, English ML utterances appear more  ‘unmixed’ than do 

Spanish ML utterances. 
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4.2  Distribution of the eight language pattern types by informant 

 In this section we consider percentages of frequency of each language type by 

informant in order to see how these percentages relate to those of the other language 

types for the same informant.   

 A modified version of the implicational scale46 based on Milroy and Li Wei 

(1995:143), Gal (1979), and Walters (1995) in Table 4.3 is used to examine how all 

eight types by percentage of usage for each informant are distributed throughout the 

data based on frequency of all Spanish (type S) usage.  In Table 4.3 the language 

types are listed by number of tokens from largest to smallest, from the type with the 

largest number of tokens (type S) on the left to the type with the smallest number of 

tokens (type S>Einsert) on the right. A horizontal row below each of the language 

types presents the percentage of usage per language type for one informant.  A blank 

space under a language type indicates a zero percentage on the line for that informant. 

Thus, Informant #1 shows 100% S and 0% for all the other language types, and 

Informant #56 uses 100% E and 0% of all the other language types.  S is ranked from 

greatest percentage (at the top) to lowest percentage (at the bottom) by informant.  

Thus, the informants with the highest percentage of S are listed at the top, with 

gradations downward by percentage of S per informant, to the informants with the 

lowest percentage of S (0%) at the bottom. 

                                                 
46 We use the term ‘rank ordering’ rather than ‘implicational scale’ in reference to Tables 4.3, 4.4, and 
4.5 because scalability is not determined.  
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Table 4.3  Rank ordering of language types by informant and listed in order 
from 100% to 0% of type S usage 
 

Informant %S %E %E>Sinsert %SEintra %S>Econv %SEinter %E>Sconv %S>Einsert 
1 100        
2 100        
3 100        
4 100        
5 96        
6 95 1 1      
7 94      5  
8 94        
9 92 4 4      
10 90 2       
11 89 2   5    
12 88 2 2      
13 87 2 2      
14 86   13     
15 83  4      
16 82 1 2 1   1  
17 82 10   2 2 2  
18 82 2 4 2  4   
19 81 5 1  3 1   
20 80 16   4    
21 80 1 7 1 1 1   
22 78  9      
23 76 3 7      
24 72 12 8      
25 72 10 3 3  3 1  
26 69 7     7  
27 67 10  3   10  
28 66 6 6  13  6  
29 65 6 10 3 1 2   
30 63 2 11 9 4  2  
31 63     18   
32 62 14  3   11  
33 61 12 14  2 1 1 2 
34 60 18 7   7   
35 57 15 5 2 1 4 1  
36 55 5 25  10 5   
37 50 25  25     
38 47 27 8 1 2 2   
39 46 20 1 2 20 1 1  
40 43 43 2 5   2  
41 43 18 2 2 20 3  1 
42 40 33  6 3  6 3 
43 39 45 1 5     
44 37 13  6 6 13 10 10 
45 37 18 18 8 2 3 1  
46 34 43 2 6  1 2  
47 30 30 6 10  2 14 2 
48 30 50  7  2 2  
49 29 45 11 2  2   
50 25 50 11 3    1 
51 24 42 15 2  5 2 1 
52 21 51 4 6  5   
53 13 13 33 20  6   
54 1 79     17  
55  53    6 33  
56  100       
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 From Table 4.3 it is clear that not only is E more frequent when less S is used, 

but that all other English- influenced types, with the exception of S>Econv, are also 

more frequent when less S is used. From the distribution in Table 4.3 it is clear that 

there is a general downward trend, with some variation in S>Econv, for each type 

from S all the way down to S>Einsert.  Informants who use neither the most nor the 

least S but rather those in the middle of the S usage percentages use more S>Econv. 

The least used CS type in the downward trend shown in Table 4.3 is 

S>Einsert, reiterating the finding presented in the previous section and in Figure 4.4.  

It illustrates support for Gal’s (1979) finding that single lexemes from the language of 

lesser overt prestige are inserted less frequently into MLs of the language of greater 

overt prestige than vice versa.  Table 4.3 further refines this pattern by showing that 

only those informants who use lower percentages of S are those who use S>Einsert.  

Thus, in general, lexemes from Spanish, the language of lesser overt prestige, are less 

frequently inserted into MLs of the language of greater overt prestige, English, than 

the reverse.  More specifically, only informants among those who use the least 

Spanish insert single lexemes of Spanish into MLs of English.  

 Type E>Sinsert, the highest step in Table 4.3, is more generally distributed 

throughout the data, correlating less with type S usage than the other CS/covergence 

types.  The reason for this more general distribution is the fact that E>Sinsert is the 

language mixing type most frequently found throughout the data in general, even 

among those informants who use the most S since, as proposed in the previous 

section, single morpheme insertion is the CS type that requires the least amount of 
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proficiency in a second language (Myers-Scotton 1993b: 9-16, 71).  In addition, as 

shown by our data and as supported by Gal’s (1979) study, single lexemes from the 

language of greater prestige (English) are inserted more frequently into the ML of 

lesser prestige than vice versa. 

 In Table 4.4, the data of Table 4.3 are also correlated with language type E. 

Table 4.4 language types are listed by total number of tokens by type in the data, as in 

Table 4.3, except that type E is listed first. The percentages of E are listed from 

greatest to smallest usage and the other types by informant are distributed 

accordingly.  
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Table 4.4  Rank ordering of language types by informant and listed in order 
from 100% to 0% of type E usage 
 
Informant %E %S %E>Sinsert %SEintra %S>Econv %SEinter %E>Sconv %S>Einsert 

1 100        
2 79 1     17  
3 53     6 33  
4 51 21 4 6  5   
5 50 30  7  2 2  
6 50 25 11 3    1 
7 45 29 11 2  2   
8 45 39 1 5     
9 43 34 2 6  1 2  
10 43 43 2 5   2  
11 42 24 15 2  5 2 1 
12 33 40  6 3  6 3 
13 30 30 6 10  2 14 2 
14 27 47 8 1 2 2   
15 25 50  25     
16 20 46 1 2 20 1 1  
17 18 60 7   7   
18 18 37 18 8 2 3 1  
19 18 43 2 2 20 3  1 
20 16 80   4    
21 15 57 5 2 1 4 1  
22 14 62  3   11  
23 13 37  6 6 13 10 10 
24 13 13 33 20  6   
25 12 61 14  2 1 1 2 
26 12 72 8      
27 10 67  3   10  
28 10 72 3 3  3 1  
29 10 82   2 2 2  
30 7 69     7  
31 6 66 6  13  6  
32 6 65 10 3 1 2   
33 5 81 1  3 1   
34 5 55 25  10 5   
35 4 92 4      
36 3 76 7      
37 2 89   5    
38 2 63 11 9 4  2  
39 2 90       
40 2 88 2      
41 2 87 2      
42 2 82 4 2  4   
43 1 82 2 1   1  
44 1 95 1      
45 1 80 7 1 1 1   
46  94     5  
47  86  13     
48  100       
49  100       
50  94       
51  96       
52  83 4      
53  100       
54  63    18   
55  100       
56  78 9      
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The patterns in Table 4.3 and 4.4 are similar.  From the distribution in Table 

4.4 it is clear that there is a general upward trend of E usage for each mixing and 

convergence type, the reverse of Table 4.3.  There is some variation in this upward 

trend, however, especially in type S>Econv.  Similar to its distribution in Table 4.3, 

language type S>Econv is again more centered than the other types between the 

extremes of the highest and lowest uses of E.  The most frequent users of E show no 

S>Econv.  The other CS/convergence types are, however, more likely found in the 

speech of the more frequent users of E than in the speech of less frequent users of E.  

This pattern indicates that insertions of English morphemes, especially content 

morphemes (E>Sinsert), and well- formed English sentences or constituents (SEinter 

and SEintra), or even ungrammatical English sentences (E>Sconv), are more likely to 

be characteristic of speech patterns of the more frequent English users than are those 

Spanish sentences demonstrating grammatical incursions from English.   This pattern 

implies, therefore, that Spanish is much more resistant to morpho-syntactic incursions 

from English than to simple insertions of English into Spanish unaffected morpho-

syntactically.   

Similar to the pattern in Table 4.3, Table 4.4 shows that E>Sinsert is likely 

found in the speech of a given informant almost regardless of the amount of E usage.  

S>Einsert, the language type with the fewest tokens in the data, is not found at all in 

the speech of users of lower frequencies of E even when they are users of any of the 

other language types.   
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Excluding the one informant with 100% E usage in Table 4.4, the two next 

most frequent users of E (Informants #2 and #3) show the highest frequencies of 

E>Sconv.  E>Sconv is their most frequent language type usage after E, indicating that 

even the highest frequency users of English may have been grammatically influenced 

by Spanish. 47  

Both Tables 4.3 and 4.4 show that there are more informants who use higher 

frequencies of S than there are informants who use similarly high frequencies of E, 

due to the fact that Spanish is the dominant language in the community.  But 

S>Econv first appears in the speech of informants who use less than 83-90% of S, 

which is similar to the first appearance of E>Sconv in the speech of the informant 

who uses less than 80% E.  This pattern may indicate that English grammatical 

structure can have as much influence on Spanish as Spanish can have on English in 

the speech of informants whose languages are used in similar proportions to each 

other.  In the speech of informants with lower frequencies of E to E>Sconv and S to 

S>Econv, however, there is a difference.  E>Sconv persists in the speech of 

informants who use even 0-2% E.  But S>Econv does not appear in the speech of any 

informant who uses less than 37% S.  This difference reflects the more frequent use 

of Spanish as a first language within the community as compared to English. Among 

informants who use less Spanish, the grammatical structure of their Spanish remains 

                                                 
47 In Table 4.4, Informant #2 is of Guatemalan family origin and may thus be influenced by Q’anjob’al 
Maya and/or Spanish grammatical structure.  Informant #3, however, was raised in Ecuador and her 
first language and home background are Spanish. 
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less affected than does the grammatical structure of English for those who use less 

English. 

 Perhaps most important in Tables 4.3 and 4.4 are the frequencies of morpho-

syntactic convergence, especially S>Econv, in comparison to the other language 

types, including the CS types.  S>Econv particularly shows structural incursions into 

the dominant Spanish language of the community under study from the dominant 

language (English) of the larger culture into which this community has been 

embedded.  Spanish is, therefore, more likely to be affected structurally over the long 

term in this community than English.  Myers-Scotton (1993b) poses the issue we 

consider here: 

Many researchers . . . offer ‘heavy cultural contact’ as the reason for . . . ‘deep 
borrowing’ (i.e. incursions into the morpho-syntax).  But a moment’s 
reflection indicates that, while contact may stimulate such changes, it is not 
the mechanism or the means.  A consideration of contact communities 
showing such changes suggests that, in some cases at least, CS may be the 
mechanism behind extensive restructuring, as well as language shift and 
language death. (p. 210) 
 
Thomason and Kaufman [(1988)] . . . claim that incursions into all systems of 
a language are possible, given the ‘right’ socio-psychological condition. . . .  
But what has not been well discussed is how these contact-induced changes 
are accomplished, from the structural point of view.  Of course, it is at least 
implicit in almost all studies that bilingualism and even perhaps CS are 
involved.  But in what ways?  (pp. 211-212) 

 

 After Myers-Scotton posed the above in 1993, Bolonyai (1996) showed in a 

longitudinal study of a Hungarian/English bilingual child that at different ages (from 

3:7 to 4:10 years), instances of CS were greater in number in her data than those of 

convergence.  By the age of 4:10 years she produced over twice as many instances of 
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CS as convergence.  It is difficult to tell, however, whether convergence or CS 

occurred first, because there was already a small amount of convergence when the 

first data from the child were collected.  Fuller (1996) studied German/English 

bilingual adults ranging from German immigrants in the U.S. no more than a year to 

those who were raised in Pennsylvania German48 families in the U.S.  Fuller found 

that the most recent immigrants to the U.S. showed CS with very little convergence, 

while German immigrants in the U.S. at least 15 years showed CS with more 

convergence, and the Pennsylvania German speakers showed the most convergence.  

Our study differs from those of Bolonyai and Fuller in that it compares data on CS 

and convergence across a range of speakers of different ages in one community of 

recently arrived immigrant families.  

It has already been noted that E>Sinsert, SEintra, and SEinter, the most 

frequent CS types in our data, are more likely found than S>Econv in the speech of 

the more frequent E users.  All of these CS types are also found more than S>Econv, 

though not as much as among more frequent users of English, in the speech of the 

less frequent E users.  These observations, along with those of Bolonyai (1996) and 

Fuller (1996), are pertinent to a better understanding of the relationship that CS may 

bear to structural convergence.  Almost all informants who use S>Econv also show 

some form of CS.  There are many informants, however, for whom the reverse is not 

                                                 
48 Pennsylvania German , sometimes called Pennsylvania Dutch, is a dialect of German spoken by 
descendants of  German-speaking immigrants from Europe who settled in the British colony of 
Pennsylvania in America in the 17th and 18th centuries.   Fuller (1996, 1997) compares English 
grammatical incursions after over three centuries of German/English contact with the speech of recent 
German immigrants to the U.S.  
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the case.  Many informants show one or more forms of CS who do not also show any 

S>Econv.  The implication is that CS likely precedes convergence and that 

convergence most likely occurs when there is also CS but not vice versa.  CS forms 

involve EL content morpheme or well- formed constituent EL island insertion into 

ML frames with ML word order and system morphology remaining unchanged.  

S>Econv is a restructuring of Spanish ML morpho-syntax based partly on English EL 

word order and/or system morphology patterns.   Therefore, based on the 

observations in Tables 4.3 and 4.4, as well as Bolonyai’s (1996) and Fuller’s (1996) 

findings, an additional implication is that EL content morpheme and constituent 

insertions into the ML will likely precede system morpheme incursions and word 

order restructuring of the ML.  Future research with data sets taken from a range of 

speakers in other bilingual communities will provide additional material for this 

hypothesis.   

4.2.1  Evidence for an ML turnover 

 Table 4.3 indicates a possible ML turnover from Spanish to English (Smith, 

2001)49  Three stages are apparent in Table 4.3 (repeated as Table 4.5):  (1) mostly 

monolingual Spanish with some CS; (2) more CS ; convergence begins; Spanish 

sentences are influenced by English and English sentences are influenced by Spanish; 

(3) CS continues; there is much less Spanish influenced by English; yet there is more 

English influenced by Spanish as English utterances begin to dominate. 

                                                 
49 I thank Carol Myers-Scotton and Jan Jake for their insights regarding ML turnover in the data. 
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Table 4.5  Rank ordering of language types by informant and listed in order 
from 100% to 0% of type S usage 

Informant %S %E %E>Sinsert %SEintra %S>Econv %SEinter %E>Sconv %S>Einsert 
1 100        
2 100        
3 100        
4 100        
5 96        
6 95 1 1      
7 94      5  
8 94        
9 92 4 4      
10 90 2       
11 89 2   5    
12 88 2 2    
13 87 2 2    

Stage  one 

14 86   13     
15 83  4      
16 82 1 2 1   1  
17 82 10   2 2 2  
18 82 2 4 2  4   
19 81 5 1  3 1   
20 80 16   4    
21 80 1 7 1 1 1   
22 78  9      
23 76 3 7      
24 72 12 8      
25 72 10 3 3  3 1  

26 69 7     7  
27 67 10  3   10  
28 66 6 6  13  6  
29 65 6 10 3 1 2   
30 63 2 11 9 4  2  
31 63     18   
32 62 14  3   11  
33 61 12 14  2 1 1 2 
34 60 18 7   7   
35 57 15 5 2 1 4 1  
36 55 5 25  10 5 
37 50 25  25   

Stage two 

38 47 27 8 1 2 2   
39 46 20 1 2 20 1 1  
40 43 43 2 5   2  
41 43 18 2 2 20 3  1 
42 40 33  6 3  6 3 
43 39 45 1 5     
44 37 13  6 6 13 10 10 
45 37 18 18 8 2 3 1  
46 34 43 2 6  1 2  
47 30 30 6 10  2 14 2 
48 30 50  7  2 2  
49 29 45 11 2  2   
50 25 50 11 3    1 
51 24 42 15 2  5 2 1 
52 21 51 4 6  5 
53 13 13 33 20  6 

Stage three 

54 1 79     17  
55  53    6 33  
56  100       
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 In stage 1 there is mostly monolingual Spanish with some CS.  The cut-off 

point for this stage is around 70% monolingual Spanish utterances.  At this point the 

pattern changes to those patterns evident in stage 2. 

 In stage 2 there are larger frequencies of CS.  Spanish utterances influenced 

by English and English utterances influenced by Spanish become prominent.  Another 

cut-off point is apparent at around 40% monolingual Spanish utterances where 

another change takes place, initiating stage 3. 

 In stage 3, for informants with the lowest number of monolingual Spanish 

utterances and the highest number of English utterances, their English continues to be 

influenced by abstract grammatical structure from Spanish as in stage 2.  CS 

continues but the majority of their utterances are English along with English 

influenced by Spanish.  So many of their utterances are now English that Spanish 

influenced by English stops in this stage.   

In stage 1 most utterances are monolingual Spanish and are rarely influenced 

by English abstract grammatical structure.  In stage 3 most utterances are 

monolingual English and a large number of English utterances are influenced by 

Spanish abstract grammatical structure.  In the three stages, CS precedes and 

continues with both kinds of convergence (S>Econv and E>Sconv).  L1 to L2 

convergence stops at a point and L2 to L1 convergence continues in the speech of 

heavy L2 users.  This pattern demonstrates the asymmetrical relation of L1 to L2.  L1 

is the community ML, Spanish; L2 is the community EL, English.  L1 is more 

resistant to change than L2 by the end of stage 3.   
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The data as shown in Table 4.3 and 4.5  indicate, as previously discussed, that 

CS seems to precede convergence and that convergence precedes language shift with 

overlap.  In addition, it shows two apparent thresholds of change: (1) at around 70% 

monolingual Spanish utterances; and (2) at around 40% monolingual Spanish 

utterances.  Therefore, it seems as if one can predict that, when L1 is found in fewer 

than 70% of speakers’ utterances, convergence will become a major force.  Similarly, 

when fewer than 40% of the utterances are L1 (in this study, Spanish, the old ML) 

then the pattern changes again.  In stage 3 there is more English spoken than in the 

other 2 stages.  English is the new ML.  English, however, is heavily influenced by 

Spanish abstract grammatical structure.  CS continues, but there is very little Spanish 

influenced by English.  However, the community ML has not completely shifted from 

Spanish, L1, to English, L2.  Whether or not a complete shift to English occurs will 

depend on future social conditions.  Research is needed with additional language 

contact data sets to see if the language types pattern the same or in a similar way to 

those in our data.  What is most interesting, however, is that language change from 

contact with another language appears to occur at stages that begin at certain 

threshold points.  These threshold points in our data are around 70% and 40% L1 

utterances.    

4.3  Analysis of each language type within the MLF model 

 Up to this point in this chapter, the variation patterns of Spanish and English 

have been noted by looking at total frequencies of each language type and how they 

pattern by individual informant within the community.  The asymmetry of the ML/EL 
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and system/content morpheme distinctions highlighted in the patterns has also been 

observed.  Myers-Scotton’s MLF model (1993b) focuses, however, at the level of the 

sentence.  Therefore, in addition to counting and comparing frequencies of the 

language types identified in the data, this study examines the data of each language 

type in greater structural detail in order to account for the data within the MLF model 

at the sentence level.   At the same time, it draws implications for the ML/EL and 

system/content morpheme asymmetries that were already discussed in the larger, 

whole community patterns.   

4.3.1  Single morpheme English insertions into Spanish MLs (type E>Sinsert) 

Myers-Scotton’s MLF model accounts for the insertion of single 

morpheme/lexeme EL insertions into an ML frame.  The E>Sinsert type of CS 

provides the most rigorous test for the MLF model, and E>Sinsert is exactly the type 

of CS found most frequently in our data.   Now we examine the kinds of lexemes 

inserted into these Spanish frames in this type of CS found in the data. 

Myers-Scotton’s MLF model predicts the kinds of EL morphemes that will be 

inserted into an ML frame.  Single morpheme insertions into another language ML 

(example [4.13]) are part of what Myers-Scotton calls ‘classic CS’.  There is no 

composite ML or language convergence.  Therefore, Myers-Scotton’s (1993b) MLF 

model, in its earlier form before the introduction of revisions to account for composite 

MLs and convergence (example [4.14]), adequately accounts for these insertions. 

 [4.13]  Example of single morpheme insertion 
No sé. No sé.  Yo creo que (name) va a ser mi coach. (24:33 sorted) 

 ‘I don’t know.  I don’t know.  I believe that (name) is going to be my coach.’ 
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 [4.14] Example of composite ML / convergence 

 … yo tengo sacar mi bola … (64:89 sorted) 
 ‘I have to take out my marble’ 
 (standard Spanish: ‘yo tengo que sacar mi bola’) 
 
 Myers-Scotton’s  (1993b; Myers-Scotton and Jake 2000) MLF Model centers 

around the distinction between EL and ML as well as the distinction between system 

and content morphemes.  In ‘classic CS’,50 the ML is the frame into which single EL 

morphemes may be inserted, but only if they are content morphemes.51  In example 

[4.13] above, ‘coach’ is a content morpheme because it is not a quantifier and it 

receives theta role assignment from the copula verb ‘va a ser’ as equivalent to the 

subject of the verb ‘(name)’.  As an English content morpheme, it may be freely 

inserted into the ML frame of the other language, Spanish. 

 Table 4.6 shows the lexical categories with number of tokens found in the data 

for each single English morpheme insertion into a Spanish ML.  According to the 

1993 MLF model as applied to classic CS, only content morphemes can be inserted 

into an ML frame.  Most of these lexical categories are clearly content morphemes 

and are therefore insertions permitted in the MLF Model.  Nouns by far outnumber all 

other lexical categories among insertions.  Other researchers, including Gardner-

Chloros (1995: 74),  Poplack, Wheeler, and Westwood (1990: 193),  Köppe and 

Meisel (1995: 281-282), and Myers-Scotton (1993b: 15), have found that single noun 

                                                 
50 Myers  -Scotton and Jake (2000: 2) use the term ‘classic CS’ to refer to EL morphemes or 
constituents in ML frames without EL morpho-syntactic influence on the ML morpho-syntax itself, 
that is, without a composite ML or convergence. 
51 Content morphemes have [-Quantification] status and have either [+theta role assigner] or [+ theta 
role receiver] status.  All others are system morphemes (Myers-Scotton 1993b). 
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insertions are the most common single lexeme insertions in their or others’ CS data 

sets.  It is well known that, for many languages, nouns are more frequently borrowed 

than any of the other lexical categories (Finegan 1999: 53).  CS and BR are not 

distinguished in this study because they are viewed as two points on the same 

continuum (Myers-Scotton 1993b: 15, 182-183).  Poplack, Wheeler, and Westwood 

(1990: 193) also note that CS and BR of nouns is difficult to separate.   Therefore, it 

is not surprising that nouns are the most frequently used single lexemes codeswitched 

in our data.  This observation leads to the consideration of almost all the CS forms as 

CS instead of BR, if they must be distinguished, because the community under study 

is recent and Spanish is by far the most frequent language used.  Spanish words are 

readily available for use instead of those English words chosen, and the investigator’s 

queries among members of the community indicate that they did not use the English 

terms in their country of origin immediately prior to their arrival in the  U.S.   

The categories that are not clearly accounted for within the MLF Model, 

according to Myers-Scotton (1993b), are possessive pronouns, interrogative subject 

pronouns, numbers, definite articles, coordinating conjunctions, subordinating 

conjunctions, and adverbs.   These are discussed in Chapter 6 along with other 

discrepancies from the MLF model. 
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Table 4.6  E>Sinsert language type tokens by word class 
E>Sinsert 
 word class 

number of tokens 

noun 86 
pron. 1 
poss.pron. 1 
inter.sub.pron. 1 
color noun 9 
other adj. noun 1 
verbal noun 2 
verb(pres.part.) 3 
imper.verb 1 
adj. 5 
number 18 
def.art. 1 
coor.conj. 3 
sub.conj. 1 
adv. 3 
adv./interj. 10 
interj. 3 
vocative 4 
locative 3 
quote 4 
Total 160 

 

4.3.2  Single morpheme Spanish insertions into English MLs (type S>Einsert) 

 Table 4.7 shows the lexical categories with number of tokens found in the data 

for each single Spanish morpheme insertion into an English ML.  Similar to type 

E>Sinsert (example [4.13]), no category surpasses nouns in frequency of insertion 

into English MLs (S>Einsert, example [4.15]).  The total percentage of nouns 

compared to other lexical categories is not as great as in type E>Sinsert, however. 

 [4.15]  Example of Spanish noun insertion into an English ML (S>Einsert) 
 thunder and truenos (24:32 sorted) 
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 The smaller frequency of total S>Einsert as compared to total E>Sinsert was 

discussed earlier, as well as the asymmetry between English and Spanish regarding 

the insertion of single lexemes (Gal 1979).  It was observed that this difference may 

be related to the general nature of Spanish as the community ML and English as the 

community EL.  The categorization of instances of E>Sinsert and S>Einsert by 

lexical category shows that nouns are not as frequently inserted as compared to other 

categories in S>Einsert as in E>Sinsert.  The smaller number of total S>Einsert 

tokens may be a reason for this pattern but, given the propensity for nouns to be much 

more frequently codeswitched than other categories across data sets, the difference 

may also be due to the asymmetry between the ML and the EL.  In other words, since 

Spanish and English are asymmetrical in their contact relationship, it should not be 

surprising that differences would also appear in the lexical categories switched.   

 Myers-Scotton’s MLF Model, in both earlier and later versions alike, permits 

insertion of nouns, adjectives, content verbs,52 and prepositions because they are 

content morphemes.  Interjections and tags are also permitted insertions and are also 

assigned content     morpheme status under the MLF Model.   Insertions that are not 

clearly permitted because of their questionable content morpheme status are copula 

verbs, numbers, and demonstrative pronouns, discussed in Chapter 6. 

 

                                                 
52 The copula (e.g. ‘to be’ in English, ‘ser’ and ‘estar’ in Spanish) and the ‘do’ auxiliary (e.g. ‘to do’ in 
‘Do you study?’) are system morphemes.  Most other verbs (not copulas or ‘do’ auxiliaries) are content 
morphemes or content verbs, since they, unlike system verbs, assign theta-roles such as agent or 
patient (Myers-Scotton, 1995: 240). 
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Table 4.7  S>Einsert language type tokens by word class 
S>Einsert word class Number of 

tokens 
noun 3 
other adj. noun 1 
verb(finite) 1 
copula verb 2 
number(ordinal) 1 
dem.pron. 1 
prep. 1 
interjection/tag 1 
interjection 3 
Total 14 

 

  
4.3.3  Intrasentential CS with EL morpheme strings (SEintra) 

 A sequence of more than one free morpheme of one language (Spanish or 

English) followed by a sequence of more than one free morpheme of the other 

language was the criterion for classifying a turn/utterance as intrasentential CS with 

ML and EL morpheme strings (SEintra).  Different ML or EL sequences of more than 

one free morpheme of the same language, however, may represent more than one 

structural reality. 

 One of these realities is the EL island, defined under the MLF Model (Myers-

Scotton 1993b: 6-7, 137-148) to be “at least two lexemes/morphemes” from the EL 

“in a hierarchical relationship” (p. 138), forming a constituent; e.g., an NP.  The EL 

island (example [4.16]) is well- formed by EL standards and is, according to the 

model, sometimes triggered by a system morpheme in the EL that would not be 

permitted as a single insertion within an ML.   
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[4.16]  Example of an EL island 
… para la República Dominicana, de vacación, de, no de vacaciones un 
missions trip, un viaje misionero. (8:96 sorted) 
‘to the Dominican Republic, on vacation, on, no on vacation a missions trip, a 
missions trip.’ 

 

When the model blocks the EL system morpheme as a single morpheme insertion into 

a ML, the point of the codeswitch from the ML to the EL therefore proceeds to 

trigger formation of the rest of the constituent in the EL following the EL system 

morpheme, and based on EL well- formedness rules.  Such is the case in several 

instances of type SEintra in our data, as seen in example [4.17].  The EL ‘the’ is a 

system morpheme and would be prohibited as a single insertion (* ‘…me ofrecen the 

duraznos…’) under the MLF model, but its use may have triggered the rest of the 

constituent in the EL (‘the peaches’).53   

 
[4.17] Example of SEintra, EL island 
…pues sí y resulta que me ofrecen the peaches me ofrecen y… 
(12:22 sorted) 
‘…well yes and it turns out that they offer me the peaches they offer me and 
…’ 

 

Other EL islands are formulaic expressions that actually result in a separate 

CP54 (‘you know…’), as in example [4.18].   

                                                 
53 It does not sound feasible that a speaker would choose to say ‘the’ without the entire constituent ‘the 
peaches’.  This is an example of the salience of the MLF model constraints even sometimes at the 
conscious level.  Its unfeasibility is a conscious manifestation of the language formulator constraints 
proposed within the MLF model.  
54 As stated earlier, CP stands for ‘Complementizer phrase’ or ‘projection of Complementizer’ and is 
used in much of the syntactic literature, as well as in this study, as an abbreviation for either a main or 
subordinate clause with either an overt or non-overt complementizer. An example of a complementizer 
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[4.18]  Example of EL island, CP 
 . . . sólo dices “pescar” cuando pescas (2 sec. pause) you know, fishin’.  
(1 ½ sec. pause) you know. (12:22 sorted) 
‘. . . you only say “fishing” when you fish (2 sec. pause) you know, fishin’ (1 
½ sec. pause) you know.’ 
 
Sometimes a multi-morphemic sequence results from a single morpheme EL 

insertion followed by an EL tag.  For instance, in example [4.19], the EL insertion 

‘fun’ is followed by the tag ‘man!’, resulting in a multi-morphemic sequence instead 

of a single EL insertion.  It can be argued that a single morpheme insertion has 

occurred, but the language of the insertion has been continued in the tag and even the 

following sentence.  Therefore, the net result of the switch is not a single morpheme 

insertion but rather a multi-morphemic switch into English from Spanish, apparently 

triggered by the language of the insertion, as in example [4.17].  

 
[4.19] Example of single morpheme insertion followed by a tag 
No, ese (unintelligible) está más fun, man!  I want to see the moviee! (14:23 
sorted) 
‘No, that one (unintelligible) it’s more fun, man!  I want to see the movieee!’ 
 

 Even though the structural relationship of the morphemes in each ML or EL 

sequence is different in each example ([4.16] to [4.19]), each sequence is well- formed 

according to its language, whether it be an EL island or an ML or EL sequence 

triggered by what would otherwise be a single EL insertion.  The question of how to 

determine whether a given sequence is an ML or an EL is discussed in Chapter 6. 

                                                                                                                                           
is ‘that’ in ‘I wish that he would come’.  ‘I wish that he would come’ is a sentence CP containing a 
subordinate CP, ‘that he would come’. 
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4.3.4  Spanish morpheme strings with composite ML from Spanish and English 

(S>Econv) 

 By far the most frequent uses of Spanish morpheme strings with composite 

ML from Spanish and English (S>Econv) are in the speech samples from two 

informants who were brothers and who lived in the same household (example 

[4.20]).55  They were Peruvian in family origin and had been separated from the 

majority of the Hispanic community other than their parents for most of their lives.  

They were still in contact with members of the community from time to time, but not 

in school, where almost none of the students spoke Spanish.  Similar linguistic 

patterns were also noted in the speech of two brothers of Mexican origin, not 

represented in the data corpus, who were also separated from the majority of the 

Hispanic community for most of their lives. The English morpheme strings (type E) 

of all four informants conform to standard English, as in example [4.21].  Romaine 

(1995: 71) says that this kind of interference is particularly characteristic of a 

“subgroup living in relative geographic isolation.”  

[4.20]  Example of S>Econv.   JZ=64, one of the Peruvian brothers who 
converge extensively (unsorted transcript, p. 91). 
JZ: El ganado porque, yo tengo más, uh, piezas, uh, (no más?) piezas, yo 
no ganó. 
‘He won because, I have more, uh, pieces, uh, (no more?) pieces, I didn’t 
win.’ 
(standard Spanish: ‘El ganó porque, yo tengo más, uh, piezas, uh (no más?) 
piezas, yo no gané.’) 
 
 

                                                 
55 All certain and uncertain instances of S>Econv and E>Sconv are listed in Appendix C. 
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AZ=63, one of the Peruvian brothers who converge extensively; DS=0, an 
adult interviewer/interlocutor (unsorted transcript, p. 92). 
AZ: ¿Sabes juguar hace fútbol? 

‘Do you know how to play soccer? 
(standard Spanish: ‘¿Sabes jugar fútbol?’) 

DS: ¿Huh?      
‘Huh?’  

AZ: ¿Sabe juguar, sabes juguar hace fútbol ahora?   
‘Do you know how to play, do you know how to play soccer now?’ 
(standard Spanish: ‘¿Sabes jugar, sabes jugar fútbol ahora?’) 

DS: ¿Sabes qué?      
‘Do you know what?’ 

AZ: ¿S-tú sabes juguar hace juego ahora?  
‘Do you know how to play now?’ 
(standard Spanish: ‘S-tú sabes jugar ahora?’)  

  
 

[4.21]  Example of standard English  
(AZ=63, JZ=64, same Peruvian brothers as in example [4.20]) 

 I thought we were gonna play! (64: 89 sorted) 
 You popped a hole in it, (name)! (63: 88 sorted) 
 
 
 In the speech of the two Peruvian brothers, however, over twice as many 

tokens of standard Spanish (S) (43% for one and 46% for the other) as for non-

standard Spanish (S>Econv) (20% for both) were noted.  Example [4.22] illustrates 

the standard Spanish proficiency of both Peruvian brothers.  Also for the two brothers 

the number of tokens for standard English (E) (18% and 20%) were almost the same 

as their number of tokens for S>Econv.  Substantial percentages of both standard 

Spanish and standard English indicate proficiency in both languages.  Even though 

numbers of S>Econv tokens were high, S tokens were even higher.  Therefore, a lack 

of proficiency in Spanish is not a strong factor in determining the reasons for high 
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S>Econv numbers.  English proficiency, on the other hand, is an indication that 

Spanish has been influenced by English; thus, the high S>Econv numbers.   

[4.22]  Example of standard Spanish.  AZ=63, JZ=64, same Peruvian brothers 
as in example [4.20].  
…te voy a enseñar, esos que tengo. (63: 85 sorted) 

 ‘…I’m going to show you, those that I have.’ 
 
 Ok, ese es otro juego.  Ese es otro juego. (63:88 sorted) 
 ‘Ok, that’s another game.  That’s another game.’ 
  

¿Cuál quieres tú? (64: 89 sorted) 
 ‘Which one do you want?’ 
   

Sí. Sí se puede usar.  (64: 90 sorted) 
 ‘Yes.  You can use it.’ 
 
 Proficiency in Spanish is seen to be even less of a factor when, for instance, as 

shown in example [4.23], one of the Peruvian brothers at one point uttered “Ok, I go 

first” in standard Spanish (S) and several turns later in the conversation uttered the 

same in non-standard Spanish (S>Econv).56   

[4.23]  Example of non-standard Spanish or S>Econv 
Ok, yo ir primero. (63: 92 unsorted) 

  ‘Ok, I go first.’ 
 

  Example of standard Spanish or S 
Ok, yo voy primero. (63: 94 unsorted) 

  ‘Ok, I go first.’ 
 

                                                 
56 The non-standard and standard variants uttered by the same informant in example [4.23] were 
uttered with several conversational turns intervening.  This, therefore, should not be considered a self 
correction, especially considering the other data in which this informant uttered many non-standard 
Spanish utterances with no standard variants.  See Appendix C for a complete list of the many 
S>Econv forms uttered by the same informant, informant no.63. 
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Thus, it appears that the standard Spanish variant has been acquired but that it is not 

always the one used; instead, it competes with the non-standard Spanish variant.  This 

free variation shows apparent influence from English, since the speaker is also 

English proficient.  It also shows that the grammatical systems of the two languages 

are competing in the Spanish morpheme sequences of the speaker.  When social 

factors are added, we can then consider what might happen throughout the 

community as a whole if the social background behind the speech of the two Peruvian 

brothers were more widespread. 

 In the two Peruvian brothers’ speech there were examples of leveling57 of  

structures in Spanish that do not have counterparts in English.  This finding is 

especially true for definite articles and verb endings, the kinds of system morphemes 

very frequently commented upon by Myers-Scotton (1996), Bolonyai (1996), and 

Fuller (1997) as representative of composite ML structure and convergence.   

English has only one definite article, ‘the,’ and Spanish has four, ‘el, la, los, 

and las.’  Any one of the four Spanish definite articles could have been used in the 

speech of the two Peruvian brothers, but one (not necessarily the same Spanish 

                                                 
57 ‘Leveling’ here refers to the disregard and/or omission of morpho-syntactical forms that are not 
matched in both languages used in CS/convergence. For example, since English has no verb ending for 
the present tense first person singular, a speaker using Spanish may disregard and/or omit it and revert 
to the Spanish infinit  ive (similar to English use of ‘go,’ an isomorph of the bare infinitive form of the 
verb) as in ‘yo ir primero’ ‘I go first’ (63:87 sorted), instead of the standard Spanish  ‘yo voy primero.’ 
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definite article in every instance 

58) was often used incorrectly according to standard 

Spanish, as in example [4.24]. 

[4.24] Example of non-standard Spanish definite article 
 … saca los dos bolas … (64:89 sorted) 
‘…take out the two balls/marbles…’ 
(standard Spanish: “…saca las dos bolas…”) 
 

 Finite verbs do not conform to standard Spanish norms, for example, when ‘ir’ 

is used instead of ‘voy’  (example [4.25]) or when ‘he gané’ is used instead of ‘he 

ganado’ (example [4.26]).  This pattern apparently results from English influence 

since both ‘ir’ and ‘voy’ translate as ‘go’ in English and both ‘gané’ and ‘ganado’ 

translate as ‘won’ in English. 

 [4.25] Example of English influence on Spanish 
Ok, yo ir primero. (63:87 sorted) 

 ‘Ok, I go first.’ 
 (standard Spanish: “Ok, yo voy primero.”) 
 
 [4.26] Example of English influence on Spanish 

Aquí él lo tiene más bolas.  Y yo he gané.  (64:89 sorted) 
 ‘Here he it has more balls/marbles.  And I have won.’ 
 (standard Spanish: “Aquí él tiene más bolas.  Y yo he ganado.”) 
 

Lehtinen (1966) and Larmouth (1974) report case-marker variation in Finnish 

and Lehtinen (1966) reports the same for English.   Bolonyai (1996: 8), in a study on 

English L2 and Hungarian L1 convergence, notes that “system morphemes are 

omitted or reanalyzed.”  The finite verb endings in the speech samples from the two 

Peruvian boys do not agree in standard Spanish with their subject NPs and have 

                                                 
58 More study is needed to determine which Spanish definite articles, and in what percentages and with 
what kinds of nouns, are used according to standard and non-standard Spanish usage, but such a study 
is beyond the scope of this analysis.   
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apparently been reanalyzed since a verb conjugation other than the standard Spanish 

one was used.  As long as the subject NP or pronoun is maintained, as it has been in 

the Peruvian brothers’ samples containing non-standard verb inflection patterns 

(examples [4.25] and [4.26]), the incorrect standard Spanish verb conjugation 

presents no real problem for communication of the message. This pattern conforms, 

to a certain degree, to English structures in which the verb has no overt system 

morpheme ending to match the subject, except for third person singular (example 

[4.25]).  This strategy may substitute for an overt omission of the finite verb ending 

morphology in Spanish that would leave a bound morpheme verb stem (example 

[4.27]).  These changes are also like those that Romaine (1995: 75) calls “[c]ategories 

which are not matched in the other language,” being “considerably weakened, though 

not lost entirely.” 

[4.27]  Example of omission of finite verb morphology 
* Yo  v--  /  v--y  primero. ‘I go first.’ 

 (standard Spanish: ‘Yo voy primero.’) 
 
  * Yo com--. ‘I eat.’ 
 (standard Spanish: ‘Yo como.’) 
 

 There are a few type S>Econv patterns scattered throughout the rest of the 

data, mostly used by informants aged 7-13.  Most notable are the positioning of 

adjectives before nouns in which the unmarked position is postposition.   Bolonyai 

also notes in her Hungarian L1/English L2 convergence data that “the word order is 
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directed by English”59 (1996: 8).  This pattern parallels examples in our data, such as 

example [4.28].    

 
[4.28] Example of word order influence from English 
En la grande escuela no.60 (61:84 sorted) 
‘In/At the big school no.’ 
(standard Spanish: ‘En la escuela grande no.’) 
 

 It is interesting to note that there are more total instances of type S>Econv in 

the data than type E>Sconv, which is somewhat surprising since Spanish is, by far, 

the L1 of the majority of the informants.  Therefore, it is expected that more “errors” 

would be made in English than in Spanish.  The much greater use of Spanish and 

Spanish as an ML as a whole over English and English as an ML, however, may be 

the major contributing factor to this apparent discrepancy.  At least in this 

community, when conversing with Spanish-dominant interlocutors, the majority 

apparently use English only if they are very English proficient. 

                                                 
59 Bolonyai’s (1996) Hungarian L1/English L2 data is from a female child who mo ved from Hungary 
to the United States.  Interactions in English at school and with an older brother and bilingual 
interactions in Hungarian/English with her bilingual parents set English L2 as the dominant force in 
the structural changes occurring in her utterances, leading to incursions of English grammatical 
structure even in strings of all Hungarian morphemes.  Bolonyai claims that in her data, L1 word order 
“appears to be the most permeable to L2 influence” (p. 5).   
60 The positioning of the adjective ‘grande’ here is not simply a ‘slip of the tongue’ in a failure to 
shorten the adjective ‘grande’ to ‘gran’, because similar sentences (also with ‘grande’ positioned 
before the noun) were observed by a Peruvian father and mother (not the parents of the brothers with 
the greatest convergence) in the speech of their young son. They noted with a degree of alarm that their 
son was speaking the language “incorrectly.”  They reported  that each time this occurred they 
corrected the “bad” Spanish. 
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4.3.5  English morpheme strings with composite ML from Spanish and English 

(E>Sconv) 

 Only one instance of English morpheme strings with possible composite ML 

from Spanish and English (type E>Sconv), seen in example [4.29], was found in the 

data from the two Peruvian boys, in contrast to the large number of type S>Econv 

found in their speech samples.  Example [4.29] is an instance of non-standard English 

usage, but it is difficult to ascertain if it was actually influenced by Spanish. 61   

[4.29] Example of E>S conv 
What’s you think, (name)?62 (64:90 sorted) 

 (standard English: ‘What do you think, (name)?’) 

In the speech data of the two Peruvian boys there was a far greater percentage of 

S>Econv as compared to S than E>Sconv as compared to E, as shown in Table 4.8.  

                                                 
61 All clear tokens of non-standard English were classified in the data as E>Sconv, without regard to 
whether or not they were the result of Spanish influence, because the classification as E>Sconv was an 
attempt to isolate non-standard from standard English patterns, not an attempt to determine the 
influence behind the non-standard patterns for each instance.  But clearly the majority of the E>Sconv 
tokens did show evidence of Spanish influence because many of the ‘errors’ were typical of L2 
learners of English whose L1 is Spanish, and Spanish is the dominant language in the community.  All 
non-standard Spanish tokens were also classified as S>Econv, without an attempt to determine what 
influenced them to be non-standard.  English clearly has also influenced many of them, however, 
because we noted several patterns conforming to English morpho-syntax.  Also, many informants have 
been exposed on a regular basis to large quantities of English.   
62 “What’s you think?” was not uttered as a native English fast speech assimilation of “What do you 
think?”. The pronunciation pattern was distinctively non-native. 
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Table 4.8  Percentages of S, E, S>Econv, and E>Sconv of two Peruvian brothers  
(AZ=63, JZ=64, both male children) 
 
 Language type percentages by informant 
Language type  Informant AZ Informant JZ 

S 43 46 
S>Econv 20 20 

E 18 20 
E>Sconv 0 1 

 

Therefore, even though Spanish and English proficiency are evident in their speech, 

apparently their English is influenced much less by Spanish than their Spanish is by 

English.   

This asymmetrical relationship of English and Spanish was discussed earlier.  

It is an important point again discussed in Chapter 6 regarding the ML and EL at the 

community level.  These two Peruvian brothers are atypical, however, of the majority 

of the community because their S>Econv frequencies are much higher than those of 

any other informant.  There are also informants who show much higher levels of 

E>Sconv than they do, for example.  Because of atypical patterns like these, 

therefore, the social factors behind their language use patterns are important to 

consider as well.  In Chapter 5, correlations of social backgrounds and language use 

are presented, which are also considered in Chapter 6 along with findings from this 

chapter.     

 Even though the two Peruvian brothers are atypical, there are interesting 

parallels to other informants.  Referring again to Tables 4.3 and 4.4, the highest 
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frequency E>Sconv users generally have little to no S>Econv, and the highest 

frequency S>Econv users, the two Peruvian boys among them, similarly have among 

the lowest frequencies of the E>Sconv users.  Also, for those informants who have 

any S>Econv at all, the two Peruvian brothers are among the most frequent E users 

and the least frequent S users.  Therefore, the S to E frequencies of the two Peruvian 

brothers may be indicative of a threshold of sorts at which most of the S>Econv is 

likely to occur.  That is, no S>Econv occurs in the speech of any informant whose S 

frequency is less than 37%, and the highest S>Econv frequencies, those of the two 

Peruvian brothers, occur at 43-46% S.  Similarly, no S>Econv occurs in the speech of 

any informant whose E frequency is higher than 33%.  The highest S>Econv 

frequencies, those of the two Peruvian brothers, occur at 18-20% E.  Therefore, a 

ratio of between 18% and 33% E (standard English utterances) usage to between 37% 

and 46% S (standard Spanish utterances) may be optimum for the occurrence of 

S>Econv (Spanish influenced grammatically by English).  Social factors in Chapter 5 

must be considered, however, to further refine this assessment. Additional research 

along these same lines with other bilingual data sets is also needed. 

 The most frequent use of E>Sconv utterances, by far, are from the speech 

samples of two adult females (example [4.30]), one from Ecuador and the other from 

Peru, and of one boy of Guatemalan family origin.   

[4.30] Example of E>Sconv 
I didn’t even have idea you have to pick up from the floor the strawberries. 
(12:22 sorted) 
(standard English: ‘I didn’t even have any idea you have to pick strawberries 
from the ground.’) 
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The Peruvian adult female uses both Spanish and English frequently.  The Ecuadorian 

adult female and the Guatemalan boy use English almost exclusively.  Several type 

E>Sconv instances, however, are scattered in very few occurrences per informant in 

the rest of the data.  It is obvious that those who use more English, especially when it 

is not their first language, have a greater opportunity to use more English morpheme 

strings more frequently with influence from Spanish or Q’anjob’al (in the case of the 

Guatemalan informants).  This pattern is apparently the case among those informants 

who have the highest frequencies of E>Sconv.  It is also interesting to note, however, 

that since the data consist of much more Spanish than English, ‘errors’ in Spanish 

(S>Econv) are more frequent than ‘errors’63 in English (E>Sconv), even though 

Spanish is the first and home language for the vast majority of the informants.  

Nevertheless, Spanish (S) is used much more frequently as compared to S>Econv 

than is English (E) as compared to E>Sconv.  Therefore, the larger amount of 

S>Econv as compared to E>Sconv overall is apparently related to a larger corpus of S 

in general.  The larger percentage of E>Sconv > E as compared to a smaller 

percentage of S>Econv > S in the data is related more to the status of English as the 

majority second language.   

                                                 
63 ‘Errors’ here refer to non-standard and non-native adult patterns for Spanish or English.  An ‘error’ 
in Spanish is equivalent to our term ‘S>Econv’ and ‘error’ in English to our term ‘E>Sconv,’ as we use 
these terms throughout this dissertation.  ‘Errors’ here do not refer to regional or social register 
variation within either Spanish or English that are characteristic of monolingual speakers of either 
language.  For example, in Spanish the addition of the final /s/ phoneme on the 2nd person singular 
ending of the preterite verb (e.g., ‘comistes’ instead of ‘comiste’ for ‘you ate/did you eat?’) is for 
casual or non-formal usage, whereas the omission of the final /s/ phoneme is  more accepted for formal 
or academic usage; neither variant is considered an ‘error’ here or anywhere in our analysis and is 
therefore not classified as an instance of S>Econv. 
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4.3.6  Intersentential CS within a turn (type SEinter) 

It is important to note that the quantitative analyses of the different types of 

CS refer only to CS within turns and not to CS between turns in a conversation.  

Therefore,  the SEinter count refers exclusively to intra-turn switches.  The SEinter 

type as related to frequencies of occurrence of the other language types was discussed 

in Section 4.1 and is also discussed in Chapters 5 and 6.  Since SEinter does not 

impact the grammatical system of either language as do the other mixing types, it will 

not be discussed again here. Inter-turn CS boundaries are best handled by 

conversation analysis methods that are not the major focus of this study but are 

considered with selected samples in Chapter 6.   

4.4  Conclusion 

In this chapter, the eight language types in the data were analyzed at three 

levels.  First, the total number of tokens of each of the eight language types in the 

data from a total of 56 informants in the community under study were counted.  

Spanish is clearly the community ML and English is the EL.  The CS and 

convergence types are much less frequent than either all Spanish or all English 

utterances, but the total frequencies of each CS/convergence type also highlight the 

asymmetrical roles played by the Spanish ML and English EL.  Single English 

lexemes, for example, are inserted much more frequently into Spanish MLs than vice 

versa.   

 At a second level, percentages of each language type by informant further 

showed which language types were used by speakers using other language types and 
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in what frequencies.  These imply in what forms EL English incursions take place in a 

Spanish ML when English is in contact with Spanish.  For example, both Spanish and 

English are influenced structurally by each other, but the grammatical structure of the 

Spanish of informants who use less Spanish remains less affected than does the 

grammatical structure of English for those who use less English, again due to the 

asymmetrical nature of Spanish and English in relation to each other.  Our data, along 

with other data sets of other researchers (Bolonyai 1996; Fuller 1996), imply that 

English content morpheme and constituent insertions into Spanish likely precede 

structural incursions of English into Spanish.  In our data the beginning of a 

community ML turnover occurs with CS first, then grammatical convergence which 

begins and stops around threshold points (70% and 40%) of monolingual L1 

utterances.  Therefore, the data show how CS and convergence pattern within an ML 

turnover from L1, Spanish, to L2, English, in a community.  

 At a third level our analysis became more refined, based in the MLF model 

(Myers-Scotton 1993b, 1997b), by noting the kinds of morphemes and structural 

influence each language takes from the other in this contact situation.  Single English 

nouns are inserted in higher proportions into Spanish MLs than vice versa, again 

highlighting the asymmetry of Spanish to English in this community.  It was found 

that verbs in Spanish sometimes lose their finite forms, with subject pronouns 

providing the needed information, and that definite articles sometimes lose 

gender/number distinction.  Both of these patterns in the S>Econv data follow 

English morpho-syntactic structure.  With the closest attention paid to the informants 
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who used the highest convergence patterns, it was noted that their English or Spanish 

utterances unaffected by the other language were more frequent than their utterances 

affected grammatically by the other language.  This pattern implies that proficiency is 

only one factor to be considered in the ‘interference’ or incursions of one language 

into another and may not even be one of the major factors in some contact situations 

or at least for some speakers in a community.    

Insights gained from this chapter concerning the grammatical patterns of the 

eight language types, the MLF model, the social/linguistic correlations in Chapter 5, 

and such other insights as those from a conversation analysis are considered in 

Chapter 6, where the relationship of the foregoing to the unmarked/marked opposition 

from the Markedness model is examined. 
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Chapter 5:  Relationship of the Social Factors to the Grammatical 

Patterns  

5.0  Introduction 

Gardner-Chloros (1995: 86) stated, regarding CS, that “the description of both 

inter- and intra- individual variation in the same communities has hardly even begun.”  

Both Chapter 4 and this chapter examine specifically these types of variation, within 

and across a range of speakers in a community.  This chapter addresses research 

question 2: What social factors relate to first and second language acquisition, CS, 

and ML patterns 64 of each age/gender/social group identified in the study?  This 

chapter studies the relationship of social factors to the grammatical patterns 

categorized in Chapters 3 and 4.  Gardner-Chloros (1995:86) points out that social 

factors are at least as influential as bilingual proficiency in the types of CS used by 

speakers.  Such is the perspective from which CS and convergence are viewed here in 

order to extend the basis from which to evaluate the CS and convergence in the 

speech community under study.  

This chapter analyzes information reported by the informants correlated with 

their observed language use.  The social factors from Chapter 3, including age, 

gender, language spoken at home, language of preference, number of English-

speaking friends, language spoken with friends, and region of family origin, are 

correlated with language pattern types found in the data, including CS and 

                                                 
64 CS and ML patterns are the speech performance results of first and second language acquisition 
processes.   
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convergence.   In order to see the relationship of social factors to the linguistic data 

seen in Chapter 4, the number of “certain” instances of each language type were 

counted for each informant.65   Percentages of each language type per informant were 

then calculated.  Total percentages by informant for each language type were 

categorized for each social factor group.  The averages of each social factor group by 

language type are shown in tables in the following sections.  The differences between 

the averages of each social factor group for each language type were analyzed 

statistically using a t-Test.66  

5.1  Patterns among gender, age, and language types 

 Like Labov (1972a, b), who showed the importance of gender in accounting 

for linguistic variables and language change, Jacobson (1990a: 7) recognized that 

                                                 
65 “Certain” instances of each language type denote those that were categorized without doubts.  There 
were sometimes “uncertain” instances that could not be categorized with assurity regarding language 
type usually due to imperfect recording conditions. 

66 The t-Test used is a “two-sample assuming unequal variances” analysis tool.  The following formula 

is used to determine the test statistic value t: 
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gender and age should be a part of the sociolinguistic study of CS apart from socio-

economic status alone. 

5.1.1  S and E usage 

The averages of each gender/age group by language type are shown in Table 

5.1.  Both younger males and younger females use lower average percentages of only 

S than both older males and older females, who use the highest average percentage of 

S.  The average S percentage differences between the following gender and age 

groups are statistically significant at the .05 level:67 F7-13 and F20-65; F7-13 and 

M20-65; M7-13 and M20-65; M7-13 and F20-65.  Age, therefore, shows significant 

correlation to S usage.  But gender differences within the same age group are not 

significant for S usage.  Likewise, both older males and females show lower average 

percentages of only E than both younger males and females, exactly the opposite of 

the pattern for S.   Children show lower average S percentages and higher E 

percentages.  The average E percentage differences between the following gender and 

age groups are statistically significant at the .05 level: F7-13 and M20-65; M7-13 and 

M20-65; M7-13 and F20-65.  Again, age difference characterizes every significant E 

usage difference, but never gender alone.  

An underlying reason for age differences in regard to use of Spanish and 

English is probably the greater exposure of children to English in school. Gal’s 

(1979) study of Hungarian/German bilingualism also showed that the younger 

                                                 
67 Table 5.2 shows the ‘p values’ for the statistical tests of significant difference between each 
gender/age group for each language type. 
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informants used more of the overtly prestigious language, German, than did the older 

informants.  Hudson-Edwards and Bills (1982) claim a similar situation for a 

Spanish/English bilingual community in which English is the prestige language and 

younger informants use more English than older informants. 

S and E usage differences are greater between younger and older males than 

between younger and older females.  Also, older and younger males show a 

significant difference in E usage and older and younger females do not.  Thus, older 

females show S and E patterns more like those of younger speakers than do older 

males.  Therefore, even though there is more correlation of S and E usage to age, 

gender cannot be ignored. 

Table 5.1  Gender/age and language type 68  
 Language Type 
 

Gender/Age 
S E E>S 

insert 
S>E 
insert 

SE 
inter 

SE 
intra 

S>E 
conv 

E>S 
conv 

F7-13 
(N=14) 

48.7 
a, b 

20.3 
e 

9.1   
h, i 

0.8 2.7 
j 

3.8 2.6 
k 

2.8 

F20-65 
(N=14) 

70.4 
a, c 

8.9   
f 

3.5  0.1 3 1.4 0.1 
k 

3.5 

M7-13 
(N=16) 

47.5 
c, d 

32.3 
f, g 

2.7  
i   

0.4 1.1 4.5 3.1 2.2 

M20-65 
(N=12) 

85.7 
b, d 

3.5   
e, g 

2.3 
h     

0 0.2 
j 

1 0.9 1.2 

 

                                                 
68 In this and all tables in this chapter, two numbers accompanied by the same letter indicate that the 
difference between the average language type percentages represented by those two numbers is 
statistically significant at the .05 level.    
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Table 5.2  ‘p values’ for the statistical tests of difference between gender/age 
groups for each language type  
Test: “t-Test: Two-Sample Assuming Unequal Variances” 
‘p values’ are the values for “P(T<=t) two-tail” 
* significant differences at the .05 level 
 
Gender/Age Language Types 

 
Comparisons S E E>Sinsert  S>Einsert SEinter SEintra S>Econv E>Sconv 

F7-13, M7-13 0.896629 0.166412 *0.045342 0.647153 0.133869 0.744874 0.812491 0.697418 

F7-13, F20-65 *0.025004 0.071019 0.07303 0.391199 0.862789 0.145372 *0.038171 0.793988 

F7-13, M20-65 *0.0000173 *0.002553 *0.035689 0.290039 *0.021334 0.100369 0.17602 0.243347 

M7-13, M20-65 *0.000149 *0.001078 0.781476 0.068632 0.053166 0.06731 0.223764 0.463192 

M7-13, F20-65 *0.034458 *0.008885 0.562805 0.276519 0.180052 0.09514 0.088638 0.633315 

F20-65, M20-65 0.076205 0.23328 0.401018 0.335561 0.052537 0.739262 0.131845 0.384964 

 
 
5.1.2  Gender and age in order of percentage by language type  

 
 When average percentages are listed from highest to lowest and within each 

category as in Table 5.3, it is apparent that the language types with English 

morphemes or morpho - syntactic patterns (all types except S) are used most 

frequently by children of either gender or females of either age group.  Conversely, 

adults of either gender or males of either age consistently show the lowest 

percentages of all types with English morphemes or morpho-syntactic patterns.  The 

language type with all Spanish morphemes and Spanish morpho-syntactic patterns (S) 

is the only type that shows the opposite pattern.   Older males use the highest average 

percentage of S.  As seen in Chapter 4, S only is used in the vast majority of the data 

in the entire corpus.  Older males also use the lowest percentage of the category 

S>Einsert.  This category also includes the lowest number of tokens in the entire 
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corpus (0.4%, see Chapter 4).  For all types with English morphemes or morpho- 

syntactic patterns, except one (S>Econv), older males use each of these the least on 

average.  These males clearly demonstrate fewer English and English- influenced 

types than any other gender/age group.    
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Table 5.3  Gender/age and language type in order of percentage by language 
type 

 S 
M20-65 85.7 
F20-65 70.4 
F7-13 48.7 
M7-13 47.5 

 E 
M7-13 32.3 
F7-13 20.3 
F20-65 8.9 
M20-65 3.5 

 E>Sinsert 
F7-13 9.1 
F20-65 3.5 
M7-13 2.7 
M20-65 2.3 

 SEintra 
M7-13 4.5 
F7-13 3.8 
F20-65 1.4 
M20-65 1 

 E>Sconv 
F20-65 3.5 
F7-13 2.8 
M7-13 2.2 
M20-65 1.2 

 S>Econv 
M7-13 3.1 
F7-13 2.6 
M20-65 0.9 
F20-65 0.1 

 SEinter 
F20-65 3 
F7-13 2.7 
M7-13 1.1 
M20-65 0.2 

 S>Einsert 
F7-13 0.8 
M7-13 0.4 
F20-65 0.1 
M20-65 0 
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The CS and convergence types show fewer significant differences than the S and E 

types, in large part due to much lower percentages.  Table 5.3 shows, however, a 

trend of percentage differences similar to those that are significant.  Therefore, Table 

5.3 shows that not only age but also gender are factors related to patterns of language 

use.  Not only children, but also females of either age in general show lower average 

percentages of Spanish and higher average percentages of English and English-

influenced language types.  Labov (1972a, b) and Gal (1979) both found that females 

were in the forefront of linguistic change in their respective speech communities.  

Romaine (1994: 121) notes that a possible reason for women’s use of linguistic forms 

related to higher levels of  “prestige,” in this community, the English language, is “to 

achieve status which is denied to them through other outlets.”  

5.1.3  Employment and time spent in the U.S. and U.S. schools   

Additional information regarding employment, years in the U.S., and years in 

school may also indicate possible reasons for more use of English among adult 

females than adult males.  This information from Tables 3.5-3.8 on adult informants 

in Chapter 3 is presented again here in Tables 5.4-5.7. 
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Table 5.4  Self employment of adults 
Employment of self Female 

Informants 20-
65 yrs. old 

Male 
Informants 20-

65 yrs. old 

Total for each 
category of 
employment 

chicken processing plant 4 1 5 
other factory 1 6 7 
store 1 1 2 
yard work  1 1 
auto mechanic  1 1 
secretarial assistant 1  1 
teaching assistant 1  1 
teacher 2  2 
pastor  1 1 
economist (in Peru) 1  1 
full time student 1  1 
housewife 2  2 
retired  1 1 
Total 14 12 26 
 

Table 5.5  Years in U.S.  
Gender/Age 

Category 
0--2 yrs in 

U.S. 
3--4 yrs 
in U.S. 

5--6 yrs 
in U.S. 

7--10 yrs 
in U.S. 

10+ yrs 
in U.S. 

Totals 

Females 20-65 yrs 3 3 4 2 2 14 
Males 20-65 yrs 2 4 2 1 3 12 
Total 5 7 6 3 5 26 
 

Table 5.6  Years of school in country of origin  
Gender/Age 

Category 
0  

yrs 
0+--2 yrs 3--4  

yrs 
5--7  
yrs 

8--10  
yrs 

11+ yrs No 
response 

Totals 

Females  
20-65 yrs 

    3 11  14 

Males  
20-65 yrs 

1   2 6 1 2 12 

Total 1   2 9 12 2 26 
 

Table 5.7  Years of school in U.S. 
Gender/Age 

Category 
0 yrs 0+--1 yrs 1+--2 yrs 2+--3 yrs 3+--4 yrs 4+--5 yrs 5+--6 yrs Totals 

Females 
20-65 yrs 

7 4 1  1  1 14 

Males  
20-65 yrs 

8  1 2  1  12 

Total 15 4 2 2 1 1 1 26 
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It is evident from the adult employment in Table 5.4 that more adult females than 

adult males have jobs or professions requiring higher levels of education, and more 

adult females than adult males hold positions that require them to use English a great 

deal with persons in the dominant English-speaking society.  There is little difference 

between adult females and adult males regarding the number of years they have been 

in the U. S., as shown in Table 5.5.  But regarding the number of years in school 

(Tables 5.6 and 5.7), the adult females have more academic preparation than do the 

adult males.  Therefore, the employment and education of adult female informants as 

compared to adult male informants has likely contributed to the higher frequencies of 

English and CS and the lower frequencies of Spanish usage as compared to adult 

males. 

5.1.4  E>Sinsert usage 

Also Tables 5.1 and 5.3 show that female children have the highest average 

percentage of usage of E>Sinsert.   The average E>Sinsert percentage differences 

between the following gender and age groups are statistically significant at the .05 

level: F7-13 and M7-13; F7-13 and M20-65.  Not only age but also gender correlates 

significantly with a difference in the frequency of insertion of single English lexemes 

into Spanish sentences.  The E>Sinsert difference between younger females and 

males, however, is the only significant gender/age difference that shows a difference 

in gender which does not also show a difference in age.  Example [5.1] illustrates the 

high frequency of E>Sinsert in the speech of a younger female informant.   
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[5.1]  JR= 40 (sorted transcript, pp. 64- 65). 
JR: Esta señorita está muy bien en su reading .  Y en todo en su math  y en todo en  
su reading, reading y reading, all the time in reading, reading, ok?  y está muy 
bien en reading, reading !  
………………………………………… 

reading cuando estaba  clicking . (*S) saco treinta y cinco (*S) no estaba leyendo sólo 
estaba jugando, estaba  clicking sólo lo que quería.  

 

García (1980), Lindhom and Padilla (1978), and Poplack (1983) found that single 

lexeme insertions outrank other types of CS in children’s versus adults’ language 

samples.  By contrast, in this data corpus, while adults use fewer S>Einsert than 

children of either gender, adult females outrank male children in E>Sinsert usage 

even though this difference is not statistically significant.  The female children, 

however, outrank all other gender/age groups by almost three to one in E>Sinsert.   

Also, since there is no significant difference between younger and older females in 

E>Sinsert and there is a significant difference between younger females and both 

male groups, females in general outrank males in percentage of E>Sinsert.  This 

pattern illustrates another example of the greater influence of English among females 

than among males in general in the community.  English- influenced language usage 

represents for this speech community the greatest innovation and change (cf. Labov 

1972a, b and Gal 1979), since English is the less dominant language in the Hispanic 

community.  At the same time, however, English is the language of the dominant and 

more prestigious culture in which the Hispanic community resides.   

                                                 
69 The frequency of E>Sinsert in this conversation sample is very high, as compared to E>Sinsert 
frequency in most E>Sinsert-containing conversations from our data. 

JR:  porque está (name) (*S) quedar porque uh uh solo no estaba leyendo la el 

69

Norman Rubin
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5.1.5  Combined CS types 

  When percentages of all CS types (E>Sinsert, S>Einsert, SEinter, and 

SEintra) are combined, as shown in Table 5.8, there are statistically significant 

differences at the .05 level70 between younger and older males and between younger 

females and older males.  No significant differences were found for combined CS 

types percentages between any of the other gender/age groups. 

Table 5.8  Gender/age and combined CS types 
 
Gender/Age 

 
Combined 
CS types--
% 

F7-13  
(N=14) 

16.4 
a 

F20-65 
(N=14) 

8 

M7-13 
(N=16) 

8.7 
b 

M20-65 
(N=12) 

3.4 
a, b 

 
Table 5.9  ‘p values’ for the statistical tests of difference between gender/age 
groups for combined CS types 
Test: “t-Test: Two-Sample Assuming Unequal Variances” 
‘p values’ are the values for “P(T<=t) two-tail” 
* significant differences at the .05 level 
 
Gender/Age 
Comparisons  

Combined CS 
Types  
 

F7-13, M7-13 0.120342 
F7-13, F20-65 0.092032 
F7-13, M20-65 *0.012807 
M7-13, M20-65 *0.044064 
M7-13, F20-65 0.788756 
F20-65, M20-65 0.076217 
                                                 
70 Table 5.9 shows the ‘p values’ for the statistical tests of significant difference between each 
gender/age group for combined CS types.  
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When the CS types were tested separately, no significant differences were 

found at all between younger and older males.  The finding that CS types in general 

are significantly different widens the CS distinction by age, since not only younger 

females but also younger males codeswitch significantly more than older males.    

Older females’ combined CS types are not significantly different from any 

other gender group, even though both younger males and younger females have 

combined CS types significantly higher than older males.  In addition, the data show 

that E>Sinsert is significantly higher for younger females than for younger males.  

Regarding CS types, these findings together show that younger and older females do 

not differ significantly, but younger and older males do.  They also show that older 

males and females do not differ significantly but that younger males and females do 

(E>Sinsert).  Therefore, either younger age or female gender and especially the two 

factors combined are the age/gender factors in our data most associated with 

significantly more CS usage. 

5.1.6  Gender differences 

Younger males show the highest E usage, and it is significantly higher than 

any other gender/age group except younger females.  Example [5.2] illustrates the 

large quantity of English observed in the speech of some young male informants.   

[5.2]  A conversation between boys during free activity time at an all Hispanic 
summer school; they are drawing and playing a game on the classroom white board 
except RR who is videotaping them; FQ=31 and RR=42 are Mexican; RM=18 and 
JF=9 are Guatemalan (unsorted transcript p. 84). 
FQ: (*) 
RM: Over here! 
unidentified boys: (*) 
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FQ: We goin' to computer? 
JF: How could I win, see?  
unidentified boys: (*) 
RR: (at video camera) Awesome! 
RM: Wait, wait a second. You, [you already did yours!  
RR:    [Awesome!   cool. 
RM: He already did his. 
JF: Go. 
unidentified boys: (*) [(*) 
RM:    [He's making me a, he's making me a trap. 

 

While younger females do not lead their male peers in use of every individual 

English- influenced type, they do lead this group when all English-influenced types 

are considered together.  In addition, the only statistically significant higher uses of 

English- influenced types (E>Sinsert, SEinter, and S>Econv) are by younger females 

for at least one significantly higher language type frequency, higher than each of the 

other gender/age groups.  Younger males use significantly more English than older 

females and mix Spanish and English significantly less than younger females.  

Younger and older female E usage is not significantly different but younger male E 

usage is significantly more than that of older females and older males.  Therefore, 

younger and older female E usage is more similar than younger and older male E 

usage.  The only significant difference among gender/age groups based on gender 

alone is for E>Sinsert, by younger males and females.  Therefore, the only 

significantly different category between males and females without the additional 

factor of a difference in age is in CS use in which females codeswitch significantly 

more than males.   
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There is only one significant difference among the English- influenced types 

between younger and older females, S>Econv, and none between younger and older 

males.  There is a difference in gender, however, for three of the four significant 

English- influenced type gender/age differences.  These patterns are further evidence 

that gender, in addition to age, bears a relation to language type and CS.   Since older 

males also use a lower percentage of English- influenced types, males in general mix 

languages less, but younger males use the most unmixed English of all groups and 

still use fewer of the English- influenced types than females in general.  Therefore, 

males as a group tend to keep the two languages separate and in their ‘pure’ state 

more than females. 

 The differences in language use between younger male and female 

informants, however, may be related to other factors besides gender.  Region of 

family origin is discussed in more detail in a following section, but here it is noted 

that the Guatemalan children of this community in general use English more 

frequently than others. Also, many of the Peruvian children are from areas on the 

fringes of the community and attend schools with far fewer Hispanics than most of 

those from the other regional backgrounds.  In light of this observation, it is also 

noted that of the 14 younger female informants, only one is Guatemalan and one is 

Peruvian.  In contrast, of the 16 younger male informants, two are Guatemalan and 

four are Peruvian.  Also, the one Guatemalan younger female informant lived and 

attended school in an area of the community more heavily populated by Hispanics 
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and was observed to use far less English than either of the younger Guatemalan male 

informants.   

But differences in CS by gender are not completely parallel in all CS studies.  

Poplack (1982) found in a Spanish/English CS study that women used more 

intrasentential CS than men.  More than half of the CS by females, compared to one-

third of CS by men, was intrasentential (p. 254).  The remaining two-thirds of the CS 

by men and slightly less than half of women’s CS was intersentential or 

“[e]xtrasentential” (including tags and interjections), according to Poplack’s 

categories of switches (p. 249).  Since Poplack did not include tag and interjection 

switches in her intrasentential CS category and they are included here in our 

intrasentential CS category (SEintra), it is impossible to compare the two studies.  

Nevertheless, in our study, both older and younger females outrank all males in 

intersentential CS (SEinter), the opposite of Poplack’s findings.  The only average 

SEinter percentage difference showing statistical significance at the .05 level, 

however, is by F7-13 and M20-65.  Our finding for SEinter may be part of the same 

tendencies already noted of both younger and older females to use more E>Sinsert 

than either younger or older males, and of younger males to use exclusively English 

turns more than any other group.   

Chapter 3 showed that children of both sexes and female adults report more 

use of English and less use of Spanish than adult males.  Tables 5.1and 5.3 reveal that 

adult females show greater average percentages of English and of more English-

influenced language types than adult males. The older female group in our study 
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behaved similarly to the young female adult group 71 in Gal’s (1979) 

Hungarian/German speech community study in which young female adults used more 

of the prestige form, German, than the other gender/age groups.  

There are adult females as well as adult males with higher than average 

educational attainments in the speech community under study, but the more highly 

educated adult males are more reluctant than adult females to use English in peer 

interactions.  This tendency is seen, for example, even among bilingual Anglos, like 

the investigator, as shown in example [5.3] in which JM is an older male who has 

graduated from the English-dominant high school of the community under study.  He 

still prefers using Spanish rather than English, however, even with a native English 

speaker DS.  He was observed using English only with non-Spanish speakers in the 

community.   

[5.3]  DS=0, adult male Anglo bilingual; JM=17, adult male Hispanic bilingual; 
AP=70, female child Anglo English monolingual; they are in the home of DS; AP is 
the niece of DS; JM is a friend of DS but introduced to AP only at the beginning of 
the conversation; JM is seeking help with college- level English mechanics from DS 
(unsorted transcript, pp. 21-22). 
DS:  (directed to AP)  This is (name -JM). 
JM: Hey. Nice to meet you. 
AP: Nice to meet you. 
DS: He graduated from high school last year.  He works at Mount Vernon Mills.  Is your mother 

here? 
AP: No. (*E) 
DS: Oh, here she is, (name -AP).  Ok.  Entonces, uh, let's see.  Bueno, es lo que sé yo.  Ok, you 

want me to talk to you in English or in Spanish?   
JM: Um? Es 
DS: Los dos. 
JM: Los dos. Lo que sea. 
                                                 
71 The ages of older females in this study range from 20 to 43 years, with an average age of 32.9 yrs.  
Although in Gal’s (1978, 1979) study the range and average age of young women are lower than in 
this study, the young women in Gal’s study are older than any informant in this study’s younger female 
category.   
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DS: Ok.  Like they got , uuh, el , uuh, like you have an introduction? 
JM: Um, Um. 
DS: Do you know?  You have a paragraph introduction,then you have like the para una 

composición de, de, de, de, cuatro párrafos? 
JM: Eh, no, es diferente. 
DS: No, de cinco párrafos. 
JM: Es diferente.  Ellos tienen como un tema, sin, sin, ¿cómo se llaman para uh los paragraph, 

cómo, paragrafos, paráfos? 
DS: paragraphs 
JM: Uh, (*S) no tienen pa párrafos, sino que es todo junto.  Entonces, tienen una como decir, ¿no 

tiene un libro usted? 
DS: ¿De qué? 
 

In contrast, example [5.4] illustrates an adult female AR who chooses to use English 

almost exclusively even when a bilingual Anglo interlocutor attempts to converse in 

Spanish.   

[5.4] AR=37, Hispanic adult female; DS=0, Anglo adult male; both AR and DS are 
bilingual; DS is helping AR with a college assignment which is taught in English and 
for which the written materials are all in English (unsorted transcript, pp. 20-21). 
AR: You're gonna waste your time. 
DS: Hum? 
AR: You're gonna waste your time. 
DS: Bueno, yo te ayudo y tú me ayudas. 
AR: um, hum 
DS: a la vez 
AR: Yeah, that's the reason.  Bueno, en ser (clears throat). 
DS: (laughing) Está bien. 
AR: (laughing)  Do,do you have other idea for this? 
DS: Uhh, let's see. 
AR: (laughing) 
DS: (reading English from a text) Oh, that's, the, tui we're on the "intuition" , right? 
AR: What did you put that? 
………………….. (break in the conversation due to changing tape sides) 
DS: Yeah. 
AR: And I have to do it. 
DS: Well, well I know but, I mean  if you got that many, if you got that many questions to do and 

you gotta type all of that, you think you can do it? 
AR: Until Monday, no? 
DS: Hum? 
AR:  I can't. 
DS: It's a lot. 
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Like older males, younger males show a lower average percentage of CS/convergence 

than their female peers. Younger males still do have, however, the highest average 

percentage in three types, including only E. 

5.1.7  Symmetrical language usage patterns by gender and age 

Table 5.10 is nearly the same as Table 5.3 but also indicates for each 

gender/age group whether the percentages were one of the higher two percentages 

(plus sign [+] after the language type name) or one of the lower two percentages 

(minus sign [–] after the language type name) of the four gender/age groups.  Table 

5.11 arranges the information from Table 5.10 so that patterns in language type usage 

are apparent between the four gender/age groups. Therefore, for example, younger 

females show one of the lower two average percentages for S and one of the upper 

two average percentages for all the other types.  The patterns between the four 

gender/age groups are interestingly symmetrical.  Younger females are in the lower 

half only for S while older males show the exact opposite of this pattern because they 

are in the lower half for all types except S.  Younger females are in the higher two of 

the average percentages for English and English- influenced types and only in the 

lower two in non-English influenced S.   Again the opposite is true of older males 

who are in the higher two only for the non-English- influenced type (S) and in the 

lower two for all English- influenced types (all types except S). 
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Table 5.10  Gender/age and language type in order of percentage by language 
type with high/low percentages indicated 
gender/age 
group 

language type 
percentages for 
each gender/age 
group 

percentage rank among the 4 
gender/age groups: 
upper 2, +   
lower 2, –  

 S  
M20-65 85.7 + 
F20-65 70.4 + 
F7-13 48.7 – 
M7-13 47.5 – 

 E  
M7-13 32.3 + 
F7-13 20.3 + 
F20-65 8.9 – 
M20-65 3.5 – 

 E>Sinsert  
F7-13 9.1 + 
F20-65 3.5 + 
M7-13 2.7 – 
M20-65 2.3 – 

 SEintra  
M7-13 4.5 + 
F7-13 3.8 + 
F20-65 1.4 – 
M20-65 1 – 

 E>Sconv  
F20-65 3.5 + 
F7-13 2.8 + 
M7-13 2.2 – 
M20-65 1.2 – 

 S>Econv  
M7-13 3.1 + 
F7-13 2.6 + 
M20-65 0.9 – 
F20-65 0.1 – 

 SEinter  
F20-65 3 + 
F7-13 2.7 + 
M7-13 1.1 – 
M20-65 0.2 – 

 S>Einsert  
F7-13 0.8 + 
M7-13 0.4 + 
F20-65 0.1 – 
M20-65 0 – 
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From Table 5.11 it is very clear that average percentages of each language 

type, when grouped into higher and lower halves by gender/age group, show that 

younger females and older males bear diametrically opposite relations to each other 

regarding the language types in the data.  As already noted, female gender and 

younger age are factors associated with less S and more English- influenced types, 

while male gender and older age are associated with the opposite language types.   

Female gender, together with younger age, are factors that correlate with the extreme 

opposite linguistic variation of that used by males of an older age, as is apparent in 

the patterns of data shown in Table 5.11.   

Table 5.11  Gender/age and high/low percentage language type patterns  
 F7-13 M7-13 F20-65 M20-65 

S – – + + 
E + + – – 
E>Sinsert + – + – 
SEintra + + – – 
E>Sconv + – + – 
S>Econv + + – – 
SEinter + – + – 
S>Einsert + + – – 
Note: [+] after a language type indicates that the gender/age group correlates with one 
of the higher two gender/age group percentages for that language type; [–] after a 
language type indicates that the gender/age group correlates with one of the lower 
two gender/age group percentages for that language type. 
 

In Table 5.11, language of older females and younger males also shows a 

symmetrical pattern.  For every language type in which older females have one of the 

higher two percentages, younger males have one of the lower two percentages, and 

vice versa.  Therefore older females and younger males alternate for average 
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percentages between the higher and lower halves.  The biggest difference is in use of 

S and E.  Older females use more S and less E.  Younger males show just the opposite 

set of average percentages, with more E and less S usage.  This alternation between 

higher and lower halves is apparent ly due to the combination of the more 

conservative male gender or older age and the more innovative female gender or 

younger age.  Therefore, younger males and older females represent the middle of the 

continuum (the two middle columns in Table 5.11), between the extremes of 

conservative older males and innovative younger females (the F7-13 and M20-65 

columns in Table 5.11).  There is thus a balance of percentages in the upper and lower 

halves for both younger males and older females.  More younger than older 

informants and more female than male informants are more innovative and more 

inclined to use English and English- influenced language types.  The younger males or 

the older females use patterns that are less extreme, in which there is an alternation 

between higher and lower percentages in the data.   

There still are differences, however, between younger males and older females 

English (E) and much lower percentages of pure Spanish (S) than do older females 

(see Table 5.10).  Thus, younger age is more predictive of English usage than is 

female gender.  Percentage differences are less extreme in the remaining language 

types between younger males and older females and, considering the alternating high 

and low percentages not seen between the two extremes (F7-13 and M20-65 columns 

in the data.  For example, younger males use much higher percentages of pure 
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in Table 5.11), the differences can apparently be attributed to the conflicting 

innovative/conservative tendency of older females and younger males.  

5.1.8  Distribution of language types by gender and age in the community 

Table 5.12 lists each average percentage of language type usage and 

gender/age group in order from highest to lowest percentage, unlike Table 5.10 that 

groups all gender/age groups together for each language type.  Table 5.12 allows us to 

see how the types are distributed throughout the entire corpus by gender/age groups 

on the basis of average percentage of usage.  The S language type clusters on the top 

end of the scale since S is the most frequently used language type, showing that 

Spanish is the ML of the community not only as a whole but also for each gender/age 

group, as already seen in Chapter 4.  All four gender/age groups cluster at the top of 

the scale in Table 5.12 with clearly the highest percentages for S than for any other 

language type. 
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Table 5.12  Gender/age and language type correlation from highest to lowest 
percentage of language type use 
Note:  The types most frequently encountered in the data (S and E) and the type least 
frequently encountered (S>Einsert) are in boldface.   
Gender/Age Percent usage Language type 
M20-65 85.7 S 
F20-65 70.4 S 
F7-13 48.7 S 
M7-13 47.5 S 
M7-13 32.3 E 
F7-13 20.3 E 
F7-13 9.1 E>Sinsert 
F20-65 8.9 E 
M7-13 4.5 SEintra 
F7-13 3.8 SEintra 
M20-65 3.5 E 
F20-65 3.5 E>Sinsert 
F20-65 3.5 E>Sconv 
M7-13 3.1 S>Econv 
F20-65 3 SEinter 
F7-13 2.8 E>Sconv 
M7-13 2.7 E>Sinsert 
F7-13 2.7 SEinter 
F7-13 2.6 S>Econv 
M20-65 2.3 E>Sinsert 
M7-13 2.2 E>Sconv 
F20-65 1.4 SEintra 
M20-65 1.2 E>Sconv 
M7-13 1.1 SEinter 
M20-65 1 SEintra 
M20-65 0.9 S>Econv 
F7-13 0.8 S>Einsert 
M7-13 0.4 S>Einsert 
M20-65 0.2 SEinter 
F20-65 0.1 S>Econv 
F20-65 0.1 S>Einsert 
M20-65 0 S>Einsert 
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After language type S, the E language types appear together in the upper half 

of the scale, indicating that pure English utterances are second to all other language 

types by group, but only for younger informants.  E>Sinsert is used slightly more 

frequently by younger females than E is used by older females.  SEintra is more 

frequently used by both younger males and females than E is used by older males.   

Language type S>Einsert clusters toward the end of the scale, indicating that it 

is the language type least encountered in the data, already discussed in Chapter 4. 

Table 5.12, however, shows that younger males and females use higher percentages 

of S>Einsert than two of the other language types for older males and females, which 

are SEinter and S>Econv. Therefore, younger informants use the least common of the 

English- influenced language types more than older informants use two of the more 

common language types in the data.     

  Older males are at both extremes of the scale in Table 5.12, indicating that 

they use the highest percentages of Spanish (S) and the lowest percentages of 

S>Einsert. This pattern illustrates even more clearly than in the previous tables the 

extreme conservatism of older males as compared to either females or younger 

informants.  The top and bottom extremities of the scale in Table 5.12, therefore, 

represent the more conservative and least innovative language patterns, notably by 

older males. Table 5.12 also shows that, after older males, older females use the most 

S and the least S>Einsert.  This pattern illustrates that older age in general, but 

especially older age together with male gender, are most typical of those informants 

who use the most S and the least S>Einsert. This pattern also reflects the general 
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trend of all informants, because S is the language type most often encountered and 

S>Einsert is the language type least encountered in the data for the community as a 

whole.  In other words, what is most typical of the community in general is also what 

is most typical of older males in particular.   

There are no statistical differences in S>Einsert, SEintra, or E>Sconv between 

gender/age groups.  This result is probably due at least in part to the much lower 

percentages for these language types as compared to the S, E, and E>Sinsert language 

types.  It can be seen, however, that the non-significant percentages in Table 5.12 

pattern similarly to those differences that are statistically significant.   Older males, 

for example, have the highest S and the lowest E, E>Sinsert, and SEinter percentages, 

and they are significantly different from either younger males and even more often 

from younger females.  There are no significant differences between older males and 

females.  Therefore, younger females are statistically more different from older 

males, younger males are less different than older males, and older females are the 

least different from older males.  This pattern is the same for S>Einsert in Table 5.12.  

Younger females have the highest S>Einsert percentage followed by younger males, 

then older females, and finally older males.     

 All the other language types, except S, E, and S>Einsert, appear in Table 5.12 

more evenly distributed throughout the midsections of the scale, representative of the 

less conservative and more innovative language patterns and groups.  These groups 

include the most frequent users of the English- influenced types.  The English-

influenced language type most frequently encountered in the data as a whole is 
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E>Sinsert, produced mostly by younger females who use this type twice as much as 

any other English- influenced language type. This finding is not surprising, since the 

two factors most associated with innovation are female gender and young age. 

5.1.9  Convergence    

Tables 5.3 and 5.12 illustrate that female gender and young age are 

characteristics of the most frequent users of all the other English- influenced language 

types.  The tables show that older males demonstrated lowest usage of all the English-

influenced types and pure English utterances, with the exception of S>Econv (all 

Spanish morphemes with other than Spanish grammatical structure).  For this 

language type, younger and older males together show a higher frequency of use than 

younger and older females together.  Only younger females, however, show a 

significantly higher frequency of S>Econv and only over older females, who show 

the least S>Econv.  Therefore, younger age and male gender may be more 

characteristic of more frequent use of S>Econv than of E or any of the other English-

influenced language types.  This pattern is an exception to the otherwise more 

prevalent, general trend of either female gender or younger age as the factors most 

associated with English and English- influenced language type usage.  The S>Econv 

pattern may also bear some relation to the fact that younger males show the least S 

and the most E, frequencies that are significantly different from some of the other 

gender/age groups. 

It is true that only younger males in the community were observed to 

converge (S>Econv) extensively, including two boys in the data corpus and two boys 
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not represented in the data.  The reason for their extensive convergence was probably 

their relative isolation from the majority of the Spanish-speaking community.  The 

two Peruvian boys in the data corpus had lived and attended school in an outlying 

area of the community where few other Hispanics lived.  They subsequently moved to 

another area of north Georgia where Hispanics were heavily concentrated but 

continued to live in a neighborhood with very few Hispanics and attended a private 

church school with very few Hispanics.  Less is known about the two Mexican boys 

not in the data corpus, but they were not living in the community under study very 

long.  All four boys had assimilated more into the American culture than most of the 

other informants in the study.   

Older males showed slightly more S>Econv than older females, but the 

differences between female and male frequencies of S>Econv usage, however, are 

fewer than the differences between older and younger frequencies of S>Econv usage.  

These differences are again reflective of significantly different frequencies of S, E, 

E>Sinsert, and SEinter, which pattern similarly and which are also related more to 

age than to gender.   

Female gender is even more characteristic than male gender or younger age of 

the users of the opposite type of convergence, E>Sconv.  Even though older females 

show a significantly lower frequency of E usage than younger males, they show the 

highest frequency of E>Sconv.  Though E>Sconv differences are not statistically 

significant, higher average E>Sconv usage by older females is perhaps due to the fact 

that they attempt to use English more than their older male peers, although with less 
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control of English grammatical patterns than younger speakers.  The greater attempt 

to speak English by older females may be part of the innovative linguistic tendency of 

females already discussed (Labov 1972, Gal 1979, Romaine 1994) as well as their 

higher levels of education and jobs requiring use of more English as compared to 

their male peers.   

5.1.10  Other social factors to be considered 

 Milroy and Li Wei (1995: 155) conclude that gender, age, and employment 

need to be considered together with social network as factors that influence CS.  

Therefore, network is examined here as a factor in the reported language use as well 

as the language of preference and the regional origin of each informant in the data 

corpus, as shown in the Social Factors questionnaire and as outlined in Chapter 3.  

These factors, in addition to gender and age, will help us develop a better picture of 

how CS/convergence and English and Spanish use as a whole are employed in the 

speech community. 

5.2  Patterns between language spoken most at home (SF 12) and language types 

 As shown in Table 5.13, informants who responded that they speak mostly 

Spanish at home use the greatest percentage of S. Those who responded that they 

speak mostly English at home use a higher percentage of E and English- influenced 

types.  The largest percentages of E and English- influenced types, however, are from 

informants who responded that they speak a combination of Spanish and English or 

mostly Q’anjob’al at home.  Of the two informants who report speaking Q’anjob’al at 

home, one uses English almost exclusively with his peers, and the other mostly 
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Spanish.  It was observed that most Guatemalan children in the community who are 

educated in the English dominant schools use English as their main mode of 

communication with peers at school, including the one who did not report speaking 

Q’anjob’al mostly at home.  Of the three informants who reported speaking a 

combination of Spanish and English mostly at home, two are frequent codeswitchers 

and the third, of Guatemalan origin, uses English almost exclusively with his peers.  

The latter’s language types in the data corpus were exclusively all English.   

 Averages of language type percentages, however, between those reporting 

either Spanish, English, or a combination of Spanish and English spoken mostly at 

home72 show no statistical significance at the .05 level. 73 This lack of significance is 

probably due at least in part to the very small numbers reporting English (8) and 

Spanish/English (3) spoken mostly at home, compared to a much larger number (43) 

reporting mostly Spanish spoken at home. 

                                                 
72 Q’anjob’al (Q) spoken mostly at home was not included in the test for significance because there 
were only two informants in this category. 
73 Table 5.14 shows the ‘p values’ for the statistical tests of significant difference between those who 
reported mostly Spanish and those who reported mostly English spoken at home for each language 
type. 
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Table 5.13  Language spoken mostly at home (SF12) and language type average 
percent  
(SF12) Language spoken mostly at home  
Language type  S(N=43) E(N=8) S/E(N=3) Q(N=2) 
S 66.5 58.8 19.3 33.5 

E 13.4 17.6 54.7 42.5 

CS types 9.8 6 14.7 3 

S>Econv 0.7 6.1 2 6.5 

E>Sconv 1.3 6 3.3 11.5 

 

Table 5.14  ‘p values’ for the statistical tests of difference between those who 
reported mostly Spanish and those who reported mostly English spoken at home 
for each language type  
Test: “t-Test: Two-Sample Assuming Unequal Variances” 
‘p values’ are the values for “P(T<=t) two-tail” 
no significant difference at the .05 level 
Language spoken mostly at home 
(SF12) 

Language Types 
 

Comparisons between those 
who reported mostly S and those who 
reported mostly E spoken at home  

S E CS types S>Econv  E>Sconv 

S, E 0.557455 0.547169 0.214779 0.126807 0.304533 
  

Of note is that S>Econv and E>Sconv rates are somewhat higher for those 

who claim to speak mostly English at home.  Example [5.5] illustrates the high E and 

E>Sconv percentages in one such informant, SI.74   

 
[5.5] SI=12, adult female Peruvian; DS=0, adult male Anglo interlocutor; instances of 
E>Sconv are underlined (unsorted transcript, pp. 19-20). 
SI:  Well, now that I ask you, I know what's "pick up" and everything, but, except when I have to ask 
today, you know,"Where do you pick up?" "Where do you pick it up?" peaches, from the floor, or from 
the tree? Well, I don't know, it sounds silly, but I don't know, I don't know, I've, I've never hunted, I 

                                                 
74 SI in example [5.5] used English (E) and non-standard or Spanish-influenced English (E>Sconv).  
SI’s speech sample in the data was 30% E and 14% E>Sconv, the third highest E>Sconv of all 
informants. 
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never did anything, so, the strawberries, I didn't even have idea you have to pick up from the floor the 
strawberries.  Did you know that? I didn't.  Tomatoes, I know (*E) ground, chiles--(interrupted by DS) 
DS: See because, porque yo, uuh, ¿cómo se dice? ¿yo crecí? 
SI: Yeah. 
DS: Crecí en una granja. 
SI: Yeah. 
DS: (*S) de niño yo hacía hacía todo eso. 
SI: Yeah, but [, I never 
DS:   [(*S) 
SI: Yo no sé, yo no sé.  And,(3 1/2 second pause)  then they, you know, they told  me names like a 

"pesca", "pesca".  (unintelligible) "pesca", "pesca" (unintelligible) this? 
DS: Eso para ti significa nada más "pesca peces"? 
SI: Yeah, para mí "pescar" es "pescar peces". 
DS: Porque, por ejemp[lo Rebeca 
SI:    [para mí ,  and para mí no tiene significado "pescar".  Yo no puedo, no sé 

cómo traducir ni, ni, no sé, ni en español yo puedo traducir "pesca", porque para mí 
"pescar", sólo dices "pescar" cuando pescas. 
(2 sec. pause) you know, fishin'.(1 1/2 sec. pause) you know. 

DS: Rebeca lo usó para hablar de ir al al dentista para qu [e le, para que le pesquen su 
su diente. 

SI:        [Es que 
SI: [After 
DS: [(*S)  para sacar el diente. 
SI: Well I would never use that (*). 
 

Example [5.6] illustrates frequent S>Econv usage by two informants, AZ and JZ, who 

reported speaking mostly English at home.    

[5.6]  JZ and AZ, younger Peruvian brothers, showing DS, an older visiting Anglo 
male, how to play a game of marbles; AZ=63, JZ=64, DS=0 (unsorted transcript,  pp. 
90, 92). 
AZ: Slowly _____ (says JZ’s name in English), este es tu piloto (*), slowly . Ok va, mira.   
JZ: Yeah. 
AZ: Ok.   

(10 second pause while getting marbles together to play marbles, includes whistling and a few 
other noises) 

DS: ¿Y qué estás haciendo? 
AZ: Uh. 
JZ: (*) agarrarlos, y si los da así, uh, yo tengo sacar mi bola, y si tú no, otr(o/a?) (sounds more 

like [o]) vez  
……………………………………………. 
DS: ¿Qué voy a hacer? 
AZ: Ok.  (*S) yo ir he jugamos. 
JZ: Yeah, yo juga [mos. 
AZ:   [Ok. 
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Therefore, English spoken at home, more than other languages or language 

combinations, is somewhat more associated with the use of English- influenced 

grammatical structure in Spanish sentences.   

Two informants who report mostly Q’anjob’al spoken at home also show 

higher S>Econv.  As previously discussed, some Q’anjob’al informants75 in our study 

are also very frequent users of English with peers.  Grammatical influence from 

Q’anjob’al is also possible in their language. Of the two informants reporting mostly 

Q’anjob’al usage at home, one is a more frequent user of English and the other uses 

more Spanish with peers, as shown in the data corpus.  The one who uses more 

English had no instances of S>Econv.  The one who uses more Spanish produced all 

of the instances of S>Econv noted for these two informants.  Those instances 

involved leveling of gender distinction (e.g., los mías).  Neither English nor 

Q’anjob’al has grammatical gender as does Spanish.  Therefore, the language 

production may reflect influence from Q’anjob’al or from English. 76 

                                                 
75 Four informants in the study are from Q’anjob’al-speaking families, originally from Guatemala.   
76 The convergence types (S>Econv and E>Sconv) are those utterances that have all morphemes from 
one language (Spanish or English) with grammatical structure foreign to that language.  Since most 
informants are influenced by only English and Spanish, it is assumed that the foreign grammatical 
influence is from the other of these languages.  Jake (1996: 28) shows evidence for basing 
interlanguage on both L1 and L2 structures in second language acquisition.  We do not assume, 
therefore, that interlanguage is separate from L1 or L2.   Also, child first language acquisition patterns 
are discounted as the cause of the influence because most informants, including the very youngest, use 
standard, native patterns when speaking either English or Spanish, and most of the data have these 
standard, native patterns. The difference between Q’anjob’al and Spanish influence on English 
structure is not the focus of this dissertation, but should be considered in future studies of this or 
similar communities.  The majority of the informants and the majority of the convergence data, 
however, are not of Guatemalan or Q’anjob’al origin and are therefore not influenced by Q’anjob’al.  
No instances of Q’anjob’al morphemes were found in the data.  
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Bolonyai (1996: 3) noted English/Hungarian CS and high rates of 

grammatical convergence by a child who speaks mostly English in her home with her 

brother and both English and Hungarian with her English/Hungarian bilingual 

parents.  This pattern is consistent with the higher convergence patterns found among 

those who report speaking English mostly at home in this study, as compared to lower 

rates of convergence among those who report speaking a combination of 

Spanish/English and only Spanish mostly at home. 

Those who report speaking mostly Spanish at home show even higher CS type 

usage than those who claim speaking mostly English at home.  This result, as already 

noted, however, is not statistically significant, probably due to the low number of 

informants reporting English versus Spanish spoken mostly at home.  Most 

informants (43 of 56) report that Spanish is the language most spoken at their home, 

and many of these informants also codeswitch. This dominant status that Spanish has 

in the homes of the majority of the informants in the study obscures the relation 

between the language spoken at home and language use outside the home. 

5.3  Correlation between the language informants prefer to speak (SF 20) and 

language types 

 In Table 5.15, informants who responded that they prefer to speak Spanish, 

both Spanish and English, or Q’anjob’al use higher average percentages of S and 

lower average percentages of E than informants who responded that they prefer to 

speak English.  This pattern differs from the results presented in Section 5.2 and 

Table 5.13 in which those who speak mostly a combination of Spanish and English or 
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mostly Q’anjob’al at home use higher average percentages of E.  The lower number 

of informants (three) who responded for S/E in Table 5.13 may have affected the 

results, however.  Nevertheless, preference for English reflects higher English use, a 

result that cannot be attributed to very low numbers in Table 5.15.  The average E 

usage for 21 informants who reported a preference for English is at least twice as high 

as the average E usage by informants who reported another language preference.  

Example [5.7] shows high English usage in a conversation among three younger 

informants, all of whom reported a preference for English.   

 
[5.7] ER = 38, DP = 28, BP = 26, BV = 56; ER, an adult female friend of DP’s and 
BP’s family, in the home of younger male brothers, DP and BP; BV, a younger 
female, is also visiting; all are Peruvian (unsorted transcript, p. 56). 
ER:  lechuga,   limón. 
DP or BP: [No, no.   [No me  [gusta. 
ER:  [¿No es tanto el limón? [(*S)  
BV:      [I like, yum, yum, yum, yum, yum, yum.   
DP: Yo no  [sé. 
BV:  [My grandpa made it.  Made it at my house, after he brought fish. 
ER: (laughing) 
BV: (*) pero comí todo  [(*S) 
DP:    [I wonder what fish tastes like. 
BV: You haven't even,   
DP: Uh, I hate fish. 
BV: uh, my  es que (you haven't eat?)mi abuelo  [  vino!  
DP:      [I only like  the fish that  [they give us at 

school. 
BV:         [Pero mi abuelo vino 

y trajo y eso,  uh,   [el(*)  
BP:    [Cuando hay chupan (*) gets more little . 
BV: ¡Estoy hablando! (laughing)  Cuando yo me serví todo ellos dijo , but dónde está el pescado, 

yo ya me lo comí todo. 
 

 There was no statistical significance found for the variable of languages 

spoken mostly at home for any language type usage.  There is, however, a statistically 
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significant difference at the .05 level77 in S usage between those who prefer to speak 

English and those who prefer to speak both Spanish and English.  There is no 

statistically significant difference in S usage between those who prefer Spanish and 

those who prefer English or both Spanish and English. 78  There is, however, statistical 

significance at the .05 level in E usage percentage between those who prefer Spanish 

and those who prefer English, but not between those who prefer Spanish/English and 

those who prefer either Spanish or English.  As with S usage, there is a statistical 

significance at the .05 level in CS types usage between those who prefer English and 

those who prefer both.  But there is no statistically significant difference between CS 

types usage for those informants who prefer Spanish and those who prefer either 

English or both languages.   

Informants who reported a preference for English also use more CS and 

S>Econv.  Thus, a higher preference for English leads not only to a higher use of 

English but also to Spanish/English CS and Spanish utterances influenced by English 

grammatical structure.   

The results in Table 5.15, however, also differ from those in Section 5.2 and 

Table 5.13 in which the variable of mostly English spoken at home correlates to CS 

less than Spanish or Spanish/English spoken at home.  But more importantly, 

preference for English over either Spanish or Spanish/English, unlike language 

                                                 
77 Table 5.16 shows the ‘p values’ for the statistical tests of significant difference in amount usage of 
each language type between each language preference group. 
78 Q’anjob’al (Q) preference was not included in the test for significance because there was only one 
informant in this category. 
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spoken mostly at home, correlates statistically at a significant level with less use of 

Spanish and more use of English and CS types.  Therefore, language preference is a 

more important factor in determining language use patterns among peers than the 

language reported spoken mostly at home, aside from the fact that Spanish, the 

language spoken mostly at home, is the dominant language and community ML.     

 
Table 5.15  Language informants prefer to speak (SF20) and average percentage 
by type of actual language use 
(SF20) Language preferred 
Language type  S(N=21) E(N=21) S/E(N=13) Q(N=1) 
S 65.8 

 
50.1 
a 

73.6 
a 

66 

E 
 

12.8 
b 

25.6 
b 

11.8 6 

CS types 
                            

9.3 
 

12.4 
c 

4.5 
c 

6 

S>Econv 0.6 
 

3.2 0.5 13 

E>Sconv 3.1 
 

1.6 2.5 6 
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Table 5.16  ‘p values’ for the statistical tests of significant difference in amount 
usage of each language type between each language preference group. 
Test: “t-Test: Two-Sample Assuming Unequal Variances” 
‘p values’ are the values for “P(T<=t) two-tail” 
* significant differences at the .05 level 
Language preferred (SF20) Language Types 

 
Comparisons between those 
who reported preference for 
either S, E, or S/E 

S E CS types S>Econv E>Sconv 

S, E 0.067301 *0.038699 0.369214 0.061758 0.42462 
S, S/E 0.428837 0.909207 0.113458 0.834317 0.787644 
E, S/E *0.023932 0.135882 *0.039738 0.059863 0.50559 

 

 

Since Spanish is the dominant language in the community, and used most at 

home, the least likely place for CS to occur may be at home because the presence of 

adults who are dominant in Spanish implies that Spanish is used most, not out of 

preference but out of necessity, even by the children.  The preferred language can be 

and indeed often is very different from the language used most at home, as evidenced 

by the differences between Tables 5.13 and 5.15 and the significant differences in 

Table 5.15.  But the S>Econv average percentage in Table 5.15 parallels that in Table 

5.13, in which both mostly English spoken at home and preference for English 

correlate more to S>Econv than any other language preferred or used most at home.  

Therefore, even though not statistically significant, both English used mostly at home 

(Table 5.13) and preference for English (Table 5.15) may be somewhat associated 

with a higher frequency of S>Econv.  
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 In Table 5.15, E>Sconv is lower on the average for those who reported a 

preference for English, again the opposite from findings in Table 5.13.  Though not 

significantly different in statistical terms, these ‘small’ percentages should be 

considered to some extent in the context of all the language types used, in which the 

great majority of all utterances are either S or E, and because of a larger number of 

informants in each category in Table 5.15 than in Table 5.13.  Table 5.13 reveals that 

6% of the utterances by those reporting mostly English spoken at home are of the 

E>Sconv type, compared to only 1.3% for those reporting mostly Spanish spoken at 

home.  For those who reported a combination of mostly Spanish and English spoken 

at home there is a rise to 3.3% from 1.3% for mostly Spanish spoken at home.  From 

this pattern it appears that speaking English at home may promote slightly more use 

of English elsewhere and thus encourage even non-English grammatical patterns 

through necessity.  In other words, if mostly English is spoken at home, its use may 

be seen as strictly utilitarian, with less regard for grammatical “accuracy.”  At the 

same time, those who reported a preference for speaking English apparently prefer it 

because they are more English proficient and they like speaking the prestige language 

associated with upward social mobility.  They apparently use English with more 

native- like patterns.  Thus, the smaller percentage (1.6%) of E>Sconv for those who 

prefer English as compared to a higher percentage (6%) for those who report 

speaking mostly English at home is seen.  This result is also borne out by the higher E 

rates for those who report a preference for English (Table 5.15) as compared with 

those who report mostly English spoken at home (Table 5.13).    
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5.4  Patterns between number of English-speaking friends of each informant (SF 

23) and language types 

 A correlation of number of English-speaking friends with language type 

usage, Table 5.17 shows a higher average percentage of English and English-

influenced types (except E>Sconv) and a lower average percentage of Spanish for 

those who have more English-speaking friends than for those who have fewer 

English-speaking friends.   

Table 5.17  Number of friends who speak mostly English (SF 23)and language 
type average percentages 
 
(SF23) Number of friends who speak mostly English 
Language 
type 

0--2 friends/few 
(N=13) 

3+ friends/many 
(N=40) 

? (N=3) 

S 68.6 60.1 53.7 

E 14.2 16.7 37.3 

CS types 5.6 10.8 5.7 

S>Econv 1.2 2 0.7 

E>Sconv 3.5 2.3 0.3 
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Table 5.18  ‘p values’ for the statistical tests of significant difference in amount 
usage of each language type between those with few and those with many friends 
who speak mostly English. 
Test: “t-Test: Two-Sample Assuming Unequal Variances” 
‘p values’ are the values for “P(T<=t) two-tail” 
no significant difference at the .05 level 
Number of friends who speak 
mostly English (SF23) 

Language Types 

Comparisons between those with  
0-2/few friends who speak mostly 
English and those with 3+/many 
friends who speak mostly English  

S E CS types S>Econv  E>Sconv 

0-2 friends/few, 3+ friends/many 0.35158 0.734174 0.072234 0.530609 0.467272 

 

This finding compares similarly to Gal’s (1979) finding in her study of 

German/Hungarian bilingualism in which those of her informants who reported 

language interactions with greater numbers of peasants tended to use more 

Hungarian, the language of lesser prestige.  In our study, those informants who 

reported language interactions with greater numbers of English speakers tend to use 

more English, the language of greater prestige, and English- influenced patterns.  

There are slightly fewer English morpheme strings influenced by other than English 

morpho-syntactical patterns (E>Sconv), however, by those speakers who interact 

most with English interlocutors.  This lower percentage of non-native English 

grammatical patterns used by those who participate in more English interaction is 

presumably due to more opportunities for them to model their English after native 

speakers.  The pattern is also similar to language of preference in which preference 

for English over Spanish or Spanish/English shows lower Spanish and higher 

English- influenced types percentages except E>Sconv.  The variable of having many 
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English-speaking friends shows a parallel relationship to preference for English.  

Informants with many English-speaking friends use less Spanish and more English-

influenced types except E>Sconv as well.     

 As with language spoken at home, however, there are no statistically 

significant differences79 in any language type usage between having 0-2 or few 

friends and having 3 or more friends.  Nevertheless, there are contrasts among some 

individual informants that are noteworthy.  Five informants reported no English-

speaking friends at all; three of those five informants showed 0% E usage and at least 

83% S usage.  Example [5.8] is a speech sample of one of these three, an adult male 

(ES), who showed 100% S usage. 

 
[5.8]  A sample of the speech of ES, a Mexican adult male with 100% S usage.   
ES=46; MR=35, an adult Mexican female; DS=0, an adult Anglo male (unsorted 
transcript, pp. 100-102). 
ES: (*S) Pregúntales, pregúntales, pregúntales a ellas su edad y la sumas. 
MR: Ay. 
ES: (*S) (laughing) 
…………………………… 
ES: aquí no le dice, en la cinco, ¿es el lugar dónde? 
DS: donde traba [jas. 
ES:   [¿dónde está? 
DS: um hum. 
…………………………… 
ES:    (*S) ciudad? (question directed to DS) 
DS: It's uh 
MR: (*S [ ) 
ES:  [(*S)la ciudad? (question directed to DS) 
MR: (*S [ ) 
DS:  [¿Huh? 
ES: ¿o la  compañía? (question directed to DS) 
 

                                                 
79 Table 5.18 shows the ‘p values’ for the statistical tests of significant difference in amount usage of 
each language type between those with few and those with many friends who speak mostly English. 
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The informant who reported the highest number of English-speaking friends, an adult 

female, showed 0% S usage, 53% E usage, and 33% E>Sconv usage.  Example [5.4] 

represents a sample of her speech. 

5.5  Patterns between language spoken mostly with friends (SF 24) and language 

types  

 Table 5.19 shows that informants who reported speaking mostly Spanish with  

friends use a higher average percentage of S than those who reported either all 

English or a combination of Spanish and English spoken with friends.   

 
Table 5.19  Language spoken mostly with friends (SF24) and language type 
average percentage 
(SF24) Language spoken mostly with friends  
Language type   S(N=19) E(N=23) S/E(N=14) 
S 78.9 

a 
46.2 

a 
63.9 

E 7.4 
b 

28.6 
b, c 

12 
c 

CS types 5.5 
  

11.7 10.4 

S>Econv 0.3 
d 

3.5 
d 

0.9 

E>Sconv 0.9 2.2 4.9 
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Table 5.20  ‘p values’ for the statistical tests of difference in amount usage of 
each language type between each group of informants as grouped by language 
spoken mostly with friends  
Test: “t-Test: Two-Sample Assuming Unequal Variances” 
‘p values’ are the values for “P(T<=t) two-tail” 
* significant differences at the .05 level 
Language spoken mostly with 
friends (SF24) 

Language Types 
 

Comparisons between those 
who reported mostly S, E,  
or S/E spoken with friends 

S E CS types S>Econv E>Sconv 

S, E *0.0000566 *0.001638 0.054559 *0.024083 0.213835 
S, S/E 0.096117 0.387715 0.121829 0.264701 0.132775 
E, S/E 0.062619 *0.017187 0.73542 0.076828 0.314858 
 

Likewise, those who reported mostly English spoken with friends use the highest 

average percentage of E.  Those who reported all English or a combination of mostly 

Spanish and English spoken with friends use higher percentages of all types of 

English- influenced language than those who reported all Spanish spoken mostly with 

friends.  As expected, the practice of speaking both languages with equal frequency 

with friends is less associated with more English and English-influenced language 

types than mostly English spoken with friends, yet more so than mostly Spanish 

spoken with friends.   

 The average S percentage differences between the following groups are 

statistically significant at the .05 level:80 for language type S between those speaking 

mostly Spanish and those speaking mostly English with friends; for language type E 

                                                 
80 Table 5.20 shows the ‘p values’ for the statistical tests of difference in amount usage of each 
language type between each group of informants as grouped by language spoken mostly with friends. 
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between those speaking mostly Spanish and those speaking mostly English with 

friends; for language type E between those speaking mostly English and those 

speaking as much Spanish as English with friends; for language type S>Econv 

between those speaking mostly Spanish and those speaking mostly English with 

friends. 

Use of English morphemes with other than English grammatical patterns 

(E>Sconv) is highest among those reporting an equal frequency of both languages, 

though these differences are not statistically significant.  The use of Spanish 

morphemes with other than Spanish grammatical patterns (S>Econv) is highest 

among those reporting mostly English spoken with friends, and the difference in 

S>Econv between mostly Spanish and mostly English spoken with friends is 

significant.  The only significant differences between any of the social factors or 

reported language usages for either convergence type is between mostly Spanish and 

mostly English spoken with friends for S>Econv.  These differences may point to the 

increasing dominance of English grammatical structure, even for all-Spanish 

morpheme utterances, among those informants who speak mostly English with their 

grammatical structure in both Spanish and some of the English utterances for those 

who speak either mostly Spanish or both languages with equal frequency.  This 

finding is possible supportive evidence for the beginnings of an “ML turnover” 

(Myers-Scotton 1996, Bolonyai 1996, Fuller 1997), in which the Spanish ML (the 

peers.  The pattern also indicates the continuing stronger influence of Spanish 
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dominant language in the community and the one that usually controls grammatical 

structure) gradually becomes an English ML.   

 There are statistically significant differences in language type usage based on 

language preference and language spoken most with friends. There are no statistically 

significant differences in language type usage based on number of English-speaking 

friends or the language spoken most at home.  In addition, there are more significant 

differences for language spoken most with friends than for language of preference.  

Therefore, the variable of speaking mostly English with friends is more predictive of 

more English and less Spanish actually used by informants than having more friends 

who speak mostly English.  CS and convergence types, however, are used in similar 

percentages among those who report mostly English spoken with friends and those 

who report many friends with whom they speak English.  There are slightly higher 

percentages for those who report actually speaking mostly English with friends, 

except for E>Sconv where the difference is only 0.1%.  But there is a significant 

difference only in S>Econv usage between those who speak mostly Spanish and 

mostly English with friends.  Therefore, while the factor of having many English-

speaking friends does promote greater use of English and English- influenced 

utterances, more frequent interactions in English than in Spanish, regardless of the 

number of English-speaking interactants, is more predictive of more frequent English 

and English- influenced patterns of usage.  Examples [5.1], [5.2], [5.6], and [5.7] 
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illustrate language patterns of certain informants81 who reported mostly English 

spoken with friends and who also frequently use English and English- influenced 

patterns.  

 Most of the patterns in Table 5.19 (language spoken most with friends) are 

more similar to those in Table 5.15 (language preference) than to those in Table 5.13 

(language spoken most at home).  Also, language spoken mostly with friends and 

language preference show significant differences, unlike language spoken most at 

home.  In Table 5.19, percentages of E, all CS types, and S>Econv, as in Table 5.15, 

are higher for those who report that they speak mostly English with friends than for 

those who report speaking Spanish or a combination of mostly Spanish and English 

with friends.  These are the same language usage patterns for those who express a 

preference for English.  In contrast, the average percentages of E and CS type patterns 

for those who report mostly English spoken at home, as indicated in Sections 5.2 and 

5.3, are not always higher than for those who report mostly Spanish or 

Spanish/English spoken at home.   

This finding adds to our claim that language of preference and language 

spoken with friends has more influence on frequency of English and CS types than 

language spoken at home.  The great majority of the language data in our corpus, 

however, are taken from conversations between interlocutors outside the informants’ 

immediate family.  This context may also be a reason why English language 

preference and the factor of English spoken with friends is more closely associa ted 
                                                 
81 Informants and informant numbers: JR=40, RM=18, AZ=63, JZ=64, DP=28, BP=26, BV=56. 
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with use of more English and CS types in the data than English spoken in the home.  

Convergence types (S>Econv and E>Sconv) are higher for those who report mostly 

English spoken at home than for those who prefer English or for those who speak 

mostly English with friends.  But only the difference between mostly Spanish and 

mostly English spoken with friends shows significance for S>Econv usage. The two 

Peruvian brothers (AZ and JZ) in examples [5.6] (previous) and [5.9] (following), 

however, reported speaking mostly English at home and they used more S>Econv 

than any of the other informants.   

 
[5.9]  Sample of S>Econv. AZ=63, JZ=64, PZ=66, DS=0, ER=38; at school where 
PZ teaches, during break, DS (Anglo adult male) and ER and PZ (Hispanic adult 
females) are talking with AZ and JZ, PZ’s two sons (unsorted transcript,  pp. 87, 88, 
90). 
AZ: El hab [láis en, en español, en inglés, pero 
ER and DS: [(laughing) 
AZ: (* [ ) 
ER:  [es  poquito, no no hablas  mucho. 
………………………………………….. 
DS: Ssj, en qué grado estás?  (to A) 
AZ: Trescer. 
DS: ¿Tres? 
AZ: Tres [cer. 
PZ:  [Habla fuerte. 
AZ: Trescer   grado. 
 
AZ and JZ are playing marbles in their home in front of DS. 
JZ: y  hablamos  cerca uno , soy yo uh le he dado así, uno y  (*) [ 
AZ:         [e - n -ese es lo 

 otro juego. (* [ ) 
JZ:    [Sí. 
AZ: Ok, ese es otro juego.  Ese es otro juego. 
JZ: Noo, we're playing. (*E) 
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Of the eight informants who reported that they speak English mostly at home, five 

also reported speaking mostly English with friends and two more reported speaking 

mostly Spanish and English with friends. The higher frequency of S>Econv of those 

who reported speaking mostly English at home may be due to the dominance of 

English over Spanish in the speech of those who use English as a home language 

instead of only mostly outside the home with friends, resulting in greater influence on 

Spanish morpho-syntax.  Lack of significance, however, may be due to the low 

number (8) who reported speaking mostly English at home. 

 No informant reported speaking Q’anjob’al mostly with friends (Table 5.19).  

In both Tables 5.13 and 5.15 Q’anjob’al was reported as the language spoken mostly 

at home or as the language of preference.  This finding indicates that Q’anjob’al, the 

home language for most Guatemalans in the community, is probably used less than 

either Spanish or English outside of the home among Guatemalan informants, as 

compared to the home language of other informants.   

Though none of the E>Sconv usage differences are statistically significant, the 

following tendencies are noted.  E>Sconv percentage patterns for those reporting 

mostly English spoken with friends in Table 5.19 differ from those of informants who 

speak mostly English at home or those with English preference.  In Table 5.13, 

informants who speak mostly English at home use more E>Sconv than either those 

who speak Spanish or a combination of Spanish and English at home.  In Table 5.15, 

informants who claim a preference for English do just the opposite and show a lower 

percentage of E>Sconv than either those who claim a preference for Spanish or equal 
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preference for both Spanish and English.  In Table 5.19, however, those reporting 

mostly English spoken with friends use more E>Sconv than those reporting mostly 

Spanish spoken with friends, but less E>Sconv than those informants reporting a 

combination of mostly Spanish and English spoken with friends. 

 Therefore, as expected, either mostly English spoken with friends (Table 

5.19), or English preference (Table 5.15), or both correlate more highly with use of E, 

CS types, and S>Econv than do Spanish or Spanish/English spoken with friends or 

preference for Spanish or Spanish/English.  These correlations are supported 

statistically.  Also, though the differences are not statistically significant, mostly 

Spanish/English spoken with friends may relate more to E>Sconv, while mostly 

English spoken at home correlates somewhat more to E>Sconv and English 

preference less than any other language preference to E>Sconv.  Mostly 

Spanish/English spoken with friends may contribute more to promote Spanish 

influence on English grammatical patterns due to the constant interplay of the two 

language structures, unlike using mostly Spanish or mostly English.  When mostly 

English is spoken at home, native English proficiency seems more likely, making this 

result unexpected.  A low number of informants (8) in this category, however, may 

have affected the result (Table 5.13).  Preference for English, on the other hand, 

results in the lowest frequency of E>Sconv as in Table 5.15, presumably because 

those who most prefer to speak English have the greatest control over native English 

structural patterns. 
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5.6  Patterns between region of family origin and language types 

 In Table 5.21, informants of Central American (excluding Guatemala) and 

Caribbean origin show the highest average percentage of S and the lowest of E.  They 

also show among the lowest percentages of all CS and convergence types, including 

the lowest S>Econv percentage (0%). 

Table 5.21  Region of family origin and language type average percentage 
 Region of family origin 
Language 
type  

Mexico 
(N=32) 

Peru/Ecua. 
(N=14) 

Guatemala 
(N=4) 

Nic., Hon., El 
Sal. (N=4) 

Caribbean 
(N=2) 

S 63.8 53.6 39 85.3 82.5 

E 15.3 19.8 46.8 3 1 

CS types 11.6 9.1 1.5 0.8 7 

S>Econv 1.2 3.1 4.5 0 0 

E>Sconv 1.4 4.4 5.8 1.8 0 

 

South Americans (from Peru and Ecuador) and especially Guatemalans show lower S 

and higher E average percentages and convergence types, but Mexicans show higher 

CS type average percentages than any other regional group.   Examples [5.1] 

(previous) and [5.10] (following) illustrate the high percentage of CS types in the 

speech of three young female Mexican informants ([5.1] JR; [5.10] MM and PQ).  

 
[5.10]  Writing at the board and playing with the video camera during recess at an all 
Hispanic summer school; MM= 16, PQ=32, KO=23, DS=0 (unsorted transcript, pp. 
7, 8, 10-11). 
MM: Dilo, dilo, dilo. (*S) Ay, Here he comes!(As another child approaches the video camera 

 showing his teeth like a monster) 
KO: ¿Cómo se llama,  cómo se llama,  cómo se llama?! 
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MM: He's doin' that thing.Ya se fue. He's gone now. 
………………………………….. 
MM: Los shells! 
DS:  Don't put your hand on (*E, but talking about not putting hand on the video camera lens). 
MM: I wanna hear. 
 
Playing a board game. 
MM: We already have that one. 
PQ: We already have that one. 
MM: Four. 
PQ: Four. 
MM: Este es three. 
PQ: Este es four. 
MM: Este es three. 
MM?: (*E) got bingo. 
MM?: She got bingo. 
PQ: Nuh-uh, I haven't .  Necesitamos todos, todos, todos. 
MM: I need one on green, green. 
PQ: Here I need one on pink.(pause)  Put number nine, nine.  It's number nine. 
MM: (*S) ponerle a   nine on our seats, whatever. (*).  That one is free. 
PQ: (Yo?/ El?) puse nine. 
 
 
 

Three of the four Guatemalan informants are children, a factor which, apart 

from their different origin, is also probably related to higher English and English 

influence in their speech.  In addition, Guatemalans in particular in the speech 

community, with rare exceptions, are exposed mostly at home to high levels of 

Q’anjob’al.  Guatemalan children generally use more English and less Spanish than 

children of other regional origins and many use mostly English rather than Spanish 

outside of the home.  Q’anjob’al is used a great deal at home and Spanish tends to be 

marginalized.  These factors may account for higher E and convergence rates and low 

Spanish/English CS type rates as compared to Mexicans.  More S>Econv by 

Guatemalans may be due to less proficiency in Spanish as compared to non-

Guatemalans.  More E>Sconv by Guatemalans may be due simply to use of much 
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more English than non-Guatemalans, with consequently more opportunities to use 

non-native English patterns.   In examples [5.2] (previous) and [5.11] (following), 

RM  is a younger male informant of Guatemalan origin who illustrates his almost 

exclusive use of English.    

[5.11]  RM=18, a Guatemalan younger male; MM=16 and PQ=32, younger Mexican 
females; playing a game with toy dinosaurs during activity time in summer school in 
which all students are Hispanic (unsorted transcript, pp. 11-12). 
RM: Here, here he is. 
MM: I know that. You don't have to told me. 
RM: He's the only one, he's the only one. 
MM: I know, he's by hisself. 
RM: So T-Rex can look (*E) 
………………………………… 
RM: Who was him? 
PQ: Apúrate porque le diga a tu mamá. 
MM: Apúrate porque le diga a tu mamá. 
RM: She's gone. 

 

Of 14 Peruvians/Ecuadorians, only five are children.  They still show, 

however, more English and convergence than Mexicans who are almost twice as 

many children as adults (11 adults, 21 children).  The Peruvians and Ecuadorians in 

the community are mostly from higher socio-economic levels; most importantly, the 

adults generally have higher educational attainments and educational ambitions than 

those from any of the other regional groups.  For example, the Peruvians and 

Ecuadorian informants in our study reported present or past positions including the 

following: college student, teacher, economist, secretarial assistant, church pastor, or 

pastor’s wife.   The informants from other regional origins reported positions 

including the following: factory worker, store employee, yard work, auto 

sales/service.  Some of the informants not from Peru or Ecuador, however, had been 
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leaders in church activities or had attended college.   But most of the positions 

requiring the least education were reported by non- Peruvian/Ecuadorian informants.  

These factors probably relate to higher rates of E and convergence usage by 

Peruvians and Ecuadorians as compared to Mexicans.  Peruvian and Ecuadorian 

informants have higher average educational attainments than informants from any 

other regional group.  Of the eleven adults who had over twelve years of schooling in 

their country of origin or some college education in the U.S., seven are from Peru and 

Ecuador.82   Examples [5.4], [5.5] (previous), and [5.12] (following) illustrate high 

use of English and English- influenced types of an adult female Ecuadorian, AR, and 

an adult female Peruvian, SI.  

[5.12] AR=37, an Ecuadorian adult female; DS=0, an Anglo adult male;  
DS is helping AR with a college assignment (unsorted transcript, p. 21). 
AR: If that would be Spanish for me, that would take me one night, that's it, to do it.  Because it's  

not bad, uh, and when I came here, uh, January, I was studying grammar, I was studying 
speed reading, and I didn't took like Bible, biblical, how you say, bibli, biblical classes. 

DS: Bible classes. 
AR: Bible classes.  I didn't, I didn't (*E)tape (laughing) (*E) never to talk. (laughing) Ok, you  

can say you will correct the grammar.   
DS: No, no, no.  No corregir.   
AR: (*) 
DS: Analizar. 
AR: Analizar. Ok. (laughing) Ok, but, and that was the first time I had to write down my  

thoughts.  (*) Uuh! 
 
The two informants who use the highest percentage of S>Econv are also of Peruvian 

origin.  Examples [5.6] and [5.9] (previous) illustrate the convergence of these two 

younger male Peruvians.  The above variables, therefore, also probably contribute to 

higher CS/convergence rates among Peruvian and Ecuadorian informants.  

                                                 
82 Only one informant in the study is from Ecuador.   
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 Those from Nicaragua, Honduras, El Salvador, and the Caribbean have the 

highest rates of S and the lowest rates of E and English- influenced types, which is not 

surprising for the Central American informants since their jobs are among the least 

skilled and their educational attainments are low in comparison to many other 

informants.  Age may be an additional factor as well since only one of these 

informants, from Honduras, is younger.  The two Caribbean informants have higher 

socio-economic backgrounds than those from Central America, but such a small 

number of informants should be taken into consideration. 

5.6.1  Mexicans and non-Mexicans compared 

 Since the number of Mexican informants is much higher than the number of 

informants in any other single regional category, seen in Table 5.21, all non-Mexican 

informants are grouped together for comparison with Mexican informants in Table 

5.22.  As seen in Tables 5.21 and 5.22 together, the non-Mexicans, including 

primarily Guatemalans and South Americans from Peru and Ecuador,83 use less S, 

more E, and more convergence than Mexicans.  The Mexicans, however, break this 

English- influenced pattern in that they use the CS types more frequently than the non-

Mexicans.  CS type usage is the only statistically significant difference (at the .05 

                                                 
83 None of the informants from Peru and Ecuador used a language other than Spanish or English in the 
home, either in the U.S. or in their country of origin (except for two Peruvian boys who reported 
“using” French at home after learning it in a U.S. school ), and none of them were raised in indigenous 
language homes.  An informant’s occasional familiarity with indigenous languages and cultures was 
noted but only when they were outside observers of those indigenous linguistic and cultural groups in 
their country of origin. This situation is not the case for the Guatemalan informants, however, whose 
ethnic and linguistic background is Q’anjob’al Maya, an indigenous language of Guatemala.  
Therefore, the indigenous language factor, which apparently affects the language patterns of 
Guatemalan speakers, is not a factor for informants from Peru and Ecuador. 
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level)84 between Mexican and non-Mexican informants.85  Comparing Tables 5.21 

and 5.22, it can be seen that Central American informants show the least usage of CS 

types.  South American and Caribbean informants use CS types at levels closer to that 

of Mexican informants, though all regional groups use CS types less than Mexicans.  

Of the eight Central Americans, two (both younger male Guatemalans) used more E 

turns (100% and 79%) than any other informant.  The other six Central Americans 

used E turns less than 10% while 29 out of 56 informants used E turns at least 10% of 

the time.  Most of the CS types were used by informants between these two extremes 

of E usage.  Of 27 informants with usages between these extremes (less than 79% but 

at least 10% E), 9 are South American and 18 are Mexican.  None are Central 

American or Caribbean.  Therefore, low CS types usage among Central Americans is 

due to very high or very low levels of English usage as compared to the majority of 

the informants, including mostly Mexican informants.  In relation to this topic, the 

high frequency of English levels among especially younger Guatemalans is again 

noted as well as the high Spanish and low English levels of those non-Guatemalan 

Central Americans.   

                                                 
84 Table 5.23 shows the ‘p values’ for the statistical tests of difference in amount usage of each 
language type between Mexican and non-Mexican informants. 
85 Due to the small numbers in each regional category in Table 5.21, only differences between 
Mexicans and non-Mexicans in Table 5.22 were tested for statistical significance. 
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Table 5.22  Mexican/non-Mexican family origin and language type average 
percentage 
 
 Region of family origin 
Language type  Mexican 

(N=32) 
Non-Mexican (N=24) 

S 63.8 58.9

E 15.3 19.9

CS types 11.6 
a 

6.3
a

S>Econv 1.2 2.5

E>Sconv 1.4 3.8

 
 
Table 5.23  ‘p values’ for the statistical tests of difference in amount usage of 
each language type between Mexican and non-Mexican informants 
Test: “t-Test: Two-Sample Assuming Unequal Variances” 
‘p values’ are the values for “P(T<=t) two-tail” 
* significant difference at the .05 level 
Region of family origin Language Types 

 
Comparisons S E CS types S>Econv E>Sconv 
Mex., Non-Mex. 0.527389 0.462292 *0.046547 0.305779 0.158855 
 

5.6.2  Patterns of contact in the Mexican-American community 

 The long-term historical contact between Mexicans and U.S. Anglos has 

resulted in a mixture of Mexican and U.S. cultures as well as some linguistic forms in 

what is often called Mexican-American ‘Chicano’ culture in the U.S. or sometimes 

referred to as ‘Pocho’ in Mexico.  The Chicano or Pocho cultural and sociolinguistic 

context likely serves as a reference point for the newly arrived Mexicans in the 

community of this study.  This reference point therefore may cause Mexican speech 
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patterns to show significant differences compared to those of non-Mexicans in this 

community. 

Linguistic differences remain, however, between established Mexican-

American communities and newly formed ones like the community of this study.  

One difference is in word external vs word internal CS in verb phrase formation 

between more recently arrived Mexican immigrants and those that have assimilated 

more into Anglo culture.  Example [5.13] from the data is more typical of newly 

established Hispanic immigrant communities in which the Spanish verb hacer ‘do’ 

serves to integrate the completely English verb trace into the sentence.  Example 

[5.14] is more typical of established Mexican-American communities in which the 

English verb is further integrated into Spanish by attaching the Spanish bound verbal 

morphology to the English word in tracear ‘to trace’ (Walters 2002, personal 

communication).  No instance of this type of integration was found in our data, but 

sender ‘to send’ and quitear ‘to quit’ were observed in the community. 

 
 [5.13]  Example of word external CS verb phrase formation 

¿Quién quiere hacer trace dinosaurs? (42:66 sorted) 
‘Who wants to trace dinosaurs?’ 
 
[5.14]  Example of an alternative to [5.13]using word internal CS verb phrase 
formation 
¿Quién quiere tracear dinosaurs? (not from the data) 
‘Who wants to trace dinosaurs?’ 

 
Verb formation using English roots with Spanish verb inflectional morphology, as in 

example [5.14], is very common in established Mexican-American community 

speech patterns.  Verb phrase formation illustrated by example [5.13] are increasingly 
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common in the nascent Spanish/English bilingual communities like the one of this 

study, however, due to increased immigration from Latin American countries and the 

effects of globalization such as the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA).  

If these trends continue, even more instances like Example [5.13] can be expected in 

the coming years.   

5.7  Language patterns associated with multiple social factors  

 Age and gender correlate with language type use in that children of either 

gender and females of either age group tend to report higher English use and Spanish 

influenced by English (English- influenced types) than the older group of informants 

of either gender or males of either age group.  Age is a stronger factor than gender in 

these language use differences, however, because there are more significant 

differences between ages than between genders only.  Also, the great majority of the 

data, types S and E, divide much more clearly by age than by gender.86   

 Consistent with expectations, respondents who report that they speak mostly 

Spanish at home and with friends and those who report that they prefer to speak 

Spanish have similar higher average percentages of S usage.  The highest S average 

percentage, however, is among those who report mostly Spanish spoken with friends.  

More E and less S is more frequent on the average among informants who report 

speaking mostly English at home, but differences for language spoken at home are 

                                                 
86 The following percentages from Table 5.1 show the greater division by age than by gender in the 
two language types accounting for 79.8% of the data (61.6% S, 18.2% E – see Table 4.1 in Chapter 4): 
younger females – 48.7% S, 20.3% E; younger males – 47.5% S, 32.3% E; older females – 70.4% S, 
8.9% E; older males – 85.7% S, 3.5% E. 
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not significant.  Even more E and less S is seen among those who report that they 

prefer to speak English.  Still more E and less S usage is seen among those who report 

speaking mostly English with friends.  Approximately three adult females and three 

adult males have no family or spouse living with them at their residence.  The rest of 

the adult informants, however, reside with or next door to at least one family member 

or a spouse, and all of the child informants live with family members.87   Therefore, 

from the results in our data above, it appears that interactions with friends still exert a 

greater influence on English (E) and Spanish (S) usage than either language of 

preference or language used most in the home, even though it is not the only 

conversational outlet for the informants. 

 Spanish preference, Spanish/English equal preference, mostly Spanish and 

Spanish/English spoken with friends, as well as mostly Spanish spoken at home, all 

show similar correlations with higher S and lower E average percentages.  Preference 

for English is significantly related to higher CS types usage, probably because those 

who prefer English are more likely the most English-proficient.  Their proficiency, 

coupled with their preference for English results in more English usage.  Because of 

the dominance of Spanish in the community, however, this situation results in not 

only higher frequency of E usage by those who prefer English, but also a higher 

frequency of CS.  Those who report English spoken mostly with friends show E and 

CS frequencies very similar to the E and CS frequencies of those who report 

                                                 
87 These numbers are approximations, based on the investigator’s observations and knowledge of each 
informant at the time the data were collected, since requests for information on residence of family 
members of each informant were not part of the Social Factors questionnaire. 
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preference for English.  This similar pattern may indicate that the language of 

preference and the language spoken mostly with friends are very nearly the same, 

which is not surprising since one’s friends are usually a matter of personal preference 

as opposed to family and family origin, which are determined by birth.   

 Those who report preference for English and English spoken mostly with 

friends show high percentages of use of combined E and CS types, similar to use of 

combined E and CS types for both male and female children.  Therefore, both young 

age and preference for English and mostly English spoken with friends show the 

strongest association with combined E and CS types among all the social factors 

examined.  

Informants who reported many versus few English-speaking friends used 

higher average percentages of English and English- influenced types (except 

E>Sconv).  Nevertheless, these differences were not significant or as great as the 

higher frequencies of English and English- influenced types associated with speaking 

mostly English with friends over speaking mostly Spanish with friends.    

While those who reported speaking mostly English at home had a higher 

average percentage for both convergence types, the only non-gender/age significant 

difference for either convergence type was for S>Econv among those who reported 

speaking mostly Spanish and those who reported speaking mostly English with 

friends.  Therefore, speaking mostly English with friends instead of Spanish is 
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related to Spanish sentences structurally converging toward English, more than any 

non-gender/age social factor examined. 

88   

Mexicans codeswitch significantly more than non-Mexicans.  Though the 

other language usage differences between Mexicans and non-Mexicans are not 

significant, South American and Guatemalan informants clearly have lower Spanish 

and higher English averages of use than Mexicans.  Other Central Americans show 

just the opposite pattern.  South Americans and Guatemalans, in keeping with this 

trend, also have higher convergence type percentages than either Mexicans or other 

Central Americans.  Most of the CS types usages are by a group of informants, 

composed of only two thirds Mexicans and one third South Americans, between the 

extremes of very high English usage by Guatemalans and very low English usage by 

others, including the other Cent ral American and Caribbean informants. 

 The relationship between social factors and language type usage in some cases 

is clear.  Younger age (7-13 year olds) is related to higher E and English-related uses 

primarily because children in this age range are exposed regularly to great quantities 

of English in English-dominant schools.  They have English-speaking teachers and 

predominantly English-speaking classmates with whom they interact in English 

several hours each weekday.  The reason for higher percentages of English- influenced 

                                                 
88 All four Guatemalan informants reported speaking English mostly with friends.  Two of those 
showed S>Econv percentages (13% and 5%).  Therefore, structural influence from Q’anjob’al cannot 
be completely discounted, especially since 13% S>Econv was the largest percentage by an informant 
except by the two Peruvian brothers who also reported E spoken mostly with friends and who both 
showed 20% S>Econv.  But the majority of the informants who reported English spoken mostly with 
friends and who also showed S>Econv were non-Guatemalan and, therefore, any convergence 
influence in their speech is from English.   
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language types by females in general is not as clear.  Our study noted that female 

adults have more education and jobs requiring more education and English interaction 

than adult males.  Still, the reason why younger females use significantly more of the 

most frequent English- influenced language type (E>Sinsert) than their male peers is 

less clear.  Recall that according to Labov (1972a, b), Gal (1979), Romaine (1994), 

and others, however, it is not at all uncommon for females to show more innovative 

or pretigious patterns than males.  

 It is not surprising to find that higher rates of preference for speaking English, 

especially with friends, are related to higher usage of E.  Since Spanish is the 

dominant ML in the community, that preference for English is also related to more 

use of Spanish/English CS types.  Higher rates of Spanish-to-English convergence are 

also related significantly to speaking mostly English with friends.  There may have 

been significance associated with English spoken at home and Spanish-to-English 

convergence had more informants reported more English spoken at home.  Since 43 

out of 56 informants report speaking mostly Spanish at home, mostly English spoken 

at home is still an exception to the norm in this community.  English spoken outside 

the home is still, therefore, the primary way in which Spanish is influenced by 

English in this community.  

 The reasons for Mexican and non-Mexican variations among the different 

language types are related to other social factors linked, perhaps indirectly, to the 

region of origin.  For example, South Americans in the community have more 

education and jobs requiring more education and probably enjoy more English 
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interaction.  Thus, they use more English and convergence types.  Guatemalans tend 

to be more English-dominant in the larger English-dominant community because 

Spanish is not their dominant language.  Thus, they use more English and 

convergence types.  Most other Central Americans have less education and jobs 

requiring less English interaction; thus, their lower rates of English and English-

influenced types.  Lower CS type rates among Peruvians and Ecuadorians are not as 

clearly understood since they use higher rates of English and other English- influenced 

types.  Their CS frequencies, however, are higher than other regional groups except 

the Mexicans.  Their lower CS type rates as compared to Mexicans may be a 

linguistic means of disassociating themselves from the majority Mexican population 

within the local Hispanic community.  CS type usage is the only significant difference 

between Mexican and non-Mexican usage.  

 Tables 5.24 and 5.25 show the categories for which significant differences 

were found in language type usage between social groups.  The categories of age, 

gender, region, language of preference, and language spoken mostly with friends are 

grouped first by Mexican and non-Mexican variables and into subgroups by the other 

social categories to illustrate how social categories interface with each other. 
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Table 5.24  Informants grouped by regional origin, age, and gender 
Informants 
 
 

Younger 
N=30 

Older 
N=26 

 Female 
N=28 

Male 
N=28 

Mexican 
N=32 
 
 
 

N=21 
66% of 
Mexicans are 
younger 

N=11 
34% of 
Mexicans are 
older 

 N=15 
47% of Mexicans 
are female 

N=17 
53% of Mexicans 
are male 

 11  
female 

10  
male 

4  
female 

7  
male 

 11 
younger 

4 
older 

10  
younger 

7 
older 

      
Non-
Mexican 
N=24 
 
 
 
 

N=9 
37.5% of non-
Mexicans are 
younger 

N=15 
62.5% of non-
Mexicans are 
older 

 N=13 
54% of non-
Mexicans are 
female 

N=11 
46% of non-
Mexicans are male 

 3 
female 

6 
male 

10 
female 

5 
male 

 3 
younger 

10 
older 

6 
younger 

5 
older 

 
Table 5.25  Informants grouped by regional origin, language of preference, 
language spoken mostly with friends, age, and gender  
(Note: S=Spanish, E=English, S/E=Spanish and English equally, Q=Q’anjob’al, 
F=female, M=male.) 

Mexican 
N=32 

Non-Mexican 
N=24 

 
 

Language of preference--SF20 

 
 

Language of preference--SF20 
S E, S/E S, Q E, S/E 

N=11, 34% N=21, 66% N=11(10S, 1Q), 46% N=13, 54% 
6  

older 
5  

younger 
5  

older 
16  

younger 
10(S) 
older 

1 (Q) 
younger 

5  
older 

8  
younger 

1F, 5M 3F, 2M 3F, 2M 8F, 8M 8F, 2M 1F, 0M 2F, 3M 2F, 6M 
Total—4F, 7M Total—11F, 10M Total—9F, 2M Total—4F, 9M 

 
 

Language spoken mostly with friends--SF24 

 
 

Language spoken mostly with friends--SF24 
S E, S/ E S E, S/E 

N=13, 41% N=19, 59% N=6, 25% N=18, 75% 
6  

older 
7  

younger 
5  

older 
14  

younger 
6 

older 
0 

younger 
9 

older 
9  

younger 
2F, 4M 3F, 4M 2F, 3M 8F, 6M 3F, 3M 0F, 0M 7F, 2M 3F, 6M 

Total—5F, 8M Total—10F, 9M Total—3F, 3M Total—10F, 8M 
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 Most evident from Tables 5.24 and 5.25 is that about two thirds of the 

Mexicans in this study are younger and almost two thirds of non-Mexicans are older.  

It was noted that younger females use significantly more E>Sinsert and SEinter (two 

of the CS types) than older males and that Mexicans use significantly more CS types 

than non-Mexicans.  Younger age, therefore, is associated with more CS usage.  A 

larger percentage of both older and younger non-Mexicans, however, report speaking 

English or Spanish/English over mostly Spanish with friends more than Mexicans.  

On the other hand, Mexicans as a group prefer English or Spanish/English use over 

Spanish more than non-Mexicans.  But older non-Mexicans overwhelmingly prefer 

Spanish over English and younger non-Mexicans overwhelmingly prefer English.  

Similar to younger non-Mexicans, younger Mexicans overwhelmingly prefer English 

or Spanish/English, but older Mexicans are almost evenly divided over preference for 

Spanish and English or Spanish/English.   

 Among Mexicans, younger females are the largest gender/age group of this 

study and older females the smallest.  Just the opposite among non-Mexicans, older 

females are the largest group and younger females are the smallest gender/age group.  

Younger female Mexicans and older female non-Mexicans, however, do not break the 

trend of what younger Mexicans and older non-Mexicans do in general.  Most older 

female non-Mexicans prefer more Spanish to English yet speak mostly English or 

Spanish/English with friends as do older non-Mexicans in general.  Likewise, most 

younger female Mexicans both prefer more English and speak mostly English with 

friends as do younger Mexicans in general.   
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 It was noted that S>Econv is significantly more frequent by those who report 

speaking mostly English over those who report speaking mostly Spanish with friends.  

More non-Mexican as compared to Mexican English interaction may therefore be 

related to higher convergence rates, especially among South Americans and 

Guatemalans who showed the highest convergence rates of all regional groups.  On 

the other hand, usage of CS types was significantly greater by Mexicans as a group, 

younger informants, and by those informants who reported more preference for 

English.  Mexicans, who are generally younger than their non-Mexican counterparts, 

prefer to use English more than non-Mexicans.  Even so, a high percentage of older 

Mexicans prefer English as compared to non-Mexicans.  Higher preference for 

English among younger and older Mexicans as compared to non-Mexicans, therefore, 

is apparently related to higher CS types usage among Mexicans.     

5.8  Paths for future investigation regarding social factors and language type 

usage 

Further research is needed to investigate in more detail the relationship 

between the social factors considered in this chapter and any other social factors that 

may correlate with use of specific language types.  For example, it is clear in this 

study that age is a factor in higher use of English and some English- influenced types 

and that this relationship is most likely due to the fact that children have higher 

exposures to English than adults because of English-dominant schooling.  Not as 

clear are the underlying reasons why, for example, language of preference and 
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language spoken most with friends show different correlation patterns to the linguistic 

data.   

The variable of the language spoken at home showed no significant relation to 

differences in language usage.  English is preferred and most often spoken with 

friends by a greater number of informants than it is spoken most at home.  Therefore, 

Spanish is still the main home language of the community and English is still 

relegated mostly to use outside the home.  Most of our data were taken from peer 

interactions.  Beyond the important fact that Spanish is the language spoken most at 

home, whether it is or is not spoken most at home by given informants is less related 

to language use in peer interaction than language of preference or language spoken 

mostly with friends.  Because Spanish is still the dominant home language, however, 

it is the matrix language for this speech  community and is still preferred and most 

often spoken with friends by almost half of the informants.  Future investigation of 

language spoken in the home as compared to outside the home will be important since 

Spanish, the dominant home language, is still the dominant language even in peer 

interactions, many of which are outside the home.  This pattern is shown in our data, 

in which 61.6% Spanish turns are uninfluenced by English.   

In need of further investigation, as well, is the relationship between regional 

origin of informants and linguistic patterns.  For example, we need more knowledge 

of why more English preference by Mexicans seems to be related to more CS and 

why speaking English more with friends by non-Mexicans seems to be related to 

more convergence.
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Chapter 6:  A Wider Application of the Matrix/Embedded Language 

Opposition to Describe Linguistic and Social Factors in 

Codeswitching and Convergence 

 

6.0  Introduction 

This chapter combines descriptive information about grammatical and social 

patterns found in our data into a more inclusive and coherent theoretical frame of 

reference than has been attempted by Myers-Scotton or by most other CS researchers.  

In this chapter we therefore address research question 3: How can Myers-Scotton’s 

Matrix Language Frame (MLF) model for linguistic factors in CS and her 

Markedness model for social factors in CS be extended to include both grammatical 

factors at the sentence level and social factors at the community level under one 

model?  Chapter 6 synthesizes separate strands of research that, up to this point, have 

not been examined globally from an inter-relationship of perspectives, which is the 

objective of this chapter.  Also, by including insights from the sequential analysis of 

conversational structure in CS, we attempt to give Myers-Scotton's MLF (1993b) and 

Markedness (1993c) models more flexibility at the sentential, the conversational, and 

the speech community levels. 

First, instances in our data for which Myers-Scotton’s MLF model is not 

sufficient are examined.  Then the inadequacies of Myers- Scotton’s Markedness 

model to account for all of the data are reviewed.  Finally, based upon the 
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inadequacies as well as the strengths of both the MLF and Markedness models, an 

attempt is made to address these inadequacies while retaining the strengths with a 

more comprehensive application of the ML/EL distinction that includes aspects of 

both models as well as perspectives from other researchers and models, including 

Conversation Analysis.  

This study assumes that the ‘ML/EL’ dichotomy is essentially a property of 

utterances, sentences, or CPs.  Determining what is the ML of some utterances, 

sentences, or CPs remains a problem for the MLF model as well as its submodels, the 

Abstract and 4-M models (Myers-Scotton and Jake 2000; Schmitt 2000).  From the 

data, however, it is apparent that when the undoubted ML for the majority of the 

utterances is one language (the dominant language) in a community, the dominant 

language patterns asymmetrically with the less dominant one in the CS and 

convergence types, and that these patterns have implications for language shift and 

change.  Therefore, we refer metaphorically to the dominant language as the 

community ML and the less dominant one as the community EL. 

6.1  Strengths and inadequacies of the MLF model regarding sentential patterns 

in the data  

 Chapter 4 discussed how Myers-Scotton’s (1993b, 1997b) MLF model 

accounts for the different CS patterns found in the data.  Sections 6.1.1 to 6.1.3 

discuss strengths and inadequacies of the MLF model in relation to specific instances 

in the data that are of unclear status within the MLF model as Myers-Scotton has 

explained it.  Some of these unclear cases in our data not specifically addressed by 
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Myers-Scotton are either resolved or partially resolved by logical deduction from the 

MLF model.  The goal of this study is not to resolve all these problem areas 

completely within the MLF model at the sentential level as used by Myers-Scotton.  

Rather, our aim is to point out where the MLF model does not readily account for the 

data, with the larger goal of adjusting and expanding the application of the MLF 

model beyond the sentence level to show how the ML/EL opposition may account 

more comprehensively for the data.     

6.1.1  Single morpheme English insertions into Spanish MLs (type E>Sinsert)  

 Chapter 4 examined lexical items of type E>Sinsert that conform to the MLF 

model.   All the type E>Sinsert items were divided by grammatical category in Table 

4.6.  Myers-Scotton (1993b) does not make a clear difference in her MLF model 

between possessive adjectives (e.g., ‘my’ in ‘my book’) and possessive pronouns 

(e.g., ‘mine’ in ‘the book is mine’).  The implication, however, is that she does not 

refer to possessive pronouns since this kind of pronoun may be an entire NP as it 

stands for another noun, and nouns are permitted insertions.  In our corpus the only 

possessive pronoun insertion is ‘mine’, which may also simply represent a quote, as 

in example [6.1].   
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[6.1] Mine dice, mine dice, mine dice, mine dice (unintelligible)89 (24:32 
sorted) 
‘Mine he says, mine he says, mine he says, mine he says (unintelligible)’ 

 

Therefore, this example does not represent a clear counter-example to the MLF 

model, since quotes or noun substitutes could not be excluded as permitted English 

insertions in a Spanish ML. 

Myers-Scotton’s claim that “interrogatives are always in the ML . . . given 

that they have the feature [+Quantification]” (1993b: 105) is also confusing because 

her examples for interrogatives as well as all morphemes with [+Quantification] are 

apparently in the specifier position of NP (1993b: 100, 105) instead of complete NPs 

as is the interrogative pronoun insertion in our corpus (example [6.2]).  Since the 

interrogative “who” can stand for a noun, however, it is considered not to be a clear 

counter-example to the MLF Model. 

 [6.2] Who tomó mi libreta? (41:65 sorted) 
 ‘Who took my notebook?’ 
 

                                                 
89 Example [6.1] is a turn by a male child.  Separate from the context of the remaining samples of his 
speech in the data, it might be argued that this example is a sort of ‘baby talk’ to be distinguished from 
adult language patterns.  At age 10, however, he is beyond ‘baby talk’, and his language type 
percentages, not unlike those of other children and adults in our data, are 61% S, 12%E, and 14% 
E>Sinsert, with all other types, including convergence types, at 0-2%.  These percentages indicate that 
native adult-like patterns are prominent in his speech in both Spanish and English and that child 
language acquisition patterns are not a significant factor.  Moreover, Myers-Scotton (1996) claims that 
the “same structural processes figure in all forms of bilingual speech” (p. 4), and she does not exclude 
child language patterns (p. 6).  All children in our data are older than 7 years of age and, beyond the 
other social factors surrounding childhood vs adulthood in our informants, child vs adult language 
acquisition is not given special grammatical consideration in this study. 
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From Myers-Scotton (1993b) it is also assumed that, since none of the serial 

number insertions in our corpus are in the specifier position of NP (example [6.3]), 

they are also unqualified to be system morphemes because they qualify for full NP 

status and thus content morpheme status, even though it would appear that they 

possess [+Quantification] status. 

 [6.3]  Éste es three. (16:25 sorted) 
 ‘This one is three.’ 
 

Definite articles, which qualify as [+Quantification], are in the specifier 

position of NP and neither assign nor receive theta roles.  The only instance of a 

definite article insertion, however, is not a clear counter-example because it is uttered 

before a present participle of the verb in Spanish (example [6.4]) three times 

sequentially while stuttering.  This turn may also possibly qualify as convergence 

since this informant has many clear cases of convergence (S>Econv) turns.90 

 
[6.4] umm, son hombres the the the siendo los pilotos que (stuttering91) que 
vayan a la guerra. (63:88 sorted) 
‘umm, they are men, the the the being the pilots that (stuttering) that go to the 
war.’ 
 
Coordinating conjunctions are not mentioned by Myers-Scotton in her 

description of system and content morphemes.  The three instances of coordinating 

                                                 
90 Example [6.4] was classified as a certain instance of E>Sinsert and additionally classified as an 
uncertain instance of S>Econv.  Uncertain instances are always referred to as such in this dissertation 
and no uncertain instances are counted when discussing number of tokens or percentages of each 
language type unless they are specifically qualified as ‘uncertain’. 
91 Informant 63 was observed to stutter occasionally.  The stutterings, however, were usually one-word 
repetitions confined to short segments of a small percentage of his utterances recorded in the data. His 
brother, informant 64, who was not a stutterer, had very similar language patterns to those of informant 
63, including convergence.  Two Mexican origin brothers in the community, not represented in the 
data corpus, were both observed to converge extensively as well, with no stuttering.   
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conjunctions in the data corpus coordinate CPs,92 however, and are therefore 

apparently outside the scope of the MLF model that claims to hold only for intra-CP 

utterances.  The hypothetical example [6.5] illustrates an intra-CP coordinating 

conjunction, which is within the scope of the MLF model.  Since the three instances 

of coordinating conjunction insertions in the data (example [6.6]), however, are inter-

CP, they do not count as clear counter-examples. 

 
[6.5]  * Mis libros and mis lapiceros están en la cocina. 
‘My books and my pencils are in the kitchen.’ 
 (hypothetical example not found in the data illustrating a coordinating 
conjunction embedded inside a CP) 
 
[6.6]  … y brincó la cama y alguien se estaba durmiendo, and se pisó allí, le 
hizo, ¡uh! (laughing). (49:73 sorted) 
‘…and he/she jumped [on] the bed and someone was sleeping, and he/she 
stepped there, he/she made him/her, uh! (laughing)’ 

  

The only type E>Sinsert complementizer insertion in our data is followed by 

the Spanish equivalent (example [6.7]).  Thus, it is not a clear example of an EL 

complementizer insertion into an ML frame. Whether or not a complementizer has 

system or content morpheme status is a current debate among those investigators who 

subscribe to the system/content morpheme distinction in CS (Myers-Scotton 1995: 

241).  This debate, while not a focus of our study, nonetheless points to the need for 

revisions and new perspectives within the MLF model.  A revised application of the 

ML/EL distinction in the MLF model is the main focus of this chapter.   

                                                 
92 See footnote 52 in Chapter 4 for a definition of CP. 
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[6.7] That, que, que si, que si (unintelligible Spanish) que no podía check one 
out. (61:84 sorted) 
‘That, that, that if, that if (unintelligible Spanish) that I/he/she couldn’t check 
one out. 
 

 According to Myers-Scotton (1993b; 1995: 240-241), since adjectives and 

adverbials derived from adjectives are content and not system morphemes, “slowly” 

in example [6.8], one of the three adverbial insertions in the corpus, does not qualify 

as a system morpheme.  The remaining two adverbials, “too” and “just”  (examples 

[6.9] and [6.10]), however, may qualify as counter-examples to the MLF model since 

adverbials of this type qualify as system morphemes and are therefore not permitted 

as insertions within the MLF model.  

[6.8]  (unintelligible) jugar, (addresses interlocutor using his interlocutor’s 
proper name), slowly. (63:88 sorted) 
‘(unintelligible) to play/playing, (interlocutor’s name), slowly’ 
 
[6.9] (unintelligible Spanish) mi hermana too (unintelligible)93 (24:32 sorted) 
‘(unintelligible Spanish) my sister too (unintelligible)’ 
 
[6.10] que al esposo, la casa, los muchachos, just trabajo (8:96 sorted) 
‘that one’s husband, the house, the children, just work’ 
 

The MLF model, as stated by Myers-Scotton, accounts for the great majority 

but does not clearly account for all of the data at the sentence level.  The existence of 

examples of unclear status within the MLF model, as indicated above, suggests that 

revisions to the model are in order.  This researcher does not suggest what those 

                                                 
93 Since the words immediately following ‘too’ are unintelligible and also which language is used is 
unknown, ‘too’ actually may qualify as the beginning of an EL island in English.  Its status as a single 
lexeme EL insertion is more likely, however, given the sentence-final ‘tag’-like function that ‘too’ 
usually fills. 
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revisions should be at the sentence level because the scope of this study prohibits 

such an investigation without more data from this and other contact situations.  

Beginning in section 6.1.5, however, the compatibilities as well as the inconsistencies 

of the data with the MLF model at the sentence level along with the model’s 

compatibilities at levels higher than the sentence suggest that the ML/EL distinction 

of the MLF model may be used with more flexibility to include intra-sentential as 

well as extra-sentential insertions of one language in contact with another. 

6.1.2  Single morpheme Spanish insertions into English MLs (type S>Einsert) 

 Chapter 4 discusses lexical items of type S>Einsert that conform to the MLF  

model.   All the type S>Einsert items are divided by grammatical category in Table 

4.7.  There are two instances of the copula ser ‘to be’ in its finite form in the data 

inserted into an English ML frame, shown in examples [6.11] and [6.13].   In both 

cases the subject pronoun is missing since Spanish is a pro-drop language.  English is 

a non-pro-drop language.  Hypothetical reversals of examples [6.11] and [6.13] are 

shown in examples [6.12] and [6.14], in which Spanish ‘son’ becomes English ‘they 

are’ and Spanish ‘es’ becomes English ‘it is’.  If these English equivalents were 

English insertions into Spanish MLs, as in examples [6.12] and [6.14], they would not 

be single word insertions, yet they are the equivalents of their single word Spanish 

counterparts.  Rather they would be examples of the language type SEintra instead, 

with no problems for the MLF model as presented by a single word Spanish copula 

insertion (‘son’ or ‘es’) into an English ML.  Also, in the hypothetical examples 

[6.12] and [6.14], since the subject and verb ‘they are’ and ‘it is’ are in English and 
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the rest is in Spanish, English would more likely be considered the ML and Spanish 

the EL.  This interpretation is more probable for examples [6.12] and [6.14] instead of 

the reverse in examples [6.11] and [6.13] in which ‘son’ and ‘es’, the equivalents of 

‘they are’ and ‘it is’ in English, clearly appear to be single word insertions.  Given the 

English equivalents, it may be asked if the ML in examples [6.11] and [6.13] is, in 

fact, Spanish with large English EL islands.  This alternative, however, seems to skirt 

the problem of a copula insertion that is not permitted under the MLF model because 

it is a system morpheme, and one also asks which insertions really are and are not 

permitted under the MLF model.   

[6.11] Son banan, apples and bananas. (13:22 sorted) 
‘They are banan, apples and bananas.’ 
(Note:  Only words/syllables in italics have Spanish pronunciation patterns.) 
 
[6.12]  *They are banan, manzanas y bananas. 
‘They are banan, apples and bananas.’ 
 
[6.13] No good, es no good, (name). (43:68 sorted) 
‘No good, it is no good, (name).’ 
 
[6.14]  * No bueno, it is no bueno, (name).   
‘No good, it is no good, (name).’ 
 

How to determine which language is the sentential ML is a problem in the 

MLF model, an issue that is recognized by others, including Gardner-Chloros (1995: 

71), who questions if it is possible to determine which language is the ML and which 

is the EL for every bilingual utterance.  If the larger number of morphemes in a 

sentence determines the ML, proposed by Myers-Scotton at least as “a good 

indicator” of the ML (1995: 237), then the copula insertion is an apparent counter-
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example to the model.  If, however, one takes the position that when these and other 

similar counter-examples are found in the data, one need only make the language of 

the “illegal” system morpheme in question the ML, then there can be no counter-

examples and the model ceases to be testable. 

 As discussed under type E>Sinsert, when numbers fill NP slots, they are then 

considered as nouns and thus qualify for content morpheme status.  Such is the case 

for the single ordinal number type S>Einsert in the data (example [6.15]). 

 
[6.15] … Ese es mi bola.  So um, so you’re three primero.  So, s-ne esa 
muerto. (63:88 sorted) 

 ‘That is my marble.  So um, so you’re three first.  So, (that one is?) dead.’ 
 
 Another possible problem for the MLF model is the insertion of a 

demonstrative pronoun that, at least in the specifier position of NP, is a system 

morpheme.  In utterance [6.16] it is located to the right of the modified NP, however.  

[6.16] Longneck este (31:41 sorted, 25 unsorted) 
‘Longneck (a kind of dinosaur) this one’ 

The question arises if the left or right location of the demonstrative makes a 

difference.  Again in question is the language of the ML (see examples [6.11] and 

[6.13]).  Is it based on the larger number of morphemes in a given language?  Or is 

the ML one language simply because a system morpheme is of that language?  Again 

one must ask how to test the MLF model against counter-examples when the 

language of the system morpheme(s) is the ML, by definition.  The ‘este’ in example 

[6.16] is the last word of the turn and may be a filler or tag, however, which would 

not be a problem for the MLF model.  In that case the morpheme would fill an NP 
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slot.  Several possible problems with the model have been included here to show the 

need for a wider perspective from which to determine the ML and a broader, more 

flexible application of the ML/EL relationship. 

6.1.3  Intrasentential CS with EL morpheme strings (SEintra) 

Regardless of the EL morpheme sequence type, none of the instances of 

SEintra found in the data indicate possible counter-examples to the model, unlike 

some instances of E>Sinsert and S>Einsert as discussed in the previous sections.  

This pattern may be due in part to the fact that single morpheme EL insertions are 

more frequent in our data than intra-sentential multi-morpheme insertions (4.7% 

E>Sinsert and 0.4% S>Einsert vs 2.4% SEintra94) .  In addition, multi-morpheme 

strings may result from a sequence of EL insertions according to ML order and 

therefore would conform to the Morpheme Order Principle of the ML Hypothesis of 

the MLF model, as in example [6.17].  

[6.17] Example of an English single morpheme insertion followed by another 
English single morpheme tag 
No, ese (unintelligible) está más fun, man!  I want to see the movieee!(14:23 
sorted) 
‘No, that one (unintelligible) it’s more fun, man!  I want to see the movieee!’ 

 

They may also derive from multi-morpheme tags or asides or otherwise material 

peripheral to the main clause (CP) of the sentence, as in example [6.18].   

[6.18] Example of an English multi-morpheme aside in the EL 
 . . . sólo dices “pescar” cuando pescas (2 sec. pause) you know, fishin’.  
(1 ½ sec. pause) you know. (12:22 sorted) 

                                                 
94 See Table 4.1 in Chapter 4 for the total percentage of each language type identified in the data. 
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‘. . . you only say “fishing” when you fish (2 sec. pause) you know, fishin’ (1 
½ sec. pause) you know.’ 

 

Another possibility is that they may result from a violation of the System Morpheme 

Principle of the ML Hypothesis of the MLF model that results in a completion of the 

constituent as an EL, as in example [6.19].  

[6.19] Example of a prohibited English EL system single-morpheme insertion 
(‘the’) completed as an English EL island in order to avoid violation of the 
System Morpheme Principle  
…pues sí y resulta que me ofrecen the peaches me ofrecen y… 
(12:22 sorted) 
‘…well yes and it turns out that they offer me the peaches they offer me and 
…’ 

 

EL morpheme strings, therefore, have far fewer restrictions from the ML than do 

single EL insertions, and thus these EL strings violate few if any rules.   Gardner-

Chloros (1995: 85) even characterizes some intrasentential CS as violating “every 

conceivable grammatical constraint.”  This element is not necessarily a weakness in 

the model but simply an explanation of how two linguistic systems can account for 

fewer restrictions than one, resulting from a speaker’s extended competence in both 

linguistic systems.  Speakers who have less competence in the EL are likely to 

produce their language more systemically according to their dominant ML, restricted 

to more content morpheme insertions and fewer multi-morphemic insertions.  

Competence in both languages allows the possibility of freer switching between the 
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languages, including even violation repairs that may result in EL islands,95 an option 

not available in the use of only one language. 

6.1.4  Intersentential CS within a turn (type SEinter) 

Intersentential CS does not constitute any problem for Myers-Scotton’s  MLF 

model because the MLF model is, as she states, “a model to account for the structures 

in intrasentential CS” and not for intersentential CS (1993b: 5). 

6.1.5  Need for revisions to the MLF model 

While this study is not an attempt to account fully for counter-examples to 

Myers-Scotton’s MLF model as she has stated it or for examples of unclear status in 

the data, it is an attempt to suggest revisions to the model by expanding the ML/EL 

distinction to speech levels beyond the sentence.  The vagueness of how to determine 

the ML, illustrated with the preceding examples that are difficult to classify because 

of this vagueness, strongly suggests that defining the ML is a requisite to further 

revisions of the MLF model.  The different roles that English and Spanish play in 

terms of quantity of each in the total data corpus as well as the differences between 

English and Spanish ML sentences in their acceptance of incursions from the EL 

indicate to this researcher that the relationship between the two languages within the 

total data corpus is an important one.  Moreover, we submit that this relationship is 

connected to the ML/EL opposition maintained in the MLF model, but also at a 

                                                 
95 EL islands also may result without violation repairs, as when a speaker deliberately chooses an 
expression in the EL.  The EL, however, regardless of how or why it is initiated, will be well-formed in 
conformity with EL grammar and will be inserted into the ML frame in conformity with ML grammar, 
according to the MLF model.  
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broader level than the sentence or even the immediately preceding and following 

sentences or utterances. 

6.2  Similarity between the ML/EL distinction at the sentence level and the 

ML/EL distinction at higher levels 

The CP/clause is selectively resistant to incursion by lexical and especially 

grammatical (system) morphology, which is evident from our data as well as from the 

research of others.  Gardner-Chloros (1995: 74),  Poplack, Wheeler, and Westwood 

(1990:193), and Myers-Scotton (1993b: 15) have all found in their CS data sets or 

those of others that, for example, nouns are codeswitched and borrowed far more 

frequently than any other lexical category.  How the CP/clause boundary is penetrated 

by lexical and grammatical material from another language is what the MLF model 

purports to explain.  Incursions occur first in the form of content morphemes; only 

much later do system morphemes begin to penetrate and perhaps spread, given social 

conditions favoring spread.  System morpheme penetrations also occur in lesser 

frequencies than do content morphemes, at least until extensive grammatical 

convergence and composite MLs have occurred.  Using a metaphor from biology, the 

clause boundary is similar to a cell wall that only allows certain kinds of molecules to 

pass through it and not others.  Like cells that are programmed by their DNA 

blueprint to select only those molecules that are structurally compatible, clause 

boundaries may be programmed by the human language faculty to select only certain 

kinds of incursions based upon the structure of the clause.  How or why some 
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elements are or are not permitted into the clause is beyond the scope of this study, but 

the rough analogy may illustrate the point.   

Just as the ML CP systematically selects the grammatical elements it allows to 

permeate through the CP ‘walls’ from the EL, so there appears to be a similar pattern 

at the community level when the language types are compared, as evidenced in the 

patterns in our data.  Even though Spanish exists in a dominant sea of English 

surrounding it, this community ML is still selectively impervious to incursions of 

English, the EL.   

The patterns that these incursions take can only be seen upon examination of 

linguistic data across the community (Chapter 4) and according to a variety of factors 

such as age, sex, socio-economic background, and education levels (Chapter 5).  

Certain CS pattern types are more in evidence than others.  First, the resistant nature 

of the CP boundary is evidenced by the fact that quantitatively, across the 

community, the Spanish CP/sentence with no incursion at all (type S) occurs far more 

frequently than any other single type and even all other types put together, with a 

61.6% number of S tokens compared to less than 20% of any other language type in 

the data.  The English CP/sentence (type E), with no incursion from Spanish, is the 

next most frequent type in this quantitative ordering of sentences by conversational 

turn, with an 18.2% number of E tokens.   

Third in this ranking is the sentence/CP with single content morpheme 

insertions, the way incursions first appear, with a 4.7% number of E>Sinsert tokens 
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and an additional 0.4% number of S>Einsert tokens.96  This ranking is supported by 

additional data sets in the literature.  Lindholm and Padilla (1978) found that single 

noun insertions, not counting other single content morpheme insertions, comprised 

three-fourths of their Spanish/English CS data in a study of bilingual children.  

Myers-Scotton (1993b: 13-15) found almost twice as many instances of single 

English lexeme insertions as all other types of CS combined in a Swahili/English data 

set.  Gardner-Chloros states that CS in many communities is most frequently the 

insertion of single words (1995: 73).   

Among the smallest sets of CS types are those with system morphology 

incursions (types S>Econv and E>Sconv).  The smallest set of all, and indicative of 

the status of English as the EL in linguistic and social terms, is English as the ML 

with single content morpheme insertions from Spanish (S>Einsert).  Type S>Einsert 

incursion, the least frequent type of incursion by the English EL into the Spanish ML 

of the community as a whole, bears an interesting inverse relationship to the single 

English content morpheme insertion into the Spanish ML (E>Sinsert).   

The multi- layered nature of the ML/EL distinction, from the language of a 

bilingual sentence to the language of a bilingual community, can be seen in the 

various ways that English and Spanish pattern together.  EL incursion into the ML at 

the sentence (micro) level is analogous to EL incursion at the community (macro) 

level and, perhaps at least partly, in similar proportions.  For example, EL incursion at 

                                                 
96 Here we consider single lexeme insertions from both English and Spanish together.  Recall that 
E>Sinsert, however, has the largest percentage of all the language types in number of tokens in the 
data after S and E, even without the addition of the S>Einsert percentage.  
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the community level occurs in proportions that are inverse to each other in the 

E>Sinsert and S>Einsert frequency levels. This inverse relationship centers on the 

asymmetrical ML/EL distinction.   

But the larger range of patterns from the micro to the macro levels can be seen 

only when one looks at the linguistic data across a wide range of speakers of the 

speech community and in relation to the social factors for each informant.  These 

patterns are visible to an extent by looking at the grammatical patterning of the 

conversational turn sentences in our community sample of informants even without 

the social factors involved.  One cannot see these larger community patterns, 

however, in a micro, sentence-by-sentence analysis alone.   

6.3  Similarity of the ML/EL and unmarked/marked distinctions  

Myers- Scotton describes her ‘markedness metric’ as a component of the 

language faculty that gives speakers the capacity to link ‘marked’ or ‘unmarked’ to 

the language variety used in a given situation.  She adds that this capacity can only be 

exercised “in reference to a specific community through social experience in 

interactions there” (1993c: 79-80).  Our study of a “specific community” allows us to 

apply the ‘markedness’ concept with reference to the ML/EL distinction observed in 

the same community.  Myers-Scotton (1993b, 1993c) deals with the ML/EL and 

unmarked/marked distinctions separately.  Here they are considered together because 

they describe, more often than not, the same dichotomy.  In our wider application of 

this ML/EL dichotomy, ‘ML’ signifies the ‘unmarked’ language and ‘EL’ signifies 

the ‘marked’ one.  Also, Myers- Scotton restricts her ML frame theory to intra-
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sentential/CP phenomena, while this study considers ML frame theory, when coupled 

with markedness theory, to address the entire speech community.  Myers-Scotton 

does not base her MLF model (1993b) or her Markedness model (1993c) on data 

from one community, although most of her data are from Kenya and Zimbabwe in 

East Africa, much of it representing Swahili/English.  Her Markedness model takes 

the community into account more than her MLF model, but neither views a single 

community as an entity for as complete a description as ours.  The ML/EL and 

unmarked/marked dichotomies are applied here to one community to show how both 

may be related at levels from the sentence to the aggregate speech of a community.   

6.4  Problems with Myers -Scotton’s Markedness model 

 Auer (1998: 8-13) and Meeuwis and Blommaert (1998: 77-80) claim that 

Myers-Scotton’s Markedness model (1993c) is too simplistic an exp lanation for the 

social motivations for CS because it relies almost exclusively on the identification of 

specific languages with specific sets of social information by the investigator.  They 

claim that the Markedness model does not allow for the flexibility of the 

interlocutors’ own conversation-internal interpretations to apply to CS (illustrated in 

example [6.20]), which they say are better identified on a conversation-by-

conversation analysis. 
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[6.20] Lwidakho, a local indigenous language in the rural area of Kenya where this 
conversation took place, is the usual or unmarked language for both the farmer and 
the worker, a person from the area who works in a city where Swahili and English, 
languages of greater prestige, are more frequently used than in this setting.  Lwidakho 
was mostly used in the same conversation between the farmer and the worker before 
the following excerpt begins.  The farmer knows some Swahili.  Since Swahili and 
English are both marked for this setting, Swahili is indicated in italics and English in 
bold-face.  All other utterances are in Lwidakho.  The excerpt is reproduced with 
some formatting changes, but with no alterations to the transcript itself. 
1  Farmer:  Khu inzi khuli menyi hanu inzala – 

‘As I live here, I have hunger –’ 
2  Worker: (interrupting) Njaa gani? 
  What kind of hunger?’ 
3  Farmer: Yenya khunzirila hanu – 
  ‘It wants to kill me here –’ 
4  Worker: (interrupting again, with more force) Njaa gani? 
  ‘What kind of hunger?’ 
5  Farmer: Vana ver –  
  ‘our children – ’ (said as appeal to others as brothers) 
6  Worker: Nakuuliza, njaa gani? 
  ‘I ask you, what kind of hunger?’ 
7  Farmer: Inzala ya mapesa, kambuli. 
  ‘Hunger for money; I don’t have any.’ 
8  Worker: You have got a land. 
9   Una shamba. 
  ‘You have land [farm].’ 
10  Uli nu mulimi. 
  ‘You have land [farm].’ 
11 Farmer: . . . Mwana mweru – 
  ‘. . . My brother – ’ 
12 Worker: . . . Mbula tsisendi. 
  ‘I don’t have money.’ 
13  Can’t you see how I am heavily loaded?  
 
(Myers-Scotton 1993c: 82-83, originally from Scotton 1983: 128, also reproduced in 
Auer 1998: 9-11) 
 

 Auer (1998: 15) describes the meaning associated with code choice as 

sometimes “an interactional achievement” to be determined by the interlocutors in a 

conversation.  In example [6.20] from Myers-Scotton’s (1993c: 82-83) data, 

according to Auer (1998: 10), Myers-Scotton analyzes “exclusively on the basis of 
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conversation-external knowledge about language use in Kenya.”  Myers-Scotton 

(1993c: 83) notes that English and Swahili are socially ‘marked’ in this conversation 

(example [6.20]) between two persons whose normal or unmarked language of 

conversation is Lwidakho.  She believes that, since the farmer used the unmarked 

Lwidakho, the worker used the marked Swahili and English for social distance from 

the farmer (Myers-Scotton 1993c: 82-83; Auer 1998: 12).  Auer (1998: 9-13) says 

that this explanation does not take into account the turns in which the worker does 

eventually accommodate the farmer by using Lwidakho (lines 10-12 in example 

[6.20]).  Myers-Scotton (1993c: 142-147) somewhat accounts for this finding in her 

‘exploratory choice’ option within her Markedness model but fails to do more than 

provide a label for the language choice ‘negotiation’ taking place in example [6.20].  

Auer (1998: 9-13), on the other hand, describes in much more detail which language 

is used by whom in a turn-by-turn analysis and references language use in each turn 

to the type of message conveyed.  Auer’s (1998: 22 [endnote 6]) “sequential analysis” 

generalizes less than Myers-Scotton’s (1993c) Markedness model of conversation 

turns and, in our estimation, is correctly sensitive to the “sequencing” of turns for a 

better understanding of CS, unlike the Markedness model.   

 Auer’s “sequential analysis” of conversations can be viewed as a kind of 

“alternational” model.  Muysken (1995: 180) sees some CS as “alternational” and 

some as “insertional.”  Though Muysken does not make reference to Auer’s analysis, 

the term ‘alternational model’ is useful as a short description of Auer’s approach 

because it captures the difference between Auer’s analysis and the insertional 
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character of the ML/EL concept.  Auer does not call his own analysis an 

‘alternational model,’ but he describes it as an “approach to data in which two or 

more languages are used alternately and in which this alternation between codes is 

employed as a resource for the construction of interactional meaning”  (Auer 1998: 2; 

1984). 

Myers-Scotton categorizes languages and language sequences too broadly to 

account for all conversational CS, a claim also supported by Auer.  Our analysis, 

however,  indicates that the ML-unmarked/EL-marked distinction utilized by Myers-

Scotton is applicable to individual conversations and also the speech of the entire 

community when the speech patterns of a large sample of informants from a 

community are examined, as in our study.  There is no attempt in this study to label 

conversational sequences as does Myers-Scotton in her Markedness model, but the 

ML-unmarked/EL-marked distinctions still hold even when Auer’s and Myers-

Scotton’s analyses are sometimes at odds.  These distinctions are applied here more 

flexibly.  The ML of a particular conversation is viewed as one language based on the 

greater frequency of that language in that conversation.  This observation does not 

mean that the ML of very turn in the conversation is the same language or that the 

conversational ML is the ML for the community as a whole.  The ML/EL distinction 

is seen at different levels.  Auer’s sequential analysis is a more detailed explanation 

of the “alternation” of specific turns and is not at odds with the basic ML/EL 

distinction and insertional point of view that holds for every conversation as a whole, 

including which language is the ML and which is the EL.  A glance at a conversation 
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transcript in our data reveals which ML is used most, even though there are some 

alternating sequences of Spanish and English as well.  This ML/EL distinction can in 

turn be related to the ML/EL distinction at other levels, including that of ind ividual 

sentences and that of the speech of the community. 

6.5  A more comprehensive application of the ML/EL dichotomy 

Myers- Scotton uses ‘ML’ (1993b) to refer to the matrix language at the 

sentence level. Establishing the ML and EL is the crux of her MLF theory.  She limits 

the ML application, however, to the sentence level and later to only the CP (Myers-

Scotton and Jake 2000: 2).  Myers-Scotton’s markedness/unmarkedness metric 

(1993c) refers to the given or expected language of interaction in a conversation or 

situation and allows her to associate different languages and types of bilingual 

language use involving CS in conversations with socio-pragmatic messages conveyed 

beyond the semantic scope of the linguistic expressions themselves.  Yet she limits 

the markedness/unmarkedness metric to the analysis of entire conversations, without 

reference to how this practice relates to the ML as established for the sentence or CP.  

Nor does she further extend the analysis to the speech patterns of an entire 

community.97  This study extends both the ML and markedness concepts to 

encompass not only a single sentence or conversation but also the overall speech 

patterns of this Hispanic community and their relation to the speech of the larger, 

dominant Anglo-American society. 

                                                 
97 Myers-Scotton (1993c) comments on observed language patterns of a community in a general way, 
with no quantitative analysis or application of such an analysis to her unmarked/marked dichotomy.  
Our study does such an analysis.   
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The codeswitching structure of a single sentence is a microcosm of the 

linguistic patterning of the speech of the entire community, in terms of which 

language is used by whom, when, where, in what situations, and which 

lexical/grammatical entities are used to reflect these social patterns.  The social 

factors can be related to the grammatical/linguistic ones when the underlying social 

factors and patterns are seen behind the linguistic map.  The linguistic structure, not 

only of a single sentence but also of the speech of the community at large, is a surface 

or concrete representation of the more abstract social patterning underneath it.  The 

implication is not that the structure of a single sentence is analogous in every way to 

structure at levels beyond the sentence, but only that, just as the CS of a sentence is 

patterned linguistically and socially, so are the CS patterns of higher levels patterned 

linguistically and socially, albeit in different patterns.  The linguistic aspects from 

Chapter 4 and the social aspects from Chapter 5 show the linguistic and social 

interplay of the ML and the EL. 

6.5.1  ML/EL insertions at multiple levels 

In our data Spanish was identified as the norm, the dominant, unmarked 

matrix language (ML) of the Hispanic community, because the vast majority of the 

data are expressed in Spanish alone.  The dominance of Spanish is not surprising 

given the relative newness of the community and the continuing influx of Hispanics 

into the community from Latin America.  English within the Hispanic community is 

the marked EL inserted into the community ML frame of Spanish.  
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English is the dominant language of the larger society and is therefore the 

larger speech community ML.  The Hispanic community Spanish ML, inserted into 

the English ML of the larger society, becomes the EL in relation to the larger 

community English ML.  Into this Spanish ML, English is inserted as an EL at a 

lower level.  Thus, as illustrated in Figure 6.1, there is a multi- layered insertion of 

ELs into MLs at various levels from the sentence all the way to the larger community. 

[E [S]]                   Anglo speech community  
 
 

[S[E]]   [S[E]]     [E[S]]     [S[E]] conversations   

[S[E]] [S[E]] [E[S]] [S]      [S[E]] [S[E]] [S] [S[E]]      [E[S]] [E[S]] [E] [E[S]]    [S] [S[E]] [S] [S]          sentences
  

 
Figure 6.1  Multi-layered structure of the speech community based on the 
ML/EL distinction 98  

 

Each conversation is a part of the totality of speech within the speech 

community.  Those most typical and most unmarked conversations are those that are 

mostly Spanish.  Conversations mostly in English exclude many members in this 

                                                 
98 S=Spanish, and E=English; brackets inside of brackets indicate EL inserted into an ML; ML = 
matrix or unmarked language, and EL = embedded or marked language; English MLs are in boldface; 
the conversations and sentences are typical of those in the data and do not represent exact numbers of 
conversations or sentences or their orders but are meant to represent the reality in the data that the 
majority of the conversations have Spanish MLs and that those conversations have a minority of 
sentences with English MLs. 

      [S[E]          Hispanic speech 

 

community

Norman Rubin
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Hispanic community and are therefore ‘marked’ as well as ‘embedded’ in the mostly 

‘unmarked’ Spanish ‘matrix’.   

6.5.2  ML/EL insertion patterns at the conversation level 

As discussed in Section 6.4, Auer (1998) has shown how Myers-Scotton's 

(1993c) Markedness model cannot account for the more fine-grained distinctions, 

such as the specific turns in the conversation where the worker accommodates the 

farmer by switching languages (example [6.20]).  This lack is evidenced in the 

sequential structure of a conversation involving the interplay of more than one 

language or register/dialect.  This study also recognizes the inadequacy of Myers-

Scotton's markedness metric to account for these distinctions and attempts to apply 

the markedness metric along with the ML/EL distinction as a more general 

framework for the community, allowing for a more detailed mechanism, such as that 

seen in Auer’s sequential conversation analysis.  Our wider application can account 

for inter-turn sequences in which the language itself is not always the meaningful unit 

but rather the switch between languages or the fact that a change has taken place, 

regardless of which language is used in a switch (Auer 1995: 119).  On the other 

hand, Myers-Scotton’s (1993c) Markedness model generally restricts the meaning 

associated with CS to the language itself (Auer 1995, 1998; Meeuwis and Blommaert 

1998). 

Determining an ML/EL distinction is easier when considering an entire 

conversation than only one sentence or turn.  Myers-Scotton (1995: 238), in 

determining the ML for intrasentential CS, says that “[a] discourse sample of at least 
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two sentences (within the same turn or across speakers) is a minimum,” and includes 

in a footnote: 

The ML can only be identified for sentences containing CS material if such 
sentences are studied within a larger corpus.  Ideally, any frequency count 
should refer to an entire converssation [sic]; but how large the corpus must be 
is unresolved (1995: 253). 

 
The “necessity” of a context consisting of more than one sentence or turn to 

determine the ML of only one sentence is open to question, especially for the MLF 

model that purports to account for only intrasentential CS.  A context of more than 

one sentence or turn is indeed necessary, however, for the wider application proposed 

in this chapter of the MLF model beyond the sentential level.  Therefore, Myers-

Scotton apparently understands the wider scope of the ML but does not reflect this 

knowledge to her MLF model.  

 In addition, alternational models, like Auer’s (1998) conversation analysis of a  

sequential alternation of languages, can be accounted for by a larger insertional model 

framework.  This practice would eliminate the apparent contradiction between 

alternational models of CS like Auer’s and insertional ones like that of Myers-

Scotton.  Alternations of sentential MLs are still possible within a larger overall 

framework of insertion when an entire conversation is examined to determine the 

overall ML and inserted EL for the conversation. 

 Example [6.21] shows English, the EL, inserted into a Spanish ML at the level 

of a single conversation.  In example [6.21] Spanish is clearly the ML of the 

conversation and English is the conversational EL (lines 7, 17- 22).   
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[6.21]  JP=25, PT=48, MT=47, ER=38; ER, a Peruvian adult female, is visiting and 
eating with friends, including the adult males in the conversation (JP, PT, and MT); 
they are all acquaintances from a Hispanic church; JP is from El Salvador and PT and 
MT are Mexican brothers (unsorted transcript, pp. 43-44). 
1-JP: Ensalada, ensalada con pollo. 
2-PT: Un taco con mucho pollo. 
3-MT: (*E?) 
4-ER: No sé qué es efe, a , e, eme, a . 
5-MT: ¿Dónde, ah? 
6-ER: (*S) esto.  Es una agencia.  (*S) Te está hablando de, creo que del agua, (*S) agua  
7 (*,*S) I don't know.  Ay no estoy segura de esto.  No entiendo mucho.  Aquí han puesto  

8 para que firmen y la fecha.  Se  

99  supongo q  ue algo relacionado a la, al seguro de la, de  
9 la tierra, de la casa.  (*) es de la misma? 
10-MT: Uh, hum, (*S) 
11-ER: ¿Es la misma? 
12-MT: No, este es diferente 
13-ER: Oye, no invitas, ¿por qué? 
14-PT: Es que está comiendo, uh,  verduras como los conejos. 
15-ER: Oye no seas tan conejo pues (laughing) 
16-JP: Tranquilita chica, tranquilita estoy comiendo. 
17-ER: Oo, lo siento mister. 
18-JP: Soy conejo, pues. 
19-ER: ¿Vamos a sentarnos allá?,  ¡calor!  Is good your food?  (laughing) 
20 (JP's name), dime, ¿cómo está tu ensalada, ah? 
21-JP: I'm very good. 
22-ER: Very good. 
23 -JP:  (I am / Está bien?) pues. 
24-ER: Y, ¿tú lo has preparado? 
25-JP: Um, hum. 
26-ER: Um,  buen cocinero eres, a pues de los chinos, pero ahora  ensalada.  Ahora   
27 es americano. 
28-JP: Mexicano salvadoreña 
29-ER: Ah, salvado,¿es, es ensalada da de alla?¿Es típico de allá?(laughing)Pero¿qué te ríes?  
30-JP: Déjame comer, pues. 

 

Line 17 is a Spanish ML sentence with an English insertion (type E>Sinsert).  On the 

other hand, lines 19, 21, and 22 contain complete sentential MLs in English.  Here 

English is the ML at the sentence level.  Line 19 can be termed an alternation of a 
                                                 
99 “Se supongo” was heard instead of the standard Spanish “me supongo” for ‘I suppose’.  The ‘se’ 
instead of ‘me’ violates agreement of the reflexive object with the verb ‘supongo’.  This error was 
probably a slip of the tongue and was classified as an uncertain instance of S>Econv.   

31 - ER: Es su comida típica dice (PT's name). 

Norman Rubin

Norman Rubin
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Spanish ML and an English ML at the sentence level.  Only by looking at the turns 

above and below line 19, however, can one determine that English is not simply 

alternating with Spanish but that English is the EL inserted into the Spanish ML at the 

discourse level.  In other words, alternational models like Auer’s (1998) do not 

completely describe the insertional character of English in the conversation as a 

whole.  The insertion of English into the conversation clusters around lines 17-23.  

When English is introduced, apparently for humor, the following turns are also in 

English, probably to continue the light-heartedness of this ‘marked’ use of English.  

When Spanish is reintroduced in lines 23-24, the subsequent turns are Spanish.  

Auer’s sequential analysis of alternating turns responding to the language of the 

preceding turn accounts for this pattern by explaining why it continues for two more 

turns in lines 21 and 22 once English is introduced or inserted.  The insertional 

ML/EL distinction accounts for the EL insertions of English at the points at which 

English is introduced and where the Spanish is soon reintroduced into the 

conversation and continued because Spanish is the ML.  There is no conflict with 

Auer’s alternational analysis because it explains the turns within the English 

insertion, but an insertional model better accounts for the insertion as a whole and is 

characterized as an asymmetrical relationship between the ML or unmarked and the 

EL or marked languages in a conversation.  In example [6.21], humor is apparently 

accomplished by a marked EL English insertion into an unmarked conversational 

norm of Spanish, the ML.  Auer’s sequential analysis, however, is not the major focus 
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of this study.  Our goal here is to show that his contributions may be included without 

conflict in our extended application of the MLF and Markedness models. 

Our wider application of the insertional MLF model at multiple layers 

accounts both for alternating MLs at the sentence level within and between turns as 

well as for the general ML/EL relation that Spanish and English bear to each other at 

the discourse level.  Our application could further interpret example [6.21] as follows.  

After several all- Spanish turns, ‘mister’ is inserted in line 17 as a single English 

lexeme at the intrasentential level.  Line 17 is clearly an insertion at the sentence level 

immediately after an all- Spanish utterance in the same turn, is an intersentential switch 

is apparently an insertion since the majority of the morphemes in the same line are 

Spanish.  Lines 21 and 22, however, are all-English turns.  Looking at only lines 19-

22, it is difficult to determine if Spanish or English is the EL insertion because there 

are more complete turns in English than in Spanish even though there are more 

Spanish morphemes.  When the ML/EL distinction is extended to the entire 

conversation, however, it is clear that English is the EL inserted into the Spanish ML, 

even though at some points in the conversation there are sequential alternations of 

relatively comparable chunks of English and Spanish.  All-Spanish turns alternate 

between the turns with English (lines 17, 19, and 21).  These constitute inter-turn 

switches.  Line 23 returns the conversation to a long stretch of all Spanish turns, the 

conversational ML.   

and also an intra- turn switch (lines 19 and 20).  Within line 19, “Is good your fo od?
“

“  

as defined in Myers-Scotton’s MLF model.  In line 19, “Is good your food?”, uttered 
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Auer’s (1998) sequential analysis, as previously noted, can account for 

alternating English and Spanish in lines 17-23.  According to his analysis, these lines 

may be viewed as alternations.  When lines 17-23 are compared to the almost 

exclusive use of Spanish in the rest of the conversation, however, even the exclusive 

English uses in lines 21-22 are clearly insertions of English into a Spanish 

conversation.  Indeed, the entire segment of lines 17-23 may be viewed as an 

insertion into an otherwise almost all Spanish conversation, consisting of English 

alternating internally with some Spanish.  Since in lines 17-23 there is more Spanish 

than English, the ML of this segment alone is also Spanish with English EL 

insertions.  This segment is inserted into the overall conversation with a Spanish ML, 

as in Figure 6.2. 

Therefore insertions are seen from the intrasentential level (line 17), to the 

inter-turn level (lines 21-22), to the insertion of the conversational segment (lines 17-

23), a segment with heavy English incursion into an otherwise almost completely 

Spanish ML conversation.  As illustrated in the preceding paragraphs and in Figure 

6.2, the multi-level nature of our extended application of the ML/EL distinction is 

evident, not only at the sentence and the speech community levels, but also within the 

context of a single conversation. 
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1 JP: Ensalada, ensalada con pollo.                                     
2 PT: Un taco con mucho pollo 
3 MT: (*E?)  
4 ER: No sé qué es efe, a , e, eme, a . 
5 MT: ¿Dónde, ah? 
6 ER: (*S) esto.  Es una agencia.  (*S) Te está 

 hablando de, creo que del agua, (*S) agua  
7  (*,*S)  I don't know.  Ay no estoy segura de  

esto.  No entiendo mucho.  Aquí han puesto  
8  para  que firmen y la fecha.  Se supongo que 

algo relacionado a la, al seguro de la, de  
9  la tierra, de la casa.  (*) es de la misma? 
10 MT: Uh, hum, (*S) 
11 ER: ¿Es la misma? 
12 MT: No, este es diferente 
13 ER: Oye, no invitas, ¿por qué? 
14 PT: Es que está comiendo, uh,  verduras como 

 los conejos.  
15 ER: Oye no seas tan conejo pues (laughing) 
16 JP: Tranquilita chica, tranquilita estoy 

comiendo. 
17 ER: Oo, lo siento mister. 
18 JP: Soy conejo, pues 
19 ER: ¿Vamos a sentarnos allá?,  ¡calor!  Is good  

your food?  (laughing) 
20  (JP's name), dime, ¿cómo está tu ensalada, ah? 
21 JP: I'm very good. 
22 ER: Very good. 
23 JP:  ( I am /Está bien?) pues. 
24 ER: Y, ¿tú lo has preparado? 
25 JP: Um, hum 
26 ER: Um,  buen cocinero eres, a pues de los 

 chinos, pero ahora  ensalada.  Ahora   
27  es americano. 
28 JP: Mexicano salvadoreña 
29 ER: Ah, salvado,¿es, es ensalada da de alla?¿Es  

típico de allá?(laughing)Pero¿qué te ríes?  
30 JP: Déjame comer, pues. 
31 ER: Es su comida típica dice (PT's name). 
 
Figure 6.2  ML/EL insertions at the conversation level  
Note: S=Spanish, E=English, ML=matrix language, EL=embedded language; the 
conversation is the same as example [6.21] and the line numbers here account for the 
same turns as in example [6.21]. 
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6.5.3  Language type patterns of ML/EL insertion from the individual speaker to 

the speech community 

 The ML/EL and unmarked/marked distinctions are also possible to 

demonstrate by examining each speaker’s production.  The percentage of each 

language type by speaker clearly shows whether Spanish or English is the ML as well 

as the manner in which the EL is inserted into the ML for each speaker, just as for the 

community as a whole.  From the rank orderings in Tables 4.3 and 4.4 in Chapter 4 

(repeated here as Tables 6.1 and 6.2 below), it is evident that some language types are 

found more frequently than others in relation to other language types by informant 

and for the entire group of informants. 
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Table 6.1  Rank ordering of language types by informant and listed in order 
from 100% to 0% of type S usage 

Informant %S %E %E>Sinsert %SEintra %S>Econv %SEinter %E>Sconv %S>Einsert 
1 100        
2 100        
3 100        
4 100        
5 96        
6 95 1 1      
7 94      5  
8 94        
9 92 4 4      
10 90 2       
11 89 2   5    
12 88 2 2      
13 87 2 2      
14 86   13     
15 83  4      
16 82 1 2 1   1  
17 82 10   2 2 2  
18 82 2 4 2  4   
19 81 5 1  3 1   
20 80 16   4    
21 80 1 7 1 1 1   
22 78  9      
23 76 3 7      
24 72 12 8      
25 72 10 3 3  3 1  
26 69 7     7  
27 67 10  3   10  
28 66 6 6  13  6  
29 65 6 10 3 1 2   
30 63 2 11 9 4  2  
31 63     18   
32 62 14  3   11  
33 61 12 14  2 1 1 2 
34 60 18 7   7   
35 57 15 5 2 1 4 1  
36 55 5 25  10 5   
37 50 25  25     
38 47 27 8 1 2 2   
39 46 20 1 2 20 1 1  
40 43 43 2 5   2  
41 43 18 2 2 20 3  1 
42 40 33  6 3  6 3 
43 39 45 1 5     
44 37 13  6 6 13 10 10 
45 37 18 18 8 2 3 1  
46 34 43 2 6  1 2  
47 30 30 6 10  2 14 2 
48 30 50  7  2 2  
49 29 45 11 2  2   
50 25 50 11 3    1 
51 24 42 15 2  5 2 1 
52 21 51 4 6  5   
53 13 13 33 20  6   
54 1 79     17  
55  53    6 33  
56  100       
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Table 6.2  Rank ordering of language types by informant and listed in orde r 
from 100% to 0% of type E usage 
Informant %E %S %E>Sinsert %SEintra %S>Econv %SEinter %E>Sconv %S>Einsert 

1 100        
2 79 1     17  
3 53     6 33  
4 51 21 4 6  5   
5 50 30  7  2 2  
6 50 25 11 3    1 
7 45 29 11 2  2   
8 45 39 1 5     
9 43 34 2 6  1 2  
10 43 43 2 5   2  
11 42 24 15 2  5 2 1 
12 33 40  6 3  6 3 
13 30 30 6 10  2 14 2 
14 27 47 8 1 2 2   
15 25 50  25     
16 20 46 1 2 20 1 1  
17 18 60 7   7   
18 18 37 18 8 2 3 1  
19 18 43 2 2 20 3  1 
20 16 80   4    
21 15 57 5 2 1 4 1  
22 14 62  3   11  
23 13 37  6 6 13 10 10 
24 13 13 33 20  6   
25 12 61 14  2 1 1 2 
26 12 72 8      
27 10 67  3   10  
28 10 72 3 3  3 1  
29 10 82   2 2 2  
30 7 69     7  
31 6 66 6  13  6  
32 6 65 10 3 1 2   
33 5 81 1  3 1   
34 5 55 25  10 5   
35 4 92 4      
36 3 76 7      
37 2 89   5    
38 2 63 11 9 4  2  
39 2 90       
40 2 88 2      
41 2 87 2      
42 2 82 4 2  4   
43 1 82 2 1   1  
44 1 95 1      
45 1 80 7 1 1 1   
46  94     5  
47  86  13     
48  100       
49  100       
50  94       
51  96       
52  83 4      
53  100       
54  63    18   
55  100       
56  78 9      
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Table 6.1 shows that both E and E>Sinsert are the most frequent insertions 

into the community Spanish ML.  Virtually only those with 96% S and higher are 

completely immune from some kind of English EL insertion.  As noted in Chapter 4 

(Section 4.2), the general downward trend in frequency for the other language types 

indicates that these additional kinds of EL insertions are less frequent in general and 

are more likely to appear in the speech of those individuals who use lower 

frequencies of S.  Table 6.1 also showed that S>Econv appears to be an exception to 

this downward trend because this grammatical insertion, a convergence of Spanish 

and English but with all Spanish morphology, is more evenly distributed between the 

two ends of the highest and lowest S usage continuum.   

 Table 6.2 reveals the same tendency as noted in Chapter 4 for increasingly 

less frequent insertion of each language type into the community Spanish ML in 

relation to less E usage.  It shows the reverse of the S usage in Table 6.1, as well as 

the same, more even distribution of S>Econv on the continuum of highest and lowest 

E usage, just as for S usage in table 6.1.    

 The percentages of each language type for each informant in Tables 6.1 and 

6.2 indicate how the ML and EL interface by amounts of S and E in the speech of 

each informant.  These tables illustrate the above patterns of EL insertion into the ML 

as representative of the community level.   

The insertion patterns of the EL at the community level also reveal the 

relationship between the various types of CS and structural convergence to language 

shift and long-term language change for this speech community.  Most interesting, 
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perhaps, is that change does not occur gradually but appears to occur at stages that 

begin at certain threshold points.  These threshold points in our data are around 70% 

and 40% L1 utterances (see Table 6.1 and Chapter 4, Table 4.5). Research is needed 

with additional language contact data sets to see if they pattern the same or in a 

similar way. 

6.5.4  ML/EL social patterns of insertion at the speech community level 

Myers-Scotton’s (1993b; 1993c) MLF model scarcely considers social factors; 

her Markedness model scarcely considers linguistic factors in CS.  The social and 

linguistic factors are less differentiated in our application of the MLF and Markedness 

models.  The present study merges the ML/EL concept from the MLF and 

Markedness models for the linguistic and social aspects of CS.  The Hispanic speech 

community represented in our data is a linguistic and a social unit.  The social aspects 

of the community pattern linguistically in the members’ speech, but the linguistic and 

the social factors are viewed here as one unit.  The multiple levels of the ML/EL 

distinction are only different perspectives of this same community unit.  An 

examination of the language type patterns for each social group show how the ML 

and EL interface linguistically and socially.   

The social factors, in relation to the language types presented in Chapter 5, 

can show the manner in which the EL is inserted into the ML.  For example, 

discussion in Chapter 5 (see Table 5.11, repeated here as Table 6.3) showed that 

children use more English and English- influenced types than adult informants and 

that female informants use more English- influenced types than males.  More 
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specifically, of the four gender and age groups, female children used more English-

influenced types than any of the other three gender and age groups.  The social 

reasons behind this pattern, as discussed in Chapter 5, probably stem from the greater 

exposure of children to English in school as compared to the adults.  In addition, it is 

possible that females use English, the language of greater prestige, as a means to 

attain prestige in a male- dominated society (Romaine 1994: 121).  Table 6.3 

demonstrates that English incursion/insertion in social and grammatical terms can be 

seen by considering the variables of age and gender as associated to the English EL 

and the Spanish ML at the community level. 

 
Table 6.3  Gender/age and high/low percentage language type patterns  

 F7-13 M7-13 F20-65 M20-65 
S – – + + 
E + + – – 
E>Sinsert + – + – 
SEintra + + – – 
E>Sconv + – + – 
S>Econv + + – – 
SEinter + – + – 
S>Einsert + + – – 
Note: [+] after a language type indicates that the gender/age group correlates with one 
of the higher two gender/age group percentages for that language type; [–] after a 
language type indicates that the gender/age group correlates with one of the lower 
two gender/age group percentages for that language type. 
 

Younger age and female gender are related to higher rates of English insertion into 

Spanish.  Table 6.3 reveals that this relationship is especially true of younger females.  

It was noted in Chapter 5 that females in this and other studies (Labov 1972a,b; Gal 

1979) have shown more innovative linguistic tendencies than males, and that children 
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in this study have been exposed to more English in school.  Older males, conversely, 

use the least English insertion.  Table 6.3 visually displays insertion frequencies 

based on age and gender, just as Tables 6.1 and 6.2 display insertion frequencies 

based on the amount of Spanish and English in the data by informant.   

 In Chapter 5 other social factors besides gender and age that bear relationships 

to the EL/ML incursion patterns were noted.  Seventy-seven percent (43/56) of the 

informants reported speaking mostly Spanish at home, a fact that represents the ML 

status of Spanish in the community.  More preference for English and more English 

spoken with friends was significantly associated with more English and less Spanish 

spoken.  In addition, more preference for English was significantly associated with 

more CS while more English spoken with friends was significantly associated with 

more Spanish to English convergence.  Age, gender, language preference, and 

language spoken most with friends were also tied to region of family origin, jobs, and 

education.   

 In our sample of informants, there are more older non-Mexicans and more 

younger Mexicans.  The largest Mexican gender/age group is comprised of younger 

females, and the largest non-Mexican gender/age group is comprised of older 

females. Younger female Mexicans and older female non-Mexicans, however, do not 

break the trend of the general linguistic patterns of younger Mexicans and older non-

Mexicans. A larger percentage of both older and younger non-Mexicans more than 

Mexicans report speaking English or Spanish/English over Spanish mostly with 

friends.  Mexicans as a group prefer English or Spanish/English over Spanish more 
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than non-Mexicans.  But older non-Mexicans overwhelmingly prefer Spanish over 

English and younger non-Mexicans overwhelmingly prefer English.  Similar to 

younger non-Mexicans, younger Mexicans overwhelmingly prefer English or 

Spanish/English, but older Mexicans are almost evenly divided over preference for 

Spanish and English or Spanish/English.   

 Of the 24 non-Mexican informants, 14 are from Peru or Ecuador.  These 

South Americans are mostly from higher socio-economic levels and the adults among 

them generally have higher educational attainments and educational ambitions than 

those from any of the other regional groups.  Among these are older females, the 

largest gender/age group among the non-Mexicans.  Also among the non-Mexican 

group are the two Peruvian boys who showed the highest percentages of Spanish to 

English convergence and two Guatemalan boys who used the highest percentage of 

English turns of any of the informants.  Therefore, the differences in language type 

usage among Mexican and non-Mexicans are associated with these groups of 

intertwined factors. 

  S>Econv was significantly more frequent for those who speak English over 

those who speak mostly Spanish with friends.  More English interaction by non-

Mexicans as compared to Mexicans may therefore be related to higher convergence 

rates, especially among South Americans and Guatemalans who showed the highest 

convergence rates of all regional groups.  This pattern, as noted in Chapter 5, is 

probably due to jobs requiring more English interaction among South Americans and 

more frequent use of English among Guatemalans whose home language is not 
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Spanish.  On the other hand, types of CS usage were significantly greater for 

Mexicans as a group, younger informants, and for those informants who reported 

more preference for English.  Mexicans prefer English more than non-Mexicans and 

Mexicans as a group are younger than non-Mexicans.  Higher preference for English 

among younger informants is not surprising.  It is more surprising, however, that even 

a higher percentage of older Mexicans prefer English as compared to non-Mexicans.  

Nevertheless, higher preference for English among younger and older Mexicans is 

apparently related to higher CS types usage among Mexicans as compared to non-

Mexicans. 

 It is clear, therefore, that the social patterns of gender, age, region of family 

origin, and reported language use and preference are also components of the ML/EL 

patterns in a comprehensive model of CS and language contact.  These patterns need 

to be examined for other speech communities in language contact in future studies to 

see how they compare for further revisions to our extended application of the ML/EL 

distinction. 

6.6  The goals of Myers -Scotton’s MLF and Markedness models compared to the 

goals of the more unified approach of this study 

Myers-Scotton’s MLF model, along with its refinements (the Abstract and  

4-M models) attempts to show bilingual variation and how it leads to language 

change.  This is also a goal of this dissertation.  But the MLF model leaves out the 

social component.   
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 Myers-Scotton’s Markedness model shows how language choice can be 

related to social factors of interlocutors and the social context in conversations, yet 

the approach does not show how the social factors impact language change and shift.   

 Our approach combines the attempt to show bilingual variation leading to 

language change (from the MLF model) with the social motivations behind language 

choice (from the Mardedness model).  This combined approach is applied to the 

language spoken by a relatively new bilingual community, showing statistically 

significant differences and a range of social factors, and how they relate to each other.  

Our analysis, therefore, is a ‘snapshot’ of the community but a multi- dimensional 

snapshot.  It represents a ‘snapshot’ because the community is studied at one point in 

time.  The analysis is multi-dimensional because it does not show only the 

grammatical factors but also several underlying social factors.   

 Our analysis extends the MLF model’s explanation of language contact with 

the social factor associations of the Markedness model.  More social factors than 

those in Myers-Scotton’s model are included in our analysis, however, and are all 

shown together for each individual (also see Appendix E), each social factor group, 

and the whole community.  To study CS leading to language change is not a goal of 

the Markedness model.  The Markedness model instead attempts to assign a social 

motivation to language choice in a conversation.  In our analysis social motivations 

are not merely surmised from informal observation as in the Markedness model, but 

are instead based on informant report data.  The social report data are in turn 

correlated with the linguistic data of each informant in order to see what patterns in 
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the linguistic data are related to several social factors.  Myers-Scotton in the 

Markedness model does not give a range of social factors behind language choice but 

usually only one, like language of education versus language of the home.  She does 

not include quantified social factor report data in either her MLF or Markedness 

model volumes (1993b,c).  The lack of more social factor data led to Auer’s 

complaint that Myers-Scotton’s Markedness model analysis is too simplistic and too 

investigator-oriented.  Our analysis takes into account the complexity of a range of 

social factors.  

6.7  The complex range of the social factors in relation to the linguistic data 

 Tables E.1, E.2, and E.3, in Appendix E, list the social factors noted in 

Chapters 3 and 5 together with the language type percentages by informant.  These 

factors are listed together to show the complexity of a range of social factors 

underlying those tested for significance in Chapter 5 together with the rank ordering 

of the language types from Chapter 4.  Tables E1.-E.3 list all the social factors and 

language types by informant, and informants are ranked as in Table 4.3 in Chapter 4 

from 100% S to 0% S. 

In the first half of the rank ordering in Tables E.1-E.3 (informants 1-28) there 

are far more older than younger informants.  Males outnumber females in the top half 

by only 15 to 13 and females outnumber males by only 15 to 13 in the bottom half 

(informants 29-56).  There are 20 older to 8 younger informants in the upper half and 

6 older to 22 younger informants in the bottom half.  As previously noted in Chapter 

5, the differences between males and females are not as great as between older and 
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younger informants of either gender.  These greater differences associated with age 

are probably most related to higher exposure of younger informants to English in 

school.   

It is not surprising that those in the upper half have had more schooling in 

their country of origin than those in the lower half, but more surprising is that those in 

the lower half have been in the U.S. longer than those in the upper half by a slight 

margin (7 yrs. to 5.7 yrs. on average per informant), even though these informants are 

younger.  Also, informants in the lower half report having been in U.S. schools more 

years than those in the upper half.  Therefore, more schooling in the country of origin 

tends to lead to more use of S, along with less E and less of the CS and convergence 

types as a group.  More time spent in the U.S. and more schooling in U.S. schools are 

associated with just the opposite, tendency of less S and more E, and CS and 

convergence types as a group. 

Informants in the upper half have fewer numbers of friends who speak mostly 

English but not by a large margin.  Eleven informants in the upper half and twelve 

informants in the lower half report having 10 or more friends who speak mostly 

English.  Four informants in the upper half and one informant in the lower half report 

having no friends who speak mostly English.  This difference, though not as great as 

might be expected, is associated with more S for informants who have fewer English-

speaking friends and vice versa for informants who have more English-speaking 

friends.   
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There are fewer adults in the lower half of the rankings in Tables E.1-E.3.  A 

larger percentage of them, however, have higher socio-economic level jobs than those 

in the upper half.  All children with parents in the upper socio-economic levels 

(teacher, pastor) are in the lower half of the ranking.  Though these parents of upper 

socio-economic levels are few, there are none in the upper half. 

For the social factors of language spoken mostly at home, language spoken at 

mealtime with family, language of preference, language spoken mostly at 

school/college or work, language spoken mostly during breaks at school/college or 

work, and language spoken mostly with friends, there is more English reported in the 

lower half and more Spanish reported in the upper half.  These patterns of more 

reported English use and preference are in turn associated with more U.S. schooling,  

higher socio-economic status, and more use of English in the data for those 

informants in the lower half of the rank ordering.  

The greatest amount of S used by any younger female in the data is 81%.  At 

least some members of all the other gender/age groups use higher than 81% S.  The 

least amount of S usage for any older male is 63%.  At least some members of all the 

other gender/age groups use less than 63% S.  The 70% threshold (see Chapter 4), the 

percentage of S in the rank ordering where most of the CS and convergence begins, 

falls about midway between these two extremes (younger females’ 81% S upper limit 

and older males’ 63% lower limit).  Similarly, Table 5.11 in Chapter 5 (repeated in 

this chapter as Table 6.3) shows that younger females have among the highest 

percentages of the gender/age groups for every language type except S and that older 
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males have among the lowest percentages of the gender/age groups for every 

language type except S.  Younger females show the most innovation and older males 

the least innovation, as previously noted. 

 All the non-Mexican informants above the 70% threshold are older, but there 

are both younger and older Mexicans above the 70% threshold.  The 70% threshold is 

very close to the 1-28 / 29-56 division.  Older Mexicans are concentrated in the upper 

half, with younger Mexicans spread in both halves.  On the other hand, younger non-

Mexicans are concentrated in the lower half with older non-Mexicans spread in both 

halves.  Mexicans as a group codeswitch significantly more than non-Mexicans (see 

Chapter 5), but, most CS among Mexicans is done by younger Mexicans.  Younger 

non-Mexicans also CS and converge but not to the exclusion of older non-Mexicans 

as is almost the case with younger vs older Mexicans.  Among non-Mexicans, older 

South Americans CS and converge more than either older Mexicans or older Central 

Americans or Caribbeans.  Therefore, CS and convergence together are more 

associated with younger Mexicans and non-Mexicans and their higher levels of U.S. 

schooling, and with older South Americans and their higher socio-economic levels. 

For E>Sinsert, SEintra, and SEinter, all the CS types except for S>Einsert — 

differences between informants 1-28 and informants 29-56 are significant at the .05 

level.100  The two convergence types, however, were not significant here.  Therefore, 

the differences noted above between the two halves are associated with significant 

                                                 
100 Table 6.4 shows the ‘p values’ for the statistical tests of significant difference for each CS and 
convergence type between the upper half (informants 1-28) and the lower half (informants 29-56) of 
the rank ordering by S% in Appendix E. 
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differences in CS usage.  As a group, compared to informants in the upper half of the 

rank ordering, informants in the lower half tend to be younger and to have been in 

U.S. schools longer, or they tend to be non-Mexican with more socio-economic 

status.  These social factors, concentrated in the lower half of the rank ordering, are 

associated with significantly higher levels of CS.   

 
Table 6.4  ‘p values’ for the statistical tests of difference for each CS and 
convergence type between the upper half (informants 1-28) and the lower half 
(informants 29-56) of the rank ordering by S% in Appendix E 
Test: “t-Test: Two-Sample Assuming Unequal Variances” 
‘p values’ are the values for “P(T<=t) two-tail” 
* significant differences at the .05 level 
 
 E>Sinsert  S>Einsert SEinter SEintra S>Econv E>Sconv 

Informants 1-28 / 29-56 *0.011056 0.066791 *0.00195 *0.002448 0.187373 0.085736 

 

 The sample of informants in our study is not scientifically random, and the 

number of informants is limited.  Therefore, it is not valid to claim, for example, that 

females as a group are innovators unless this claim is qualified by showing the other 

social factors of females, and for each social factor group.  But by showing all the 

social factors together, we can claim association with their corresponding linguistic 

factors, as shown in Tables E.1-E.3 and as discussed above.  

6.8  Community language production and the progression and direction of 

language shift and change 

The patterns of language mixing in our data and data from other contact 

situations show that CS precedes convergence and that the type of CS most abundant 

is single morpheme insertions; of these, nouns are the most common.  The salience of 
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content as opposed to system morphemes is illustrated along with the phenomenon 

that grammatical structure is less permeable than content morphemes to change.  

These patterns are shown in the rank orderings in Chapter 4 (repeated as Tables 6.1 

and 6.2 and also in Appendix E) and are part of the progression of language change 

and shift, at least in this kind of contact situation.  Language change and shift patterns 

can elucidate language production, especially as it relates to social factors. The 

associations of social factors show the social motivations that most likely motivate 

the processes of a community’s language production.   

Even comparing different social factors for different speakers within this 

community, some types of CS (especially E>Sinsert) precede and continue parallel to 

convergence (and even after it) because this pattern is seen in both halves of the rank 

ordering.  Therefore, the fact that CS will generally precede convergence appears to 

be part or at least a strong tendency of language change due to contact.  The 

E>Sinsert type of CS, however, is inversely disproportionate to S>Einsert even 

among mostly English users.  Therefore, the community social assignment of each 

language to either ML or EL status also apparently bears a relationship to 

performance.  This proportion of E>Sinsert to S>Einsert depends completely on the 

social situation, which in turn dictates which is the dominant language.  E>Sinsert is 

more readily found in the data than any of the other mixing types apparently because 

it requires a minimum of proficiency in L2.  It seems that S>Einsert, by analogy, 

should be the most abundant type of mixing found in the speech of the mostly English 

users, but it is the least abundant of any type found in the data. Given the large 
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amounts of E as compared to any other type except S, one might expect to find more 

S>Einsert than E>Sconv, for example, since there is more E>Sinsert than S>Econv in 

the data.  Therefore, not only the nature of human language, but also the community 

ML/EL assignment, in turn dictated by the social conditions, controls the change and 

shift patterns.  How can one distinguish, then, between the influence of the language 

faculty and the social factors?  Apparently the social context has a large impact 

because what is most abundant (E>Sinsert) in Spanish MLs is least abundant 

(S>Einsert ) in English MLs.   The difference here must be attributed to the social 

context.  If the total process of language change and shift were altogether innate, this 

reverse pattern would not be evident because speakers would insert morphemes from 

their EL in approximately equal proportions, regardless of which language was the 

EL. 

So the order left to right or right to left in the rank ordering seems to be more 

likely dictated by the innate language faculty, but whether it is left to right or right to 

left is apparently dictated by the social conditions.  For example, amounts of 

S>Einsert in proportion to E>Sconv and all the other types is the reverse of E>Sinsert 

to S>Econv and all the other CS/convergence types.  The asymmetry between the 

languages depends on the social context.  Therefore, the social context can determine 

the direction of the progression.  This direction is illustrated from the rank ordering of 

our data (see Table 6.1) in which E>Sconv precedes S>Einsert but conversely 

E>Sinsert precedes S>Econv.  The ‘natural’ progression, from content morpheme 

insertion first, then to system morpheme incursion, is completely reversed by which 
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language is the socially dominant one.  It may be hypothesized that the language 

faculty dictates the progression but not whether the direction of the progression is 

right to left or left to right.  The parameter may be that single lexeme insertion is 

either the mixing type most found in a community or the least found and the 

parameter is set to most or least by the social situation that has assigned each 

language in a contact situation to either the ML or the EL status.  Of course the above 

claim cannot be made categorically but may serve as a focal point in future language 

contact community studies. 

6.9  Conclusions  

Myers-Scotton's MLF model (1993b) is too limited because it focuses almost 

exclusively on the microcosm of the sentence while failing to pay more than lip 

service to its relation to the macrocosm of the entire speech community, including the 

social factors underlying the linguistic manifestations of the entire speech 

community.  The Markedness model (1993c) does not focus enough on this sentential 

microcosm and does not take advantage of its relation to the macrocosm of the speech 

community as a whole.  Put in the form of the well-known metaphor, the MLF model 

“cannot see the forest for the trees” and the Markedness model “cannot see the trees 

for the forest,” in which the ‘trees’ are the sentences and the ‘forest’ is the entire 

speech community.  This study attempts to refocus each of those models together into 

a more unified picture of social and linguistic structure in order to see the whole in 

terms of the parts as well as the reverse.  Myers-Scotton has made impressive 

advances with the concepts of the ML and markedness to account for the grammatical 
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and social structure of CS and languages in contact, with implications for language 

grammar theory in general. 101  She assumes a relationship between the two models 

and likewise assumes a relationship between the social and the linguistic factors in 

CS and language contact, but she never investigates exactly what that relationship is, 

as our analysis has attempted.  On the other hand, Auer (1998) does not take 

advantage of the value of Myers-Scotton’s models recast in a more general and 

comprehensive framework for linguistic structure at the community level.  

There are layers of ML/EL insertions at the sentence level, at the level of a 

single conversation, and at the level of the aggregate speech of the community.  But 

we have also seen that the individual speakers in the community represent different 

social factors along with differing linguistic patterns of language contact within an 

aggregate of patterns of linguistic and social structure.  The language of our 

informants was categorized by types of sentence structure based upon the MLF model 

in Chapters 1, 2, and 3.  Social background factors of individuals were identified in 

Chapter 3.  These sentence types and social variables were examined in order to view 

patterns of  language types in relation to other language types in Chapter 4 and social 

variables in relation to all the language types in Chapter 5.  Thus, the social and the 

linguistic data in this study are viewed from two major perspectives, each from a 

smaller or micro unit and progressing to larger or macro units: (1) the sentence, to the 

                                                 
101 Myers-Scotton (1995: 251) says that the MLF model can help determine “the ability of current 
syntactic and psycholinguistic theories to accommodate … cross-linguistic data, and for specific 
claims for monolingual data.”  Myers-Scotton and Jake (2000: 3) claim that the 4-M model, an 
extension of the MLF model, “can be profitably extended beyond CS” and has “value as a theoretical 
model of linguistic structure.” 
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conversation, to the aggregate speech data of the entire corpus as representative of the 

speech of the community; (2) the individual informants as manifested by their speech 

patterns and social factors, to the patterns evident in the aggregate of the speech and 

social patterns of all the individual speakers in the sample as representative of the 

speech community.  These combined patterns illustrate the direction and progression 

of contact-induced language shift and change in this community.   

There are social factors in play at the level of the conversation as well, 

including the interplay of the social background of the individual interlocutors in 

combination with the setting of the conversation, a perspective that has not been a 

focus of this study.  From this investigation it is readily apparent, however, that the 

layering of ML/EL insertional structure is even more complex than demonstrated 

here.  This study should be the beginning of a closer investigation of the many aspects 

of ML/EL structure. 

The present analysis is a case study of one community, with implications that 

the unified ML/EL framework presented is true of all social and grammatical 

patterning for all language contact situations.  When the speech community is 

examined as a whole for not only the micro elements but also the patterns of those 

elements in the language of the community, and the social factors at play are 

considered, a better understanding of the rela tionship between the society and the 

language contact can be attained. 
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6.10  Implications and plans for future extensions of the study 

 Language is a resource of its speakers.  Therefore, the data and analysis in this 

study bear implications for a practical application in education, especially bilingual 

education.  Given the current social and economic status of this community, English 

will likely be completely acquired by almost all younger informants but only partially 

by most adults.  ESL classes are offered free to adults but few take advantage of them 

and of those few who do, fewer still continue to work toward proficiency.  Because a 

large number of jobs employing Hispanic adults require little to no English, many of 

these adults will remain among the least proficient English speakers.  Those who do 

not have jobs outside the home, such as housewives, will remain the least proficient 

of all.  If the current influx patterns of new Hispanic immigrants to Northeast Georgia 

are sustained, English will continue to be an L2 for a large segment of the 

community.  The current generation of children will likely, however, become a large 

group of English proficient adults.  At that point, younger age will be less a factor 

associated with English usage, and adults will be largely divided between less English 

proficient recent arrivals and more English proficient adults who immigrated to the 

U.S. as children. 

If new immigrants arrive continually, Spanish will continue to be maintained 

as a strong L1.  The presence of English in the data shows, however, that Spanish has 

been replaced to an extent in the daily speech patterns of Hispanics in the community. 

The presence of S>Econv shows that not only Spanish words, but also some 
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grammatical patterns within some Spanish sentences are becoming more like English.  

This replacement of Spanish morphemes and grammatical patterns with English is 

also likely to persist given the current status quo.  If immigration slows down in the 

future this replacement is likely, however, to increase. This situation implies that 

more attention should be given to Spanish language and literacy studies in the schools 

if there is a desire to maintain standard spoken and written Spanish in the community.    

Spanish is maintained, however, especially given the continual influx of new 

immigrants from Spanish-speaking countries, but with low levels of Spanish literacy, 

at least as compared to the level of English literacy of the larger North American 

community.  Older informants migrate to the U.S. with far fewer years of schooling 

in their country of origin than most members of the surrounding Anglo community.  

Few Hispanics in the community can write correctly according to standard Spanish 

orthography.  Therefore, many bilingual jobs requiring bilingual literacy skills remain 

out of reach.  This problem is also true for younger informants since Spanish literacy 

is not taught in the schools except in Spanish as a second language classes targeted to 

English L1 speakers.  The schools in Northeast Georgia are not prepared at present to 

deal with the need for Spanish language studies.  Almost all the Spanish taught is 

geared to native English speakers for whom Spanish is a second language instead of 

for L1 Spanish speakers.  However, L1 Spanish speakers interested in improving their 

literacy skills in Spanish do take advantage of these classes occasionally but 

infrequently.  There are no apparent targeted efforts, however, toward this goal in the 

schools.   
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Future analysis is required to see if further shift/change is occurring and in 

what directions.  For example, it may be asked if Mexicans are continuing to 

assimilate more to established Mexican-American standards, while non-Mexicans 

assimilate more to North American standards.  In 5-10 years, my future plans are to 

secure a sample of recordings of conversations from Hispanics in the community of 

the present study including both adults and children. A similar analysis will be done 

to see if the patterns are virtually the same or different and in what directions, to see if 

there is more CS and convergence and by whom.  Informants from socio-economic 

groups similar to those in this dissertation will be used.  Social factors will be shown 

along with language type usage to compare with the same findings in this study.   

An additional plan is to study the trilingual contact in the same community as 

the current study, focusing on the speech of immigrants from Guatemala and adding 

the extra dimension of not only a third language but another language family.  

Q’anjob’al Maya, a non-Indo-European language, would contrast with two Indo-

European languages, Spanish and English. 
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Appendix A:  Translations of examples not translated in the text 

Note: Translations are underlined and enclosed within single quotation marks  
( ‘…………’ ) 
 
 
[1.1]  Myers-Scotton’s type (1): “CS as a sequence of unmarked choices” (1993c: 
114).  DS=0, adult male Anglo bilingual; JM=17, adult male Hispanic bilingual; 
AP=70, female child Anglo English monolingual ; they are in the home of DS; AP is 
the niece of DS; JM is a friend of DS but only introduced to JM at the beginning of 
the conversation; JM is seeking help with college- level English mechanics from DS 
(unsorted transcript, pp. 21-22). 
DS: (directed to AP)  This is (JM’s name). 
JM: Hey. Nice to meet you. 
AP: Nice to meet you. 
DS: He graduated from high school last year.  He works at Mount Vernon Mills.  Is your mother 

here? 
AP: No. (*E) 
DS: Oh, here she is, (AP’s name ). Ok. Entonces, uh, (‘then, uh) let's see.  Bueno, es lo que sé yo.  

Ok, you want me to talk to you in English or in Spanish? 
‘Oh, here she is (name).  Ok. Then, uh, let’s see.  Well, it’s what I know.  Ok, you want me to 
talk to you in English or in Spanish?’ 

 JM: Um? Es 
‘Um?  It’s’ 

DS: Los dos. 
‘Both.’ 

JM: Los dos. Lo que sea. 
‘Both.  Whatever.’ 

DS: Ok.  Like they got , uuh, el , uuh, like you have an introduction? 
JM: Um, Um. 
DS: Do you know?  You have a paragraph introduction,then you have like the para una 

composición de, de, de, de, cuatro párafos? 
‘Do you know?  You have a paragraph introduction, then you have like the for a composition 
of, of, of, of, four paragraphs?’ 

JM: Eh, no, es diferente. 
‘Uh, no, it’s different.’ 

DS: No, de cinco párrafos. 
‘No, of five paragraphs.’ 

JM: Es diferente.  Ellos tienen como un tema, sin, sin, ¿cómo se llaman para uh los paragraph, 
cómo, paragrafos, parafos? 
‘It’s different.  They have like a topic, without, without, what do you call uh the paragraph, 
how, paragraphs, paragraphs?’ 

DS: paragraphs 
JM: Uh, (*S) no tienen pa párrafos, sino que es todo junto.  Entonces, tienen una como decir, ¿no 

tiene un libro usted? 
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‘Uh, (*S) they don’t have pa paragraphs, unless it’s altogether.  Then, they have a how do you 
say, Don’t you have a book?’ 

DS: ¿De qué? 
‘Of what?’  

 
 
 
[1.2]  Myers-Scotton’s type (2): “CS itself as the unmarked choice” (1993c: 114).  
DP=28, male child; BP=26, male child (BP and DP are brothers.); BV=56, female 
child; ER=38, adult female; all three children are proficient in both English and 
Spanish; ER is limited English proficient; conversation in the home of DP and BP; 
ER is a friend of the parents of DP and BP;  all interlocutors are Peruvian (unsorted 
transcript, pp. 57-58). 
DP: El mío es marzo, uh, 

‘Mine is March, uh,’ 
BV: [¿Y tú? 

‘And you?’ 
DP: [Marzo, el ocho. 

‘March, the eighth.’ 
BV: [I knew it. 
ER: [el ocho ya, [ y también marzo. 

‘the eighth already, and also March.’ 
BP:   [(el?) mío, mío, mío,  [ [(repeats 'mío' several times) 
   ‘mine, mine, mine,’ 
DP:      [You have eight,  [you're eight years old 
BV:  [(*) nine   
BP:  [(continues repeating 'mío' over and over) [mío(the last 'mío') 
       ‘mine’ 
BV:       [I am nine years old!, OK!?  
DP: [Did you fail a grade? 
ER: [El tuyo es diciembre. 

‘Yours is December.’ 
BV: What? 
DP: Did  [you fail a grade? 
ER:  [Su cumpleaños de (BP's name) es en diciembre,  [igual que tu mamá. 
  (BP’s) birthday is in December,   the same as your mother.’ 
BV:        [December what?  In 

Christmas? 
ER: [No, antes.  Creo que es  [el nueve, dieciocho. 

‘No, before.  I believe it is  the ninth, eighteenth.’ 
DP: [Yes,    [uh, 
DP: Es dieciocho. 

‘It’s the eighteenth.’ 
ER: El dieciocho de diciembre.  De tu mami,¿ cuándo es?  

‘The eighteenth of December.  Your mother’s, when is it?’ 
DP: Uhhhh. 
ER: igual también es en diciembre. 

‘the same also, it’s in December.’ 
DP: Hey/Who? 
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ER: Una semana después, creo  [que 
‘A week later, I think  that’ 

DP:     [No but, el de, el de mi abuelo también es en  
     ‘No but, my, my grandfather’s also is in’ 
 [diciembre también. 
 ‘December also.’ 
BP: [I just can't wait to get this Christmas,  
DP: Y el mío es [marzo. 

‘And mine is  March.’ 
BP:   [because I wanna get (buy?) everything [that I want. 
DP:        [Last year, el, uh, pró-
 [ximo, uh 

‘[Last year, the, uh, next,      
uh’ 

BP: [(*)want 
 
DP: semestre, uh,  [(they say/dice?)que,que,  [voy a entrar a a jugar fútbol,uh,para(*)niños,  
‘semester, uh,U  (they say?) that, that I’m going to start playing football, uh, 
for(*)boys,’ 
BP:   [uhh, (*)   [It didn't happen (*E) wish. (*). 
DP: niños, fútbol. 

‘boys, football.’ 
 
 
 
[1.3] Myers-Scotton’s type (3): “CS as a marked choice” (1993c: 114). 
All Hispanic adults, all limited proficiency in English; at least they use it only in 
limited circumstances, for example at work; ER=38, female; MT=47,male; PT=48, 
male; JP=25, male; MT and PT are brothers; talking at the home of MT, PT, and JP; 
MT and PT are brothers from Mexico; JP is from El Salvador; ER is Peruvian; all 
interlocutors are acquaintances at church (unsorted transcript, p. 43). 
ER: Ah,  dice (MT's name).  (*) record.   Ah, consumidor, seguro, gente, estricto (*S)  (*) 

‘Ah, (MT's name) says.  (*)record.  Ah, consumer, insurance, people, strict (*S) (*)’  
MT: You don't know?  
ER: (*,*S) consumidor (*,*S) insurance, seguro de la  casa, (*S) mil ciento cuarenta dólares el 

contrato del, um,  se dio bajo el día de agosto diez y ocho de este año. Um, dice que esto si 
está bien para , para  (*) 
‘(*, *S) consumer, (*, *S) insurance, home insurance, (*S) one thousand one hundred forty 
dollars the contract of the, um, it was done on the eighteenth of August of this year.  Um, it 
says that this if it is ok for, for (*) 

(*) 
MT or PT:  (*) carta! 
  ‘(*) letter!’ 
(*) 
ER: Que es para que tú pases (*S) la agencia de seguro  (*) del banco, del banco, no, éste es del 

banco, que te está diciendo que si está asegurado la casa por esta cantidad de dólares, está 
bien o no, tú chequéalo, y el contrato dado es del día diez y ocho. 
‘That it’s for you to go to (*S) the insurance agency (*) of the bank, of the bank, no, this is of 
the bank, it’s telling you that if the house is insured for this number of dollars, it’s ok or not, 
you check it, and the contract is on the eighteenth.’ 
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MT: O sea que, que lo, que mire si, si es esto. 
‘O then, that the, that I need to see if it’s this.’ 

ER: ¡Ah, Jah! 
‘Um hum (indicating ‘yes’)’ 

MT: Que hable al banco, ¿no? 
‘That I need to talk to the bank, right?’ 

ER: Sí, si no, si está bien, éste no necesitas ir, pero si hay un error dice, dice que lo llames a éste 
teléfono. 
‘Yes, if not, if it’s ok, this one you don’t need to go, but if there is a mistake it says, it says for 
you to call this telephone number.’ 

MT: Ok. 
PT: [¿Diez y ocho? 

‘the eighteenth?’ 
ER: [(*S) seguro. 
 ‘(*S) insurance.’ 
PT: Aseguranza para la casa. 

‘Insurance for the house.’ 
ER: ¿Esto también es del seguro? (*S) 

‘This is also about the insurance?’ (*S)’ 
JP: (*S) no me hable, ahorita estoy bravo. 

‘(*S) don’t talk to me, right now I’m angry.’ 
ER: (*) 
PT: El conejo 

‘The rabbit’  
JP: Ensalada, ensalada con pollo. 

‘Salad, salad with chicken.’ 
PT: Un taco con mucho pollo 

‘A taco with a lot of chicken’ 
MT: (*E?) 
ER: No sé que es efe, a , e, eme, a . 

‘I don’t know what ‘f’ is, ‘a’, ‘e’, ‘m’, ‘a’.’ 
MT: ¿Dónde, ah? 

‘Where, huh?’ 
ER: (*S) esto.  Es una agencia.  (*S) Te está hablando de, creo que del agua, (*S) agua (*,*S) I 

don't know.   Ay no estoy segura de esto.  No entiendo mucho.  Aquí han puesto para que 
firmen y la fecha.  Se supongo que algo relacionado a la, al seguro de la, de la tierra, de la 
casa.  (*) es de la misma? 
‘(*S) this.  It’s an agency.  (*S) It’s talking about, I believe about the water, (*S) water (*,*S) 
I don’t know.  Oh, I’m not sure about this.  I don’t understand much.  Here they have 
indicated for you to sign and the date.  I suppose that it’s something related to the, to the 
insurance of the, of the land, of the house.  (*) is it about the same thing?’ 

 
 
 
[1.4] Myers-Scotton’s type (4): “CS as an exploratory choice” (1993c: 114). 
AR=37, Hispanic adult female; DS=0, Anglo adult male; both AR and DS are 
bilingual; DS is helping AR with a college assignment which is taught in English and 
for which the written materials are all in English; AR is Ecuadorian and is a friend of 
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DS’s brother and sister- in- law and an acquaintance of DS at a Hispanic church 
(unsorted transcript, pp. 20-21). 
AR: You're gonna waste your time. 
DS: Hum? 
AR: You're gonna waste your time. 
DS: Bueno, yo te ayudo y tú me ayudas. 

‘Well, I help you and you help me.’ 
AR: um, hum 
DS: a la vez 

‘at the same time’ 
AR: Yeah, that's the reason.  Bueno, en ser (clears throat). 

‘Yeah, that’s the reason.  Well, in being (clears throat).’ 
DS: (laughing) Está bien. 

‘(laughing) It’s ok.’ 
AR: (laughing)  Do, do you have other idea for this? 
DS: Uhh, let's see. 
AR: (laughing) 
DS: (reading English from a text) Oh, that's, the, tui we're on the "intuition,” right? 
AR: What did you put that? 
………………….. (break in the conversation due to changing tape sides) 
DS: Yeah. 
AR: And I have to do it. 
DS: Well, well I know but, I mean  if you got that many, if you got that many questions to do and 

you gotta type all of that, you think you can do it? 
AR: Until Monday, no? 
DS: Hum? 
AR:  I can't. 
DS: It's a lot. 
 
 
 
[2.3]  MM=16 and KO=23, both females approximately 7-8 yrs. old; free activity 
time at a summer school of all Hispanic children (unsorted transcript, p. 7). 
1 MM: Dilo, dilo, dilo. (*S) Ay, here he comes! (as the child referred to as  
2 “he” approaches the video camera pretending to be a monster) 
 ‘Say it, say it, say it. (*S) Ay, here he comes!’ 
3 KO: ¿Cómo se llama?  ¿Cómo se llama? ¡¿Cómo se llama?! 
 ‘What do you call it?  What do you call it?  What do you call it?!’ 
4 MM: He’s doin’ that thing.  Ya se fue.   He’s gone now. 
 ‘He’s doin’ that thing.  He already left.  He’s gone now.’ 
 
 
[3.1]  Little CS sample.  Peruvian adult (investigator’s assistant) female (E=38 ) 
talking with a Mexican adult female (R=21) whose American husband  is also present 
in the home of R; E and R are also acquaintances at a Hispanic church (unsorted 
transcript, pp. 76-77).  
E: (laughing) (*)  ¿Ah, eh eh fuistes a la escuela en México? 

‘(laughing) (*) Ah, uh, uh did you attend school in Mexico?’ 
R: Sí. 
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‘Yes.’ 
E: Eh, ¿cuántos años? 

‘Uh, how many years?’  
R: secundaria 

‘high school.’ 
E: ¿Cuántos años es? 

‘How many years is it?’ 
R: uh, nueve. 

‘uh, nine.’ 
E: ¿nueve total? 

‘nine altogether?’ 
R: Sí 

‘Yes’. 
E: ¿Con (*S) y todo? 

With (*S) and everything? 
 ¿Cuántos años asistes a la es, has ido a la escuela en Estados Unidos? 

‘How many years did you attend the s-, did you go to school in the United States?’ 
R: Noo, ¿aquí?,  

‘No, Here?’ 
E: [uh huh 
R: [no más ir a la,  [a (*S) 

‘only going to the,to (*S)’ 
E:   [esto se refiere, a la escuela,  [(pause) secundaria, o college. 
   ‘this refers to, to the school, (pause) high school, or college.’ 
R:       [ah, no 
R: No. 
E: Ok.  Pero, ¿ a la escuela de inglés sí has ido no? 

‘Ok, But, you did go to English class didn’t you?’ 
 
 
 
[3.2]  Heavier CS pattern sample.  Several Hispanic children (unid=unidentified; all 
identified interlocutors are male except MM) are talking during free time at an all 
Hispanic summer school (unsorted transcript, p. 25). 
FQ: ¿El teradactyl? 

‘The teradactyl?’ 
MM: Puede hacerlo lo que sea. 

‘He/she/one can do it however.’ 
RR or FQ: (*) tigers 
LG: Pueden, pueden. 

‘The/y’all can, the/y’all can.’ 
RR or FQ: Yoooo, al al ver que ya. 

‘Iiiiii, now that I see already.’ 
RR: Umm, long neck. 
FQ: Yo, es a quien quiere compiar este, este, uh, este  

‘I, it’s who wants to copy this, this, uh, this’ 
MM: [Hacer el yellow. 

‘Do the yellow.’ 
unid: [(*) amarillo ?  

‘(*) yellow?’ 
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unid.: El amarillo. 
‘The yellow.’ 

unid: El amarillo. 
‘The yellow.’ 

FQ: El, el tú  [el amarillo. 
‘The, the you [the yellow.’  

unid:  [(*) 
MM: I don't want those (nose?) como three horns. 

‘I don’t want those (nose?) like three horns (a kind of dinosaur).’ 
FQ: Stegasaurus. 
MM: Um, um. 
unid.: Yeah, stegasaurus. 
RR : I go lookin' for it. 
unid: (*) 
RR: It's (Es?) light blue.’ 

‘It’s (Its’s?) light blue.’ 
unid: Let 
FQ: I want to make the teradactyl. 
MM: Puedes hacer lo que sea. 

‘You can do whatever.’ 
FQ: Long neck  este. 

‘Long neck this one.’ 
unid: Long neck  
FQ: ¡Lo voy a hacer bien panzón!  ¡Una víbora! Está más fácil. 

‘I’m going to make it a big belly!  A snake!  It’s easier.’ 
unid: ¿Verdad? 

‘Really?’ 
FQ: Yo tengo una película (*) de un monstruo, real fat. Se quita la (mal?) cara. 

‘I have a movie (*) of a monster, real fat.  I’m erasing the (bad?) face.’ 
 
 
 
[3.3] Convergence sample.  Two Peruvian brothers (children), J=64 and A=63, and 
the investigator, D=0, at the home of the two brothers discussing a game of marbles; 
D is acquainted with these boys from a Hispanic church (unsorted transcript, pp. 90-
91). 
Note: Underlined portions are cases of convergence. 
J: Andamos, uh, y, (*) saca los dos bolas, uh, uh, e- [ese, uh 

‘Let’s go, uh, and, (*) take out the two marbles, uh, uh, th- that, uh’ 
A:       [(*) 
J: S [í.  

‘Yes.’ 
A:  [(*S) gana 

(*S) wins’ 
D: ¿Y cómo ganastes, (A's name)? 

‘And how did you win, (A's name)?’  
A: uh, ¿cómo gano? [uh,  n-  hay que comer la bolas. 
‘uh, how do I win? [uh,  n-you have to eat up the marbles.’ 
D:   [yeah 
J: Unn [nn! 
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A:  [(*)¿ya ves? 
  ‘(*) do you see?’ 
D: ¿Hay que hacer qué? 

‘You have to do what?’   
J: [(amer?) la bolas. 
‘ ‘(amer?) the marbles.’ 
A: [(amer?) 
D: ¿comer la bola? 

‘eat the marble?’ 
J: Sí.   

‘Yes.’  
A: Ah. 

‘Oh.’ 
J: No comer. Hacer así.  Allí. 

‘Not to eat. To do like this.  There.’ 
A: (*) 
J: (*) 
J: No, tires. 

‘No, throw.’ 
 No (*S) hablar. 

‘Don’t (*S) talk.’ 
D: ¿Qué?   Dime otra vez. 

‘What?  Tell me again.’ 
A: Uh, uh, uh (I can tell pue, puedo?) así.  [Y, y está muerto. 

‘Uh, uh, uh (I can tell can, can I?) like this. [And, and it’s dead.’ 
J:      [Ohhh! 
      ‘Ohhh!’ 
J: El ganado porque, yo tengo más, uh,  piezas, uh, (no más?) piezas, yo no ganó. 

‘He won because, I have more, uh, pieces, uh, (no more?) pieces, I didn’t win.’ 
D: um, ¿ y esto se llama "balas"? 

‘um, and this is called “balas”?’ 
A: Sí, bolas. 

‘Yes, marbles.’ 
 
 
 
[3.4] A sample of turns from informant DP=24 (a Mexican male child) categorized by 
language type (cf. Table 3.17) 
¡No sééé!  [S] 
‘I don’t knoooooow!’ 
 
Maestro, y a onde vamos a ir al swimmin’ [E>Sinsert] (pause) onde onde aquí en este lake 
[E>Sinsert] o él de allá?  
‘Teacher, and where are we going to go swimmin’ (pause) where where here in this lake or the one 
there?’ 
  
Yo. [S] 
‘Me’ 
 
Hórale. [S] 
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‘Come on.’ 
 
Put it on your shirt.[E] 
 
¿Y por qué? [S] 
‘And why?’ 
 
thunder and truenos [S>Einsert] 
‘thunder and thunder’ 
 
I know. [SEinter] Ey, y si te pega la la (garbled Spanish one word) en la cabeza.  
‘I know.  Yes, and if it hits you (garble Spanish one word) in the head.’ 
 
We're gonna beat your team. [E] Uuuuu!  
 
No, allá, en en el team. [E>Sinsert] 
‘No, there, on on the team.’ 
 
 
 
[3.5]  Turns from several informants (indicated by informant identification numbers) 
categorized by language type (cf. Table 3.17) 
16:  Los shells! 
(1 instance of E>Sinsert [‘shells’]) 

‘The shells!’ 
 
16:  I forgot her name. 
(1 instance of E) 
 
24:  Oh, (name)!  You're gonna sit him. 
(1 instance of E>Sconv [underlined ‘sit him’]) 
 
26:  Es como, como, es como, uh chicken nuggets . 
(1 instance of SEintra) 

‘It’s like, like, it’s like, uh chicken nuggets.’ 
 
38: ¿Vamos a sentarnos allá?  ¡calor!  Is good your food?  
(1 instance of SEinter and one instance of E>Sconv [underlined]) 

‘Should we sit down over there?  It’s hot!  Is your food good?’ 
 
42:   ¿Quién quiere a  trace dinosaurs?  ¿Quién quiere hacer trace dinosaurs? 
(2 instances of SEintra [insertions of ‘trace dinosaurs’] and 1 uncertain instance of S>Econv 
[underlined]) 

‘Who wants to trace dinosaurs?  Who wants to trace dinosaurs?’ 
 
56:  ¡Estoy hablando! (laughing)  Cuando yo me serví todo ellos dijo, but ¿dónde está el 
 pescado?, yo ya me lo comí todo. 
(1 instance of S>Econv [underlined] and 1 instance of E>Sinsert [‘but’]) 

‘I’m talking! (laughing)  When I served myself everything they said, but where is the fish?, I 
had already eaten it all.’ 
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61:  That, que, que si , que si (*S) que no podía check one out. 
(1 instance of E>Sinsert [‘That’] and 1 instance of SEintra [‘check one out’]) 

‘That, that, that if, that if/yes (*S) that I/he/she couldn’t check one out.’ 
 
7: Porque no traigo llave. 
(1 instance of S) 

‘Because I don’t/didn’t bring the key.’ 
 
 
 
[3.6]   A conversation during a board game at an all Hispanic summer school between 
boys approximately 8 years old, three of whom are Mexican (FQ=31, RR=42, and 
LG=10), and one (RM=18) Guatemalan (unsorted transcript, p. 11). 
1 FQ: Just let me play him.   
2 RM: Ok. 
3 RR: You're not playin' him. 
4 LG: Me play him. 
5 FQ: Ni tú. 

 ‘Nor you.’ 
6 RR: Yo no.  

‘Not me.’ 
7 LG:  (*) 
8 RR:  Sólo yo y (LG's name).  A ver. 

 ‘Just me and (LG's name).  Let’s see.’ 
9 RM: Come on, I can help you! 
10 LG:  Verdad que sí.  (*) 

‘Yeah, that’s right.’ 
11 RM:  I can help you! 
12 RR: Let me see! 
13 RM: (*) 
14 FQ: T-Rex, king (*) 
15 RM.: He captured hisself! Dom!(= ‘dumb’?) Ha,ha,ha! He's (your?)T-Rex.  Hey.   
16  Hey.  Look.  He (unintelligible) 
17 FQ: Look!  We (can/can't?) jump  (unintelligible) 
18  RM: (It's your turn?) Ah. 
19 FQ or RM: Man, he got us. 
20 RM: He got a T-Rex. 
21 FQ: I don't care.  I'm comin' to get you!  
 
 
 
[4.1]  Example of mostly all Spanish (S) turns excepting English proper names (e.g. 
‘Georgia’) which were excluded as examples of E>Sinsert.  ER=38, Peruvian adult 
female, and MV=53, Nicaraguan adult female, talking with each other during an ESL 
class in which they are both students (unsorted transcript, pp. 80-81).  
MV: ¿Pero no tienes un seguro? 
 ‘But don’t you have a social security number?’ 
ER: uh-uh (indicating 'no') (*) 
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MV: ¿y cómo sacaste la licencia sin un número de seguro? 
 ‘And how did you get a license without a social security number?’ 
ER: No me pidieron. como yo tenía este pasaporte. (*S) ¿Cuántos años has estado en (*S) años 

has estado en los Estados Unidos? 
‘They didn’t ask me, since I had this passport.  (*S) How many years have you been in (*S) 
years have you been in the United States?’ 

MV: cinco 
 ‘five’ 
ER: ¿cinco? 
 ‘five’ 
MV: um hum.  ¿Estás grabando allí? 
 ‘um hum.  Are you taping there?’ 
ER: Sí.  ¿Cuántos años, en Georgia? 
 ‘Yes.  How many years, in Georgia?’ 
MV: tres 
 ‘three’ 
ER: ¿Y, en otro, qué estado estuvistes? 
 ‘And in another, what state have you been?’ 
MV: Miami dos años. 
 ‘Miami two years.’ 
ER: Florida (pronounced as in Spanish except with accent on first syllable instead of on next to 

last), dos años (clears throat) ¿Asistes a la escuela en, (*S) tú me dijistes en 
Nicaragua? 
Florida (…), two years (clears throat)  Did you attend school in, (*S) you told me in 
Nicaragua?’ 

MV: (*S) Guatemala en México. 
 ‘(*S) Guatemala in Mexico.’ 
ER: Um, es que se le olvidó al senor (*S).  (*S) en Nicaragua.  estuvistes (eso?) ¿sí ya?  
 ‘Um, it’s that the man forgot (*S).  (*S) in Nicaragua.  Were you (that?) Yes?’ 
MV: Sí. 
 ‘Yes.’ 
ER: ¿Cuántos años? 
 ‘How many years?’ 
MV: Terminé todo. 
 ‘I finished everything.’ 
ER: ¿Cuántos hicistes allá  [(en Nicaragua?)? 

‘How many did you do there  (in Nicaragua?)?’    
MV:    [Pues son seis de primaria,  
    ‘Well there are six in primary school,’ 
ER: ¿y más? [¿secundaria? 

‘and more? high school?’ 
MV:  [más cinco de secundaria,  
  ‘and five more in high school,’ 
ER: once. 
 ‘eleven.’ 
MV: once. 
 ‘eleven.’    
ER: Y, ¿hiciste nido o no? 
 ‘And, did you go to kindergarten or not?’ 
MV: ¿Qué es nido? 
 ‘What is “nido”?’ (She does not understand “nido” used for “kindergarten”.) 
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ER: jardín. 
 ‘kindergarten’ (“jardín” is another term for “kindergarten”.) 
MV: (*) ¡Sí, claro!  
 ‘(*) Yes, of course!’ 
 
 
 
[4.10] Example of complete turns in English (E) or English morpheme strings along 
with Spanish (SEinter or SEintra). BV=56, female child; ER=38, female adult; 
DP=28, male child; BP=26, male child (unsorted transcript, p. 58). 
BV: Mi mamá se vino   [caminando para comer. 
 ‘My mother came walking to eat.’ 
ER:     [¡Huh!, ¿¡o sí!? 
    ‘Huh!, O yes!?’ 
DP: Wow!, What's wrong  [with that? 
ER:    [¿Y por qué, nadie,  [nadie llamó? 
   ‘And why, didn’t anybody, didn’t anybody call?’  
DP:       [It's just like, (laughing)  [two miles 

away. 
BV:          [Walking! 
DP: Two miles away.  What? 
BV: It was like, Uhhh!,  she was so sweaty. 
DP: I don't care.   
BV: (*E) talking to you!   [Who said?!  No I wasn't(*) (laughing) 
DP:    [Yes you was.  Yes you was.   Crazy. 
BV: (continues laughing)  [(*) ¿Para qué tienes esa (*)? 
    ‘(*) Why do you have that (*)?’ 
ER:    [tiene parlante bien poderosa. 
    ‘it has a very powerful speaker.’ 
BV: (*) ¿para qué tienes esa  (*) en tu (*S)? 
 ‘(*) why do you have that (*) en your (*S)?’ 
ER: Ah, ese es una cosa que me (ofrecieron?) 
 ‘Ah, that is a thing that they (gave?) me’ 
DP: Que que par, you don't know what  [(that's?) for?! (laughing) ¡No sabes para qué 

son! 
‘That that fo-, you don’t know what        that’s?) for?! (laughing) You don’t know what 
they’re for!’ 

BV:      [(*)(laughing) 
ER: [¿Qué cosa? 
 ‘What?’ 
BV: [(What?) 
BP: Look at this  [(*) 
DP:   [No sabes. 
   ‘You don’t know.’ 
BV: ¡Yo sé, yo sé! 
 ‘I know, I know!’ 
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[4.11] Example of all English morpheme strings with influence from Spanish 
morpho-syntax (E>Sconv).  Boldface print indicates E>Sconv usage; B=26 (a 
younger male), J=29 (B’s grandfather) and E=38 (an older female friend of B’s and 
J’s family) are conversing in the family home of B and J; all interlocutors are 
Peruvian (unsorted transcript, p.66). 
J: Ya estás hablando ya. 

‘You’re already talking now.’ 
B: Ready,  [set,    [go. (humming a melody) 
E:  [(laughing) (*S)  [algo hablo. 

‘[(laughing) (*S)  [I’m speaking something.’ 
J: (*) speak English! 
E: (laughing) 
B: (continues humming) 
J: (*) English. I don't know espeak English. 
B: No sabe como se [habla así. 

‘He doesn’t know how to say it like that. 
J:    [(I?) no understand. 
B: mmmm [mmmmmmmm(making the [m] sound over and over) 
E:  [(*S) [ sabe hablar inglés. 

‘[ knows how to speak English.’ 
J:   [(*) I catch, I can't,  espeak. 
 
 
 
[4.12] Example of English ML with isolated single Spanish morpheme insertion 
(S>Einsert). LM=13, younger female, reading aloud in class (all Hispanic summer 
school) from her own writing about her favorite animal (unsorted transcript,  p. 14). 
LM:  My favorito i, is a snake.  My snake eat rats. My snake li (as in "like")lives  on the grass.  ¡Sí, 

'tá bonito!  ¿Verdad que 'tá bonito? 
‘My favorite I, is a snake.My snake eats rats.  My snake li (as in “like”) lives on the grass.  
Yes, it’s pretty!  Isn’t it pretty?’ 
(one complete turn in a conversation) 

 
 
 
[5.1]  JR= 40 (sorted transcript, pp.64-65). 
JR: Esta señorita está muy bien en su  reading.  Y en todo en su  math  y en todo en  su  reading, 
reading y reading, all the time in reading, reading, ok?  y está muy bien en reading, reading!  
‘This lady is very good in her Reading.  And in all her Math and in all her Reading, Reading, and 
Reading, all the time in Reading, Reading, ok?  and she’s very good in Reading, Reading!’ 
………………………………………… 

‘because (name) is (*S) (staying/to stay?) because uh uh only he wasn’t reading the reading when 
he was clicking.  (*S) I take out thirty five (*S) he wasn’t reading only just playing, he was clicking 
only what he wanted.’ 
 

JR:  porque está (name) (*S) quedar porque  uh uh solo no estaba leyendo la el reading cuando 
estaba clicking . (*S) saco treinta y cinco (*S) no estaba leyendo solo estaba jugando, estaba clicking 
sólo lo que quería. 
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[5.2]  A conversation between boys during free activity time at an all Hispanic 
summer school; they are drawing and playing a game on the classroom white board 
except RR who is videotaping them; FQ=31 and RR=42 are Mexican; RM=18 and 
JF=9 are Guatemalan (unsorted transcript p. 84). 
FQ: (*) 
RM: Over here! 
unidentified boys: (*) 
FQ: We goin' to computer? 
JF: How could I win, see?  
unidentified boys: (*) 
RR: (at video camera) Awesome! 
RM: Wait, wait a second. You, [you already did yours!  
RR:    [Awesome!   cool. 
RM: He already did his. 
JF: Go . 
unidentified boys: (*) [(*) 
RM:    [He's making me a, he's making me a trap. 
 
 
 
[5.3]  DS=0, adult male Anglo bilingual; JM=17, adult male Hispanic bilingual; 
AP=70, female child Anglo English monolingual; they are in the home of DS;  AP is 
the niece of DS; JM is a friend of DS but introduced to AP only at the beginning of 
the conversation; JM is seeking help with college- level English mechanics from DS 
(unsorted transcript, pp. 21-22). 
(This is the same conversation as example [1.1].  See example [1.1] for 
translation.) 
 
 
 
[5.4] AR=37, Hispanic adult female; DS=0, Anglo adult male; both AR and DS are 
bilingual; DS is helping AR with a college assignment which is taught in English and 
for which the written materials are all in English (unsorted transcript, pp. 20-21). 
(This conversation is the same as example [1.4].  See example [1.4] for 
translation.) 
 
 
 
[5.5] SI=12, adult female Peruvian; DS=0, adult male Anglo interlocutor; instances of 
E>Sconv are underlined (unsorted transcript, pp. 19-20). 
SI:  Well, now that I ask you, I know what's "pick up" and everything, but, except when I have to ask 
today, you know,"Where do you pick up?" "Where do you pick it up?" peaches, from the floor, or from 
the tree? Well, I don't know, it sounds silly, but I don't know, I don't know, I've, I've never hunted, I 
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never did anything, so, the strawberries, I didn't even have idea you have to pick up from the floor the 
strawberries.  Did you know that? I didn't.  Tomatoes, I know (*E) ground, chiles--(interrupted by DS) 
DS: See because, porque yo, uuh, ¿cómo se dice? ¿yo crecí? 
 ‘See because, because I, uuh, How do you say?, I grew up?’ 
SI: Yeah. 
DS: Crecí en una granja. 
 ‘I grew up on a farm.’ 
SI: Yeah. 
DS: (*S) de niño yo hacía hacía todo eso. 
 ‘(*S) from childhood I did did all that.’ 
SI: Yeah, but [, I never 
DS:   [(*S) 
SI: Yo no sé, yo no sé.  And,(3 ½  second pause)  then they, you know, they told  me names like a  

"pesca", "pesca".  (unintelligible) "pesca", "pesca" (unintelligible) this? 
‘I don’t know, I don’t know.  And, (3 ½ second pause) they they, you know, they told me 
names like a “pick”, “pick”.  (unintelligible) “pick”, “pick” (unintelligible) this?’ 

DS: Eso para ti significa nada más "pesca peces"? 
 ‘That means nothing to you but “fish for fishes”?’ 
SI: Yeah, para mí "pescar" es "pescar peces". 
 ‘Yeah, for me “pescar” is “to fish for fishes”.’ 
DS: Porque, por ejemp [lo (name)
 ‘Because, for example (name)  
SI:    [para mí ,  and para mí no tiene significado "pescar".  Yo no puedo, no sé 

cómo traducir ni, ni, no sé, ni en español yo puedo traducir "pesca", porque para mí 
"pescar", sólo dices "pescar" cuando pescas. 
‘for me, and for me “pescar” doesn’t mean anything.  I can’t, I don’t know how to translate 
nor, nor, do I know, neither in Spanish can I translate “pesca”, because for me “pescar”, you 
only say “pescar” when you go fishing.’ 

               (2 sec. pause) you know, fishin'. (1 1/2 sec. pause) you know. 
DS:         (name) lo usó para hablar de ir al al dentista para qu[e le, para que le pesquen su su diente. 

‘(name) used it to talk about going to the to the dentist so they could extract her tooth.’  
SI:         [Es que 
       ‘It’s that’ 
SI: [After 
DS: [(*S)  para sacar el diente. 
 ‘(*S)   to extract the tooth.’ 
SI: Well I would never use that (*). 
 
 
 
[5.6]  JZ and AZ, younger Peruvian brothers, showing DS, an older visiting Anglo 
male, how to play a game of marbles; AZ=63, JZ=64, DS=0 (unsorted transcript,  pp. 
90, 92). 
AZ: slowly (JZ's name), este es tu piloto (*), slowly . Ok va, mira. 
 ‘slowly (JZ's name), this is your pilot (*), slowly.  Ok it’s g  oing, look.’   
JZ: Yeah. 
AZ: Ok.   
(10 second pause while getting marbles together to play marbles, includes whistling and a few other 
noises) 
DS: ¿Y qué estás haciendo? 
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 ‘And what are you doing?’ 
AZ: uh 
JZ: (*) agarrarlos, y si los da así, uh, yo tengo sacar mi bola, y si tú no, otr(o/a?) (sounds more 

like [o]) vez  
‘(*) to grab them, and if you do them like this, uh, I have to take out my marble, and if you 
don’t, another (…) time’ 

……………………………………………. 
 
DS: ¿Qué voy a hacer? 

‘What am I going to do?’ 
AZ: Ok.  (*S) yo ir he jugamos. 

‘Ok (*S) (I am going to play?)’ 
JZ: Yeah, yo juga [mos. 

‘Yeah, (I play?)’ 
AZ:   [Ok. 
 
 
 
[5.7] ER = 38, DP = 28, BP = 26, BV = 56; ER, an adult female friend of DP’s and 
BP’s family, in the home of younger male brothers, DP and BP; BV, a younger 
female, is also visiting; all are Peruvian (unsorted transcript, p. 56). 
ER:  lechuga,   limón. 
  ‘lettuce,   lemon.’ 
DP or BP: [No, no.   [No me  [gusta. 
  ‘No, no.   I don’ like it.’ 
ER:  [¿No es tanto el limón? [(*S) 
 ‘It’s not so much the lemon?  
BV:      [I like, yum, yum, yum, yum, yum, yum.   
DP: Yo no  [sé. 
 ‘I don’t know.’ 
BV:  [My grandpa made it.  Made it at my house, after he brought fish. 
ER: (laughing) 
BV: (*) pero comí todo  [(*S) 
 ‘(*) but I ate it all’ 
DP:    [I wonder what fish tastes like. 
BV: You haven't even,   
DP: Uh, I hate fish. 
BV: uh, my  es que (you haven't eat?)mi abuelo  [  vino!  
‘uh, my it’s that (you haven’t eat?) my grandfather came!’ 
DP:      [I only like the fish that  [they give us at 
               school. 
BV:         [Pero mi abuelo vino 

y trajo y eso,  uh,   [el(*) 
‘But my grandfather came and brought and that, uh, (the/) (*)’  
BP:    [Cuando hay chupan (*) gets more little . 
    ‘When (there is?) they suck (*) gets more little.’  
BV: ¡Estoy hablando! (laughing)  Cuando yo me serví todo ellos dijo , but dónde está el pescado, 

yo ya me lo comí todo. 
‘I’m talking! (laughing)  When I served myself everything they said, but where is the fish, I 
already ate it all up.’ 
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[5.8]  A sample of the speech of ES, a Mexican adult male with 100% S usage.   
ES=46; MR=35, an adult Mexican female; DS=0, an adult Anglo male (unsorted 
transcript, pp. 100-102). 
ES: (*S) Pregúntales, pregúntales, pregúntales a ellas su edad y la sumas. 
 ‘(*S) Ask them, ask them, ask them their age and add it up.’ 
MR: Ay. 
 ‘Oh’ 
ES: (*S) (laughing) 
…………………………… 
ES: aquí no le dicee, en la cinco, ¿es el lugar dónde? 
 ‘here doesn’t it say, in number five, Is it the place where?’ 
DS: donde traba [jas. 
 ‘where you work.’ 
ES:   [¿dónde está? 
   ‘Where it is?’ 
DS: um hum. 
…………………………… 
ES:    (*S) ciudad? (question directed to DS) 
    ‘(*S) city?’ (…) 
DS: It's uh 
MR: (*S [ ) 
ES:  [(*S)la ciudad? (question directed to DS) 
  ‘(*S) the city?’ (…) 
MR: (*S [ ) 
DS:  [¿Huh? 
ES: ¿o la  compañía? (question directed to DS) 
 ‘or the company?’ (…) 
 
 
 
[5.9]  Sample of S>Econv. AZ=63, JZ=64, PZ=66, DS=0, ER=38; at school where 
PZ teaches, during break, DS (Anglo adult male) and ER and PZ (Hispanic adult 
females) are talking with AZ and JZ, PZ’s two sons (unsorted transcript,  pp. 87, 88, 
90). 
AZ: El hab [láis en, en español, en inglés, pero 
‘(He?) talks in, in Spanish, in English, but’ 
ER and DS: [(laughing) 
AZ: (* [ ) 
ER:  [es  poquito, no no hablas  mucho. 
‘it’s a little, you don’t don’t talk much.’ 
………………………………………….. 
DS: Ssj, en qué grado estás?  (to A) 
‘Ssj, in what grade are you? (to A)’ 
AZ: Trescer. 

‘Third.’ 
DS: ¿Tres? 

‘Three?’ 
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AZ: Tres [cer. 
‘Third.’ 

PZ:  [Habla fuerte. 
‘Speak up.’ 

AZ: Trescer   grado. 
‘Third grade.’ 

 
AZ and JZ are playing marbles in their home in front of DS. 
JZ: y hablamos  cerca uno , soy yo uh le he dado así, uno y  (*) [ 
‘and we are talking about one, I have given it to him like that, one and (*) 
AZ:        ` [e -n -ese es lo 
         ‘in that is the 
 otro juego. (* [ ) 
‘other game.’ 
JZ:   [Sí. 
   ‘Yes.’ 
AZ: Ok, ese es otro juego.  Ese es otro juego. 

‘Ok, that is the other game.  That is the other game.’ 
JZ: Noo, we're playing. (*E) 
 
 
 
[5.10]  Writing at the board and playing with the video camera during recess at an all 
Hispanic summer school; MM= 16, PQ=32, KO=23, DS=0 (unsorted transcript, pp. 
7, 8, 10-11). 
MM: Dilo, dilo, dilo. (*S) Ay, Here he comes!(As another child approaches the video camera 

showing his teeth like a monster) 
‘Say it, say it, say it.  (*S) Ay, Here he comes!’ 

KO: ¿Cómo se llama,  cómo se llama,  cómo se llama?! 
‘What is its name,  what is its name, what is its name?!’ 

MM: He's doin' that thing.Ya se fue. He's gone now. 
‘He’s doin’ that thing.  He’s already gone.  He’s gone now.’ 

………………………………….. 
MM: Los shells! 

‘The shells!’ 
DS:  Don't put your hand on (*E, but talking about not putting hand on the video camera lens). 
MM: I wanna hear. 
 
Playing a board game. 
MM: We already have that one. 
PQ: We already have that one. 
MM: Four. 
PQ: Four. 
MM: Este es three. 

‘This is three.’ 
PQ: Este es four. 

‘This is four.’ 
MM: Este es three. 

‘This is three.’ 
MM?: (*E) got bingo. 
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MM?: She got bingo. 
PQ: Nuh-uh, I haven't .  Necesitamos todos, todos, todos. 

‘Nuh-uh, I haven’t.  We need all of them, all of them, all of them.’ 
MM: I need one on green, green. 
PQ: Here I need one on pink.(pause)  Put number nine, nine.  It's number nine. 
MM: (*S) ponerle a   nine on our seats, whatever. (*).  That one is free. 

‘(*S) put/to put/put a nine on our seats, whatever. (*).  That one is free.’ 
PQ: (Yo?/ El?) puse nine. 

‘(I?/He?) put nine.’ 
 
 
 
[5.11]  RM=18, a Guatemalan younger male; MM=16 and PQ=32, younger Mexican 
females; playing a game with toy dinosaurs during activity time in summer school in 
which all students are Hispanic (unsorted transcript, pp. 11-12). 
RM: Here, here he is. 
MM: I know that. You don't have to told me. 
RM: He's the only one, he's the only one. 
MM: I know, he's by hisself. 
RM: So T-Rex can look (*E) 
………………………………… 
RM: Who was him? 
PQ: Apúrate porque le diga a tu mamá. 

‘Hurry up because I might tell tell your mother.’ 
MM: Apúrate porque le diga a tu mamá. 

‘Hurry up because I might tell tell your mother.’ 
RM: She's gone. 
 
 
 
[5.12] AR=37, an Ecuadorian adult female; DS=0, an Anglo adult male;  
DS is helping AR with a college assignment (unsorted transcript, p. 21). 
AR: If that would be Spanish for me, that would take me one night, that's it, to do it.  Because it's 

not bad, uh, and when I came here, uh, January, I was studying grammar, I was studying 
speed reading, and I didn't took like Bible, biblical, how you say, bibli, biblical classes. 

DS: Bible classes. 
AR: Bible classes.  I didn't, I didn't (*E)tape (laughing) (*E) never to talk. (laughing) Ok, you  

can say you will correct the grammar.   
DS: No, no, no.  No corregir.  

‘No, no, no.  Not to correct.’  
AR: (*) 
DS: Analizar. 

‘To analyze.’ 
AR: Analizar. Ok. (laughing) Ok, but, and that was the first time I had to write down my  

thoughts.  (*) Uuh! 
‘To analyze. Ok. (laughing)  Ok, but, ….’ 
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[6.21]  JP=25, PT=48, MT=47, ER=38; ER, a Peruvian adult female, is visiting and 
eating with friends, including the adult males in the conversation (JP, PT, and MT); 
they are all acquaintances from a Hispanic church; JP is from El Salvador and PT and 
MT are Mexican brothers (unsorted transcript, pp. 43-44). 
1 JP: Ensalada, ensalada con pollo. 
  ‘salad, salad with chicken.’ 
2 PT: Un taco con mucho pollo 
  ‘A taco with a lot of chicken’ 
3 MT: (*E?) 
4 ER: No sé qué es efe, a , e, eme, a . 
  ‘I don’t know what ‘f’, ‘a’, ‘e’, ‘m’, ‘a’ is.’ 
5 MT: ¿Dónde, ah? 
  ‘Where, huh?’ 
6 ER: (*S) esto.  Es una agencia.  (*S) Te está hablando de, creo que del agua, (*S) 

 agua  
7  (*,*S) I don't know.  Ay no estoy segura de esto.  No entiendo mucho.  Aquí  

han puesto   
8 para  que firmen y la fecha.  Se supongo que algo relacionado a la, al seguro de la, 

de  
9  la tierra, de la casa.  (*) es de la misma? 
‘(*S) this.  It’s an agency.  (*S) It’s talking about, I believe about the water, (*S) water (*,*S) I don’t 
know.  Oh, I’m not sure about this.  I don’t understand much.  Here they have indicated for you to sign 
and the date.  I suppose that it’s something related to the, to the insurance of the, of the land, of the 
house.  (*) is it about the same thing?’ 
10 MT: Uh, hum, (*S) 
11 ER: ¿Es la misma? 
  ‘Is it the same?’ 
12 MT: No, este es diferente 
  ‘No, this is different’ 
13 ER: Oye, no invitas, ¿por qué? 
  ‘Listen, you’re not inviting, Why?’ 
14 PT: Es que está comiendo, uh,  verduras como los conejos. 
  ‘It’s that he’s eating, uh, vegetable like rabbits.’ 
15 ER: Oye no seas tan conejo pues (laughing) 
  ‘Listen don’t be such a rabbit now (laughing)’ 
16 JP: Tranquilita chica, tranquilita estoy comiendo. 
  ‘Calm down girl, calm down I’m eating.’ 
17 ER: Oo, lo siento mister. 
  ‘Oh, I’m sorry mister.’ 
18 JP: Soy conejo, pues 
  ‘I’m a rabbit, then’ 
19 ER: ¿Vamos a sentarnos allá?,  ¡calor!  Is good your food?  (laughing) 
20  (JP's name), dime, ¿cómo está tu ensalada, ah? 
  ‘Are we going to sit down there?  Hot! Is good your food?  (laughing) 
  (JP's name), tell me, How is your salad, huh?’ 
21 JP: I'm very good. 
22 ER: Very good. 
23 JP:  (I am/ Está bien?) pues. 
  ‘(I am/Is it ok?) then.’ 
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24 ER: Y, ¿tú lo has preparado? 
  ‘And, did you prepare it?’ 
25 JP: Um, hum 
26 ER: Um,  buen cocinero eres, a pues de los chinos, pero ahora  ensalada.  Ahora   
27  es americano. 

‘Um, you’re a good cook, oh well of the Chinese, but now salad.  Now he is 
American.’ 

28 JP: Mexicano salvadoreña 
  ‘Mexican Salvadoran’ 
29 ER: Ah, salvado,¿es, es ensalada da de alla?¿Es típico de allá? (laughing) Pero¿qué 

 te ríes? 
‘Ah, “salvado”, Is, is it a salad from there?  Is it characteristic of there?(laughing) 
But why are you laughing?’ 

30 JP: Déjame comer, pues. 
  ‘Let me eat, ok.’ 
31 ER: Es su comida típica dice (PT's name). 
  ‘It’s his typical food says (PT's name).’  
 
 
 
Figure 6.2  ML/EL insertions at the conversation level 
Note: S=Spanish, E=English, ML=matrix language, EL=embedded language; the 
conversation is the same as example [6.21] and the line numbers here account for the 
same turns as in example [6.21]. 
(This is the same conversation as example [6.21].  See example [6.21] for    
translation.) 
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Appendix B:  Social Factors Questionnaires 

Note: The following questionnaires were administered either in written form or orally 
to the informants in the study in order to obtain the social background information 
used primarily in Chapters 3 and 5. 
 
Questionnaire for children: 
1.First Name   Last Name 
Nombre ______________ Apellido___________________ 
 
2.Where were you born?  
¿Dónde naciste?city / ciudad___________state / estado_______ country / 
país_____________ 
 
3.When were you born? 
¿Cuándo naciste? day /día_____, month / mes______, 
year / año_______ 
 
4.Where do you live now (Cornelia, Baldwin, Clarkesville, Demorest, 
Alto)?102 
¿Dónde vives ahora (Cornelia, Baldwin, Clarkesville, Demorest, 
Alto)?____________ 
 
5.Where does your father work? 
¿Dónde trabaja tu papá?_______________________________ 
 
6.Where does your mother work? 
¿Dónde trabaja tu mamá?_________________________________ 
 
7.How many years have you been in the U.S.? 
¿Cuántos años has estado en los Estados Unidos?_________________ 
 
8.In what states have you lived and how many years? 
¿En qué estados has vivido y por cuántos años?   
                                                 
102 Cornelia, Baldwin, Clarkesville, Demorest, and Alto are local towns in Habersham and Banks 
Counties in Northeast Georgia. 
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state / estado Georgia    years / años_________ 
state / estado ________ years / años_________ 
state / estado ________ years / años_________ 
state / estado ________ years / años_________ 
 
 
9.Did you attend school in Mexico?  How many years? 
¿Asististe a la escuela en Mexico?________¿Por cuántos años?_____ 
 
 
10.Did you attend school in Guatemala? How many years? 
¿Asististe a la escuela en Guatemala?_____ ¿Por cuántos años?_____ 
 
11.How many years did you attend school in the U.S.? 
¿Por cuántos años asististe a la escuela en los Estados Unidos?_______ 
 
12.What language(Spanish,English,Q’anjob’al)do you speak mostly at 
home? 
¿Qué idioma (Español, Inglés, Q’anjob’al) hablas más en 
casa?___________ 
 
13.What other language do you speak at home sometimes? 
¿Qué otro idioma hablas a veces en casa?______________________ 
 
14.Who do you speak Spanish with at home? 
¿Con quién hablas español en casa?___________________________ 
 
15.Who do you speak English with at home? 
¿Con quién hablas inglés en la casa?__________________________ 
 
16.Who do you speak Q’anjob’al with at home? 
¿Con quién hablas q’anjob’al en casa?________________________ 
 
17.What language do you speak when eating with your family? 
¿Qué idioma hablas cuándo estás comiendo con tu 
familia?_______________ 
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18.Do you like to speak Spanish?Do you like to speak English? 
¿Te gusta hablar español?_____¿Te gusta hablar inglés?_____ 
 
19.Do you like to speak Q’anjob’al?    
¿Te gusta hablar q’anjob’al?_____ 
 
20.What language do you like to speak the best? 
¿Qué idioma te gusta hablar más?______________________ 
 
21.Which language do you speak mostly at school (regular school)?103 
¿Qué idioma hablas más en la escuela (escuela regular)?___________ 
 
22.Which language do you speak mostly at recess in regular school? 
¿Qué idioma hablas más en el recreo en la escuela regular?_________ 
 
23.How many friends do you have that speak almost all English? 
¿Cuántos amigos tienes que hablan casi todo en inglés?____________ 
 
24.Which language do you speak mostly when you are with your friends? 
¿Qué idioma hablas más cuando estás con tus amigos?____________ 
 
25.Which do you want to be called?:  
Hispanic,Latino,Mexican,Guatemalan,American? 
¿Qué prefieres que alguien te llame?:  
Hispano,Latino, 
Mexicano,Guatemalteco,Americano?___________________ 

                                                 
103 “Regular school” is used to refer to the year-round school year and to distinguish it from the 
summer school programs (Migrant Education) which many Hispanic children in the community attend.  
Peer contacts in Migrant Education summer schools are all Hispanic and in “regular school” are both 
Anglo and Hispanic.   
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Questionnaire for adults: 
1.First Name   Last Name 
Nombre ___________________Apellido___________________ 
 
2.Where were you born?  
¿Dónde naciste? city / ciudad___________state / estado_________ 
country / país_____________ 
 
3.When were you born? 
¿Cuándo naciste? day /día_____, month / mes_________,  
year / año_______ 
 
4.Where do you live now (Cornelia, Baldwin, Clarkesville, Demorest, 
Alto)? 
¿Dónde vives ahora (Cornelia, Baldwin, Clarkesville, Demorest, 
Alto)?___________ 
 
5.Where do you work? 
¿Dónde trabajas tú?__________________________________ 
 
6.Where does your father work? 
¿Dónde trabaja tu papá?_______________________________ 
Where does your mother work? 
¿Dónde trabaja tu mamá?_________________________________ 
 
7.How many years have you been in the U.S.? 
¿Cuántos años has estado en los Estados Unidos?_________________ 
 
8.In what states have you lived and how many years? 
¿En qué estados has vivido y por cuántos años?   
state / estado Georgia    years / años_________ 
state / estado ________ years / años_________ 
state / estado ________ years / años_________ 
state / estado ________ years / años_________ 
 
9.Did you attend school in Mexico?  How many years? 
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¿Asististe a la escuela en Mexico?_____ ¿Por cuántos años?_____ 
 
10.Did you attend school in Guatemala? How many years? 
¿Asististe a la escuela en Guatemala?____ ¿Por cuántos años?_____ 
 
11.How many years did you attend school in the U.S.? 
¿Por cuántos años asististe a la escuela en los Estados Unidos?_______ 
 
12.What language(Spanish,English,Q’anjob’al)do you speak mostly at 
home?  
¿Qué idioma (Español, Inglés, Q’anjob’al) hablas más en 
casa?___________ 
 
13.What other language do you speak at home sometimes? 
¿Qué otro idioma hablas a veces en casa?_____________________ 
 
14.Who do you speak Spanish with at home? 
¿Con quién hablas español en casa?__________________________ 
 
15.Who do you speak English with at home? 
¿Con quién hablas inglés en la casa?__________________________ 
 
16.Who do you speak Q’anjob’al with at home? 
¿Con quién hablas q’anjob’al en casa?_________________________ 
 
17.What language do you speak when eating with your family? 
¿Qué idioma hablas cuándo estás comiendo con tu familia?_________ 
 
18.Do you like to speak Spanish? Do you like to speak English? 
¿Te gusta hablar español?_____ ¿Te gusta hablar inglés?_____ 
 
19.Do you like to speak Q’anjob’al? 
¿Te gusta hablar q’anjob’al?_____ 
 
20.What language do you like to speak the best? 
¿Qué idioma te gusta hablar más?______________________ 
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21.Which language do you speak mostly at your work? 
¿Qué idioma hablas más en tu trabajo?____________________ 
 
22.Which language do you speak mostly at your break at work? 
¿Qué idioma hablas más en tu break en el trabajo?________________ 
 
23.How many friends do you have that speak almost all English? 
¿Cuántos amigos tienes que hablan casi todo en inglés?____________ 
 
24.Which language do you speak mostly when you are with your friends? 
¿Qué idioma hablas más cuando estás con tus amigos?____________ 
 
25.Which do you want to be called?:  
Hispanic,Latino,Mexican,Guatemalan,American? 
¿Qué prefieres que alguien te llame?: 
Hispano,Latino, 
Mexicano,Guatemalteco,Americano?___________________ 
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Appendix C:  A list of all E>Sconv and S>Econv instances in the data 

(certain and uncertain) 

Note:  Uncertain instances of E>Sconv and S>Econv are indicated with a ‘?’. 
 
E.>Sconv?26 Gimme it!  
E.>Sconv?26 No, he, I'll, I'll just make, de make a sound. 
E.>Sconv?26 Uum, Gimme it. 
E.>Sconv?26 [(minor?) niño!   
E>Sconv?18  Wait!, await!   
E>Sconv?31 we goin' to computer?  
E>Sconv?37 (laughing) Ok, thank you. That's the reason why you need.  
E>Sconv?4 he big man 
E>Sconv?4 St,t, t,  take it off right here, put it right here, I'm a shoot it.  
E>Sconv?4  he like bigger than ______’s brother  
E>Sconv?43 Not too much.  
E>Sconv?56 The only thing I want to do is just go to sleep.  (*E) on Saturdays, this 
is very weird. On Saturdays, I don't have school, I'm sleepy and I go up, I go up, like, 
E>Sconv?6  Celebrate.  We hav'in a,  we hav'in a party.  Right? ahora y aquel ya 
está cantando, 
E>Sconv?61  No, dije que en la, en Baldwin School (*) escuela es para  sit...sixth 
graders.  
E>Sconv?61 seis, siete, ocho, nueve, uh, uh, ahora, cuatro y  y cinco, so sutrac it.  
Subtract it, however you say it. (*) ya sabes? 
E>Sconv?63 Danny went somewhere.  I ton't know where, but (*).  
E>Sconv?64 [ uh, you (deals?)  
 
 
 
E>Sconv10  Me play him. 
E>Sconv12   "Where do you pick it up?" peaches, from the floor, or from the tree? 
Well, I don't know, it sounds silly, but I don't know, I don't know,  
E>Sconv12  the strawberries.  Did you know that? I didn't.  Tomatoes, I know (*E) 
ground, chiles  (influence from Spanish overuse of the definite article as compared to 
English) 
E>Sconv12  "Where do you pick up?" 
E>Sconv12 Well, now that I ask you, I know what's "pick up" and everything, but, 
except when I have to ask today, you know, 
E>Sconv12 I didn't even have idea  
E>Sconv12  I've, I've never hunted, I never did anything, so, the strawberries, 
(semantic interference) 
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E>Sconv12  you have to pick up from the floor 
E>Sconv13 My favorito i,is a snake.  My snake eat rats.  
E>Sconv13  That dudn't rhymes, does it? 
E>Sconv13  and he climbs treeses and he jumps (*E) on the trees.  
E>Sconv16  See I put some dots red. 
E>Sconv16  I know that. You don't have to told me. 
E>Sconv17 Es diferente.  Ellos tienen como un tema, sin, sin, cómo se llaman para 
uh los paragraph,  
E>Sconv18  Mrs., Mrs.  It start with a "s". 
E>Sconv18  Thank you, but I know where's that one. Ha, Ha, Ha. 
E>Sconv18  Who was him? 
E>Sconv18  It start with a "s".  
E>Sconv18  Where's T-Rex?  He, he loves me. Uh, uh.  T-Rex, you loves me. 
Grrrr!   Ha,ha,ha. 
E>Sconv18  He, Pppp!  He think it's funny, right? 
E>Sconv18  It start with a "s".  
E>Sconv18 He's makin' me a trap.  I can't know where he goin'. 
E>Sconv18 Hey, leave the cats win. Come on, let's erase it.  No, don't erase (*E). 
You can see it (*E). Pus! (*E) can't do that.  The cats win. 
E>Sconv18 I don't know.  Why you ask me? (*E)What is that?! 
E>Sconv18 I no oughta wait (*E) (Note word order corresponding to Spanish even 
though all morphemes are in English.)  
E>Sconv2 Me too, I don't have it that one.(influence from English) 
E>Sconv21 con mi esposo, practice Spanish (*) (left out English subject pronoun) 
E>Sconv23 I no can see. 
E>Sconv24 Oh, Adan!  You're gonna sit him.  
E.>Sconv26   gets more little. 
E.>Sconv26  I just can't wait to get this Christmas,  
E>Sconv28 You have eight, you're eight years old.  (note the English conforming 
to the Spanish "tú tienes/you have" for telling age.)   
E>Sconv28  It get  y  también I get  
E>Sconv28 Oh sh look, she drawin' on it!  Kill 'er,kill 'er, kill 'er, kill 'er, kill 'er! 
E>Sconv29 I catch, I can't, espeak. (E>Sconv--Spanish phonology) 
E>Sconv29  (*) English. I don't know espeak English.   
E>Sconv29  (I?) no understand.  
E>Sconv37   I don't know. (4 1/2 sec. pause) What, what do you think?  I should, I 
should write each definition for each book, and then I write what I understand, or 
what, I should do?  
E>Sconv37 Do,do you have other idea for this?  
E>Sconv37 What did you put that?  
E>Sconv37 If that would be Spanish for me, that would take me one night, that's it, 
to do it.  Because it's not bad, uh, and when I came here, uh, January, I was studying 
grammar, I was studying speed reading, 
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E>Sconv37 It's a lot. Especially for me. If that would be Spanish 
E>Sconv37 Thank you.  How (*E) I should write this? (*E) in the book "discuss" 
the significan,that I need help, 
E>Sconv37 Until Monday, no?   
E>Sconv37 and I didn't took like Bible, biblical, 
E>Sconv37  Danny, in this question, I really need. 
E>Sconv37 how you say, bibli, biblical classes. 
E>Sconv38 Sí, así sucede, te p te dicen varias veces, "what you say?" (Yeah?/ya?) 
Au, entonces se queda peor, se disminuye, (*S). 
E>Sconv38  Is good your food?  
E>Sconv4 me and Lili are only friends, not boyfriends. 
E>Sconv42 I go lookin' for it.  (instead of Standard English ‘I’m/I’ll go lookin’ for 
it.’ or ‘I’m gonna look for it.’—appears to be influence from Spanish ‘voy 
buscándolo.’) 
E>Sconv42  She don't know play.   
E>Sconv43 He no comin', today.   
E>Sconv43  no la peak English.  
E>Sconv44  Uhhh? You don't know nothing even to speak English? 
E>Sconv52  That not gum.  That's candy.  
E>Sconv52  This not gum.  
E>Sconv52  My father say  
E>Sconv56 December what?  In Christmas? 
E>Sconv6 Somebody tell me, to me en el, trabajo, que si yo, (laughing) que si 
había matado un leopardo.(laughing) 
E>Sconv61  We have to draw (missing indefinite article) picture. 
E>Sconv64  What's you think, (name)?  
E>Sconv7  She say take a shower 
 
 
 
S>Econv?16  hacer el yellow 
S>Econv?16 I need some more que a él le dice mucho ir allá a mí. 
S>Econv?16 Yo hacer un osito. 
S>Econv?16 Abrás una.  A ver, everybody.  
S>Econv?17 Es decir, y termina en este punto.  Entonces, de aquí uno lo pone en la 
computadora con la flechita.  Entonces, la plasta y llega como hasta  pongamos que 
el punto o a mitad a la coma, entonces abajo da como cinco porque (*S) no está bien 
escrito o algo o a mejor sí está bien (*) corrupciones.  Entonces hay cinco que (*) si 
las quieres cambiar, entonces uno la plana a cual escoge la ce, la a, la be, y cambia 
totalmente. 
S>Econv?17 y puedes esc escogiar, tienes que escoger la mejor. 
S>Econv?21 (*S) es bien que me regañe.   
S>Econv?23  ¡No la puchen! (pause) ¡No la puchen! ¡No la puchen! 
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S>Econv?24  Maestro, ¿y a ónde vamos a ir al swimmin (pause) ónde ónde aquí en 
este lake o él de allá?  
S>Econv?24  No mejor me cambio aquí porque quede por aquí (*S). 
S>Econv?24  la voy a dar un de este (*S)  un chi...  
S>Econv?25  viste que te digo, la misma costumbre mi hermana, te lavaste la mano, 
déjalo, si no te lavas las manos no te coma. 
S>Econv?26 Cuando hay chupan (*) 
S>Econv?26 [(minor?) niño! 
S>Econv?27 ¿Me puedes ayuda? um, Will you help me make, uh, holes?  
S>Econv?27 Ok, ok. Todos siéntense.  Dej David!  Si no te sientes te vas.  
S>Econv?27 (*) un de por allá.  Where's that thing? 
S>Econv?28 _____, si mueves, lo puedes (decir?) stop it.  
S>Econv?29 ah, le astás grabando a él?  
S>Econv?31 Yo tengo una película (*) de un monstruo, real fat. Se quita la (mal?) 
cara.  
S>Econv?31 Yo, es a quien quiere compiar este, este, uh, este  
S>Econv?31 (*S) Tú junta el blue.  
S>Econv?32  Que graba yo los que vamos a (*S). 
S>Econv?34 uh huh, (*S) tienda esa, grandote (que?) está. ¿Como que va (*S)? 
S>Econv?35 o si se pones, "pollote". 
S>Econv?38 No estamos (laughing) descriminar, eso es de mi trabajo, que (*S) 
pidiendo 
S>Econv?38 ¿(Con otros/Cuántos?)amigos tienes que hablar casi todo en inglés?  
S>Econv?38 No te descrimino.  
S>Econv?38 (*S) es mejor es bueno par esta temperatura,  me gusta comer el 
tomate.  
S>Econv?38 (*S) esto.  Es una agencia.  (*S) Te está hablando de, creo que del 
agua, (*S) agua (*,*S) I don't know.  Ay no estoy segura de esto.  No entiendo 
mucho.  Aquí han puesto para que firmen y la fecha.  Se supongo que algo 
relacionado a la, al seguro de la, de la tierra, de la casa.  (*) es de la misma?  
S>Econv?38 ¿_____, cuál te, cuál te gusta, qué figura dice para (*S) imprimir ?  Te 
gus  
S>Econv?38 ¡Ay espérate, no me salpique!  
S>Econv?38 ¿Cómo se llama tu familia que está en, que va a venir dice tu mami en 
Florida?  
S>Econv?38 ¿Del día veinte siete?   
S>Econv?38 ¿En, cuánto    años hizo la escuela?  
S>Econv?38 No es, ok, la ‘y’ griega.  Día de nacid, o sea, ¿cuándo es tu 
cumpleaños?  
S>Econv?38 No, eso yo es suficien.  Su nombre es Noemí, verdad?  
S>Econv?38 O, barre afuera en las calle,  
S>Econv?38 Y a la escuela estuvistes a la escuela en el mismo momento, que que 
venistes al país o , uh  
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S>Econv?38 ¿Y y las mismas familias les compra, les les da, que para el 
cumpleaños, que por Navidad, que por no sé qué?  ¿Y por no sé cuánto?  Y siempre 
les dan. Sí.  (pause) ¿Y entonces tú estudias en la noche, o no estudias? 
S>Econv?38 Yo pensé que ya tenía más tiempo, o sea, que tú tienes, 
S>Econv?38 Cuando tú ven, cuando tú llegastes aquí al país ¿sabes cuántos años 
tenías? 
S>Econv?38 Pero no es que yo te estoy descriminando.  
S>Econv?38 ¿Y a qué hora es la hora de, la hora que (*S) así?  ¿Cuál el la hora 
que dan el almuerzo? 
S>Econv?38 ¿De quién viene de tu familia? ¿De tu papá y tu mamá?  De tu 
hermano ya pasó.  ¿Quién viene-s? (pronuounces 's' at end)  
S>Econv?39 Ok, ahora vamos a estar pristada a (name).  (Name), ¿quién es su 
novia?  
S>Econv?39  Que les va de estar siguiendo pegando como la otra vez.  
S>Econv?39 Y ahora vamos a entrevistar a de (name), (name) (*)? 
S>Econv?4 …puches play y luego le pones stop… 
S>Econv?4 Yeah, yeah, aquí donde están, mira, el (*S) chiquito están  
S>Econv?4 Dícelo que pipa la (*). 
S>Econv?4 Dije, "yo quiero ella".  (*) 
S>Econv?4 Juego (*) hacer allá.  Ya no sirve para nada aquí. 
S>Econv?4  But you're gonna do (*E) that, no! …  Dicero te  
S>Econv?40  sólo no estaba leyendo la el reading cuando estaba clicking. 
S>Econv?41 pero puede hablamos q’anjob’al. 
S>Econv?42   ¿Quién quiere a trace dinosaurs?  ¿Quién quiere hacer trace 
dinosaurs? (system morphemes come from the Spanish ML, "a" and "hacer")  
S>Econv?43  (*S) con mi una.  Estas también son mías. Uh.  
S>Econv?43  Ah, (*S) todos me da una, un ocho. 
S>Econv?43  ¿Cómo te llama? 
S>Econv?43 No hablar tú, tampoco. 
S>Econv?43 Préstame las poncha (hole punchers) (*S) primero.  
S>Econv?44 No, según numéro, dinero. 
S>Econv?45 mi esposo me (*S) fíjete, (*S), mientras hablabas hubo palabras que te 
las comistes.  
S>Econv?45 pero a la hora el hermano un día mi esposo dice, 
S>Econv?45 porque mi mamá se mudó del campo a la ciudad, y luego conoció a mi 
papa (pronounces 'papa' with accent on first syllable). 
S>Econv?45  tú lo vas, yo,(*S) yo no voy a presentarle, eso que lo haga el hermano 
Jorge.  
S>Econv?47 Nos fuimos a la clínica allá a Toccoa, y estaba cerrado todavía, pero 
nos fuimos al hospital (‘hospital’ pronounced with English phonology).  
S>Econv?48 No se esconda, que al fin yo lo miramos. 
S>Econv?48 (*S) ahora que tuvieran hubieran cocido las papitas ya cocido(*S)  
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S>Econv?49  todo, el, el, del paseo de kindergarten estaban apagada(lack of final 
's') las luces, y Cinthia em empezó a llorar  
S>Econv?49 y me dijo adiós y le di un abrazo porque no me dejé quería decir adiós 
porque estaba llorando, Cinthia, 
S>Econv?49 Cinthia un día cuando fui a la escuela, estaban las luces pagadas y 
(laughing)  
S>Econv?50 el kinder está juno con, con  Baldwin.  
S>Econv?50 Dice que le gusta más bien que, que preschool porque allá gritaban 
más 
S>Econv?50 él hacia, el hacia ('hacia' both times without accent on the 'i') (*) 
S>Econv?50 Miss (name) no es (un/una?) maestra.  Miss (name)'s the real teacher.  
S>Econv?50 Y, y me gusta cuando le dijo que no se vaya tan lejos, 
 S>Econv?50 porque non estábamos, porque (*S) tenía(*S)  
S>Econv?54 (*S) descriminando a los americanos. 
S>Econv?56 En Florida (Spanish pronunciation and word stress) estuve en escuela. 
S>Econv?56 Pero mi en, mi prima es la que me enseñó más y más y más. 
S>Econv?56 No pero, que peno que no hay, (snudo?) en ceviche.  Yum, yum, yum, 
yum, yum, yum, yum, yum.   I love ceviche.  
S>Econv?56 ten, tiene soda (*) 
S>Econv?57 (*S), sí, um, um que daba, y yo le pedí a la profesora que me de 
gramática y me decía este, sí pero me daba un poco, ¡pero acá wow!  ¡En verdad que 
es bien complejo no es tan fácil!  
S>Econv?57 No es ciert? acá, o pronombre, ¿no? 
S>Econv?57 vuelta le repito, (laughing) cuando me dicen "what", "what?!" dicen, o 
sea que no me entend (*S) no entiende nada (*S). 
S>Econv?6 a quien (matastelo?) 
S>Econv?6 como que cada iglesia tiene su ministerio aquí, en la iglesia van  un 
puros adultos, en otras puros jovenes, en otras pur(*S)  
S>Econv?61  (usted?) está más bonito de que todos.  
S>Econv?61  Ey, (missing Spanish definite article) fourthgraders los ganaron, en, en 
la escuela de nosotros, sí. 
S>Econv?63 No.  (*S) (quiere?) tu pileta. 
S>Econv?63 Es mi turno, otr(a/o?) vez. 
S>Econv?63 Es un bar, es un barco, un(stuttering) uni uni car caviones. 
S>Econv?63 ja viernes 
S>Econv?63 Umm, son hombres the the the siendo los pilotos que (stuttering) que 
vayan a la guerra. 
S>Econv?63 (*S) tenemos at the same time.  Así es así.  Ese es mi bola.  So um, so 
you're three primero. 
S>Econv?64 No comer.  Hacer así.  Allí. 
S>Econv?64  Uh, you (deals?) hacer otra vez, aquí.  Yo gané.  Aquí.  ¡Huh! ¡Ooh! 
S>Econv?66 ¿Cuán, cuándo cumpleaños (*S) ocho? 
S>Econv?66 Yeah.  (*S) qué hora es ellos.  Nada. 
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S>Econv?66 (*) (cuenta a mí me decían allí?) (talking about a book with pictures in 
it that they are viewing) 
S>Econv?7  No, nos vinimos juntos pa ca (*S) en el, ochenta y ocho. Y ya estamos 
en el noventa y nueve.  Ya hace, ya vamos y, y cumplir los once. 
S>Econv?8 Oportunidad para ayudar a tu familia, oportunidad para tú mismo 
(talking to a female peer) superarte muchas cosas.  Estudios.  
 
 
 
S>Econv13  (reading aloud to the class from her own writing) My fav, my favorito 
animal es una monkey because he likes bananas… 
S>Econv13  y está en otro (*S) se va a ir a kinder, está en kinder, que está en 
aquella bien grande escuela y que ella escribía todo eso. 
S>Econv15 Creo sí. (laughing) 
S>Econv15 Con mi apá (omitted initial 'p') y mi amá (omitted initial 'm'). 
S>Econv17 También, me acordé de que, de que, tenía, también, de que, que decía, 
que el agua estaba (yo ?, you know?) "frozen", a cuenta (*S) era una sentencia, y yo 
tenía que escoger "frozen", uh "free" , ¿cuá cuál es? 
S>Econv17  Es diferente.  Ellos tienen como un tema, sin, sin, ¿cómo se llaman 
para uh los paragraph? ¿cómo? ¿paragráfos, paráfos? 
S>Econv19 ¿Decí mal? 
S>Econv2 Yo no quiero entrar en la primero, primero, primero, primero. Yo 
quiero (*). 
S>Econv2  Soledad quiere llevar los mías. 
S>Econv24  Si (*S) que andan la primera vez, la voy a dar un de este (*S) un chi… 
S>Econv24  Pero, o, la voy a hacer rayitas. 
S>Econv28  Yo me gusta esa casa mami, I hate esa casa. 
S>Econv42 I don't entendo.  
S>Econv43 Yes.  Se viene al lado a quien visita.  Sit down.  Y se ponerá si, si se 
pone así, (*S) 
S>Econv43 ¿Cómo se llamas tú, Jorge? 
S>Econv49  y ella es un (lack of final 'a') maestra, y, y que 
S>Econv50 Es, es uno nombre del niño. 
S>Econv50  Yo le gusta.  
S>Econv50  Yo me gusta.  
S>Econv56 Lo primera palabra que you dije cuando era bebita es come. 
S>Econv56 ___l____ (vowels in a last name are pronounced as in Spanish but the 
"ll" is pronounced [l] as in English) 
S>Econv56 ¡Este es un tur dime! 
S>Econv56 ¡Estoy hablando! (laughing)  Cuando yo me serví todo ellos dijo, “but 
¿dónde está el pescado?”  Yo ya me lo comí todo. 
S>Econv57 practicar el manejo, de, de, el esa, ese parking así de costado porque 
quiero dar el examen.  ¿Mañana tienes tiempo? 
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S>Econv59  Hay algo más mejor en el show de (*) el show sobre qué es un show 
de (*) sabes, bueno ahora encontramos una niña con niño. 
S>Econv59 Mire (*S) como se descompuse la corbata. 
S>Econv61  Se coloreó todos los (colores?).  No se coloreó todo.  Mira vamos a 
hacer horns en el (*).  Tú mixed up. 
S>Econv61  En la grande escuela no. 
S>Econv63 y sestecamos la bola que ene que, que (‘mispronounced’ name in 
Spanish) n me golpeado. 
 S>Econv63 This dude tiene flores adentro quiero (for 'creo').  Un ojo. 
S>Econv63 Ok, una, y dos, y (ahora?) tres. (counting in a game to start) 
S>Econv63 esto, no no cuer n-sí, ca cuando ese se (vantil?), en la boca.  
S>Econv63 te voy a enseñar, esos que tengo.  Es lamarillo. 
S>Econv63 Ahí están señando. 
S>Econv63 Eh, esos tiene eyebrows. 
S>Econv63 El me mató, y el otro jegó ('jegó' for 'jugó') es qu ay (puede?) (*) de 
golpearla, de (golpies?) 
S>Econv63 Es el marillo también. 
S>Econv63 Esa (leaves out [t] in 'está') muerto. 
S>Econv63 Nos, señando (for ‘enseñando’). 
S>Econv63 Ok, yo ir primero. (Entonces?)¡ se va a matar! 
S>Econv63 Ok.  (*S) yo ir he jugamos. 
S>Econv63 ¡Sabe juguar, sabes juguar hace fútbol ahora? 
S>Econv63 ¿Sabes juguar hace fútbol? 
S>Econv63 Sis, um, n, si, si yo tiro pri, primero, 
S>Econv63 ¿S-tú sabes juguar hace juego ahora? 
S>Econv63 Trescer (for ‘tercer’). 
S>Econv63  Trescer (for ‘tercer’, another turn of the same as above). 
S>Econv63 Trescer grado. 
S>Econv63 Uh, ¿cómo gano?  uh, n-  hay que comer la bolas. 
S>Econv63 Un avión, que es, que está allí en drabajo (for ‘debajo’?). 
S>Econv63 Una, dos, y tres (counting for the start of a game). 
S>Econv63 Y, um, porque co-co- con con los (*S) en mi (os?), tengo d-d- de (‘de’ 
for ‘que’) agarrar l-l-l-la-la-la-las bolas de (name). 
S>Econv63 E - n - ése es lo otro juego.  (*) 
S>Econv63 Uh, (*) prefieres uh todo eses me prefiero (in answer to “¿Qué color 
prefieres?”). 
S>Econv63 Te te te te voy a enseñar. Es es es una bola que quiere  (‘quiere’ for 
‘tiene’) un ojo, mira. 
S>Econv63 Sí, no es sí, no es hicieron balas (‘balas’ for ‘bolas’ = ‘marbles’). Los 
tiramos así. 
S>Econv63 El habláis en, en español, en inglés, pero 
S>Econv63  si mi turno primero, si, uh, ¿ya?  
S>Econv63  So, s-ne esa (leaves out [t] in 'está') muerto.  
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S>Econv64 (*) o tú juegas quien jugamos. 
S>Econv64 Porque él tíro (accent on first syllable) primero. 
S>Econv64  (*) agarrarlos, y si los da así, uh, yo tengo sacar mi bola, 
S>Econv64 (Amer?) la bolas. 
S>Econv64 (Puede?) Dile prim, no, (name). 
S>Econv64  Y  hablamos cerca uno, soy yo uh le he dado así, uno y (*) 
S>Econv64 Andamos, uh, y, (*) saca los dos bolas, uh, uh, e- ese, uh.  
S>Econv64 Aquí el lo tiene más bolas.  
S>Econv64 El ganado porque, yo tengo más, uh, piezas, uh, (no más?) piezas, 
S>Econv64  Y sacamos tú, uh, él tiene (*) bola. 
S>Econv64 Yeah, yo jugamos. 
S>Econv64 Yo he gané. 
S>Econv64 Yo puedo ganar él. 
S>Econv64  y si tú no, otro vez. 
S>Econv64  Y  yo he gané. 
S>Econv64  yo no ganó. 
S>Econv7 Cuando lleguemos allá arriba va a ser éste un otro nombre, Enríquez. 
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Appendix D:  Number of certain instances of each language type per 

informant 

Note:  The following table gives the number of certain instances in the data for each 
language type by informant.  This table corresponds to Tables 4.3, 4.5, and 6.1, which 
display the percentage of each language type per informant out of the total number of 
languages types identified for each informant.  The first column, labeled “S%”, is the 
percent of the language type S per informant.  The remaining columns labeled with 
language type names contain the number of certain instances of each language type – 
not the percent – per informant. 
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S% 
Informant 

ID  no. S  E E>Sinsert SEintra S>Econv SEinter E>Sconv S>Einsert 
100 3 10        
100 33 31        
100 46 27        
100 55 16        
96 35 31        

95 41 58 1 1      
94 10 18      1  
94 34 17        
92 11 23 1 1      
90 25 36 1       
89 15 34 1   2    
88 38 576 15 14 1  5 2  
87 53 35 1 1      
86 14 13   2     
83 45 40  2      
82 21 57 1 2 1   1  
82 7 41 5   1 1 1  
82 8 34 1 2 1  2   
81 50 70 5 1  3 1   
80 19 20 4   1    

80 49 53 1 5 1 1 1   
78 66 40  5      
76 48 20 1 2      
72 47 18 3 2      
72 6 43 6 2 2  2 1  
69 23 9 1     1  
67 29 19 3  1   3  
66 2 10 1 1  2  1  
65 57 51 5 8 3 1 2   
63 17 28 1 5 4 2  1  
63 54 7     2   
62 52 17 4  1   3  
61 24 56 11 13  2 1 1 2 
60 27 42 13 5   5   
57 43 68 18 6 3 2 5 2 1 
55 59 11 1 5  2 1   

50 36 2 1  1     
47 56 64 38 12 2 4 3 1  
46 64 36 16 1 2 16 1 1  
43 44 17 17 1 2   1  
43 63 66 28 4 4 31 5  3 
40 42 12 10  2 1  2 1 
39 39 28 32 1 4     
37 13 11 4  2 2 4 3 3 
37 61 33 16 16 7 2 3 1  
34 26 27 34 2 5  1 2  
30 12 15 15 3 5  1 7 1 
30 28 38 63  9 1 3 3 1 
29 32 13 20 5 1  1   
25 31 14 27 6 2    1 
24 16 22 38 14 2  5 2 1 

21 4 31 75 7 9  8 1  
13 40 2 2 5 3  1   
1 18 1 51     11  
0 37  16    2 10  
0 9  15       
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Appendix E:  Social factors and language type usage listed by 

informant from highest to lowest S% usage 

Note:  Tables E.1, E.2, and E.3 (following) correspond to Tables 4.3, 4.5, and 6.1, 
which all list language type percent usage by informant from highest to lowest S% 
usage.  In Tables E.1-E.3, informants are listed by initials and identification numbers.   
Special notes for individual tables: 
Table E.1 –  In the second “Age” column, O=older/adult, Y=younger/child.   

“Yrs schl ctry/orig” = Years of school in country of origin. 
“Yrs schl in US” = Years in school in the U.S. 

Table E.3 –  The number (12, 13, 17, 20, 21, 22, 24, 23) heading above a column is 
the social factor (SF) number used in Chapters 3 and 5; each number 
refers to the number of the question from which the information was 
obtained on the “Social Factors” questionnaire in Appendix B. 
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T a b l e  E . 1   S o c i a l  f a c t o r s  l i s t e d  b y  r a n k  o r d e r i n g  o f  h i g h e s t  t o  l o w e s t  S  %

I n f o r m a n t S e x A g e A g e R e g i o n Y r s  i n  U S Y r s  s c h l  c t r y / o r i g Y r s  s c h l  i n  U S S E E > S i n s e r t S E i n t r a S > E c o n v S E i n t e r E > S c o n v S > E i n s e r t
1 3 M A M 3 8 O M e x i c o 1 0 + 8 - - 1 0  y r s 2 + - - 3  y r s 1 0 0
2 3 3 D R F 2 5 O M e x i c o 0 - - 2 8 - - 1 0  y r s 0  y r s 1 0 0
3 4 6 E S M 3 1 O M e x i c o 5 - - 6 8 - - 1 0  y r s 0  y r s 1 0 0
4 5 5 S V M 5 9 O P e r u 3 - - 4 5 - - 7  y r s 1 + - - 2  y r s 1 0 0
5 3 5 M R F 2 3 O M e x i c o 3 - - 4 1 1 +  y r s 0  y r s 9 6
6 4 1 J R M 4 7 O E l  S a l v a d o r 0 - - 2 ? 0  y r s 9 5 1 1
7 1 0 L G M 8 Y M e x i c o 0 - - 2 0 + - - 2  y r s 1 + - - 2  y r s 9 4 5
8 3 4 J R M 3 0 O M e x i c o 3 - - 4 1 1 +  y r s 0  y r s 9 4
9 1 1 L H M 1 1 Y M e x i c o 3 - - 4 3 - - 4  y r s 2 + - - 3  y r s 9 2 4 4

1 0 2 5 J P M 3 4 O E l  S a l v a d o r 1 0 + ? 0  y r s 9 0 2
1 1 1 5 D M M 2 3 O G u a t e m a l a 7 - - 1 0 0  y r s 2 + - - 3  y r s 8 9 2 5
1 2 3 8 E R F 3 5 O P e r u 0 - - 2 1 1 +  y r s 0  y r s 8 8 2 2
1 3 5 3 M V F 2 8 O N i c a r a g u a 5 - - 6 1 1 +  y r s 0  y r s 8 7 2 2
1 4 1 4 M M M 1 1 Y M e x i c o 3 - - 4 0 + - - 2  y r s 2 + - - 3  y r s 8 6 1 3
1 5 4 5 O S F 4 3 O P u e r t o  R i c o 1 0 + 1 1 +  y r s 0  y r s 8 3 4
1 6 2 1 R T F 3 7 O M e x i c o 3 - - 4 8 - - 1 0  y r s 0  y r s 8 2 1 2 1 1
1 7 7 P E M 3 3 O M e x i c o 1 0 + 5 - - 7  y r s 0  y r s 8 2 1 0 2 2 2
1 8 8 B F F 3 3 O D o m .  R e p . 1 0 + 1 1 +  y r s 5 + - - 6  y r s 8 2 2 4 2 4
1 9 5 0 L V F 1 0 Y M e x i c o 3 - - 4 0 + - - 2  y r s 1 + - - 2  y r s 8 1 5 1 3 1
2 0 1 9 J M M 1 0 Y M e x i c o 7 - - 1 0 0  y r s 4 + - - 5  y r s 8 0 1 6 4
2 1 4 9 A V F 9 Y M e x i c o 3 - - 4 0 + - - 2  y r s 1 + - - 2  y r s 8 0 1 7 1 1 1
2 2 6 6 P Z F 4 1 O P e r u 7 - - 1 0 1 1 +  y r s 0 + - - 1  y r s 7 8 9
2 3 4 8 P T M 2 7 O M e x i c o 3 - - 4 8 - - 1 0  y r s 0  y r s 7 6 3 7
2 4 4 7 M T M 2 6 O M e x i c o 3 - - 4 8 - - 1 0  y r s 0  y r s 7 2 1 2 8
2 5 6 M E F 2 9 O M e x i c o 5 - - 6 8 - - 1 0  y r s 0  y r s 7 2 1 0 3 3 3 1
2 6 2 3 K O F 1 0 Y H o n d u r a s 7 - - 1 0 0 + - - 2  y r s 2 + - - 3  y r s 6 9 7 7
2 7 2 9 J P M 6 5 O P e r u 0 - - 2 8 - - 1 0  y r s 0  y r s 6 7 1 0 3 1 0
2 8 2 M A F 1 0 Y G u a t e m a l a 0 - - 2 0 + - - 2  y r s 0 + - - 1  y r s 6 6 6 6 1 3 6
2 9 5 7 E V F 3 9 O P e r u 5 - - 6 1 1 +  y r s 0 + - - 1  y r s 6 5 6 1 0 3 1 2
3 0 1 7 J M M 2 1 O M e x i c o 5 - - 6 8 - - 1 0  y r s 4 + - - 5  y r s 6 3 2 1 1 9 4 2
3 1 5 4 L V F 2 0 O P e r u 0 - - 2 1 1 +  y r s 0 + - - 1  y r s 6 3 1 8
3 2 5 2 D V F 9 Y M e x i c o 5 - - 6 3 - - 4  y r s 2 + - - 3  y r s 6 2 1 4 3 1 1
3 3 2 4 D P M 1 3 Y M e x i c o 5 - - 6 0 + - - 2  y r s 3 + - - 4  y r s 6 1 1 2 1 4 2 1 1 2
3 4 2 7 C P F 3 6 O P e r u 7 - - 1 0 1 1 +  y r s 0 + - - 1  y r s 6 0 1 8 7 7
3 5 4 3 J S M 1 1 Y M e x i c o 0 - - 2 5 - - 7  y r s 2 + - - 3  y r s 5 7 1 5 5 2 1 4 1
3 6 5 9 A Z F 1 2 Y M e x i c o 3 - - 4 0 + - - 2  y r s 4 + - - 5  y r s 5 5 5 2 5 1 0 5
3 7 3 6 A R M 8 Y M e x i c o 7 - - 1 0 0 + - - 2  y r s 1 + - - 2  y r s 5 0 2 5 2 5
3 8 5 6 B V F 1 0 Y P e r u 5 - - 6 0 + - - 2  y r s 3 + - - 4  y r s 4 7 2 7 8 1 2 2
3 9 6 4 J Z M 8 Y P e r u 7 - - 1 0 0 + - - 2  y r s 3 + - - 4  y r s 4 6 2 0 1 2 2 0 1 1
4 0 4 4 J S F 9 Y M e x i c o 3 - - 4 0 + - - 2  y r s 2 + - - 3  y r s 4 3 4 3 2 5 2
4 1 6 3 A Z M 1 0 Y P e r u 7 - - 1 0 0 + - - 2  y r s 5 + - - 6  y r s 4 3 1 8 2 2 2 0 3 1
4 2 4 2 R R M 7 Y M e x i c o 5 - - 6 0 + - - 2  y r s 1 + - - 2  y r s 4 0 3 3 6 3 6 3
4 3 3 9 E R F 1 1 Y M e x i c o 7 - - 1 0 0 + - - 2  y r s 4 + - - 5  y r s 3 9 4 5 1 5
4 4 1 3 L M F 1 2 Y M e x i c o 7 - - 1 0 0 + - - 2  y r s ? 3 7 1 3 6 6 1 3 1 0 1 0
4 5 6 1 M Z F 1 2 Y M e x i c o 7 - - 1 0 0  y r s 4 + - - 5  y r s 3 7 1 8 1 8 8 2 3 1
4 6 2 6 B P M 7 Y P e r u 5 - - 6 0  y r s 0 + - - 1  y r s 3 4 4 3 2 6 1 2
4 7 1 2 S I F 3 7 O P e r u 5 - - 6 1 1 +  y r s 3 + - - 4  y r s 3 0 3 0 6 1 0 2 1 4 2
4 8 2 8 D P M 9 Y P e r u 7 - - 1 0 0  y r s 3 + - - 4  y r s 3 0 5 0 7 2 2
4 9 3 2 P Q F 1 1 Y M e x i c o 3 - - 4 3 - - 4  y r s 2 + - - 3  y r s 2 9 4 5 1 1 2 2
5 0 3 1 F Q M 8 Y M e x i c o 3 - - 4 0  y r s 1 + - - 2  y r s 2 5 5 0 1 1 3 1
5 1 1 6 M M F 1 1 Y M e x i c o 3 - - 4 0 + - - 2  y r s 2 + - - 3  y r s 2 4 4 2 1 5 2 5 2 1
5 2 4 J C M 1 2 Y M e x i c o 7 - - 1 0 0 + - - 2  y r s 2 + - - 3  y r s 2 1 5 1 4 6 5
5 3 4 0 J R F 1 0 Y M e x i c o 7 - - 1 0 0 + - - 2  y r s 3 + - - 4  y r s 1 3 1 3 3 3 2 0 6
5 4 1 8 R M M 1 1 Y G u a t e m a l a 1 0 + 0 + - - 2  y r s 2 + - - 3  y r s 1 7 9 1 7
5 5 3 7 A R F 3 4 O E c u a d o r 3 - - 4 1 1 +  y r s 1 + - - 2  y r s 5 3 6 3 3
5 6 9 J F M 1 2 Y G u a t e m a l a 1 0 + 0  y r s 3 + - - 4  y r s 1 0 0
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T a b l e  E . 2   S o c i a l  f a c t o r s  l i s t e d  b y  r a n k  o r d e r i n g  o f  h i g h e s t  t o  l o w e s t  S  %

I n f o r m a n t E m p l o y m e n t  o f  F a t h e r  E m p l o y m e n t  o f  M o t h e r E m p l o y m e n t  o f  S e l f S E E > S i n s e r t S E i n t r a S > E c o n v S E i n t e r E > S c o n v S > E i n s e r t
1 3 M A n o  r e p o n s e n o  r e s p o n s e o t h e r  f a c t o r y 1 0 0
2 3 3 D R t e a c h e r h o u s e w i f e c h i c k e n  p r o c e s s i n g  p l a n t 1 0 0
3 46ES s e l f - e m p l o y e d h o u s e w i f e o t h e r  f a c t o r y 1 0 0
4 5 5 S V n o  r e s p o n s e n o  r e s p o n s e p a s t o r 1 0 0
5 3 5 M R t e a c h e r h o u s e w i f e c h i c k e n  p r o c e s s i n g  p l a n t 9 6
6 41JR n o  r e s p o n s e n o  r e s p o n s e c h i c k e n  p r o c e s s i n g  p l a n t 9 5 1 1
7 10LG c h i c k e n  p r o c e s s i n g  p l a n t c h i c k e n  p r o c e s s i n g  p l a n t 9 4 5
8 34JR n o  r e s p o n s e n o  r e s p o n s e s t o r e 9 4
9 11LH c h i c k e n  p r o c e s s i n g  p l a n t h o u s e w i f e 9 2 4 4

1 0 2 5 J P n o  r e s p o n s e n o  r e s p o n s e y a r d  w o r k 9 0 2
1 1 1 5 D M c h i c k e n  p r o c e s s i n g  p l a n t h o u s e w i f e o t h e r  f a c t o r y 8 9 2 5
1 2 38ER c o m p a n y  a d m i n i s t r a t o r h o u s e w i f e e c o n o m i s t  ( i n  P e r u ) 8 8 2 2
1 3 5 3 M V n o  r e s p o n s e n o  r e s p o n s e c h i c k e n  p r o c e s s i n g  p l a n t 8 7 2 2
1 4 1 4 M M c h i c k e n  p r o c e s s i n g  p l a n t h o u s e w i f e 8 6 1 3
1 5 4 5 O S n o  r e s p o n s e n o  r e s p o n s e h o u s e w i f e 8 3 4
1 6 2 1 R T n o  r e s p o n s e n o  r e s p o n s e c h i c k e n  p r o c e s s i n g  p l a n t 8 2 1 2 1 1
1 7 7 P E n o  r e s p o n s e n o  r e s p o n s e a u t o  m e c h a n i c 8 2 1 0 2 2 2
1 8 8 B F n o  r e s p o n s e n o  r e s p o n s e s t o r e 8 2 2 4 2 4
1 9 50LV r e s t a u r a n t h o u s e w i f e 8 1 5 1 3 1
2 0 1 9 J M n o  r e s p o n s e c h i c k e n  p r o c e s s i n g  p l a n t 8 0 1 6 4
2 1 4 9 A V r e s t a u r a n t h o u s e w i f e 8 0 1 7 1 1 1
2 2 66PZ r e t i r e d  f r o m  m i l i t a r y h o u s e w i f e t e a c h e r 7 8 9
2 3 48PT n o  r e s p o n s e n o  r e s p o n s e o t h e r  f a c t o r y 7 6 3 7
2 4 4 7 M T n o  r e s p o n s e n o  r e s p o n s e o t h e r  f a c t o r y 7 2 1 2 8
2 5 6 M E n o  r e s p o n s e n o  r e s p o n s e o t h e r  f a c t o r y 7 2 1 0 3 3 3 1
2 6 2 3 K O c h i c k e n  p r o c e s s i n g  p l a n t c h i c k e n  p r o c e s s i n g  p l a n t 6 9 7 7
2 7 2 9 J P n o  r e s p o n s e n o  r e s p o n s e re t i red 6 7 1 0 3 10
2 8 2 M A c h i c k e n  p r o c e s s i n g  p l a n t o t h e r  f a c t o r y 6 6 6 6 1 3 6
2 9 57EV n o  r e s p o n s e n o  r e s p o n s e t e a c h i n g  a s s i s t a n t 6 5 6 1 0 3 1 2
3 0 1 7 J M n o  r e s p o n s e c h i c k e n  p r o c e s s i n g  p l a n t o t h e r  f a c t o r y 6 3 2 1 1 9 4 2
3 1 54LV p a s t o r  o f  c h u r c h o t h e r  f a c t o r y f u l l  t i m e  s t u d e n t 6 3 1 8
3 2 5 2 D V c o n s t r u c t i o n n o  r e s p o n s e 6 2 1 4 3 11
3 3 2 4 D P c h i c k e n  p r o c e s s i n g  p l a n t c h i c k e n  p r o c e s s i n g  p l a n t 6 1 1 2 1 4 2 1 1 2
3 4 2 7 C P n o  r e s p o n s e n o  r e s p o n s e h o u s e w i f e 6 0 1 8 7 7
3 5 4 3 J S c h i c k e n  p r o c e s s i n g  p l a n t h o u s e w i f e 5 7 1 5 5 2 1 4 1
3 6 5 9 A Z u n e m p l o y e d h o u s e w i f e 5 5 5 2 5 1 0 5
3 7 3 6 A R n o  r e s p o n s e n o  r e s p o n s e 5 0 2 5 2 5
3 8 5 6 B V r e s t a u r a n t r e s t a u r a n t 4 7 2 7 8 1 2 2
3 9 64JZ s e l f - e m p l o y e d t e a c h e r 4 6 2 0 1 2 2 0 1 1
4 0 4 4 J S o t h e r  f a c t o r y  w o r k c h i c k e n  p r o c e s s i n g  p l a n t 4 3 4 3 2 5 2
4 1 6 3 A Z s e l f - e m p l o y e d t e a c h e r 4 3 1 8 2 2 2 0 3 1
4 2 4 2 R R n o  r e s p o n s e n o  r e s p o n s e 4 0 3 3 6 3 6 3
4 3 39ER c o n s t r u c t i o n o t h e r  f a c t o r y 3 9 4 5 1 5
4 4 1 3 L M c h i c k e n  p r o c e s s i n g  p l a n t h o u s e w i f e 3 7 1 3 6 6 1 3 10 10
4 5 6 1 M Z c h i c k e n  p r o c e s s i n g  p l a n t c h i c k e n  p r o c e s s i n g  p l a n t 3 7 1 8 1 8 8 2 3 1
4 6 2 6 B P p a s t o r h o u s e w i f e 3 4 4 3 2 6 1 2
4 7 1 2 S I n o  r e s p o n s e n o  r e s p o n s e t e a c h e r 3 0 3 0 6 1 0 2 14 2
4 8 2 8 D P p a s t o r h o u s e w i f e 3 0 5 0 7 2 2
4 9 3 2 P Q y a r d  w o r k o t h e r  f a c t o r y 2 9 4 5 1 1 2 2
5 0 3 1 F Q n o  r e s p o n s e n o  r e s p o n s e 2 5 5 0 1 1 3 1
5 1 1 6 M M c h i c k e n  p r o c e s s i n g  p l a n t h o u s e w i f e 2 4 4 2 1 5 2 5 2 1
5 2 4 J C c h i c k e n  p r o c e s s i n g  p l a n t c h i c k e n  p r o c e s s i n g  p l a n t 2 1 5 1 4 6 5
5 3 40JR c o n s t r u c t i o n o t h e r  f a c t o r y 1 3 1 3 3 3 2 0 6
5 4 1 8 R M s t o r e c h i c k e n  p r o c e s s i n g  p l a n t 1 7 9 17
5 5 3 7 A R n o  r e s p o n s e n o  r e s p o n s e s e c r e t a r i a l  a s s i s t a n t 5 3 6 33
5 6 9 J F n o  r e s p o n s e c h i c k e n  p r o c e s s i n g  p l a n t 1 0 0
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T a b l e  E . 3   S o c i a l  f a c t o r s  l i s t e d  b y  r a n k  o r d e r i n g  o f  h i g h e s t  t o  l o w e s t  S  %

I n f o r m a n t 1 2 1 3 1 7 2 0 2 1 2 2 2 4 2 3 S E E > S i n s e r t S E i n t r a S > E c o n v S E i n t e r E > S c o n v S > E i n s e r t
1 3 M A S E S S E S S 1 0 1 0 0
2 3 3 D R E S S , E E S , E S m a n y 1 0 0
3 4 6 E S S S S S S S n o n e 1 0 0
4 5 5 S V S E S S S S S ? 1 0 0
5 3 5 M R S E S S , E S S S , E 5 9 6
6 4 1 J R S E ? S , E S , E S S , E 5 9 5 1 1
7 1 0 L G S E S S , E S S S n o n e 9 4 5
8 3 4 J R S S S E E S 2 2 9 4
9 1 1 L H S E S E E E E 7 9 2 4 4

1 0 2 5 J P S E S , E S , E E E S 5 9 0 2
1 1 1 5 D M E S , Q Q E E S E 3 0 8 9 2 5
1 2 3 8 E R S E S S , E E E S 1 8 8 2 2
1 3 5 3 M V S S S E S S , E 7 8 7 2 2
1 4 1 4 M M S E S E E S S 1 8 6 1 3
1 5 4 5 O S S E S S N A N A S n o n e 8 3 4
1 6 2 1 R T S E S , E S E S , E S , E 1 8 2 1 2 1 1
1 7 7 P E S E S S E E S , E 1 0 8 2 1 0 2 2 2
1 8 8 B F E S E S E E E m a n y 8 2 2 4 2 4
1 9 5 0 L V S E S E S , E S S n o n e 8 1 5 1 3 1
2 0 1 9 J M E S S E E E E 1 0 8 0 1 6 4
2 1 4 9 A V S E S E E S S 5 8 0 1 7 1 1 1
2 2 6 6 P Z S E S , E S , E E E S , E 1 0 7 8 9
2 3 4 8 P T S E S S , E S , E S S 1 5 7 6 3 7
2 4 4 7 M T S E S S , E E S , E E 2 5 7 2 1 2 8
2 5 6 M E S E S E S , E S , E S 1 5 7 2 1 0 3 3 3 1
2 6 2 3 K O S E S S , E E S S , E  f e w 6 9 7 7
2 7 2 9 J P S E S S N A N A S 2 6 7 1 0 3 1 0
2 8 2 M A Q E Q Q S S E 2 6 6 6 6 1 3 6
2 9 5 7 E V S E S S ? ? S , E m a n y 6 5 6 1 0 3 1 2
3 0 1 7 J M S S S S S S , E 1 2 6 3 2 1 1 9 4 2
3 1 5 4 L V S E S S E E S 4 6 3 1 8
3 2 5 2 D V S E S S , E E S , E E 3 6 2 1 4 3 1 1
3 3 2 4 D P S E S S E E S ? 6 1 1 2 1 4 2 1 1 2
3 4 2 7 C P S E S S E E S , E 2 5 6 0 1 8 7 7
3 5 4 3 J S S S S ? ? E m a n y 5 7 1 5 5 2 1 4 1
3 6 5 9 A Z S E S E E E E 7 5 5 5 2 5 1 0 5
3 7 3 6 A R S E S E E E S , E f e w 5 0 2 5 2 5
3 8 5 6 B V S E S E E E E 2 4 4 7 2 7 8 1 2 2
3 9 6 4 J Z E S S E E E E 6 4 6 2 0 1 2 2 0 1 1
4 0 4 4 J S S E S E E E E 1 9 4 3 4 3 2 5 2
4 1 6 3 A Z E S S E E E E 3 0 4 3 1 8 2 2 2 0 3 1
4 2 4 2 R R S S E E E E m a n y 4 0 3 3 6 3 6 3
4 3 3 9 E R S E S S E S , E S 4 3 9 4 5 1 5
4 4 1 3 L M S , E S S , E S , E S S , E m a n y 3 7 1 3 6 6 1 3 1 0 1 0
4 5 6 1 M Z S E S S E E E 8 3 7 1 8 1 8 8 2 3 1
4 6 2 6 B P S E , F r e n c h S , E E E E E 1 0 3 4 4 3 2 6 1 2
4 7 1 2 S I E S , E S E E S , E 9 3 0 3 0 6 1 0 2 1 4 2
4 8 2 8 D P S E , F r e n c h S , E E E E E 2 0 3 0 5 0 7 2 2
4 9 3 2 P Q S E S S E S E 6 2 9 4 5 1 1 2 2
5 0 3 1 F Q S E S E E S S n o n e 2 5 5 0 1 1 3 1
5 1 1 6 M M S E S E E E E 4 2 4 4 2 1 5 2 5 2 1
5 2 4 J C S , E S E E S E 5 2 1 5 1 4 6 5
5 3 4 0 J R S E S E E S E 6 1 3 1 3 3 3 2 0 6
5 4 1 8 R M Q E Q E E E E f e w 1 7 9 1 7
5 5 3 7 A R E  S E S E E S , E 3 0 0 5 3 6 3 3
5 6 9 J F S , E Q S S , E E E E ? 1 0 0
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